MAY 1970 THREE SHILLINGS (
15p)

It" IT'
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FESTIVAL DU SON - A REPORT FROM PARIS
QUART (4 CHANNELS) IN A PINT (2 CHANNELS) POT
JOURNEY IN HIGH FIDELITY
REVIEWS OF THORENS TD 125 & ORTOFCN M15
MANUFACTURERS' SERVICE- AN ANONYMOUS FIELD- TRIAL

MOTORS
Dual 1209
Garrard SL95 B
Garrard SL75 B
Goldring-Lenco GL75
Thorens TD150 Mk. 11
PICK-UPS
Decca Deram
Ortofon SL15E
Shure M3DM
Shure V15 type II
AMPLIFIERS
Acoustical Quad 33 303
Cambridge Audio P.40
Ferrograph F307
Goodmans Maxamp 30
Leak Stereo 70 Plus
Nikko TRM4OB
Radford SCA30
Rogers Ravensbourne
Rogers Ravensbrook
Sansui AU777
TUNERS
Acoustical Quad FM
Armstrong 523 AM- FM and 524 FM only
Leak Trough Line Stereo
Nikko FAM12F
Rogers Mk III Switched FM
Rogers Ravensbrook
TUNER AMPLIFIERS
Arena T2500F
Armstrong 526
Nikko ST701
Rotel FAX330
Sansui 3000A
Tandberg Huldra 9-55
SPEAKERS
Acoustical Quad Electrostatic
Bowers & Wilkins DMI & DM3
Goodmans Magnum K
Imhof 1M100
Kef Concerto
Leak Sandwich
Medley Musette
Medley Maestro
Tannoy Lancaster 15C, Gold
Wharfedale Denton

please

not with apin!

Choosing hi-fi is a serious business.
You can waste an awful lot of money and end up with a very inferior
system if you don't go about it the right way. Now if we tell you the
way to be sure of getting the best value for your money is to come
io Imhofs you will think we are prejudiced. Perhaps we are. But our
Hi -Fi Rooms have been designèd specially to help you in making your
choice wisely.
The Imhof Mono/Stereo Comparators enable you to compare the
performance of 4,000 different combinations of hi-fi equipment and
to switch from one to the other in a second.

IMHOF'S
Dept.4/5, 112-116 New Oxford Street, London WC1
telephone: 01-636 7878
Please tick appropriate squares
Ienclose cheque/postal order/stamps for 2/6d— please
send me a copy of This Year of Hi -Fi
Living overseas Iwould like afree copy of This Year of
Hi -Fi [

This is a service unequalled anywhere in Great Britain. Come along
any time and hear for yourself.

Please send me, free of charge, details of:

We have picked out a few hi-fi items from the wide range now
on display. There is only one possible way to find out which
is the best and that is to hear them for yourself. And the best
place to do that is at our showrooms in New Oxford Street!

guaranteed export service LI

Visitors to this country can choose their equipment personally and
have it delivered, tax free, to their plane or ship. If you are unable
to visit us you can, of course, order by post with confidence and
have your equipment sent to any part of the world under our Guaranteed Export Service— send for details.

monthly record accounts [ 1
Eddystone communication receivers [ 1
name
address

R54A
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Technical articles of full page length or
over appearing in HiFi News are
detailed in the British Technology Index.
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to visit the Sound Studio!
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ewe care about our customers.

Britain's largest selling
hi-fi journal, with an
audited average net sale of
39,398 copies per issue at the
last half-yearly count ( July- Dec. 1969).

We are appointed stockists for

QUAD
and

equipment under the new
distribution arrangements

ewe have the right equipment.

•we

are

giving

interested
our

in

TANNOY /0
/
,,

customers

the best possible sound
value for money.

IVIordaunt-Short

-We only came for the equipment!”
Tunbridge Wells is famous for its Pantiles, mineral springs and many other points of interest.
It also has an excellent selection of shops to suit all tastes— Marks & Spencer, two departmental stores, antique shops and junk shops. Why not have an outing at our expense?
We will pay travelling expenses up to £ 2 for purchases of £ 30 and over.

TRIO
ETC. ETC.,

THE SOUND STUDIO LTD., 33-35 Camden Rd., Tunbridge Wells, Kent. Tunbridge Wells 32153
Late nights: Mondays and Fridays until 8 p.m.
Credit Facilities. Barclaycard. Part Exchanges. Home Demonstrations. Installations.
Repairs. HFDA Member—plus an extra six months' guarantee on labour and parts12 months in all!

635

e

For sales from our
LONDON office ring
01-242 3130

23

Largs-Big noise in Hi-Fi!
ab. L

_

<IBM'

Sherbourne — By Largs cabinetmaker; in period style. Designed for
extensive Hi-Fi equipment. 4' 3+" long,
6f" deep, 2' 5" high overall.
Price (cabinet only) £ 82.

hNa
ge e el

b

Not that abig noise is what you judge HiFi by. 'Great sound', yes- big noise, no. Decibels
don't measure excellence: Iiiithful, undistorted reproduction does. From the diffident
pianissimo of alonely oboe to the exuberant fortissimo of massed brass and tympani
(plus cannon!) in the 18u Overture - real HiFi can recreate for your private ear the
self-same sound that the concert audience heard.
Largs are specialists in real HiFi.
We have probably the widest range of good components, by leading makers, that you'll find
under one roof anywhere. We offer you unique - literally unique - facilities for
comparative listening to these in countless combinations, so that you can infallibly pick out
the one that, to your private ear, is real HiFi.
And we can house the equipment you choose in your choice of asuitable, beautiful cabinet.
This may be one from dozens that we have ready for it, or one (like the Sherbourne
pictured) specially made in our cabinet shop to any favoured furniture style.
So, when in acolloquial sense we cal! ourselves abig noise in Hi-Fi, we're not sounding our
trumpet too loudly, are we ? Quite alot of people agree with us, we're glad to say. It mould be
trumpeting to list them - but any time you look in at Largs you're likely to find aVery Big
Noise Indeed discussing HiFi at Hi-Fi's big noisel
Send for our booldet 'Traditional Furniture' (or, if you have modern tastes, ask for our
'Contemporary' brochure).
Delivery and normal installation are free within 20 miles of London, so is Largs technical
know-how for any servicing required within 12 months.
Now probably the best showrooms in the
world for choosing good High Fidelity.

er

Iugh Fidelity Dealers Association

WoUrürn r

76-77 High Holborn, London, WC1V 6NA. — os -242 2626 (PBX).
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Why more hi-fi fans
buy Wharfedale than
any other loudspeakers
They sound better. They should do because
Wharfedale pioneered loudspeakers. More than
30 years know-how is built into every Wharfedale
System. That is why they have little or no coloration
of their own.They are designed to reproduce what
the recording engineer recorded, and they do just
that. No more. No less. No-one buys high fidelity
equipment without making comparisons. That suits
us fine. Ask your dealer to demonstrate any of the
Wharfedale Speakers. Compare them sound for
sound, pound for pound. Then buy Wharfedale and
live happily ever after.
If you want the vital statistics—fill in the coupon
and post it to:—

Please send me acolour leaflet for the
Denton, Super Linton, Melton,
Dovedale Ill, Rosedale

Name
Address
N. 4/7 /
I

yy
IA

Idle, Bradford, Yorkshire.

VVHARFLOALE

the true sound in high -fidelity.

Melton
Dovedale Ill

Rank Wharfedale Limited

Supe' Linton
Rosedale

Denton
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The best pick-up arm
in the world

Write to SME Limited • Steyning • Sussex • England

638
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NIKKO CLASS 'A' DEALERS
IARE AXIOMATIC*

NIKKO CLASS ' A' DEALERS give CLASS ' A' service
Like Gerry Leigh ( U.T.S. Tottenham Court Road) they sell
NIKKO because they can rely on it and you can equally rely
on them—to advise on which of the many NIKKO units is
best suited to your purpose and pocket—to help in installation
and choosing suitable ancillary equipment ano, of course, to
give you reliable after sales service.
Whether you buy the budget priced TRM.30 Amplifier at
only £35.10.0 or one of the more sophisticated Tuner Amplifiers at possibly £ 100 more your NIKKO CLASS A' DEALER
will ensure that you get the best possible performance from
the equipment you choose.
The development engineers at NIKKO go to immense
trouble to give you the best equipment, utilising every available modern technique such as Integrated Circuits, FET's,
circuit breaker protection etc. Your NIKKO CLASS ' A'
DEALER will likewise make sure that these benefits are
utilised to their best advantage.

*Pertaining to aselfevident truth.

For NIKKO Sales and Service you'll find if worth while visiting your nearest NIKKO CLASS ' A' DEALER.
NIKKO CLASS " A" DEALERS INCLUDE THE FOLLOWING
Bristol and West Recording Services Ltd.
6 Park Row, Bristol 1, Gloucestershire

Imhofs ; Retail) Ltd.,
112-116 New Oxford Street, London W.C.1

Romford Sound and Vision Services Ltd..
78a Brentwood Road, Romford, Essex

Design Stereo
150 Narborough Road, Leicester

Largs of Holborn,
76-77 High Holborn, London, W.C.1

H. L. Smith & Co. Ltd.,
287-289 Edgware Road, London, W.2

Francis of Streatham,
169-173 Stiewham High Road, London S.W.16

Lind- Air Optronics ( 18) Ltd.,
18-19 Tottenham Court Road, London W.1

Soundaround Ltd.,
480 Fulham Road, London S.W.6

Hammonds Hi -Fi,
63 Queens Road, Watford, Hertfordshire

Tom Molland,
110 Cornwall Street, Plymouth, Devon

Sound Incorporated Ltd.,
192 Broadway, Wimbledon, London S.W.19

Hampstead High Fidelity,
91 Heath Street, London, N.W.3

Nick Dakin,
45 Radford Road, Radford, Nottinghamshire

Tape Recorder and Hi -Fi Centres Ltd.,
82 Stokes Croft. Bristol 1, Gloucestershire

Henry's Radio Ltd.,
309 Edgware Road, London W.2

Norwich Hi -Fi Centre Ltd.,
23 Timbehill, Norwich, Norfolk

Telesonic Ltd.,
92 - ottenham Court Road, London W.1

The Hi -Fi Centre,
Green Lane, Wilmslow, Cheshire

Radiolux Ltd.,
36 Woodlands Parade, High St., Watford, Herts.

United Technical Supplies Ltd.,
29 Tottenham Court Road, London, W.1

A free illustrated catalogue of Nikko equipment is available from the Sole U.K. Distributors:
HOWLAND-WEST LIMITED, 2, Park End, South Hill Park, London, N . W.3.
639

Tel.: 01-794 6666/6033.

"I say! Isay! Isay!
What have the lucky people of Six Mile Bottom,
Steeple Bumpstead, Bicknacre, Cockfield,
East Horndon, Mucking and Shellow BoweIls
got in common?"

"I don't know!
What have the lucky people of Six Mile Bottom,
Steeple Dummied, Bicknacre, Cockfield,
East Horndon, Mucking and Shellow BoweIls
got in common?"
"They all live within afifty-mile radius of the
showrooms of awell-known hi-fi and
record dealer who gives home demonstrations,
delivery, installation and twelve-months
after-sales service throughout this area — FREE!"

"I DO wish to know that!
Kindly give me the name, address and telephone number."

Chew & Osborne Ltd. e
148 High Street, Epping, Essex.

Tel. 4242

Open Monday to Saturday 9-6 except Wednescla/
and Friday ( late shopping) 9-8.

all day)

Manufacturers of the most exclusive Solid State
Amplifiers have produced a loudspeaker to
the same high standards that Dynaco user
take for granted.

Japan's Premier
Manufacturer of real
transcription turntables.
Belt drive...of course!
JP Turntable Model T-500 £ 36 19.4

DYNACO AND JP PRODUCTS ARE AVAILABLE FROM ALL GOOD HI-FI DEALERS
Send for fully illustrated catalogue giving full details of the complete range of Howland-West Audio Products.
HOWLAND-WEST LTD., 2 Park End, South Hill Park, London, N.W.3. Telephone: 01-794 6666 ,6033.
Name

HOWLANal WEST

au

Address

mo

PRODUCTS
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SENSATIONAL STEREO OFFERS!
?MOUND BREAK THE PRICE BARRIER
Never before has such value for money Hi -Fi been
available. After months of testing and comparing
amplifiers, speakers, cartridges, etc., the NuSound
test team arrived at a number of combinations that
not only produce the finest sound but represent the
finest value for money available today.
NuSound by virtue of its tremendous purchasing power is
able to buy truly vast quantities of each selected component and by doing so obtain the lowest possible prices,
the benefit of which we pass on to you the customer.
Never at any time has our motivation been towards the
cheapest available. On the contrary when we exhaustively
tested many magnetic cartridges several were found to
be quite good, but they did not come up to tha high standard set by the NuSound team. We therefore chose the
most expensive cartridges purely on the grounds that
they gave the highest standard of performance on a par .
with the other components in the system, instead of being
the weak link in the chain.
A NuSound Stereo System saves you EEE's, in one
case as much as 30% off our normal price, if the
items were purchased individually, but whatever
the saving all systems are 100% value, not only in
quality but in both performance and reliability!
Call into any of our showrooms, hear any of our stereo systems
and iudge for yourself.

DECCA DERAM
ROGERS RAVENSBROOK

WHARFEDALE
MELTON/DOVEDALE

TELETON 203E
WHARFEDALE
DENTON
ARMSTRONG

-

ROGERS
RAVENSBOORNE

•

AMPLIFIERS
TELETON 203E STEREO AMPLIFIER. Representing
the finest value coupled with the most outstanding performance available today. 18 silicon transistors. 12 Watts
output, Freq. range 30-20,000 Hz. Scratch filter. Output
for stereo headphones. Equal in performance to amplifiers
twice the price.
Attractive wooden cabinet.
Worth
double. Our Normal Price E28/7/6.
ROGERS RAVENSBROOK STEREO AMPLIFIER.
Using 18 silicon transistors. 20 watts output ( 10 watts
r.m.s. per channel). 25-20,000 Hz. Attractive teak case.
Our Normal Price £49.
ARMSTRONG 521
STEREO AMPLIFIER.
Fully
transistorised 25 watts per channel r.m.s.
Frequency
response 20-20,000 Hz • 1dB.
Superb performance.
Attractive teak case. Our Normal Price £ 52.
ROGERS RAVENSBOURNE STEREO AMPLIFIER.
A superb 50 watt silicon transistor amplifier. 25-25,000 Hz
1dB. Housed in attractive teak case with grained silver
and brown fascia. Our Normal Price £64.

e

RECORD UNITS AND PLINTHS
GARRARD SP25 Mk II. 4- speed single record player
unit. Our Normal Price EIS/II/II.
GARRARD SL65B. Four speed Autochanger version of
SP25 Mk II. Our Normal Price f19/6/5.
GARRARD AP.75. Three- speed single record- playing
unit. Facilities for cue and pause and automatic play of
single records. Our Normal Price E23/16/7.
DELUXE PLINTHS.
Beautifully finished with high
quality perspex cover. Our Normal Price E8/19/6 for
SP25; E9/19/6 for AP75.

e

STEREO CARTRIDGES
NM77 STEREO MAGNETIC CARTRIDGE.
Top
quality high compliance cartridge of truly superlative
performance. On test the NM77 produced results equal
to cartridges costing over L15, 20-20,000 Hz. Diamond
stylus 0.7 mil. Our Normal Price 0/19/6.
GOLDRI NG 800 STEREO MAGNETIC CARTRIDGE
20-20,000 Hz.
Compliance 20 x 10
cm/dyne. Tracking
weight
1-3 grammes. Diamond stylus 0.5 mil.
Our
Normal Price £ 13.

e

SPEAKER SYSTEMS
ALLARD SS3
HI-FI
SPEAKER
ENCLOSURES.
3- way speaker system giving excellent reproduction.
14 watts peak handling capacity. Not mini- speakers. Size
10" x7" x 174" high. Teak finished on all sides, padded
cloth fronts. Our Normal Price E33/12/-.
WHARFEDALE DENTON LOUDSPEAKERS.
2speaker system. 8" bass unit and tweeter. Size 91" x 15" x
9". Our Normal Price £ 36.
DECCA DERAM LUXURY CONSOLE LOUDSPEAKER ENCLOSURES. 13" x13" high flux density
bass speaker, crossover network and 3" treble speaker.
50-15,000 Hz. Power handling 8-10 watts. Unique styling
in teak with padded cloth fronts and elegant silver trim.
Size 25" x 131" x 8'. Our Normal Price f35/141-.
WHARFEDALE MELTON LOUDSPEAKERS.
2speaker system. 40-20,000 Hz. 12" bass and treble unit.
Crossover 1,750 Hz. Size 21" x 134" X 104". Oiled teak
cabinets. Our Normal Price £ 59.
WHARFEDALE DOVEDALE III LOUDSPEAKERS.
3- speaker system. 40-20,000 Hz.
Handling capacity 25
watts. 12 bass, 5" mid- range. 2" tweeter. Oiled teak
cabinets with gold fleck cloth. Our Normal Price £79.

STEREO SYSTEM " 65"
Teleton 203E Amplifier
£28
Garrard SP25 Mk II
£15
Plinth and cover
£8
NM77 Stereo Cartridge
£9
Pair of SS3 Speakers ..
£33
All leads and plugs ..
£2

SAVE
SYSTEM
£30/10/5 PRICE

ec
UV

Total Cost £ 122
SAVE
£22/9/11

SYSTEM CM GNS.
PRICE
01111, Carr. &

0
11
6
6
0
0

Carr. & Ins. SO,-

SYSTEM
042 GNS.
PRICE
I
0 Carr. &

0
16
19

SYSTEM 1 SC GNS.
PRICE
I
I/ Carr. 8.

o
7
6
o

0
0

Total Cost £ 192 16
SAVE
£30/1/1

1

Ins. 50/-

STEREO SYSTEM " 155"
Rogers Ravensbourne
£64
Garrard AP75
£23
Plinth and Cover ..
£9
Goldring 800 Stereo Cartridge £ 13
Pair of Dovedale Speakers ..
£79
All leads and plugs ..
£3

I

x GNS.

3

0 o
16 7
19 6
0 o
14 o
0 o

Total Cost £ 134 10
SAVE
£20/1/1

Ins. 50'-

6
11
6
0
0
0

Ins. 50 -

STEREO SYSTEM " 109"
Rogers Ravensbrook
£49
Garrard AP75
£23
Plinth and Cover ..
£9
Goldring 800 Stereo Cartridge £ 13
Pair of Decca Deram Speakers
£35
All leads and plugs ..
£3

4 11

Total Cost £ 160 16
SYSTEM .1
PRICE
I

7
11
19
0
14
0

Total Cost £ 104 12 II
SAVE
SYSTEM
GNS.
£26/17/11
PRICE I u Carr. &

Carr. & Ins. 35/-

0
II
19
19
14
0

STEREO SYSTEM " 75"
Teleton 203E Amplifier ..
£28
Garrard SP25 Mk II
LIS
Plinth and Cover .
£8
Goldring 800 Stereo Cartridge £ 13
Pair of Decca Deram Speakers
£35
All leads and plugs ..
£3

5

GNS.

STEREO SYSTEM " 95"
Rogers Ravensbrook
£49
Garrard SP25 Mk II
£15
Plinth and cover
£8
NM77 Stereo Cartridge ..
£9
Pair of Decca Deram Speakers
£35
All leads and plugs ..
£3

o
o

1

Ins. SO'-

CREATE YOUR OWN SYSTEM! Any of the equipment used in the above systems can be combined to
create a system to suit your individual requirements. To arrive at the total system cost, add or subtract the
amounts below from standard system prices shown.
NM77/G800 add or subtract
SP25/AP75 add or subtract
SP25/SL65 add or subtract

OXFORD STREET, LONDON, W.I.

• 82 HIGH

e

7 6
11 11
19 6
19 6
12 o
5 o

Total Cost £98 15

SAVE
£21/3/1

e24
7,1:LIZIRMEMEIE

NUSOUND HI-FI STEREO SYSTEMS

STEREO SYSTEM " 133"
Armstrong 521 Amplifier ..
£52 0 o
Garrard AP75
£23 16 7
Plinth and cover ..
£9 19 6
Goldring 800 Stereo Cartridge
£13 0 o
Pair of Melton Speakers ..
£59 0 o
All leads and plugs ..
£3 0 o

Prices quoted are correct at time of going to press
but subject to alteration.

Ë Ll
ui 2mE
S:DvIII7Lif

Member of Hi Fidelity Dealers Association

HOLBORN, W.C.I.

3gns.
II gns.
5gns.

e360 KILBURN HIGH RD., N.W.6. Tel.: 01-624 1656
e36 LEWISHAM HIGH ST., S.E.I3. Tel.: 01-852 2399
•87/100 ILFORD LANE, ILFORD. Tel.: 01-478 2291

BISHOPSGATE, E.C.2.
Tel.: 01-247 2609
(Opp. Liverpool Sc. Stn.— Closed Sat. Open Sun. ( 10-2))

642

7gns
7gns..
20 gns.
16 gns.

Tel: 01-580 4638/46393755 (
25 yarcs Tottenham Court Road Tube)

Tel.: 01-242 7401

242/4 PENTONVILLE RD., N.I. Tel.: 01-837 8200

e228

SS3's/Derams add or subtract
Derams/Dentons add or subtract
Derams/Meltons add or subtract
Meltons/Dovedales add or subtract

( Pioneer Market- 1minute from liford Broadway)

UP TO 33 3/
3%OFF FROM NUSOUND
ARMSTRONG
TUNER AMPLIFIER
STEREO SYSTEMS
We are now able to offer you three Hi -Fi Stereo
Systems using the well known Armstrong 526
50 watts AM/FM Stereo Tuner Amplifier.
Housed in handsome teak case, this superb tuner
amplifier incorporating LW/MW/VHF/FM
wavebands has every facility needed for the
perfect reproduction of music etc. Features
Include speaker muting loudness controls, tape
record/replay, stereo headphone socket etc., etc.
Supplied as acomplete stereo system with record
player, base and cover, magnetic cartridge,
speakers etc. (
Details of which are on the
opposite page.) All three combinations
detailed below show substantial savings only
made possible by the NuSound purchasing rower.

UNBEATABLE VALUE
SANYO

MODEL DC434

An outstandfng tap quality Stereo System for
the drscruntnatrn, , stereo listener.
Superb appearance and performance
32 watts Mono ,Stereo output
Fully Multiplex AM/FM Tuner
Ultra Hi -Fi Magnetic Cartridge
Beautiful
designed
cabinet with
hinged perspex cover
Incorporates
stereo
amplifier,
AM/FM
Stereo Multiplex tuner and precision turntable. 31 transistors and 16 diodes ensure
extreme sensitivity and utmost reliability.
Features a large tuning dial covering AM
566-185 M and FM 87-5-110 Mc/s wavebands, volume control, separate bass and
treble controls, noise and rumble filters,
stereo headphone jack socket, and a host of
other features including FM stereo indicator
light. Connections for stereo record and
replay from tape recorder. Precision 2speed
turntable ( 34 and 45 r.p.m.) with lightweight tone arm fitted moving magnet
pickup cartridge with diamond stylus.
Automatic lift off and lowering device
Special side thrust compensation antiskating device.
Recommended price £ 175.

e
e
e
e
e

OUR PRICE

Carr. & Ins. 50/ -

149

SANYO AM FM
STEREO TUNER
AMPLIFIER PLAYING
DECK UNITS

Carr. & Ins 50

FREE TRAVEL

Sound System. Send to Head Office
for Free Travel Voucher

PURCHASE
FOR

£ 184

TERMS

PERSONAL

IS
16
0
19
14
0

SYSTEM " I39T"
6
7
0
6
0
0

5 7

System Price
149 gns.
Carr. & Ins. 50/-

526 .. .. [98
SP25 .. .. EIS
800 .. .. El3
Base/Cover .. £8
Derams (2) .. £35
Leads/Plugs .. £3
Total

IS
11
0
19
14
0

£ 175

0 II

System Price
139
Carr. & Ins. SO

gns.

C27.16.7.

SAVE E29.1.1 I.

GUARANTEE

e HFDA GUARANTEE

SAVE

6
11
0
6
0
0

e

NUSOUND
ARENA
TUNER AMPLIFIER

eHF DA GUARANTEE •

STEREO SYSTEM
The heart of this System is the top quality Danish
Tuner/Amplifier Arena 71500 capable of truly outstanding performance on FM/AM and as an amplifier
for record reproduction. The 71500 covers Long,
Medium, and VHF/FM wavebands and provides 10 watts
output power and coupled with the NuSound selected
record unit, stereo cartridge, speakers etc. you have a
truly Hi -Fi Stereo System at a fantastically low price!

SYSTEM " 105T"
T1500

£72

9 0

SPIS
.. EIS 11 11
E8 196
Base/Cover ..
NM77 ....£9 19 6
553's (2) • • £33 12 0
Leads/Plugs • •
a
5 0
Total

£ 142 16 11

SAVE
ISYSTEM 10%r G NS.
£32 II II PRICE
va Carr. & Ins.50/eHFDA GUARANTEF •

TREMENDOUS PURCHASE
ALLARD MODEL HF7 STEREO SYSTEM
Another example of Ntekiund's purchasing power. The Allard HF7 is
really tremendous value and offers outstanding performance at low,
low cost only made possible by NuSound's special purchase:
A truly compact system using Garrard 2025 Autochanger fitted
ceramic cartridge mounted in attractive teak plinth with all silicon
transistor amplifier. Output 6 watts per channel. Controls for
volume, bass, treble and balance. A pair of Bookshelf Speakers, in
matching teak complete the system and provide Hi-Fi reproduction. Supplied complete with transparent dust cover and all leads
and plugs for easy installation.

CALLERS ( See Free Travel above)
MAIL ORDERS CASH ONLY.

EXPRESS MAIL ORDERS
Dept. HFN/ MAY,

System Price
169 gns.
Carr. & Ins. so.-

Total

£98
E23
El 3
C9
£3S
El

FANTASTIC SAVINGS

GNS.

If you reside more than 30 miles from

AVAILABLE

7

526 ..
AF 7 5 • •
800 ..
Base/Cover
Derams (2)
Leads/Plugs

GNS.

Central London we offer a unique
FREE TRAVEL FACILITY enabling
you to visit London and select a Nu-

e HIRE

£207 II

SYSTEM " I49T"
6
7
0
6
O
0

SAVE £ 0.2.7.

SANYO MODEL DC534

115

Total

IS
16
0
19
O
0

eHFDA GUARANTEE e e HFDA

Similar in design and performance to the
DC434 and provides the budget minded enthusiast with a high quality stereo System at
lower cost.
24 watts Stereo/Mono output. Fully multiplex AM/FM Tuner. Identical motor unit to
the DC434.
Recommended price f135/6/3.

OUR PRICE

SYSTEM " 169T"
526 .. • £98
AP7S .. .
C23
800 .. . £ 13
Base/Cover •
E9
Meltons (2) . £59
Leads/Plugs . £3

YOURS FOR

59 G NS.

Carr. & Ins. 35/-.

All NuSound Stereo Systems are suppled ready te plug El and play.
complete with all connecting leads. If you are unable to visit our
showrooms order with confidence by post to Head Office:

MAGNATAPE HOUSE,

191/193 PLASHET ROAD, LONDON, E.I3
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until now
hi-fi has just
been a byword
SE- 50 Headphones
Incorporates independent volume
and tone controls on both right and
left earpieces.
.Rec. retail price: £19.3.8

VI/V
CS- 77 Loudspeaker
Three speakers with
horn tweeter and a
12 inch woofer housed
in an oiled walnut
enclosure. Rec. retail
price: £68.13.7

SX-770 AM/FM
Stereo Receiver
Music power output: 70W at 4ohms ( IHF) Frequency
response: 20 to 40,000 Hz
3dB ( Overall) FM
Frequency range: 87.5 to 108 MHz. Rec. retail price: £158.2.3

KX-330
AM FM/SW
Stereo Receiver
Music power output: 20 W at 4ohms ( IHF) Frequency
response: 40 to 100,000 Hz f 3dB ( Overall) FM Frequency
range: 87.5 to 108 MHz. AM Frequency range: 525 to
1605 kHz. SW Frequency range: 38 to 12 MHz. Rec. retail price: £78.12.0

PL- 11 Turntable
Fitted with anti- skating device.
Beautifully designed turntable to
compliment the performance of
quality amplifier/speaker systems.
Rec retail price: £48.17.7
TP-83 8-Track Car Slot Stereo player
Why limit your stereo listening to your
home? Now you can hear true hi-fi stereo
while you drive. Rec. retail price: £41.19.11
Speakers optional extra

SX-440
AM/FM Multiplex Stereo Receiver
Music power output: 40 W at 4ohms ( HF) Frequency
response: 20 to 70,000 Hz
3dB ( Overall) FM Frequency
range: 87 to 108 MHz. Rec. retail price. £112.7.5
SR- 202
Reverberation Unit
Recreates better and
more realistic accoustic
concert hall 'presence' by
reproducing a reverberation
effect. You will be amazed
at the transformation it makes to your
stereo system. Rec. retail price: £45.9.11
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The Pioneer Electronics Corporation have a world wide
reputation and guarantee that wherever Pioneer hi- f.
equipment is bought, it can be serv.ced ir any country.
All units are insta•Itly adaptable to 110:117:130:220 and
240 voltages.
Literature, full technical specifications and the address of
your nearest Pioneer stockist are available on request
Please state the items that are of interest when enquiring.

PIONEER®

SHRIRO ( UK) LTD., Electronics Division, Lynwood House,
24-32 Kilburn High Road, London, N.W.6. Tel: 01-624 9102/3

Step upto
High Fidelity
-with
GOODMANS

MAXIM

'M' RANGE
HIGH FIDELITY
LOUDSPEAKER SYSTEMS
MAGNUM- K

MAXIM

MARIMBA
19" x13"x 51" deep. Range : 45-20kHz.
Power : 15 watts. Impedance: 8ohms.
Finish: Teak or Walnut. Sold in pairs.
£38.10.0 - P.T. £ 9.10.2 per pair

24" x15" x11-1" deep. Range : 30-20kHz.
Power : 25 watts. Impedance: 4-8 ohms.
Finish: Teak or Walnut. 3loudspeakers.
2attenuators controlling mid- range
and H.F. units. £40.2.0.

MAMBO
101"x 81-" x8" deep. Range

MEZZO II

MAGISTER

lOr x5+" x71" deep, Range: 45-20kHz.
Power : 12 watts. Impedance : 8-16 ohms.
Finish: Teak or Walnut.
Two loudspeakers. £ 16.7.0
PT. £ 4.0.9.

45-20kHz.
Power:15 watts. Impedance : 8ohms.
Finish: Teak or Walnut.
Two loudspeakers. Sold in purs.
£35.16.0 ± P.T. £ 8.17.0 per pair.

19rx12ex 9i" deep. Range: 40-20kHz.
Power: 15 watts. Impedance : 8ohms.
Finish: Teak or Walnut
Two loudspeakers. H.F. unit
achustable. £ 30.18.0.

The first step you should take when choosing High Fidelity is to hear all six
systems in Goodmans M- Range. You'll find exactly the right sound for your
home in the M- Range. See and hear them at your local Goodmans dealer
soon. Compare the outstanding quality of sound reproduction. Compare
the good looks. Compare the prices. You'll appreciate the sheer value for
money you get from Goodmans. Send now for your FREE Goodmans High
Fidelity Manual ( and Magister brochure) today!

New King- Size System
27" x20" x14r deep
Range : 26-22,000 Hz. Power : 40 watts.
Impedance: 8- ohms. Finish: Teak or
Walnut. £ 57.0.0.

Please send me afree copy of Goodmans
High Fidelity Manual L]
Magister Brochurer
Tick which required.
Name
Address

HN5

GOODMANS LOUDSPEAKERS LIMITED
AXIOM WORKS, WEMBLEY, MIDDX.
Tel:01-9021200
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A Garrard cives you the perfect setting for

And this is what independent opinion said about

music — silence.

the SL95, the immediate predecessor of the SL9513:

W'th Garrard all you hear is the music.

- Ihave

Tl-.
e new Garrard SL95B is a superbly engineered

found them too low to be measured with any

transcription turntable with the added facility

confidence. In every way Ihave tried to impede

of automafic playing.

its working. Ihave failed!"

tested . tfor wow, flutter and rumble and

The SL95B features the constant- speed Garrard

"I greatly admire the cueing device and Iwould

Synchro-LAB motor and incorporates:

not dream of setting my own manual clumsiness

•

against the delicacy with which the automatic

Cue and pause facility

mechanism puts down the stylus in the groove.
This is near perfection." Percy Wilson —
Audio Record Review, August ' 68.

•

Calibrated pick-up arm bias compensation

•

Calibrated fine stylus- force adjustment

•

Automatic play of single records

•

Styling of elegance and distinction

Hard- wood base and rigid clear plastic cover
available as optional extras.

a PLESSEY quality product Arhevini
Garrard Engineering Limited, Newcastle Street, Swindon, Wiltshire, England

Telephone: Swindon 5381

five of akind

Series 500, five of a kind. An amplifier, two tuners and two tuneramplifiers, our complete product range.
It is aprincipal of Armstrong engineers not to design just aproduct
but a series of products conceived as an integrated whole.
In Series 500, each model is related to each of the others in alogical
pattern which enables expensively tooled parts and electronic
modules to be used interchangeably between one model and
another. Thus, the same amplifier is used in 521, 525 and 526. The
same FM tuner in 523, 524, 525 and 526. The same AM tuner in
523 and 526.
It is this concept, providing large, economical and efficient production runs of Series 500, which largely accounts for the highly
competitive prices of Armstrong products.
For full colour catalogue of all models, plus stockists list, post
coupon or write mentioning 5HFN70
Armstrong Audio Limited, Warlters Road, London, N.7

Telephone 01-607 3213

Armstrong
The name Armstrong is our registered
trademark
Series 500 recommended retail prices:
521
523
524
525
526
M8

Stereo Amplifier ( upper right) £ 52 0 0
AM- FM Tuner ( middle left) £ 52 9 0
FM Tuner ( upper left)
£40 4 6
FM Tuner amplifier ( middle right) £ 87 16 9
AM- FM Tuner amplifier ( lower) £ 98 15 6
Stereo Radio Decoder £ 9 10 0

name
address
5H FN70

FCAVE

TOP DISCOUNTS
Cave's Special
Cash Price
CARTRIDGES
Audio Technica AT66 5mm,
£5 12
Audio Technica AT66 L/C ..
£5 2
Audio Technica AT21
£7 17
Audio Technica AT21X Ellip. £12 19
Audio Technica AT35X Ellip. £14 19
Connoisseur SCUl
£5 2
Decca Deram Stereo
£4 5
Orbit Magnetic
£4 5
Sonotone 9TAH/C ( D)
£2 7
Sonotone 9TAH/C ( S)
£1 19
Shure M3D-M
£5 17
Shure 31 Elliptical ..
£10 15
Shure M32 Elliptical ..
£10 7
Shure M44-5 ..
£8 19
Shure M44-7 ..
£8 19
Shure M44- C
£8 19
Shure M44 Elliptical ..
£11 15
Shure M55 Elliptical ..
£13 10
Shure M75 Elliptical ..
£19 19
Shure M75EJ
£18 19
Shure V-15 ..
£32 10
Shure V-15-7 ..
£31 18
Shure M75- G
£14 10
Goldring G800
£10 1
Goldring 800 Elliptical
£14 19
Goldring G850
£5 15

PICKUP ARMS
Decca International ..
Decca Mk. 1 Super Arm
S.M.E. 3009 9"
S.M.E. 3012 12"
Connoisseur SAU 2
Audio Technica AT1007
Goldring L75
Goldring L69
Transcriptor Fluid Arm

£23
£8
£27
£29
£12
£21
£10
£7
£17

17
2
18
15
5
4
10
0
4

HEADPHONES
Sansui SS2
Beyer ..
Rotel RH600
Eagle SE1
Teleton Headsets
Eagle SE1
Secom 650 ..
Pioneer SE30
Pioneer SE2P
A.K.G. K50 ..
A.K.G. K60 ..
Akai Headsets

£6
£29
£4
£4
£3
£4
£3
£11
£5
£7
£11
£5

15
o
15
7
2
7
12
0
18
4
7
19

TURNTABLES
Garrard AP75
Garrard SL95B
Garrard 401 ..
Garrard SL75B
Garrard 72B ..
Garrard SL65B
Garrard SP25
Thorens TD 150AB ..
Thorens TD 124 ..
Thorens TD 125 ..
Goldring GL75
Goldring GL75P & Cover
Goldring GL69

£19
£38
£25
£30
£25
£16
£12
£41
£41
£60
£31
£43
£22

10
19
10
12
17
12
5
19
14
19
19
4
5

: •

RECORD DEPARTMENT

RICHMOND
SURREY

CREDIT TERMS
DEMONSTRATIONS
REPAIR FACILITIES

Tel. 01- 9481441 up to 8pm

Cave's Special
Cash Price
Goldring GL69P & Cover .. £33 15
Dual 1219 less cart. .. £54 6
Dual 1209 less cart. .. £38 6
Dual 1210 less cart. .. £24 19
Connoisseur BD1
£13 14
Connoisseur BD2
£24 1
Transcriptor ..
Special lists
SPEAKERS
Wharfedale Denton .. £15 0
Wharfedale S/Linton .. £18 18
Wharfedale Melton .. £23 10
Wharfedale Dovedale Ill .. £32 0
Wharfedale Rosedale .. £51 5
Wharfedale Unit 3 ..
£10 5
Leak Sandwich Teak .. £35 10
Leak Mini- Sandwich .. £23 10
Leak Sandwich Rosewood .. £35 10
KEF Cresta
..
£23 10
KEF Celeste Mk 2
..
£22 19
KEF Concord .. .. £33 10
KEF Concerto .. £45 9
Goodmans Magister .. £49 18
Goodmans Magnum K
£31 12
Goodmans Mezzo
£23 19
Goodmans Maxim .. £17 10
Goodmans Marimba .. £19 19
Goodmans Mambo .. £18 5
Tandberg speakers ..
Special lists
Celestion Ditton 15" .. £27 9
Celestion Ditton 10" Mk II .. £18 15
Celestion Ditton 25" .. £50 17
Lowther Ideal Baffle .. £31 1
Lowther Acousta Enc. PM6 £39 16
Lowther Acousta Enc. PM7 £49 0
EMIR Mk. 1
..
£12 10
EMIR Mk. 2
..
£15 10
.3 ..
EMIR Mk
£19 10
Quad Electrostatic .. £57 14
B & W DM1
£27 4
B & W DM3
£53 11
B & W P2/H Series Monitor £80 6
Decca Deram—Teak .. £15 15
Decca Deram—Rosewood £17 5
Kenneth J. Elwin N.S. .. £28 10
Kenneth J. Elwin N.S. Studio £61 15
Tannoy 12" Monitor Gold
' Lancaster' Enc. .. £47 5
Tannoy 15" Monitor Gold
' Lancaster' Enc. .. £52 10
Tannoy 111LZ Monitor Gold £35 17
Rogers Wafer
£16 10
Shackman Dynastatic Mk. Il £44 4
Dulci AS3 ......£8 7
Radon 40 B/Oal..
£ 6 10
Radon SC/1
..£ 12 4
Radon SC/2 .. • .
• . £17 18
Radon SC/3 ..• . £ 20 7
Radon SC/4 .. . • £39 1
Philips RH 491•
•
£ 19 7
Philips GL 561/70
£23 15
Philips RH 497..
£ 43 2
Philips RH 481 ( pair).• £ 19 7
Philips RH 482 ( pair)• . £ 31 13
MICROPHONES
Eagle DM16HL
Eagle DM58HL
Eagle UD5OHL
Beyer M81HL

£5 16
£9 13
£7 6
£10 0

Cave's Special
Cash Price
Beyer M818H
..
£20 5
Philips ADGD19C
£16 4
Philips AKGD11OHL .. £7 5
Shure 560 .. .. £15 10
AMPLIFIERS
Rogers RavensbourneChassis£47 10
Rogers Ravensbourne Case £51 0
Rogers Ravensbrook Chassis £37 2
Rogers Ravensbrook Case.. £41 7
Rotel 100 AMP
..
£39 10
Sansui AU222 .. £55 5
Sansui AU555 .. £68 10
Sansui AU777
.. £102 0
Teleton SAQ 203E
.. £20 15
Teleton SAQ 205E
.. £22 5
Teleton SAQ 501S
.. £51 0
Teleton GA101
.. £31 7
Quad 303-33 ..
Special lists
Philips RH 580
.. £20 9
Philips RH 590
.. £38 12
Philips 591 RH
Radon 404 ..
.. £18 19
Pioneer SA 500
.. £54 6
Pioneer SA 700 ..
.. £85 18
Pioneer SA 900 ..
.. £117 7
Pioneer Reverberation
£38 16
Armstrong 521 • •
£43 19
Dual CV12B
£33 13
Dual CV40
£64 6
Dual CV80
£78 6
Ferrograph F307 ..
£52 10
J. E. Sugden A21 ..
£52 10
Leak 30 Plus Chassis
£44 10
Leak 30 Plus Case ..
£49 10
Leak 70 Chassis ..
£53 o
Leak 70 Case ..
.. £57 o
Lux S.Q. 1220 ..
.. £105 16
Lux S.Q. 505 ..
£80 12
Lux S.Q. 77T ..
£59 3
Lux S.Q. 606 • •
£77 15

•.

TUNER AMPLIFIERS
Armstrong 525
.. £77 6
Armstrong 526
.. £86 18
Dual CR 40 ..
.. £160 0
Goodmans 3000
.. £68 2
Lux S.Q. 555 • •
.. £148 0
Philips R.H. 781
.. £62 4
Philips 790 R.H.
.. £103 14
Rotel 130
Rotel FAX 88A
Send for
Rotel FAX 330
Special Lists
Rotel FAX 550
Rotel FAX 660
Sansui 200 ..
.. £145 17
Sansui 350 ..
.. £116 2
Sansui 440 ..
.. £109 10
Sansui 800 ..
.. £131 6
Sansui 2000 ..
.. £139 17
Teleton F2000 ..
.. £39 17
Teleton F2100
.. £50 19
Teleton F2300
.. £63 15
Teleton R4200
.. £44 15
Teleton R4300
.. £59 10
Teleton TSF50
.. £65 17
Teleton 7AT1
.. £92 4
Teleton 7AT20
.. £125 0
Teleton 10AT1
.. £134 0
Teleton CR55 ..
.. £104 0

}

L.P. RECORDS— Up to 20% off. Mail Orders welcome. Send S.A.E. for lists.
Televisions ( Monochrome and Colour) are for special quotation and can be purchased to your advantage.
Other goods stocked include Portable Televisions, Radios, Record Players, Radiograms, Loudpseaker Units and Cases,
plugs, replacement Styli.
Our stock of new equipment is extensive and carries full manufacturer's guarantee. The above list is only representative
of the equipment stocked by us. Equipment can be installed in any part of London, customers rarely being kept waiting.
Overseas Customers welcome. Personal Export arranged.

IT MAKES

SOUND SENSE
648

Cave's Special
Cash Price
TAPE RECORDERS
Akai 4000D
£78 7
Akai 1710W & L
£89 10
Akai M9
.. £165 10
Akai 5000W & L
£180 0
Standard Cassette .. . • £15 15
Sanyo Cassette .. • • £20 19
Philips EL3302 Cassette •. £22 19
Philips EL3312 Stereo • • £61 10
Philips 4302 .. .. • • £30 16
Philips 4307.
• £42 10
Philips 4308..
£51 18
Philips 4404•
•
£ 71 4
Philips 4407 .. .. £90 2
Philips 4408 .. .. £119 6
Aiwa TP 1012 .. £95 0
Aiwa TP 710H .. £25 18
Teleton T710 .. .. £29 19
Grundig TK120 .. £29 19
Grundig TK144 .. £42 5
Grundig TK124 .. £38 0
Grundig TK245 .. £109 0
Ferrograph
Revox
1 Send for Specia I
Telefunken
Lists of Cave's
Uher
Reduced Prices
Dual ..
Tandberg

AUDIO SYSTEMS
Deccasound 603 ..
Deccasound 504 ..
Deccasound 1203 ..
Deccasound 1204 ..
Marconiphone Unit 4
Cave's Mk. II
Teleton CMS 400 ..
Rigonda ' Marksman'
Radon 404 6/Oak ..
Radon 404 Teak
Wyndsor 1500S
Philips 822 ..
Philips GF417

£62
£62
£85
£84
£69
£73
£104
£59
£49
£51
£47
£56
£76

15
0
10
17
12
0
0
10
0
10
10
0
17

TUNERS
Armstrong 523•
• £45 19
Armstrong 524•
•
£ 35 8
Dual CT 14 ... • £ 73 10
Dual CT 16 .. .. • • £95 5
Leak Stereofetic Case •. £65 7
Leak Stereofetic Chassis • • £57 10
Leak Troughline Case .. £45 9
Lux VL 70T .. .. £70 15
Lux WL 13 .. .. £127 10
Philips R.H. 690 .. £32 7
Philips R.H. 601 ..
£68 17
Rogers Ravensbourne F.E.T. £51 7
Rogers Ravensbourne F.E.T.
Case
..
..
£55 10
Rotel 130ST .. .. £44 10
Sansui TU555
£69 13
Sansui TU777
£84 16
Wharfedale WFMT 1
£53 7
Teleton GT 101 ..
£42 5
Quad FM Stereo ..
Special lists

P & C on units is 10/—
P & C on Cartridges is 2/6.
Prices quoted above are our selling
prices at the time of going to press
and are subject to alteration E. & O.E.

BUY FROM

CAVE'S

THE ONLY COMPREHENSIVE RANGE OF
RECORD MAINTENANCE EQUIPMENT

WATTS " DUST BUG"
Automatic Record Cleaner. Easily fitted to
any transcription type turntable. Provides
a simple and effective method of removing static and dust while the record is

WATTS " HI-FI PARASTAT"
Gramophone Record Maintenance and Stylus
Cleaning Kit.
Designed for use on NEW records or records in
new condition which are to be played with pickups requiring very low tracking pressures. Provides
the high degree of record cleanliness necessary
when using ultra lightweight pick-ups. An integral
part of the kit is the Watts Stylus Cleaner which
provides a safe and efficient method of cleaning
the stylus. Supplied complete with instructions,
1 oz. New Formula dispenser, Distilled Water
dispenser, spare pad cover and ribbons.
Price 42/6, plus 1/3 P.T.
Replacements:
1 oz. New
Formula
dispenser 4/6.
Distilled Water
dispenser 4/-.
Pad Cover and -Ribbons 1/9.
STYLUS CLEANER
avaiiable separately
corriplete with instructions.
Price 5/- plus 1/3 P.T. .4111110

e

goo»

A GUIDE TO THE BETTER
CARE OF L.P. AND STEREO
RECORDS
A. guide
Completely
revised. 48 pages,
fully illustrated,
providing all
necessary
information on
Record Care.
2;6 Post Free.

to the
better care
ok LP
Stereo
Recor(

being played. Surface noise and
record and stylus wear is reduced,
resulting in cleaner reproduction.

WATTS " DISC PREENER"
Keeps new records like new. Expressly designed
for use with records which have not had previous
antistatic treatment.
Complete with instructions.
Price 6/9.
Replacements: Packet of 4 wicks 2/-.

Complete with oz. New Formula
dispenser and instructions.
Price 18/9,
plus 4/5
P.T.
Replacements:
Nylon Bristle and Plush Pad 1/9.
oz. New Formula dispenser 2/6.

WATTS " MANUAL PARASTAT"
WITH HUMID MOP
A dual purpose record maintenance device. Keeps
new records in perfect condition. Restores fidelity
to older discs. The Humid Mop cleans and conditions the bristles and velvet pads. Ensures correct
degree of humidity at the time of use Complete
with 1oz. New Formula dispenser and instructions.
Price: 52/6

All obtainable from
your local specialist
or if in desperation
send coupon direct.

Replacements: Pad Covers 2/- each. Brush 12/6.
Sponge Cover Pad 1/-. 1 oz. New Formula dispenser 4/6. Humid Mop Sponge and 4 wicks.
3/-. Manual Parastat
available separately
Price 47/6.
Humid Mop
available
i
separately
Price 5/-

1

To CECIL E. WATTS LTD. DARBY HOUSE, SUNBURY ON THAMES, MIDDLESEX.
Please send ( Post Free U.K. and Commonwealth)
Disc Preeners

Dust Bugs @ 18/9 plus 4/5 P.T.

r 6/9

.Manual Parastat & Humid Mop
Manual Parastat only @ 47/6
Humid Mop only @ 5/-

g 52/6

Hi -Fi Parastats

e42/6

plus 1/3 P.T.

Stylus Cleaners @ 5/— plus 1/3 P.T.
.48 page Booklets @ 2/6

Spares and Replacements.
Ienclose cheque/P.O. value £
Name
Add-ess

649

(Do not send postage stamps)

100%

Words are inherently limited in stimulating the emotions aroused by music.
This is especially so in describing how
high fidelity components perform.
With cartridges, for example, we speak
of flat frequency response, high compliance, low mass, stereo separation.
Words like these enlighten the technically
minded. But they do little or nothing for
those who seek only the sheer pleasure
of listening.
We kept both aspects in mind when
developing our series of cartridges. We
made the technical measurements. And
we listened.
We listened especially for the ability

of these cartridges to reproduce the
entire range of every instrument. With
no loss of power.
That's what it takes for a cartridge to
recreate the most subtle nuances that
distinguish one musical instrument from
another. An oboe from an English horn.
A trumpet from a cornet.
We call this achievement " 100% music
power."
When you play your records with the
Pickering cartridge you won't be concerned with even that simple phrase.
Instead, you'll just feel and enjoy the
renewed experience of what high fidelity
is really all about.

Ask for details of
XV15 with DUSTAMATIC : V-15/3 DUSTAMATIC Series and floating stylus :

PSeries

PICKERING
FOR THOSE WHO CAN HEAR THE DIFFERENCE

HIGHGATE ACOUSTICS

184,11 Gt. Portland Street, London, W.I.
Telephone: 01-636 2901-4

R

ITH PICKERING
XV-15 SERIES ALL WITH
DYNAMIC COUPLING FACTOR

XV-15

AT 100% MUSIC POWER
... the instruments, all of
them, are distinct and clear
throughout the entire
fundamental frequency range.

101.

Cartridge "A"
AT 75% MUSIC POWER
... the instruments seem
a little faded in the
upper frequencies: because
Cartridge " A" attenuates the
higher frequencies as much as 25%

Cartridge "B"
AT 50% MUSIC POWER
... now you begin to lose
definition of tone and
instruments: because Cartridge
loses as much as 50% at
higher frequencies.

"B"

Cartridge " C"
AT 25% MUSIC POWER
... serious loss of definition
occurs: because Cartridge " C" has
completely lost 75% of the music
power at the higher frequencies.

1 1.4o...4
1110F1rPtuiegifr

When it's time
If you're more serious than the average
stereo enthusiast, it could be that the time
has come for you to acquire some truly
professional equipment. Naturally, you'll
turn first to acontrol amplifier around
which to build your system. Do yourself a
good turn and make it aSansui.
Japan's foremost audio-only specialist,
we offer afull line of distinguished professional- level equipment and our control
amplifiers are respected the world over
for their completeness and performance.
Here's the rundown:
The 70 watt AU-777. Top of the line.
Offers apower bandwidth from 20 to
50,000Hz while limiting distortion to 0.5%
or less. Preamplifier section features 20 to
70,000Hz in frequency response and keeps
distortion to 0.1% at rated output.

Technical innovations include aC.E.
dividing type phase inversion circuit
allowing an all-silicon main amplifier, and
negative feedback amps in all amplifier
stages for the best frequency response,
lowest distortion and highest S/N ratio.
Pre- and main amplifiers designed for
independent usage, of course.
The 60 watt AU-555. Features apower
bandwidth from 20 to 30,000Hz,
adistortion factor of 0.5%. Separately usable
pre- and main amplifier sections, 20 to
50,000Hz frequency response, four outputs,
seven inputs. Easily the most outstanding
control amplifier in its power range.
The 46 watt AU-222. Without peer
among compact control amplifiers. Offers

to turn pro.
a20 to 20,000Hz power bandwidth, keeps
distortion to 0.8% or less, has ahigh 80dB
S/N ratio. Rich in advanced SEPP-ITL-OTL
circuitry. Six inputs give it unchallenged
versatility among amplifiers of comparable
size.
If you've reached aturning point in
stereophonic adventure, one of these
professional quality units can further enrich
your pleasure. We've said all we can, now
it's your turn. At your nearest authorized
Sansui dealer.

Sansrii.
England: BRUSH CLEVITE COMPANY LIMITED Thornhill, Southampton SO9 1QX Tel Southampton 45166/ Ireland: RADIO CENTRE 122A, st. Stephen's Green,
Dublin 2 / West Germany: COMPO HI-FI G.M.B.H. 6 Frankfurt am Main, Reuterweg 651 Switzerland & Liechtenstein: EGLI, FISCHER & CO. LTD. ZURICH 8022
Zurich, Gotthardstr. 6 Claridenhof / France: HENRI COTTE & CIE 77, Rue J.- R. Thorelle, 77, 92 -Bourg-la-Reine / Luxembourg: MICHAEL SHEN, EUROTEX 12, Route
de Thionville / Austria: THE VIENNA HIGH FIDELITY & STEREO CO. 1070 Wien, Burggasse 114 / Belgium: MATELECTRIC S.P.R.L. Boulevard Léopold II, 199, 1080
Brussels / Netherlands: TEMPOFOON BRITISH IMPORT COMPANY N.V. Tilburg, Kapitein Hatterasstraat 8, Postbus 540 / South Africa: GLENS ( PTV) LTD: P.O. Box 6406
Johannesburg / Southern Yemen: BHICAJEE COWASJEE LTD. Steame- Point, Aden / Italy: GILBERTO GAUDI sas. Piazza, Mirabello, 1, 20121 Milano, Tel. 664-981/
SANSUI ELECTRIC CO., LTD. FRANKFURT OFFICE 6 Frankfurt am Main, Reuterweg 93, West Germany / SANSUI ELECTRIC CO., LTD. 14-1, 2-chome, lzumi,
Suginami-ku, Tokyo, Japan
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Hi-Fi Stereophonic sound with
IIIIMPSTE111 FOUR TWENTY

Perfectly matched equipment specially designed for people who
appreciate fine sound.'SYSTEM FOUR—TWENTY' units have the
added advantage of being housed in veneered teak cabinets
and are suitable for shelf or contemporary wall mounting
KLINGER STEREO AMPLIFIER KC35
Built to the highest technical standards ensuring outstanding reliability, long term stability
and virtual freedom from heat, bum, microphony and noise. This fully integrated high
fidelity amplifier represents the ultimate in domestic sound reproduction, including comprehensive facilities for record reproduction.
All input and output facilities are provided by foolproof plugs into clearly identified sockets
at the rear of the instrument.
Two different pickups can be connected simultaneously and selected by switch control.
The front control panel is finished in Brushed Aluminium with Black trim.

£30.9.0.

GARRARD SP25 Mk 11 RECORD PLAYER
A high- quality single record playing unit at moderate cost; incorporates a number of special
features including acue and pause control, calibrated fine stylus force adjustment, pickup arm
bias compensation and a large turntable. On completion of playing a record the automatic
pick up arm returns to its rest and the motor cuts off.
Finished in Polychromatic Dark Green and Silver, and mounted on a Teak Plinth with
Perspex Cover.
•

a..e.

SHURE STEREO CARTRIDGE MODEL M3D-M

Shure Magretic M3D-M is a magnetic cartridge with wide frequency response and excellent
channel separation. It tracks at under 3grammes and has aresponse from 20 Hz to 15,000 Hz.
A compatible styius with 0.7 mil radius is fitted and will play both Mono and Stereo records.
Price of SP25 with Shure Cartridge all mounted on Teak Plinth with Cover

£31.12.6.
FOUR UNIT LOUDSPEAKER SYSTEM
To complement the superb results attainable from the Amplifier, we offer aspeaker combination capable of smooth reproduction from 40 Hz to 20 kHz. Full stereo width is achieved
with a carefully matched four- speaker system consisting of two 6 in. round bass units and
two 4 in. high frequency tweeter units. Mounted in Teak Veneered enclosures measuring
14 ir. X 9 in. X 84 in. The bass unit has a specially developed dual- cone using a moulded
rubber surround of new design which ensures asmooth frequency response over the lower
and middle register. A high flux magnetic assembly ensures high frequency and efficient
reproduction with special matched 8 ohms Voice coil.
The 4 in. Cone Tweeter is fitted with a powerful ceramic magnet and lightweight coil. These
units coupled with aspecial crossover filter, ensure asmooth reponse with complete freedom
from irregularities.
Price for two matched speaker systems

£23.2.6.
al Ell ail Ill
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Please send me FREE
11 specification leaflets of
Iyour range.

units are available

ADDRESS ..
HFN570
com
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100 Chase Side, Southgate,
London N14
Tel: 01-886 3733/9666

separately£85 4 0

g, but units purchased complete only
,
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CALLERS WELCOME

FULLY TECHNICAL SPECIFICATIONS AVAILABLEPOST THIS COUPON TODAY FOR LEAFLETS

Goldringlenco GL.69
TranscriptionUnit
Goldring's answer to the problems of enthusiasts
who want much more than basics, but don't
require extreme sophistication of design.

Its speed can be continuously varied
from 30 r.p.m. to 86 r.p.m. The new lightweight
pick-up arm L.69 has a removable plug-in
shell which can accommodate all standard
fixing cartridges for both mono and stereo
reproduction. Both the height of the arm and
the position of the stylus in the headshell can
be adjusted to give optimum tracing.
The stylus pressure is adjustable by sliding
counterweight, and the pick-up can be
lowered on to the record by means of a
viscously damped pick-up lowering device.
The mainsOn/Off switch isfully suppressed,
and the idler wheel is automatically
disengaged from both turntable and drive as

®

the unit is switched off.
The GL. 69 is available in chassis form, or
as the GL.69/P mounted on a very attractive
teak base for which a hinged clear plastic
dust cover is available as an optional extra.
GL.69 £25.1.6 tax paid. GL.69/P £33.11.9
tax paid. Lid 69 £4.4.3 tax paid.
To achieve optimum reproduction from
the GL. 69 we recommend one of the
Goldring 800 series Free Field stereo
magnetic cartridges—G800 or G800 H.

Send for details on the complete range of Goldring Hi Fi Equipment.

Goldring Manufacturing Co. ( Great Britain) Ltd.,
486/488 High Road, Leytonstone, London E.11. Tel: 01-539 8343
655
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LiND-AiR AUDi0

18/19, Tottenham Court Road, London, W.1. Telephone: 01-580 2255
One minute's walk from Tottenham Court Rd. Underground Station

SAVE OVER £3
Base & Cover .
Neat V70 Cartridge
Akai Headphones
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Please note • Carriage and insurance 3S/— extra when ordering by

Appointed stockists for most leading makes including B & O. Sony, Nikko, Hacker, Leak, Rogers,

*

Hi Fi Demonstration Rooms, Part Exchanges, Export Sales—all backed by Expert Advice.

*

Home Demonstrations arranged of any of our Star Stereo Systems, write or
phone for details.

*

All mail orders and correspondence to Dept. L2/5, Kinkman House,
54a Tottenham Court Road, London W.I. Tel.: 01-580 7041/4.
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Ferrograph Amplifier £56 0
Goldring GL75P
£44 18
Perspex Cover ..
E4 4
Goldring G800E . . .
El8 17
Pair of Goodmans Magnum K's £ 30 4
Leads ..
10
Recommended Retail Price £206 13
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0
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o

o
9

£ 196196

STAR SYSTEM
Quad 33/303
.
£98
Thorens TD125 with base £81
SME 3009 Arm .... . £ 31
Shure V.1511 ......£40
Pair of Kef Concerto Speakers £ 107
Leads
£2
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Rotel Tuner Amplifier System
with Speakers .
Garrard SP25
Base& Cover ..
Audio Technica AT66
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0
0
6
3
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Stereo Tape Deck. Recommended Retai. Price £ 89.19.1.
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Arena F2I 0Amplifier .
G
d SP25
Base & Cover ..
Neat V70 Cartridge ..
Pair of Arena HT 14 Speakers

ateXe.

0
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SAVE OVER £13
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SAVE OVER £ 10

Ii Price

4gns. extra. ( All
items sold separately

B & 0 5000 Amplifier . £ 140 0
B & 0 5000 Tuner . .. £94 15
Transcriptors Turntable £81 12
Shure V15 Cartridge .. £40 15
Sony SS3000 Speakers ( 2) .. £ 126 0

SAVE OVER LIS
£28 7 0
[15 11
4
ES 4 8
ES 19 6
£39 18 0

Lind-Air

With Garrard 3000

é
.=
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11
19
4
18

Recommended Retail Price £ 105 13
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Teleton SAQ 203E Amplifier
G
d SP25
Neat V70 Cartridge ..
Base & Cover ..
Pair of Amphon Speakers .

1 0

39 IGNS.

Price

£5
EIS
ES
ES
£42

Nikko TRM 30 Amplifier
G
d SP25
Base& Cover . .
Neat V70 Cartridge ..
Pair of Wharfedale Lintons

Only takes a
Lind Air LA20 Amplifier .. £24 O 0
few minutes
Garrard 1025 with Sonotone
1 0
to
set
up zsi Cartridge ..
EIO
ready
for
Pair of Lind Air General Pur use.
tr-,pose Speakers
El 9 O 0

e56 .19.6

Teleton CR IOT Tuner/Amp £ 38 0
G
d 3000
[ 13 18
Base & Cover
..
ES 19
Pair of Teleton RX33 Speakers £25 4

1I

792G Ns

Lind-Air
r1Price

SAVE OVER £8
Dulci 207
G
d 3000
Base & Cover
Pair of Sinclair H- 16's
Leads

£51 0 0
Ell 18
3
£4 11
8
£33 12 0

etc

Ienclose 6d. postage please send
Free Hi Fi brochure
Name
Address

On Goldring's 850
cartridge, even the price
is magnetic.
Fact: magnetic cartridges are more compatible
with transistor amplifiers than crystal cartridges.
Fiction : magnetic cartridges are too
expensive to warrant use with any but the more
sophisticated units.
Now, there is amagnetic cartridge at aprice
within easy reach.
The 850 assures you of true tracking, superior
sound quality and minimal groove destruction.
But unlike most magnetic cartridges, its British.
It's made by Goldring!

£6/10/0

At £ 6110/0, that's really magnetic.

Send for details on the complete range of Goldring Hi Fi Equipment.

Goldring Manufacturing Co. ( Great Britain) Ltd_
486,488 High Road, Leytonstone, London E.11. Tel: 01-539 8343

a 1.1 cl ix
"Studio 80" amplifier
POWER OUTPUT:

Max 80W into 8 ohm.

POWER BANDWIDTH.

5 Hz to 35 KHz at 80 W.

FREQUENCY RESPONSE:

-I- 0 dB
- . 5 dB 20 Hz to 20 KHz.

TOTAL DISTORTION:

Less than 0.05 at 1 KHz.

SIGNAL TO NOISE RATIO:

Better than- 95 dB below maximum output.

POWER SUPPLY:

100/120-200/250 A/C 50-60 Hz.
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The " Studio 80" Power Amplifier has been produced to high performance standards for Studio and Laboratory applications.
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Its proven characteristics puts it in a class beyond anything yet
available in power, performance, and price, and is the ultimate in
economic functional engineering design - Write for full details of
guaranteed performance specification.
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(STD 027-9711

Bib

HIGH QUALITY AUDIO AIDS
8i ACCESSORIES

SIZE J
Bib Compact Tape Head Cleaning Kit
Cuts repair costs, ensures better recording and
reproduction with either reel or cassette recorders. Kit
comprises, bottle of Bib Tape Head Cleaner, nonflammable, 2 Blue Tape Head Applicator Tools, 2White
Tape Head Polisher Tools, 10 Applicator and Polisher
Sticks, Cleaning Cloth, all in aplastic wallet.
9s 9d or 49p including pt. ( 1s11d)

SIZE B
Bib Stylus and Turntable
Cleaning Kit
Essential for maintaining stylus and turntable free from dirt.
Kit contains, special cleaning brush on free-standing base,
absorbent cleaning cloth, bottle of approved, nonflammable, anti- static cleaner, with full instructions.
6s 10d or 34p including pt. ( 1s 4d)

SIZE 23

1:;-taare— to

Bib Tape Editing Kit
Essential for quick and accurate editing. Kit contains
(1" - 6 - 3mm.) Tape Splicer, 12 Tape Reel Labels, Razor
Cutter, Splicing Tape, Tape Marker, and instruction leaflet,
all in aplastic wallet.
27s Od or £ 1.35p

See what
we've just hatched

SIZE 24
Cassette Tape Editing & Joining Kit

Introducing the new AT-VM3 and ATV M8 Moving Magnet Stereo Cartridges

A complete kit to enable cassette tapes to be edited easily,
quickly and accurately. The kit comprises, Cassette Tape
Splicer ( à"- 3.2mm.), 2precision Tape Cutters, Tape
Piercer, 10 self-adhesive Cassette and Container Labels,
Reel of Splicing Tape, 3Tape Winders and Removers
(2 spares) instruction leaflet, in handy plastic wallet.
29s Od or £ 1.45p

SIZE N

SIZE S

Bib " Five"

Bib 7" Record
Wallet

Tape Cassette Case
Made from extra strong
P.V.C. Holds 5compact
tape cassettes in their
containers, for quick
storage and easy
handling.

5s11dor291p
including p.t. ( 1s 9d)

Made in plastic. Holds a
minimum of 10 - 7"
records in their sleeves.
Ahandy record tidy and
carrying case.
5s 4d or 261p
including p.t. ( 1s 2d)

SIZE (I

SIZE R

Bib 12" Record

Bib12" Record
Covers

Sleeve Protectors
Keep record sleeves
like new. Made of extra
strong clear plastic.
Pack of 5,
2s fid or 121p
inc. p.t. ( 6d)

In seeking to achieve even finer sound
reproduction our product development
laboratories have conceived these two fine
new cartridges. Their unique design provides excellent frequency response and
extremely low cross talk, and their light
mass and high compliance maintain perfect tracking even at low stylus pressure.
Repeated tests with both carefully calibrated instruments and actual hearing,
using the cartridges with the very best high
fidelity equipment, all bear out the superiority of these cartridges. Their clean and
precise stereophonic reproduction provide
authentic living
presence,
creating
a
world of audio realism.

el. MO Mo..

Bf.)

SPECIFICATIONS:
Type
F•equency Response
±2 dB
Hz.
Channel Separation
at 1 KHz
Output Voltage at
1 KHz 5 cm/sec.
Impedance at 1 KHz
Compliance cm/dyne
Tracking force
Weight
Rec. Retail price

Shaped in non- static
clear plastic. Protects
records from grime and
dust and saves record
wear. Place one over
each record after use.
Pack of 5, 2s 2d. or lip

ir

J1_

All prices are recommended retail. Obtainable from most audio stockists.
If in difficulty send cash with 1 /- for postage and packing for orders less
than 10/- and 2/6 for orders above 10/- ( United Kingdom only) to:

AT-VM3
V- Magnet

AT-VM8
V- Magnet

20-25000

30-20000

30 dB

30 dB

4 mV
4,800 ohms
26 x1O 1-25 grams
6.5 grams
.5 £13.5.0

7 mV

o

26 x10
1-2.5 grams
6.5 grams
.7 £ 10.17.6
•S and elliptical styli also available

An authoritative
technical consultant
says of the AT-VM8:
Output: This . s very good
and about ' average' or
slightly above that from a
moving- magnet cartridge
of conventional design.
Channel Separation: This
is outstandingly good and
is better than - 20 dB over
the important part of the
spectrum on both channels, rising to - 30 dB or
better at mid-frequency.
This is certainly one of the
best cartridges using 0.7thou, stylus that I have
tested.

Extracts from an
independant test report
by Gordon J. King.

IL

Manufacturers: AUDIO TECHNICA CORPORATION— JAPAN

Bib Division Multicore Solders Limited, Hemel Hempstead, Herts.

Obtainable from stockists throughout the country or for further
details write to:
SHRIRO [ UK] LTD, Electronics Division, LYNWOOD HOUSE,
24-32 KILBURN HIGH ROAD, LONDON N.W.6. Tel.: 01-624 9102
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Most tape recorders have at least
one good feature. And they're sold with
the emphasis on that one, to take your
mind off the things they haven't got, or
the things they'd rather not talk about.
Philips PRO 12 is different. It
combines in one tape recorder all the
features you can usually only find
separately in others. And they're all
up to the sort of standard that makes
them leading selling points.
To start with, there's the frequency
response. It betters DIN standard 45511,
which gives the requirements for
professional studio recorders. Even at
its lowest tape speed of 32 ips, the
PRO 12 is at least the equal of many
large studio recorders currently in use
at 15 ips. The sound quality of the
PRO 12 is so good it could be used for

immediate broadcast purposes.
The rest of the specifications are as
you'd expect in atape recorder of this
quality: low harmonic distortion, good
signal-to-noise ratio, minimum wow
and flutter, excellent speed stability
with the classic three-motor design.
In its standard version, the PRO 12
allows for twin-track stereo, twin-track
mono and dual-track mono on inch
tape; an alternative version
allows for quarter-track stereo or mono.
It also has separate heads and
separate amplifiers for both recording
and playback at either of its speeds, 32
or 71 ips, and provides before and after
tape (A-B) monitoring either visually or
aurally.
A stroboscope for checking tape
speeds is built in, and there are

individual correction filters at both
speeds plus microphone, diode and line
inputs for each channel.
Among the other things you can do
with the PRO 12 are transcribe from
one track to the other, fade in, fade out,
pause, cue, dub, and get echo effects.
In fact the performance specification
is so varied yet so exact that every
machine is tested individually as it is
assembled, and then certified by the
engineer whose signature is on the test
report that accompanies every PRO 12.
If you'd like the full information on
the features of the PRO 12, plus afull
set of performance figures, write for
our brochure. No matter what you
compare it with, you won't find
anything like the PRO 12 at anything
like the price.

Compare the range of features.
Then compare the price.

PHILIPS

Philips Electrical Ltd., Dept.

H."

Century House. Shaftesbury Avenue, London, W.C.2.
659

CASH DISCOUNT
HI-FIDELITY SALES!

LAFAYETTE STEREO AMPLIFIER MODEL STEREO 10
Completely transistorised 5 watts per channel
I.H.F. music power. Inputs for gram and tuner.
Separate volume controls and variable tone
control for Bass and Treble. A compact size,
big performance stereo amplifier ideal for
limited space systems. Beautifully finished in
grey and aluminium.
Size 7x
r
f 51.
A.C. 220/240v.

2r

II . I
9.6

Price

Shop personally at any of our three Central West End Shops or
order by mail.

Carr. 7/6.

TELETON SAQ 203E STEREO AMPLIFIER
Popular solid state hi- fl amplifier incorporating
16 semi- conductors. Output 10 watts per
channel music power. 6 watts r.m.s. Inputs
for magnetic, ceramic, tuner and aux. Stereo
phone socket and tape output.
Controls:
Volume, balance, bass, treble. Oiled Walnut
case with brushed aluminium front panel.
SPECIAL PRICE

£20

Carr. 7/6.

SAI 003 Matching Loudspeaker Systems available £9 per pair.

LAFAYETTE LA2247 TRANSISTOR STEREO AMPLIFIER

"os
...is

JIM

in.

•

19 transistors, 8 diodes.
15 watts per
channel music power.
10 watts r.m.s.
Res. 30-20,000 ± 2 dB at 1w. Distortion
1% or less. Inputs 3 mV and 250 mV.
Output 3-16 ohms. Separate L and R
volume controls. Treble and bass controls. Stereo phone jack. Brushed aluminium, gold anodised extruded front
panel with metal case. Size 101 X 3,-;" x
7*1 -. Operation 115/230 volt A.C.

£24

sig

LR

LAFAYETTE

Carr. 7/6.

,rt
.
LU

STEREO
SYSTEM

Brilliant AM/FM stereo tuner amplifier with
two matching 61" speaker systems. 49 solid
state cevices. Automatic FM stereo switching.
Inputs for ceramic/crystal cartridge. 6 - 6watt
outpur. Fitted loudness control and stereo
indicator.
Luxurious oiled walnut finish.
15" x 41" x 101".
Speakers
7/" x 9r x 51".
Complete system, were E63/18/6.

SAVE £10.18.6

OUR
PRICE

£53

STEREO AMPLIFIERS
Armstrong 521
£42
Arena F2I0
28
Dulci 207
17
Dulci 207M
20
Eagle SAI00
18
Eagle SA200
26
Eagle TSA20
22
Eagle TSA60
36
Eagle TSA I50 ..
26
Eagle TSA250
33
Eagle TSA500
49
Eagle VTA.40
36
Goodmans Maxamp.
41
Leak 30 • Chassis
42
Leak 30 • Case
47
Leak 70 Chassis
49
Leak 70 Case ..
54
Linear LT 66 ..
15
LL Nova 5 J5 ..
16
Metrosound ST20
25
Nikko TRM30
29
Nikko TRMAO
37
Nikko TRM50
48
Nikko TRM120
79
Philips RH580
19
Philips RH590
37
Philips RH591
56
Quad 303/33
..
81
Rogers Ravensbrook Chassis
35
Rogers Ravensbrook Case ..
38
Rogers Ravensbourne Chassis
47
Rogers Ravensbourne Case ..
51
Rotel 100 Amp.
..
37
Rotel RA840 .. ..
61
Sansui AU222
50
Sansui AU555
67
Sansui AU777
100
Teleton SAQ-205E
27
Teleton SAQ-501S
42
Teleton GA.I01
31

CARR. 15/-

TELETON MODEL CR -10T AM/FM STEREO TUNER AMPLIFIER
A new model from Teleton. 31 solid state
devices. 4 • 4 watt output. Inputs for
ceramic/crystal
cartridge.
Frequency
range AM 540-1600 kHz, FM 88-108 MHz.
Automatic FM Stereo reception. Stereo
Indicator.
Controls: Tuning, function
selector, Tone and R & L volume controls.
AFC switch. Stereo headphone socket.
Size 13t" x 31" x 91" approx.
PRICE

£34.0.0

Carr. 7/6.

GARRARD

PICK-UP ARMS
Audio Developments AD309K
with AD76K Magnetic Cartridge
Audio Technica AT- I007
Decca MK 1Super Arm
Decca International ..
Goldring L75 ..
Goldring L69 ..
Goldring G65 ..
Neat G.30 ..
Neat G.30B
Ortofon RS.212
SME 3009 11 with Shell
SME 3009 II without Shell
SME 3012 11 with Shell
SME 3012 11 without Shell

FULL
CURRENT
RANGE
AVAILABLE
BRAND NEW AT FANTASTIC SAVINGS
E2S/19/6
1025 stereo
E7/19/6 SL.75
202517C
SL.75B
[14/19/6
stereo
E8/17/6 SL.658
E35/-/3000 stereo
E9/19/6 SL.95B
E11/19/6
SP.25 Mk II
£11/9/6 A.70/1I
SL.55
£II/12/6 401 ..
SL.65B
[14/19/6 SL55 with Sonotone
¿12/10/AP.75
EI6/19/6 9TAHCD
SL.728
E25/-/Full range of Accessories available
Carriage 7/6 extra each item.

LAFAYETTE PACKAGE OFFER!
Special reduction to make way for new 1970 models
LA 450 STEREO AMPLIFIER 16.5 . 16.5 WATTS.
Full range of inputs. Normal price £ 40.
LT 2257 Stereo AM/FM TUNER. Matching tuner
for above amplifier. Normal price f52/6/-.

SAVE
£20.6.0

OUR
PRICE

e.

72

TUNERS
Armstrong M8 Decoder
Arena F2I Iwith Decoder
Armstrong F523 AM/FM
Armstrong 524 FM ..
Dulci FMT7
.
Dulci FMT7S Stereo ..
Eagle AFM200 AM/FM
Eagle AFT60 AM/FM ..
Goodmans Stereo Max.
Leak Stereofetic Chassis
Leak Stereofetic Case .
Nikko FAM 12
Nikko FAM 14
Philips RH690
Philips RH69I
Quad Stereo FM
..
Rogers Ravensbrook Chassis
Rogers Ravensbrook Case ..
Rogers Ravensbourne Chassis
Rogers Ravensbourne Case ..
Rotel 1205T
..
Teleton GT101
..

19
0
0
19

o
o

10
7
3
9
0
9
9
9
9
9
2
6
0
9
5
0
10
19
12
1
19
10
10
12
5
10
0
0
10
0
10
10
0

£7
38
44
33
17
25
30
48
68
45
52
58
82
33
70
43
39
44
51
56
43
40

£8
18
7
21
10
7
6
9
12
25
25
23
27
25

19
0
0
10
19
S
0
0
0
17
17
0
10
2
10
19
19
0
19
0
0
0

19 6
19 6
2 6
2 6
7 6
19 6
10 o
15 O
10 o
17 7
10 o
10 6
10 0
10 6

Send S.A.E. for full discount price list.
Please send enquiries for any item not
listed.
Quotations given for any Package Deals.

TUNER AMPLIFIERS
Arena T1500F Ceramic MPX
£63
Arena T1500F Magnetic MPX
65
Arena T2400 MPX
72
Arena T2500F MPX
87
Arena T2600 MPX
92
Arena T2700 MPX
85
Arena T9000 ..
260
Armstrong 525 FM ..
74
Armstrong 526 AM/FM
82
Eagle SMC.20
59
Eagle SMC.60
86
Goodmans 3000
66
Nikko STA30 I
83
Nikko STA501
107
Nikko STA701
119
Philips RH78I
59
Philips RH790
106
84
Philips RH88I
69
Rotel No. 130 ..
80
Rotel FAX 88A
82 I
Rotel FAX 330
104
Rotel FAX 550
112 1
Rotel FAX 660
114
Sansui 350
145
Sansui 2000
37 I
Teleton R4200
421
Teleton F2000
421
Teleton R4300
43
Teleton F2300 ..
64
Teleton TES50
..
88
Teleton 7ATI
..
88
Teleton 7AT20
.. 100
Teleton CR55 ..
.. 130
Teleton IOAT I

MAGNETIC CARTRIDGES
All stereo with diamond
Teleton NM33
Orbit NM22
Eagle LCO5
Eagle LCO7
Audio Development AD76K
Audio Development AD96K
B and 0 SP I ..
B and 0 SP6
Neat V60
Neat V60 MHE
Neat V70
Neat V70E
Goldring G-850
Goldring G-800
Goldring G- 800H
Goldring G- 800E ..
Goldring G-800 Super E
Audio Technica AT66 L/C
Audio Technica AT66.5
Audio Technica AT66.7
Audio Technica AT2I
Audio Technica AT21.5
Audio Technica AT33
Audio Technica AT2I X
Audio Technica AT35
Audio Technica AT35X
Shure M3DM
Shure M- 31-E
Shure M- 32-E
Shure M-44-5 ..
Shure M-44-7 ..
Shure M- 44-C
Shure M- 44-E
Shure M- 55-E
Shure M- 75-E Type 2
Shure M- 75-E1 Type 2
Shure M- 75-G Type 2
Shure M-75-6 ..
Shure V- I5-Type II ..
Shure M75E-95G Type 2

SPEAKER KITS
Wharfedale Unit 3 ..
Wharfedale Unit 4 .. ..
Wharfedale Unit 5

£2
3
4
6
4
5
5
6
7
9
3
6
5
8
7
14
20

19
IS
7
2
0
2
10
19
4
16
19
16
2
IS
17
17
O
2
2
2
7 6
7 6
9 7
13 O
16 10
20 O
5 19
10 5
9 12
8 10
8 4
8 4
II 10
12 10
18 19
17 17
12 7
10 19
32 10
22 2

£8 19
12 16
18 16

G. W. SMITH
&Co. ( Radio) Ltd.
ALSO SEE OPPOSITE PAGE

THE PAIR
CARR. 20/-

Full range of PEAK SOUND PRODUCTS
in stock.

FULL DETAILS ON REQUEST
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SAVE LIP TO 33 1°0
AND MORE!

LAFAYETTE TUNER AMPLIFIERS
EXCELLENT QUALITY AND VALUE FOR MONEY
FULL TECHNICAL DETAILS ON REQUEST

All items are brand new in makers cartons and fully guaranteed.
Carriage & Packing 10/- extra. Arms only 5/-. Cartridges only 2/6.

SPEAKER SYSTEMS
Arena HT.I9
£6 I
Arena HR.21
9
Arena HT.I4
13
Arena HT.I7
13
Arena HT.7 . •
16 I
Arena HT.I0 . •
17 I
Arena HT.20 . •
26 I
Arena HT.I8 . •
41
Arena HT.26 . •
65
Arena HT.25 • •
130
Arena HT.27 • .
17 1
Arena HT.28 .
16 I
BW. DM3 A and W
53
BW. DM3 M
58 1
BVV. P 2 H ..
81
Celestion Ditton 10 ..
17
Celestion Dittos 15 ..
25
Celestion Ditton 25 ..
47 I
Dulci AS3 ..
61
Dulci ASS ..
II 1
Eagle DL25 ( pr.)
9
Eagle DL42 . •
10 1
Eagle DL67 . •
12 I
Eagle S.24 ..
61 I
Elac E6S
Goodman: Maxim ..
15 I
Goodmans 3005 ( pr.) ..
20 I
Goodmans Mambo ..
18 1
Goodmans Marimba ..
19 1
Goodmans Eleganzia
23 I
Goodmans Mezzo 11 ..
23
Goodmans Magnum K
30 1
Goodmans Magister
46 1
KEF Cresta ..
18 1
KEF Celeste II
22 1
KEF Concord ..
34
KEF Concerto
42
Keletron KN654/3
71
Keletron KN824/3
9
Keletron KNI24/3
16 1
Lafayette Minuette 11 ..
Lafayette CR25
91
Lafayette CR50
13 1
Lafayette CR I50
20
Leak Mini Sandwich ..
23
Leak Sandwich
33 1
Quad Electrostatic ..
57 1
Rogers Ravensbrook ( pr.)
37 1
Rogers Ravensbourne
26 1
Truvox LS.200
17 1
Wharfedale Denton ( pr.)
27 1
Wharfedale Super Linton ( pr.) 35 1
Wharfedale Dovedale Ill ..
31 1
Wharfedale Melton ..
23
Wharfedale Rosedale
43 1
Wharfedale Airedale ..
57 I

e

latest

RECORD DECKS
B.S.R. C-109 with Cartridge
B.S.R. MA- 65 L/C ..
B.S.R. MA- 70 L/C ..
B.S.R. MA- 75 L/C ..
Decca de Luxe •
Decca Studio Turntable
Garrard- see separate section
Goldring GL69
Goldring GL69P
Goldring Plinth 69
Goldring Lid 69
Goldring G.99
Goldring C.99
Goldring GL75
Goldring GL75P
Goldring Plinth 75
Goldring Lid 75
Thorens TD150A Mk 11
Thorens TDI50AB Mk 11
Thorens TDI25
Thorens TD.I24/11
Thorens TX, ICover

E5
9
11
14
16
34

19
12
17
10
7
8 1

21
28
6
3
20
9
27
37
7
3
35
38
60
39
3

5
19
2 1
10
0
17
19
13
0
8
2
10
10
10
13

LR.99
AM/FM
Stereo
10
10 watts r.m.s.
f67/10/-

All solid state.
4 lc's, 2 Fees,
10 transistors,
12 diodes.
Tuning meter.
muting control, noise muting filter, builtin AM/FM aerials, tape output jacks.
E55 ,-'-. Carr. 10 -.

SAVE £ 10

30 + 30 watts
r.m.s. 4 Stereo
inputs.
Speaker outputs for 4, 8
or 16 ohms.
9 versatile controls. Response 22-22,000
cps ± 1dB. (45/4+ Carr. I0/-.

£ 90

LT425T TUNER AND
LA85T AMPLIFIER.

THE PAIR
Carr. Paid

SINCLAIR EQUIPMENT
2000 Amp.
E23/10/Neoteric
E42/10/Q16 Speakers ..
(8/19/6

eee

lias 111111-1111

PROJECT 60 EQUIPMENT
Z30 Amplifier .. ( 3/19/6
Stereo 60 Pre Amp.
E8/19/6
PZ.5 Power Supply
f4/7/6
PACKAGE DEAL
2 Z30 Amplifiers
1 Stereo 60 Preamp
1 PZ5 Power Unit
Or with Two QI6
Speakers

£19
£35

(Add £ 2.10.0 if PZ6 required

In

P. & P.
7/6
P. & P.
7/6

place of PZ5)

TRIO
FULL RANGE IN STOCK
KA.2000.
KA.2500.
KA.4000.
TK.500E.
KT.I000.
SPECIAL

Stereo amplifier ..
Stereo amplifier ..
Stereo amplifier .
FM stereo tuner .
AM/FM stereo tuner
CASH DISCOUNTS

E361-/E52/10/E72 £39 18 E49 19 -

TK.350T. AM/FM stereo tuner
TK.20T. AM/FM stereo t/amp.
TK.40T. AM/FM stereo t/amp.
KA.6000. Stereo Amplifier ..
TK.66T. AM/FM stereo t/amp.
KT.7000. AM/FM stereo t/amp.

E62/-/185/-/El I0/-/( 105/-/[122/-/(132/-/-

TAPE CASSETTES
Top

quality

in plastic library boxes.

PLINTH AND COVERS

The latest edition giving full
details of a comprehensive
range of HI Fl EQUIPMENT,
COMPONENTS, TEST EQUIPMENT and COMMUNICATIONS
EQUIPMENT....
Over 230
pages, fully illustrated and detailmg thousands of
items - many at
bargain prices.
FREE DISCOUNT
COUPONS
VALUE 10/-.

FOR

GARRARD DECKS- TEAK BASE
AND PERSPEX COVER
I. For SP25, SL65, SL55, 3000, 20251/C,
2025. 1000, E4/101-.
2. For AP75, 5L75, SL95, E5/19/6.
3. For SP25 etc. to operate with lid in
place, E5/I9/6.
Carriage 7/6 extra each type.

Catalogue

C60
60 min ..
8 6.
C90
90 min ..
12 6.
CI20 120 min ..
15/-.
Cassette Head Cleaner

copy sow

3 for
3 for
3 for
..

24 6
36
436
11,3

Post Extra.

HOSIDEN DH- 085 DE- LUXE
STEREO HEADPHONES
Features
unique
mechanical
2 way
units and fitted adjustable level controls. 8 ohm impedance. 20-20,000 cps.
Complete
with
spring
lead
and
stereo
jack
plug.
E7/19/6. P/P 2/6.

H OSIDEN DHO4S
Each headphone contains
a 4" woofer and a ¡'
tweeter.
Built-in individual
level
controls.
25-18,000 cps. 812 imp.
with cable and stereo
plus. E5/19/6. P/P 2/6.

SEND NOW- ONLY 716 P & P
u,erve your

LAFAYETTE LA85T AMPLIFIER

LAFAYETTE LT425T TUNER

CHASSIS SPEAKERS
Eagle FR4
£3 7
Eagle FR65
5 7
Eagle FR8
6 7
Eagle CTS
18
Eagle CT I
0
1 7
Eagle HTI5
2 9
Eagle MHTIO
2 12
Goodman: Axiette 8 ..
5 13
Goodmans Twin Axiette 8
6 8
Goodmans Axiom 10
6 12
Goodmans Axiom 20
9 7
Goodmans Axiom 30
13
8
Goodmans Audiom 5
8 9
Goodmans Audiom 6
12
5
Goodmans Audiom 8
20 14
Goodmans Audiom 9 / 100
26
0
Goodmans Trebax 100 ..
5 10
Goodmans Trebax SK/20XL ..
6 5
Goodmans Midax 650
8 7
KEF TI5 11
4 14
KEF T27...
318
...
KEF B110 ..
7 2
KEF B13911 ..
9 0
KEF K2 Baffle ..
18 18
VVB. HE 812 ..
5 2
WB. HE 816 ..
810
VVB. HF1012
6 4
WB. HF1016
10 5
WE. HF1016 Major
13 5
WE. HFI214
13 0
WB. T8I6
8 2
WE. TIO
5 12
WB. T359 ..
2 2
Wharfedale Super 3 ..
5 15
Wharfedale 8" Bronze RS/DD
3 13
Wharfedale Super 8 RS/DD
6 6
Wharfedale Super PO RS DD
10 10

Note: 4th Edition now prIntIng-r

LR.1000T AM/FM Stereo
40 • 40 watts r.m.s.

LR.500T AM/FM Stereo
20 + 20 watts r.m.s.
f.851-/-

«SMITH ifcCO.(11 Bl(©) LTD
All Mail Orders to147, Church Street, London, W.2
Tel: 01-262 6562
(Trade supplied)

3, LISLE STREET, LONDON, W.C.2

Tel: 01-437 8204

34, LISLE STREET, LONDON, W.C.2

Tel: 01-437 9155

311, EDGWARE ROAD, LONDON, W.2

Tel: 01-262 0387

OPEN 9-6 MONDAY TO SATURDAY ( EDGWARE ROAD
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Just what is this ABR,
that makes such a
vital difference to the

DITTON 15' ?
1.

Studio quality high frequency unit ( HF1300 Mk. 2).

2.

Anechoic cellular foam
wedge and lining eliminates
standing waves.

3.

High hysteresis panel loading material to eliminate
structural resonances.

4. Auxiliary

Bass Radiator
(ABR)—plastic foam diaphragm of high rigidity and
low mass having a free air
resonance of only 8 Hz,
double roll suspension
allowing excursions up to
-!" with virtual absence of
distortion.

5.

8" bass unit, with free air
resonance of 25 Hz, and
massive Ferroba II magnet
structure for optimum
magnetic damping and
cone treated with viscous
damping layer to suppress
resonances.

6. Units

mounted flush to
eliminate diffraction effects
and tunnel resonances;
covered by acoustically
transparent grille cloth for
maximum presence.

7.

Full L- C Crossover network.

"DITTON 15"
Now firmly established as a superb high-fidelity loudspeaker. Design features include the exclusive CELESTION
AB R ( auxiliary bass radiator), HF1 300 treble unit— as used
in B.B.C. Monitor Loudspeakers— and specially developed
mid/bass unit. Low loss LiC crossover.
Power handling: 15 watts r.m.s.; 30 watts peak.
Impedance 4-8 ohms.
Dimensions: 21 in. X 9¡ in. X 91 in.
Choice of finish: Teak or walnut.

It's an interesting story— and worth enquiring about.
Send for details of the three Celestion ` Ditton'
Hi Fi Speaker systems.

Celestion

Studio
Series

Loudspeakers for
the Perfectionist

ROLA CELESTION LTD., Ferry Works, Thames Ditton, Surrey. 01-398 3402

Gramophone records
Office records
Personal records
Photographic records
stored just where you
want to store them
with the new

CC8-13" ( 203 mm) BASS/MIDRANGE UNIT with
12,000 Gauss
Ceramic Magnet. 460 TC-4" ( 107 mm) TREBLE UNIT with 6.000
Gauss Alcomax 11 Magnet. Printed circuit crossover network. Crossover
frequency 5,000 Hz. Choice of ' Vynair' fret material with foam sheet for
padded fret panel. B.A.F. wadding, wiring and all
necessary hardware. Full instructions and plans for
cabinet.
Frequercy range 40-17,000 Hz.
Power
handling capacity 10 watts r.m.s. Impedance
4-8 or
15 ohms.
Recommended cabinet
20" x 12" X 9" ( 51 • 30 • 23 cm.). Recommended
retail price £10.2.3 incl. P.T.

* Each RECORDAWAY track accepts ten RECORDAWAY pocket sleeve bags,
channel- spaced so that suspended records do not distort each other.
* Clear P.V.C. pockets with top closure fitting, slide smoothly into track
unit, excluding dust and dirt.
* Record cover and spine notes fully visible.
* Pockets have tab holders for coded index system.
* Track with ten bags, reconmended retail price 49/6 inc. P.T.
RECORDAWAY has been selected by the Council of
Industrial Design for The Design Centre, London.
Available front good record and Fii•fi shoos including
Harrods, Army & Navy, DISCLIPO, Harlequin, Imhof,
Liberty, Heinitz, Record Fayre. Civil Service, Uncial,.
A8i M, Arcade, U.P.L.

BRADFORD ROAD, GOMERSAL, CLECKHEATON, YORKS ENGLAND.
Tel.Cleckheaton 244 2/
3
663

THORENS 10150 SERIES II
Transcription Turntable. 34 and 45 r.p.m.
Low speed synchronous motor. Belt Drive.
Wow and Flutter
0.09% ( DIN 45507)
Rumble — 65db ( DIN 45539).
Available complete with TP13A arm —
TD150A Mk II £43.12.7. Tax Paid
or with TP13A arm and teak base —
TD150AB Mk II £47.8.7. Tax Paid.
(TX11 Plexiglass Dust Cover £4.2.3.
optional)

Unquestionable leadership in transcription turntables

THO

N

THORENS 10125 ELECTRONIC TRANSCRIPTION TURNTABLE
Solid- State control circuitry has eliminated complex mechanical
linkage associated with conventional speed control methods
resulting in easier operation with greater
reliability. 3 speeds. Belt drive.
Wow and flutter nH 0.08% ( DIN 45507)
Rumble — 68dB ( DIN 45539)
Price £ 75.17.8. Tax Paid.

Plinth and cover optional extras.

ORTOFON M15 SERIES
Magneto Dynamic Stereo Cartridge with replaceable
stylus assembly plus an advanced specification.
M15 — stylus pressure 0.75 — 1.5 grammes and
MF15 — stylus pressure 1-2 grammes. Both feature
low mass, reduced stylus tip mass. excellent
channel separation, extended frequency response
and achoice of elliptical or spherical diamond.
Priced from £ 18.10 7. Tax Paid.

ORTOFON
The Ultimate in Top Quality Stereo Cartridges

ORTOFON SL15 SERIES
Accepted as the finest Moving Coil Stereo Cartridge
and noted for its faithful reproduction of the
original performance.
Thorens and Ortofon Products are stocked and
Prices horn £ 22.10.11. Tax Paid.
demonstrated by all leading Hi -Fi dealers.
2 x 15k Transformer Module £ 7.0.0.
Sole U.K. distributors

Please send full details of

metrosound

[

Thorens Turntables

Name

•All prices are suggested retail and correct at time of press.

Address

Metrosound ( Sales) Limited, Audio Works,
Cartersfield Road, Waltham Abbey, Essex.
Telephone: Waltham Cross 31933
664

D

Ortofon Cartridges

ST.20 STEREO AMPLIFIER
Good looks, fine specification, outstanding
performance and low cost makes the ST20
one of the best buys on the Hi Fi market.
All silicon transistor giving 20 watts
rms output ( 10 watts rms. per
channel) with inputs for
Magnetic and Crystal cartridge,
radio tuner and tape. Teak
veneer case with brushed
aluminium front panel and
bright chrome trim. Size
154 in x34 in x10 in.
Price £ 32.0.0.

Metrosound
Audio
Products

SLOT STEREO SS.30
A combined Hi Fi Stereo Amplifier and 8- track Stereo Tape Player. Identical
performance, specification and styling to the ST.20 Stereo Amplifier with the
addition of immediate press button selection of any one of four recorded
programmes from 8- track stereo tape cartridges. Wide frequency response tap ,'
reproduction at 31 i.p.s. Illuminated tape programme indicator.
Size 204 in x3+ in x10 in. Price £ 81.12. Tax Paid.

AVailable from all leading high fidelity dealers

METROSOUND SPEAKER SYSTEMS
MODEL HFS.10
10 watts handling capacity. 8ohm impedance.
Teak finish. Size 14" x9" x7".
As used in the Stereo 10 — 10 Compact System and
available in matched pairs at £ 26.3.8. Tax Paid.
MODEL HFS.20
20 watts handling capacity. 8ohm impedance.
Teak finish. Size 23" x114" x10r.
Price £ 18.10.0 each Tax Paid.

STEREO 10-10 COMPACT SYSTEM
Expertly designed and providing outstanding
quality reproduction. Not just another compact
system but atrue " sound centre" incorporating
an all silicon transistor amplifier, Garrard 3000
autochanger and two Metrosound HFS.10
speaker systems. Output 20 watts rms. ( 10
watts rms. per channel) Bass, Treble, Volume
and Balance controls. Input for tuner. Tape
record outlet. Price £ 77.6.4. Tax Paid.
r—
Please send full details of
Metrosound Audio Products

NAME
ADDRESS

Designed and Manufactured in England by

metrosound
Al? prices are suggested retail and correct at time of press.

Metrosound Manufacturing Co. Ltd., Audio Works,
Cartersfield Road, Waltham Abbey, Essex.
Telephone: Waltham Cross 31933

1

When this
loudspeaker was
first introduced it
sounded completely
different from any
other loudspeaker. The
difference was indeed not always to
advantage because it not only revealed the beauty of good recordings
but also showed quite ruthlessly the
short- comings of the others unless
intelligently used with proper filtering facilities.
Every loudspeaker manufacturer

immediately appreciated its virtues and
the other full range
electrostatic loudspeakers which have
appeared elsewhere
in the world are made
under licence from
QUAD. Nearly all authorities take it
as their standard of reference and
improvements in both recordings
and loudspeaker design generally
have been directly influenced by
this development.

Those who have ears to hear...?

QUAD

for the closest approach to the original sound
Send postcard for illustrated leaflet to Dent. HFN.
Acoustical Manufacturing Co. Ltd. Huntingdon. Telephone: (0480) 2561/2
666
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Specialised words and abbreviations
used in HiFi News are defined in our
Audio Talk booklet. Over 1000 terms are
explained in this handy publication, and
we advise all hi-fl beginners to obtain a
copy straight away. Audio Talk costs
2s. 6d. ( inclusive) from Link House.

circulation, together with growing
public interest in high quality sound reproduction, coupled with an obvious increase in
sales without service—whether or not the full
price has been paid—probably account for the
ever higher mounds of letters addressed to
'Crossover'. Whatever the merits of a postal
enquiry service, and ours is as expert and
independent a source of hi-fi advice as any,
there are anumber of obvious and inescapable
limitations. No amount of letter writing can
be as useful as on-the-spot help from a sympathetic party—such as a good dealer. We
don't know whether or not there are 50, 100
or 200 good dealers with the knowledge,
patience and experience to deal with the many
problems our readers seem to experience, but
they are undoubtedly worth seeking.
An analysis of Crossover's correspondence
reveals the most popular query to be what is,
surely, very much in the retailer's province:
what equipment to purchase.
Behind a
majority of such letters is an assumption—
false, we believe—that in any given set of
circumstances Lx buys one set of equipment, the
ubiquitous but unrealisable ' best buy'. Crossover is not subject to commercial pressures of
any sort when answering letters, although
some readers seem to assume that he is, but
nevertheless he can only suggest and comment.
Pickup cartridges and loudspeakers, particularly, must be judged aurally, and amplifiers and
tuners—when one gets down to practicalities—
are only marginally less `personal'.
Nor can a free advice service such as this
provide answers to questions involving experimental results or design. Crossover can only
give general advice, for instance, on crossovers
for loudspeakers, or various forms of loading
and combinations of drive units. He cannot
design or modify electronic circuits and can
only comment on faults in, or compatibility of,
particular pieces of equipment when the
relevant specifications and circuit diagrams (if
available) are included with letters.
The editorial office is not staffed by members
of the Crossover team, and we cannot therefore
answer technical queries on the telephone.
When you write, do please follow the procedure
outlined below. It will help us to help you more
quickly and efficiently. Do, though, make sure
your question is really necessary, and if so that

SUBSCRIPTION RATES

CORRESPONDENCE AND ARTICLES

Annual U.K. subscription rate for HI-FI News
is 44s. ($5.60—or equivalent—overseas). The
rates for our associated journals Studio Sound
and Record Review are 30s. ($4.30) and 42s.
(66.20) respectively. All obtainable from
Link House Publications Ltd.,
Dingwall Avenue, Croydon, CR9 2TA.

Letters on all topics should be sent to the address given on this page, those for publication in our
correspondence section being addressed to the Editor, and those carrying technical queries or
asking for advice on installation matters marked for the attention of ' Crossover', and enclosing, please,
a stamped addressed envelope. ' Crossover' will reply by post, though some delay is often unavoidable.
Queries and answers of general interest may be published in our Readers' Problems feature at a
later date.
This advisory service cannot deal with requests for information about manufacturers' products
when these details are available from the makers, nor can we accept responsibility for the consequences
of any advice given, although every effort is made to ensure accuracy. Letters should be as clear and
concise as possible, with queries on separate subjects written on separate sheets of paper, and on
no account contain matter for the attention of other departments. Very particularly, please do not
send any money unless in response to a specific request from these offices or for purchase of advertised
Link House items such as the Audio Annual or Audio Talk. We regret that technical
queries cannot be answered by telephone.
Articles or suggestions for features on all aspects of high quality sound recording and reproduction
will be received sympathetically. Manuscripts should be typed or clearly handwritten and submitted
with rough drawings where appropriate. We are happy to advise would-be authors on matters of style,
length, etc.

TAPE & TAPE RECORDERS
AUDIO NEWS
STEREO NEWS, RECORD NEWS

EDITOR
JOHN CRABBE

SECTION EDITORS
FRANK JONES ( Features and News)
DONALD ALDOUS ( Equipment

Reviews)

TECHNICAL ADVISERS
STANLEY KELLY,
JAMES MOIR, RALPH WEST

ADVERTISEMENT MANAGER
ROBIN WELLS

Editorial and Advertising Offices:
LINK HOUSE,
DINGWALL AVENUE,
CROYDON, CR9 2TA
Telephone: 01-686 2599
(We regret that technical queries cannot
be answered by telephone.)

C) Link House Publications Ltd., 1970
All rights reserved

COVER PICTURE
One moment in the creation of a recording,
with the big ' gong' bass drum and a set of
tympani conveniently placed to attract our
cameraman. Scene: the Royal Albert Hall,
with chorus and percussion on the concert
platform and London Symphony Orchestra
and vocal soloists down in the arena. Occasion:
recording of Verdi's Requiem in four-channel
stereo by CBS. Date: February 26th, 1969.
Details: brief notes and photographs on
page 689, full article in May issue of Studio
Sound.

TECHNICAL TERMS

Hi-F1 News Is published on the 28th
of the preceding month unless that
date falls on a Sunday, when it
appears on the Saturday.

BINDERS
Loose-leaf binders for annual volumes of Hi-F1
News are available from: Modern Bookbinders,
Walpole Street, Blackburn, Lancs.
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you ask it in an answerable manner!
We hope that readers will forgive a sermon
directed at them for a change, rather than at
the hi-fi industry or the world at large; but
recently we have been paying the price of
success by becoming, on occasion, completely
submerged in great piles of unanswered letters.
Some answers to one part of adifferent type
of letter will be found on page 695, where the
intentions of Parliament are mentioned in
relation to the subject of resale price maintenance. A succession of events since RPM
became illegal in the audio field has recently
led Quad, Radford and KEF to adopt a different trading policy—as detailed in our Audio
News section. We note with interest that while
Quad have recently declared that there are
only about 50 good dealers in Britain, they are
appointing some 300 as their agents. Readers
may judge for themselves whether this is likely
to ensure good service, or whether perhaps
Quad's own unparalleled postal service arrangements work just as efficiently wherever (or for
whatever price) an item has been purchased.
This is really the crux of the matter. Discount
trading has worked against the interests of
those manufacturers without closed dealerships, and consequently to the advantage of
firms like B & 0, whose products are naturally
favoured by their retailers as they are not
available at reduced prices elsewhere; whereas
KEF speakers, for instance, have until now
found their way to discount traders, regarded
by conventional dealers as unfair competitors.
This is why some firms are altering their
distribution arrangements.
It is illegal for a manufacturer to make a
particular resale price acondition of supplying
goods to retailers, but he can specify other
conditions. Now, we know that these overt
requirements are in practice used to prevent
sales via discount houses, thus depriving
the customer of the freedom to choose between low price with minimal service and full
price with service. It was the intention of the
Resale Prices Act to provide this freedom, and
while we acknowledge the existence of many
complexities, disagreements and pros-and-cons,
there will be many audio customers inclined
to look askance at restrictive distribution
policies.
Contents List on page 635
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Recording studios use it every day.

new plastic packaging.
Your dealer stocks the
complete range.

'Scotch' low noise Dynarange'
Magnetic Tape is the choice of top recording
studios such as CBS, Decca, De Lane Lea,
Lansdowne and Pye. Both the tapes
and cassettes are now available in smart

lair]

••• ,111

Scotch Magnetic Tape
3M ' Sc. -

668
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AUDIO FAIR PLANS

event at Olympia will be called the
International Audio and Music Fair (
IAMF),
with the sub-title ' an exhibition of home
entertainment'. There will be a reduction in
the photocine element, to be made up—it is
hoped—by participation of some recording
studios, whose presence may bring in exhibits
from manufacturers of professional mixers,
studio tape consoles, etc. On the domestic
side it is planned to improve on last year's
demonstration rooms by installing two extractor fans per studio, facilitating faster air
exchange between sessions. American companies will probably hold ajoint exhibit, and
there are expectations (or at least hopes) that
some of the major record companies will play a
bigger part than previously.
Following the French pattern (see page 689),
Director Cyril Rex-Hassan is promoting a
series of ' events' to accompany the traditional
demonstrations and static exhibits. Plans have
yet to mature, but lectures by well-known
audio personalities will certainly be included,
and possibly even some ' live' music so that
visitors may judge reproduced string-tone, etc.,
against aproper standard.
The organisers also plan formation of a
Council, representing traditional hi-fi firms,
larger firms and importers. This body will
advise Mr. Rex- Hassan on running the Fair.
The event takes place at Olympia from October
20th to 24th (the 19th will be trade day), and
entrance will cost 5s. per person.
THIS YEAR'S

MUSIC WITHOUT DISTRACTION
CONCERTS in this series of annual
presentations will take place on Wednesday
29th April and Friday 2nd October. Both are
in memory of Sir Malcom Sargent, and are now
annual events, the first commemorating the late
conductor's birthday and the second the
anniversary of his death.
The April concert will be held in St. Martinin-the- Fields at 8 p.m. and includes works by
Pergolesi, Richard Strauss, Wagner and
Haydn, with sound equipment provided and
operated by Donald Chave of Lowther.
Tickets and further details of these concerts are
available from the Music Administrator, 6
Cecil Court, Charing Cross Road, London,
W.C.2. Enquiries should be accompanied by a
self-addressed stamped envelope.
FURTHER

audio news aviews
QUADRAPHONIC VERDI

in the March issue (page 361),
CBS Records hired the Royal Albert Hall for
three days at the end of February for use as a
studio in which to record Verdi's Requiem
Mass, with Leonard Bernstein conducting the
London Symphony Orchestra/Chorus, and the
team of vocal soloists who had taken part in a
public performance on February 22nd. Only
modification to the latter was the tenor
Placido Domingo, who for the recording
replaced Robert Teare, who in turn had stood
in for Franco Corelli at the concert. Tom
Shepard was Producer, with Bob Auger working
under his direction as balancing engineer.
A full report on the sessions—together with a
microphone layout plan—is provided by David
Kirk in the May issue of Studio Sound, now on
sale, but we thought that readers would like at
least abrief note here.
The special interest of this event from the
hi-fi viewpoint—apart from possible comparisons of BBC and CBS use of the Albert
Hall acoustic—was the use of quadraphonic
recording, which can in theory capture the full
multi-directional reverberation pattern of a
concert hall. For this purpose four channels
are used, two for presentation of the conventional forward sound-stage and two carrying
the rear and/or vertical ambiophonic signals.
Properly done, this technique can place the
listener in a startlingly ' real' environment, as
noted by Edward Tatnall Canby last December.
Unfortunately it was not really possible to
judge results in the improvised RAH monitoring room as: ( i) the four channels were at that
stage still on eight separate tape-tracks, and by
no means finally balanced; (ii) the replay levels
employed were varied arbitrarily and were for
much of the time ridiculously (criminally!)
high—and the sound was strident to an extent
quite unacceptable to any self-respecting hi-fi
man; and ( iii) no serious attempt was made to
match the fore and aft loudnesses so as to
AS ANNOUNCED

transport the Producer and his colleagues,
aurally, out again into the hall, where the sound
quality had only the remotest resemblance to
that heard from the tapes. Perhaps the
negative side of the whole exercise is best illustrated by the following two episodes.
Following some difficulty in capturing one
vocal passage, mezzo-soprano Josephine Veasey
had been urged to emphasize a particular
phrase. Later this part was recorded again,
and in anticipation of inadequate emphasis the
Producer instructed Bob Auger to raise the
level from Miss Veasey's microphone at the
relevant place in the score. This was done, but
the soloist also threw her whole heart into the
task, moving forward afew inches as she did so.
Alas, with the typical American close-solomike arrangement employed, the voice then
overpowered the whole orchestra!
Poor
Josephine looked horrified during the replay,
but was assured that the fault would be
corrected on the final ' mix'.
Also during retakes, at the final session, the
Producer was again troubled by a solo vocal
passage, this time involving soprano Martina
Arroya. After several unsuccessful attempts to
produce the desired effect, Tom Shepard decided
to move Miss Arroya away from her close
mike down in the arena, placing her instead up
on the stage beneath one of the 13ft. high
chorus microphones. This had a magical
effect, placing Martina's soaring voice in a
natural reverberant setting. Leonard Bernstein
was enthralled: ' You can hear the dome of the
hall ... let's record the whole thing again.'
But it was too late, so we must hope that they
have sufficient ' dome' somewhere on those
eight tracks to round the whole thing off
convincingly. After all, the whole idea was to
make pleasing use of the Albert Hall's famous
—but recently much improved—acoustic. We
must wait and see. .. .
Anyway, our thanks to CBS for letting us
observe their activities so freely, and our

A break during recording at the RAH

Listening to the final replay. Front, left to right: Tom Shepard ( producer), Leonard
Bernstein ( conductor), Edward Heath ( politician off duty); at rear: Bob Auger
(engineer), Martina Arroya ( soprano), Josephine Veasey ( mezzo-soprano),
Placido Domingo (tenor), John Crabbe ( HFN). On the rear wall (
watching in
spirit!) Stravinsky, Barbirolli and Solti.
Photos, courtesy of CBS.
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Ferrograph
stereo amplifier
F307
Ferrograph's F307 is one of the
finest stereo amplifiers in the
world. It has been designed to
make the heart of great hi-fi
systems.
It is an integrated stereo
amplifier, built in the Ferrograph
tradition to provide aunique
combination of performance and
facilities. Power output is 20 watts
RMS per channel into aload of
8ohms. Total harmonic distortion
is less than 0.25% at 1kHz at all
levels up to its rated output.
Silicon solid state devices are

and output switching. The main
controls are readily to hand on the
front panels; ail others are
conveniently placed under a
hinged flap.
In appearance, the F307
amplifier continues the
uncluttered lines of the
Ferrograph Series 7recorder, the
two making an ideal combination
which is matched both visually
and technically. But the amplifier
is equally compatible with most
other good recorders and hi-fi
installations, suits innumerable

amateur and professional uses,
blends with any decor, stands
attractively on any bookshelf or
room- divider.
When planning your hi-fi system
the F307 deserves your serious
consideration. Your local
Ferrograph specialist will be
pleased to demonstrate it to you.
Alternatively, please write or ring
for details and address of nearest
stockist. The Ferrograph Co. Ltd,
The Hyde, Edgware Road,
Colindale, London NW9
Tel: 01-205 2241, Telex: 27774

International Distributors:
Leroya Industries Pty,
266 Hay Street, Subiaco,
Western Australia 6008,Australia;
Matelectric,
Boulevard Leopold II, 199,
1080 Brussels, Belgium;
H Roy Gray Ltd,
14 Laidlaw Boulevard,
Markham, Ontario, Canada;
Cineco,
72 Avenue des Champs Elysees,
Paris 8e, France;
Henry Wells & Co. KG,
1040 Wien 4, Danhausergasse 3,
Austria

Ferroplot GmbH & Co., KG,
Hamburg 39, Sierichstrasse 43,
West Germany;
Hi Fi Installations,
P.O. Box 2430,276 Andries Street,
Pretoria, South Africa;
Elpa Marketing Industries Inc,
New York Park, New York 11040,
New York, U.S.A.
There are Ferrograph Distributors
also in most other countries.
Please obtain details from the
London office.

used throughout, with F.E.T.'s in
certain input stages to provide
high input impedances and large
overload margins and thus to
accommodate awide range of
input sources, including tape,
ceramic and magnetic pick-ups,
radio and auxiliary inputs, at their
optimum levels. The signal-tonoise ratio, measured with volume
control at maximum, is better than
65 dB. Controls include four- input
selector switch, switched mains
outlets, press- button HF filter,
comprehensive mono/stereo input
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apologies for some rather sour comments on
what may be, in the final two- or four-channel
reduction, a very good commercial recording
of amusical masterpiece.
FOUR CHANNEL FM

Two AMERICAN engineers, William Halstead
and Leonard Feldman, have proposed asystem
for quadraphonic broadcasting using a conventional FM transmitter fitted with amodified
form of multiplex encoder. The system is
compatible and signals can be received by
existing equipment with the addition of the
appropriate circuitry—although this circuitry
could then be incorporated in models produced
as 4-channel sets in due course, with mono and
2-channel stereo compatibility maintained.
The system employs further sub-carriers at
frequencies of up to 75 and 100 kHz and the
inevitable degradation in signal-to-noise ratio
is described as not significant. The bandwidth
of the multiplexed rear channels would be
about 10 kHz and channel separation could be
40 dB with ' avery good signal-to-noise ratio'
overall.
An increase in transmission bandwidth is
implied by the system, and FCC (Federal
Communications Commission) permission is
required for this. There would also be no
accompanying SCA transmission—although
this is not considered a severe disadvantage
since many stations do not, at present, employ
their transmitters for these subscription noadvertising transmissions.
Several systems of four-channel reception and
transmission of radio signals have now been
proposed, and it is likely that the FCC will
examine many or all of them. So far no
permission has been given to any station to
broadcast the Halstead Feldman system, but
one New York station has applied for such
permission.
An article on four-channel multiplexed-FM
transmission describing another method of
encoding appears on page 719.
NUMBER ONE IN EUROPE

in Tottenham Court Road,
Lasky's Radio claim that their new hi-fi centre
is the largest in Europe. Some ten thousand
items are said to be stocked, and the showroom
and demonstration room enable customers to
examine and listen to an unparalleled variety of
equipment. A custom-built comparator is
employed to evaluate top-grade units and the
company comment that they think the
days of the conventional radiogram are
numbered. Laskys are founder members of the
HFDA and have another hi-fi showroom in
Edgware Road.
RECENTLY OPENED

QUAD AND KEF DIRECT TO DEALER

16th March Quad and KEF products
have been available to retailers only directly
from the manufacturers, who are supplying
some three hundred dealers selected as appointed outlets. This appointment is aimed at
assisting the customer by requiring minimum
standards of the dealer and discouraging mailorder or long-distance selling. Although these
dealerships are not based on written clauses
preventing the cutting of recommended prices,
FROM
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the incentive to reduce prices, spurred on by
the discount houses, will be removed. A similar
system of distribution has also been independently adopted by Radford Electronics for their
domestic products. For editorial comment on
this move see page 667.
HFN BINDERS

a fire at the premises of Modern
Bookbinders there is liable to be delay in the
execution of orders for binders for ashort time
to come. Since stock has been destroyed,
binders are now only available from Volune 10
onwards, and the company's address is now
removed to Chadwick Street, Blackburn,
Lancashire. A note about binders now appears
on the editorial page for the benefit of interested
readers.
OWING TO

PUBLICATONS RECEIVED

have produced asupplement
to their catalogue describing new lines and
special offers, and giving details of new premises. Available free of charge, the supplement
(and the main catalogue) can be obtained from
the publishers at 33 Bridle Path, Watford,
WD2 4AA. The new premises are at 101 St.
Alban's Road, Watford.
K. .1. ENTERPRISES

are available from Mullard,
one describing the construction and design of a
simple FET voltmeter and the other asimplified
paper on thyristors called Introduction to
Thyristors. Both leaflets are available from the
Mullard Educational Services Division, Torrington Place, London, W.C.1.
TWO BROCHURES

LTD. have produced a leaflet
describing their products in non-technical
language with supporting diagrams. It includes
acomplete list of the company's products and is
available from the company at Oxford Avenue,
Slough, Buckinghamshire.
ELECTROLUBE

KEF WIN EXPORT AWARD

for firms employing less than
200 people are now awarded annually, and
Raymond Cooke of KEF Electronics Ltd.
recently received, on behalf of his company, a
specially designed trophy.
KEF have increased overseas sales by 200%
in the last three years and have exported over
50% of their annual production ever since the
firm was founded in 1961. They also manufacture high quality professional loudspeakers, of
course, and during 1969 the South African
Broadcasting studios were completely reequipped with KEF products.
As part of the award, KEF's works manager,
C. J. Goodman, left with his wife for aBOAC
tour holiday on 4th April.

EXPORT AWARDS

NEXT MONTH
A FULL REPORT on the Sonex 70 exhibition;
the second of Angus McKenzie's quarterly technical surveys of commercial disc recordings; a
hi-fi/musical crossword puzzle; an investigation
of Dolby Noise reduction applications; adescription of a fresh approach to LF loudspeaker
design; these are some of the many interesting
features planned for the June issue, together
with all our regular items and reviews of a
Bryan amplifier, Nikko tuner, and complete stereo
systems by HMV and Hacker.
May issue of Studio Sound, now on sale, carries
reviews of the Philips PRO12 and Ferrograph
Series 7tape recorders, a full survey of professional recorders. a 2- page report on the CBS/
Verdi quadraphonic recording sessions, and
many other items.

"Of course we
still do
solid-state
equipment, but
this is
the latest thing."
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is the title of a shortform catalogue of integrated devices produced
by SOS (United Kingdom Ltd.) which also
includes a comprehensive specification section
and application notes in addition to the
quick-selector. Priced at £ 1 Is., it is available
from the company's headquarters, Planar
House, Walton Street, Aylesbury.
INTEGRATED CIRCUITS

Beosystems, a leaflet describing
various combinations of B & O hi-fi equipment,
and giving prices, is now available from Bang &
Olufsen dealers or from the company's headquarters at Eastbrook Road, Gloucester.
FINALLY

lEA EXHIBITION

this year's International
Instruments Electronics and Automation Exhibition will be staged at Olympia from May
Ilth-16th. Some 20% of the 950 exhibitors are
overseas companies, and over 9000 foreign
visitors are expected. Further details of the
lEA exhibition are available from Industrial
Exhibitions Ltd., 9 Argyll Street, London,
W1V 2HA.
(continued on page 709)
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aclass A
amplifier
for home
construction

building
&testing

THE first requirement in a well ordered
I constructional project is to obtain all the
pieces down to the last nut and bolt. Detailed
is acomplete components, hardware and parts
list, for reference.
All the electrical components and hardware
should first be purchased or placed on order.
The raw materials of steel and aluminium
should then be obtained and a start made on
the construction of the metal parts. It is
strongly recommended that the finishes shown
against the various items—for example anodising or cadmium plating and passivating,
should be adopted. Most towns have anearby
electroplaters and anodisers, and the little
extra money spent will prove well worth while
in pride of achievement of the finished product.
The blank sizes for the various piece parts are
shown on the sketches and the amateur constructor will find it best to obtain his raw
materials ready cut to size. All further work
on the parts can be undertaken with relatively
simple tools, no more than a hand drill, hack
saw, sheet metal screw punches (
Q-max), a
small bending machine (or deft use of blocks in
a vice) a vice, and normal hand tools, are
needed.
The front and back panels are made from
¡in. thick ( 10 swg) aluminium alloy. The front
surface of the front panel should be brushed
with wire wool after all the holes have been

PART TWO
by James E. Sugden
drilled or punched in order to remove surface
marks, while the cooling fins are also made
from aluminium alloy in 116- in. or 16 swg
thickness. The front and back panels and the
cooling fins should be anodised matt black
(i.e. the anodiser should be requested to produce amatt black finish). The chassis is made
from 16 swg mild steel and this, along
with the top and bottom grills, spacer bars and
angle pieces should be finished in cadmium
plate and chromate passivated to produce the
gold effect as seen on most expensive equipment!
By the time you have made the metal piece
parts, some of the components will have started
to arrive including the printed boards, and a
start may be made on drilling these. The two
power amplifier boards may be clamped
together by drilling four corner holes and
fastening the two boards together with small
pieces of wire, when both boards may be
drilled together. All the holes in the printed
boards should be drilled with a No. 58 drill,
except where an alternative size is indicated.
With the boards drilled, the components should
be inserted in accordance with the layout

drawings and then the boards should be
soldered up. Make sure that all the joints are
sound—the solder should be seen to flow
along copper and component lead and not
form little round blobs. With the three
boards completed and all the finished metal
parts to hand, the assembly proper and the
wiring may be begun.
The transistors should first be mounted to
the back panel using 6BA cheese-headed
screws and
in. long self-locking nuts.
Each transistor has one mica washer and two
insulating bushes, and heat sink compound is
used to ensure greater thermal conductivity
between transistor and heat sink (back panel).
A small blob of heat sink compound should
first be placed on the heat sink, and the mica
washer then pressed down on top of it. Another
blob of heat sink compound is then placed
on top of the mica washer and the transistor
placed on top of that. The various screws and
washers are then used to mount the transistor
firmly. Reference should be made to fig. 1.
As a general principle when tightening nuts
and screws, it is best to hold the screw still with
a screwdriver and tighten the nut with a
spanner, box spanner or nut driver. However
when tightening the transistor screws, hold the
nut with an open ended spanner and drive the
screw. This precaution will tend to prevent the
small plastic insulating bushes from cracking.

LAYOUT OF PROTOTYPE AMPLIFIER

Frost- panel

Mains
transformer

Power supply board
mounted vertically
at chassis centre

ims

4

Power supply
and output
capacitors

4
Printed boards for L and R cha; -.nels

Heat- sink, rear panel and
output transistors
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After mounting the transistors, the fins should
be mounted using 4BA x1in. cheese-headed
screws and 4BA nuts, except for the screws
shown in fig. 1(a), which are 1-k in. long to
provide mounting studs for the printed circuit
panel assembly. The fins should be screwed
down really tight—it is essential to firmly tighten
the nuts with a spanner, box spanner or nut
driver.
If the heat sink is not anodised, but painted,
then it is best to assemble the whole thing,
transistors included, before painting.
It
should then be cleaned with thinners and
sprayed on the outside and just round the
edges with aerosol paint—primer, then two
finishing coats of matt black. The U-Spray
aerosol paints are quite good for this job, but
do not use acrackle finish. Spraying after the
transistors are mounted rather than before will
ensure a better thermal contact between transistors and sink, and spraying after the fins
are mounted will also ensure a correct heat
transfer from the back plate to the fins. It
must again be emphasised that the recommended finish of matt black anodising, is to be
preferred. For further guidance alist of parts
used on the back panel assembly alone is
included, and if you can obtain some spare
insulating bushes it may be considered agood
idea just in case you happen to crack one.
Before attaching anything to the front panel,
any necessary lettering may first be applied.
Engraving makes for arather elegant finish and
may be done quite easily on the matt black
anodised surface, producing silver lettering. A
very simple alternative, however, is to use some
of the special transfers such as those supplied
by Panel Signs. The various components should
be mounted on the front panel in accordance
with fig. 1(b). Ensure that you use the correct
number of washers on the headphone jack, so
that the bezel will just tighten—if too many
washers are used the tip and ring of the plug
will not line up correctly with the contacts.
If the neon lamp is the sort held on with a
'spire' spring nut, then push it down with a
piece of tubing or abox spanner with the face
of the lamp hard against the table top, in
preference to pushing it down a bit at a time
with ascrewdriver.
Adjust the rear nut of the mains switch so
that when the front bezel nut is screwed on
with the fingers the bush just comes to the front
of the bezel, and no further, for best appearance. Tighten the rear nut, not the front one!
Where the front panel will be screwed on to
the spacer bars the anodised finish should be
scratched off to ensure a good earth contact
between bars and panel. This procedure
should also be adopted where the solder tag is
mounted under one of the mains input plug
fixing screws.

The power amplifier printed panels should be
attached to the two long angles and reference
should be made to fig. 1(c). The centre
mounting holes on the printed panels are left
empty at this stage for it is through these holes
which the long studs protruding from the back
panel will go. It may be helpful to insert
4mm plugs (as will be required for the loudspeaker leads) into these holes to ensure that
they line up while inserting the other screws.
The other screws used are PK Z2 11 in. panhead self-tapping screws. Alternatively, 6 or
TABLE I.

printed panels and the power transistors. It is
recommended that a colour code is used as it
makes later checking far easier, and the
coding used on the original is given throughout
the course of this article. For the power
transistors use a fairly conventional code of
red for collector, yellow for base and black
for emitter. Either 7/.0076 or 14/.0076 plastic
covered wire should be used throughout; solid
cored wire is not recommended as it can break
with vibration and is more difficult to ' lay' to
produce a neat effect. For wiring the power

SUGGESTED COLOUR CODE AND PRELIMINARY WIRING

Colour
Green
Pink
Pink
White
Lamp tail
White
Pink
Black
White
Red
Resistor
Resistor See text
Resistor re-values
Resistor
Tinned copper wire
Tinned copper wire

From
Solder Tag
Fuse Tip
Fuse Side
Mains Plug N
Lamp
Mains Switch A- P
Mains Switch B- P
Jack—C•
LS Switch upper S
LS Switch lower S
Phones Jack L
Phones Jack R
Switch upper P
Switch lower P
LS Switch upper CO
LS Switch lower CO

To
Mains Plug E
Mains Plug L
Mains Switch B-C
Mains Switch A-C
Mains Switch B-P
Tail for later connection
Tail for later connection
Speaker (left) Black*
Speaker ( left) Red 't
Speaker ( right) Red f
Jack C} note same tag
Jack C
Jack LI_
Jack RI
LS Switch upper P
LS Switch lower P

•Do not solder at this stage, see text

8BA
in. cheese-headed screws with nuts
could be used.
The large electrolytic capacitors, used for the
power supply reservoirs and loudspeaker
coupling, should be mounted in their clips.
The components involved are: 42500 LF/40 V
capacitors, 4 capacitor clips, 4 screws 4BA,
in. cheese-headed and 4self-lock 4BA nuts.
The capacitors are mounted in the clips such
that the bottom face of the capacitor is about
1
1
6 in. from the bottom edge of the clips (a
penny comes in handy here). The nuts should
be tightened sufficiently to hold the capacitor
but do not overtighten or distortion of the
can may result. Reference should be made
to fig. 1(d) and in particular the orientation and position of clamps and connecting
tags should be noted.
The chassis should be attached to two spacer
bars with jin. screws and then the capacitors,
power supply board and transformer mounted
down to the chassis. Transformer and capacitors mount with the jin. screws and the
power supply board with the self-tapping
screws. Reference should be made to fig. 1(e)
and the numbers associated with the capacitors
show the easiest order in which to mount them
down.
A small amount of wiring precedes further
assembly—that between the power amplifier

PERFORMANCE OF PROTOTYPE
-0 7dB at 30 Hz and - 0.5 dB at 20 kHz
..
12-5 W
..
0-08%
75 dB (o/c)
80 dB (10 K)
All figures refer to 8ohm loads at 12.5 W unless stated otherwise.

Frequency response
Maximum power output prior to clipping
Total harmonic distortion ( at 10 W)
Signal-to-noise ratio ( unweighted)

TABLE 2. POWER SUPPLY
PARTS REQUIRED
4
1
1
12
12
2
1
2
4

Capacitors ( complete with clips, assembled)
Power supply board complete with angle
Transformer
Screws 4BAxt in. cheese- head
4BA nuts
PK Screws Z2 xi} in.
Chassis
Spacer bars
Screws 4BA xsin. cheese- head

TABLE 3. FRONT PANEL
PARTS REQUIRED
1 Front Panel
1Stereo Phone Jack Socket
2 Red 4mm Sockets
2 Black 4mm Sockets
15- pin DIN socket
12- pole slide switch
1Mains neon lamp
11* in. panel fuseholder
12- pole mains switch
1panel mounting mains plug
6 Screws, chrome plated, round or pan- head,
6BA xjin.
66BA nuts
16BA solder tag

TABLE 4. HEAT SINK— PARTS REQUIRED
1
5
3
4
8
11
4
16
4
8
4
15

Back Panel
Narrow fins
Wide fins
Transistors BDY38
Screws 6BA xt. In. cheese- head
Screws 4BA xIin. cheese head
Screws 4BA x1& in. cheese head
Washers 6BA
Solder Tags 6BA
Nuts 6BA self locking
Mica washers and 8 insulating bushes
Nuts 4BA

(continued on page 677)
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Are you_ just playing...

The MS200—one of the book-case models in the range of Mordaunt-Short quality loudspeaker systems.

...or speaking seriously?
Ralph West, writing in ' Hi -Fi News' for July 1969,says of this model: " The MS200,
21" x13" x9", though smallish as high-fidelity speakers go, is no toy. The general aim
seems to have been to obtain the best possible performance from that size of cabinet
and to get the desired performance they have used no less than three drive units . . .
On test the immediate reaction was ' very good' - and the very first impression is the
one that shows up most strikingly any peculiarities ... Repeatedly returning to it from
other speakers ( good ones only) and from just ordinary live sounds around the house
shows up the less obvious points. The MS200 survived all these tests and comparison
with several other good speakers on all sorts of very different signals never caught it
out... Altogether an impressive specification and hence the earlier remark - this is no
toy ... In short, areally good all-rounder".
Substantiate this for yourself by asking for ademonstration at the leading high-fidelity
Dealer in your area. For his name and address, and for detailed information about
what all the Mordaunt-Short speakers have to offer you, complete and return the
attached coupon directly.

Morclaunt-Short Ltd

The
Courtyard
Heath
Road
Petersfield Hampshire Tel. 0730 4761

I
Please send me details of the full range of Mordaunt-Short quality loudspeaker
systems and the name and address of the stockists nearest to:

IName
Address
Tel:
674
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+ HT FEED TO RH PANEL
INPUT FEED TO RH PANEL
LOUDSPEAKER RETURN TO RH PANEL
LS FEED VIA C17 FROM RH PANEL

BLACK

-HT FEED TO LH PANEL

WHITE + HT FEED TO LH PANEL
WHITE SCREENED
BLUE
ORANGE

INPUT FEED TO LH PANEL
LOUDSPEAKER RETURN TO LH PANEL
LS FEED VIA CI7 FROM IN PANEL

The DC 91E Stereo System
offers you no extras..
just quality.
So pure- people who listen don't even stop to praise it- they just keep
on listening- after all that's what the DC 91E's for.

Recommended Retail Price £ 128.15.
SPECIFICATIONS
TUNER

Tuning range: MW 535-1,605 KHz
SW 3.9-12MHz
FM 88-108MHz
Sensitivity:
MW 400iN
SW 200T
FM 10µV
FM MPX Separation:
25 dB
Frequency response:
40-30,000Hz( 1-3dB)
Auxiliary Circuits: Bass and treble
controls, FM stereo indicator,
headphone and two pairs of
speaker outputs, DIN type REC/PB
connector
Output Power:
12W ± 12W (music power)
4W + 4W ( continuous output
at 1% total harmonic distortion)

TURNTABLE

Type: Automatic tone arm return,
automatic idler disengagement
Turntable: 28 cm ( 11") diameter
Speeds: 331, 45 rpm
Cartridge: MGT- 111
Stylus: Diamond ST- 10D
Tracking Force: 3grams
Frequency response: 20-20,000Hz

Dimensions:
Centre Unit:
18" (W) x 19f (D) x 7" (H)
Loudspeakers:
10"(W) x 7r (D) x171" (H)

SPEAKER SYSTEM

Type: 2way 4speaker
Speakers: 20 cm woofer
high compliance x 2
6cm tweeter y 2
Enclosures: Hermetically sealed
GENERAL

Power Source:
Local voltage AC 50 or 60 Hz
676

Sanyo Marubeni (U.K.) Ltd.,
Bushey Mill Lane, Watford, Herts.
Telephone : Watford 25355

ÔSANYO
People the world over agree there's something about aSanyo

transistors the power amplifier printed panels
should be propped up at right angles to the
heat sink.
The lengths of wire used should be just
long enough to permit the boards to be wired
up in this vertical position. The boards can
then be folded down and mounted on the
protruding studs in the manner shown in
fig. 1(f). The power transistors and the power
amplifier printed panels now form a complete
entity.
At this stage adummy run may be attempted
on assembling the complete amplifier, just to
ensure that everything is going to fit after it
has been wired up. It is recommended that this
is done as it will certainly make the assembly
easier after wiring, and human nature being
what it is the author found that he just had
to screw it all together at this stage, to see what
it was going to look like.
WIRING UP

A table of front- panel wiring procedure is
included with suggested colour codes—table 1,
and it is suggested this procedure is adopted.
Wire tails should be connected to the power
amplifier printed panels in accordance with
fig. 1(j). The tails should be long enough to go
to their eventual destinations, and a suitable
safety margin added on as they always seem
to get shorter as construction proceeds.
The tails should then be bundled up such
that the brown, red, white and black would
come out in a bunch just on the transformer
side of the power supply panel, and the remainder ( 2 screened leads, green, pink, blue and
orange) come out between the two groups of
capacitors.
When the rest of the connections are
made between front and back panels and the
chassis, the front panel should be folded down
in front of the chassis and the back panel
similarly at the back—this will permit them to
be folded down in just the same way later
should servicing ever be necessary. Further to
the advice already given about the lengths of
the tails, the wiring is best arranged such that
when everything is folded up the bundles of
wires go down to the chassis, along the chassis
and then up to their other connections. This
will permit for a neat wiring layout and also
permit the front and back panels to be folded
down correctly as mentioned above. With the
chassis front and back panels laid flat as
described above, the power supply panel should
be unscrewed from the chassis and connected to
the red, black, white and brown tails. Also
connect two new tails, red and white, as shown
in fig. 1(h)
Next screw the power supply panel back in
place. Separate the pink and orange wires (and
bundle up with them a purple and a yellow—
these four wires are going to CI7L and Cl7R),
such that they come up in the middle of the four
capacitors, and connect them.
The additional purple and yellow wires
should be bundled up with the remaining tails
(the screened leads, and the blue and green
wires), which all go forwards to the front
panel. Bring the red and white wires from the
power supply panel, preferably bundled or tied
up, round the front of the panel and CI6L to
join up with the others, and make them
continue ( if laced or tied, tie them for an extra
inch or so) beyond the front edge of the
chassis. These wires are now offered up to the
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COMPONENTS LIST ( STEREO AMPLIFIER)
All parts are available from Hart Electronics, 321 Great Western Street, Manchester 14
Part

No.
Regd.

Value

Resistors # W 10% carbon cornposition

4W 5% carbon film

IW 5% carbon film
wirewound 1W 10%
Pre-set potentiometer

Capacitors Tubular ceramic
Polyester 10%
Electrolytic

Diodes Zener
General purpose
Rectifier 1A,

10
6
2
16
2
6
4
6
2
2
2
2
2
4
2
2
2
2
2
4

10
100
330
680
1.2 K
2-2 K
2.7 K
4.7 K
5.6 K
10 K
220 K
470 K
47
2.2 K
470 K
1M
1K
0.68
1.0
1K

47
470
1000
2200

pF
pF
pF
pF
1.1.F
80 µF/25 V
4001.1.F/4 V
400 F/16 V
1000 (
J. F/16 V
4000 [/ F/2.5 V
16 V 400 mW
100 PIV

Transistors Low noise, high gain
High gain
40 V, 800 mW
Printed Boards (427-100) amplifier
(427-200) power supply
Short pin terminals
Long pin terminals
Fuseholder clips ( printed circuit)

Miscellaneous (
and not on printed boards)
Spacer pillar 4BA clear x in.
Transformer ( Ref. 423)
Fuseholder 14 in. panel mounting
Fuse- links 14 in. IA
4mm. socket, red
4mm. socket, black
Mains connector panel-plug/cable-socket
Mains switch, 2- pole
Slide switch, 2- pole
Stereo headphone jack
DIN Socket, 5pin
Mains indicator neon
Transistor ( power output types,
e.g. BDY20, 2N3055)
Electrolytics 2500 iF/40 V ( and clips)
Resistors 4W carbon 10%
390 ohms
wirewound 10%
1ohm
Capacitor polyester 10%
0.1 [J.F
Plastic foot

Qty.
1
1
1
3
5
2
1
4
1
1
2

Hardware
Chassis
Front Panel
Back Panel
Wide fin
Narrow fin
Long angle
Short angle
Spacer bar
Bottom grill
Top Cover grill
Clamping angle

Screws CH, 4BA xlin.
CH, 4BA xi in.
CH, 4BA x4m.

677

12
19
8

Reference
on ect.

Type used in prototype

17, 27, 28, 29, 30 Morganite Type S
23, 24, 34
14
15
16
1, 2, 7
21,22
5, 10, 11
18
6
9
8
Mullard Type CR25
12
19,20
3
4
13
Erie Type EM3 ( or Welwyn C22)
25
Type YO or home made
26
VR1 VR2
Morganite Type LPH

2
2
2
2
6
8
4
2
2
2
2
2
4

2
10
4
8
1, 5, 15
3, 6, 7, 13
11, 12
9
19
14
ZD1
D1
D2, D3

Erie Type N750 style AD
Type K120051 style AD
Mullard C296AC/A1K
C296AC/A2K2
C296AA/AlOOK
C426AR/F80
C426AR/B400
C437AR/E400
C437AR/E1000
C437AR/A4000
BZY88-C16
BAX13
BYX36-150

6
6
2
1
27
14
4

TR1, 2, 4
TR3, 5, 7

BC109
BFY52
Hart Electronics

4
1
1
3
2
2
1
1
1
1
1
1
4
4
4
2
2
4

F1

F2

TR6, TR8
16, 17
31,32
33
18

Harwin H2085
H2087
Carr Fastener R85/79/950

Harwin R4086
Boardman Transformers
Belling & Lee L1348
L1055-1A
L1413 Red
L1413 Black
Bulgin P73
S277/PD
Carr Fastener 86/81/811
Rendar J824
Ariel Pressings RA2156
Arcolectric SL268B
Mullard BDY38
Mullard C431BR/G2500
(Or see text)
Robert Moss Type Al

Screws: CH 4BA x1# In.
Mush, or round head chrome- plated
4BA x In.
CH 6BA x In.
Mush, or round head chrome- plated
6BA xIin.

Qty.
4
4
8
6

Nuts 4BA
6BA
4BA self-locking
6BA self-locking
Washers 4BA
6BA

31
6
4

Solder tags 6BA
PK screw Z2 X A- in.
PK screw Z4 x in.

5
12
4

16
22

Send now for this

YOURS FREE
including Vouchers entitling you to useful FREE gifts with some purchases.

Over 200 amplifiers,

rmimmummummuimmaimm.

tuners, turntables, arms,
cartridges, loudspeakers
and tape units.
All famous makes including
Leak, Armstrong, Garrard,
Shure, Goodmans, Wharfedale, Ferrograph, etc.;
all latest models. Extensive stocks at low prices.
Fill in this coupon or ring for your free catalogue.

you pay less with

To UPL, Compton House, New Malden, Surrey. I
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Please send me your free Hi Fi Price Catalogue :
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Unnet Products Ltd. Compton House, 35 High St., New Malden,
Surrey. Telephone: 0942 9567
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front panel and connected to the mains switch
and signal sockets.
Now make two series combinations of a
1ohm resistor and a el l
e capacitor and
connect these straight across each pair of
loudspeaker sockets.
Bundle up the pink, white and lamp leads
to go neatly to the transformer and connect
pink to the transfermer primary (0V) lamp tail
to the transformer primary (230 V) white to the
transformer required primary tapping.
Now connect between the tags of the power
supply panel and the capacitors and between
the power supply panel and the transformer, as
in fig. 1(i).
The wiring is now complete. Screw up the
front panel but leave the back panel down.
Testing and commissioning follows, but it is
strongly recommended that the above is
carefully read through again and checked
against the wiring which has been done. A fuse
link should be put in the front panel fuseholder,
and the power supply panel checked to see
that it contains its fuse links. A suitable mains
lead should be made up terminating in the free
socket, and the necessary input connections
made to the DIN plug.
TESTING AND COMMISSIONING

The ' adjust mid-point' trimmers VR1 on
each power amplifier panel should be set in
their mid-positions, and the 'adjust current'
trimmers VR2 on each panel should be set fully
clockwise. With no input or loudspeaker loads
connected the unit should be switched on, and
voltage checks made using a 20,000 ohms per
volt multimeter such as an Ayo 8. The HT
rails measured either at the fuses on the power
supply panel or by measuring on the cans of
power transistors TR6, should be 36 V or very
slightly higher. The voltages measured at the
cans of the lower power transistors i.e. TR8,
should be approximately 18 V. Assuming
(continued on page 683)
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What makes the Ravensbrook speaker
different from other speakers?
Two particular • design features* distinguish
the new Ravensbrook from the usual run of
the mill speaker system; features which, combined with the overall design concept,
account for its marked superiority over any
other system of comparable size and price.
* A unique system of construction is employed in which four 1" steel bolts are used so
draw together the front and back panels of
the enclosure against the four sides and a
central spacing block. This results in a remarkable degree of solidity and overcomes
completely cabinet wood resonance and the
resultant 'boxy' sound, which until now has
been one of the major problems of speaker
design.
*Investigation into speaker damping for the
enclosure led to the discovery of an entirely
new material, far better than any material
used for this purpose so far, including bonded
acetate fibre. This new material provides exceptional damping at all frequencies and an
isothermal action resulting in a very low

system resonance, for the size of the enclosure, of 64 Hz.
The bass unit has been specially developed,
using the very latest techniques. Features
include anew low resonance highly damped
suspension, die cast chassis, very high flux
ceramic magnet and rigid diaphragm for true
piston action at low frequencies. Together
with the acoustic damping already mentioned,
the result is smooth, low distortion, output
down to 40 Hz.
Two high performance tweeters are employed
with avery smooth response from 1500 Hz to
beyond 20 kHz. Dual tweeters are used to
ensure smoother response and high power
handling capacity.

Although developed primarily for use with
either the Ravensbrook or Ravensboume
amplifiers, this new speaker merits consideration as the final link in any stereo system.
We invite you to listen to a comparative
demonstration and hear for yourself what
makes the Ravensbrook different from other
speakers.
DIMENSIONS: 19"x 13"x 9a".
IMPEDANCE: 8 ohms.
POWER HANDLING CAPACITY: 20 watts,
continuous speech and music.
FREQUENCY RANGE: 40-20,000 Hz.

The cross-over is aprecision network operating at 2kHz and providing asharp 12 dB per
octave cut-off.

Recommended U.K. Retail Price: (Matched
Pair) £47.10.0

The enclosures are finished in teak veneer,
with solid teak edge moulding, the front
covered with black/gold acoustically transparent fabric.

Below left: Ravensbrook Stereo Amplifier.
£49.0.0d (Chassis: £44.0.0d) FET FM Tuner.
£51.5.3d (Chassis: £45.0.2d) Incl.
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ogers Developments (Electronics) Limited,
▪ 4-14, Barmeston Road, Catford, London, ,
▪ S.E.6. Telephone: 01-698 7424/4340

ROGEFtS
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Please send me full details of the new Ravensbrook Speaker System,
III
Iam also interested in:
II The Ravensbrook Amplifier El
The Ravensbourne Amplifier D
NAME
II ADDRESS

EXPORT

K. H. Millman & Co., Ltd., Blackford House, Sutton, Surrey, England.
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and if it goes

WRONG.2
HERE can hardly be areader who has not,
I at some time, been frustrated in his efforts
at remedying, or having remedied, an equipment fault, simply because avital replacement
part has proved unavailable. Often laying one's
hands on a single wretched little part, that is
nevertheless absolutely essential presents such
problems that one is tempted to throw out the
whole and otherwise perfect lot and start again
from brand new. Possibly this is even why
some cheap-jack manufacturers create a
veritable assault course between a member of
the public and the spare part he desperately
needs to put his equipment back into good
order—though he surely doesn't imagine he
will be called upon to provide the replacement.
No, in the matter of spare part availability all
in the hi-fi garden is not quite as rosy as it
might be.
Bearing in mind that aservice engineer must
either obtain at least some spares from the
maker, or put the equipment back into his
hands, this article may be of some guidance
not only to those with awill to wield asoldering
iron but also to those who leave all their servicing to an engineer. In other words, service
availability and spares availability generally
go hand in hand and as the latter is obviously
the easier to check, that is what Idid.
Iwrote an exactly similar letter to sixteen
manufacturers or agents asking how Icould
go about obtaining a (named) replacement part
for a (named) amplifier. I explained that I
would prefer to purchase direct but asked that
adealer in my area, who could obtain the part
to order, be named if direct supply was impossible. The letter was sent under my own
name—which is not the name under which
this article is written (to avoid the remote
possibility of association with HFN) and in
order to ensure that no firm could ignore my
letter on the unreasonable but plausible grounds
141FI NEWS
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that Ilived " close enough to call or 'phone
them", I used a country address. An s.a.e.
was enclosed with each letter.
The part asked for was in each case avolume
control because this gave me scope to cover
not only simple amplifiers but also tuner-amps.
and turntable-amps. It is a part on which a
readily identifiable fault is likely to develop
since there is no mistaking a noisy pot, and it
is apart that can be replaced by amember of
the public without too much difficulty and
thus one which should surely be available to
him. Of course a ' noisy pot' is not bound to
be due to a faulty potentiometer—but it frequently is. The results are tabulated.
Firstly, as it was obviously impractible to
approach all manufacturers of all equipment,
the only firms included were a selection of
HiFi News advertisers. There is, generally, no
significance in the omission of any firm from
the list. However, in one case, by one of those
coincidences which do now and again happen,
my request for a replacement volume control
coincided with the manufacturer's realisation
that various examples of their product had
been fitted with faulty controls. A free fitted
replacement was offered me, and apologies
extended, and Ifeel it would be unfair to risk
increasing their difficulties by naming them.
Itook the names, or identifying numbers, of
most of the amplifiers for which I ' needed' the
volume control from an issue of HFN then
about 12 months old, since it seemed reasonable to assume that a volume control might
develop a fault after about one year's hard
use. However, some names and manufacturers
were culled from more recent editions because,
in these days of discount purchasing, it is quite
conceivable that a brand new amplifier could
be bought at cut price and found faulty. The
purchaser might then find it easier to replace
the part himself than get the work done under
681

a guarantee which could be at least hard to
invoke.
You will note that the name Armstrong is
missing from the list. This is simply because
Iknow from personal experience that they will
directly supply any part on receipt of aremittance.
Ihave given no consideration whatsoever to
the question of whether the parts that were
offered represented good value for money. If
somewhere a much cheaper equivalent part
exists, anyone is free to buy if they can find it!
And, before the cry is raised about manufacturers " holding us to ransom" by charging
exorbitant prices for parts that might by
chance be available cheaper elsewhere, please
remember that (a) the parts elsewhere might
well be ' equivalents' but not as reliable or
well-made and (b) a manufacturer who provides agood after-sales service can only do so
by charging for it or bumping up the cost of the
original amplifier.
The table shows that in only two cases was
it necessary to order through adealer. Rightly
or wrongly Ihave always felt unhappy about
ordering small spare parts through a dealer.
On a part like a volume control the dealer's
profit can only be tiny and as a general conclusion, arrived at over the years, Iwould say
that most dealers are either reluctant to order
a part or worse still may, to avoid trouble,
even pretend to order it and then say it is unavailable. In any case it must all take longer
than direct supply, and is annoying for everyone concerned.
Both Grundig and B & 0 explained that they
could not supply parts by direct order but they
both, as requested, named a dealer or dealers
in the country area from which Ihad written.
The named dealers both accepted the order
without any trouble whatsoever and in each
case promised to 'phone when the parts

SONY"
Sound heart for your sound system ... The Sony TA- 101 0 stereo amplifier provides a
powerful and reliable hi-fi centre- piece at moderate cost.
This solid-state unit employs high quality transistors for trouble- free, reliable operation, and
a rated output of 15 watts per channel ensures smooth amplification over awide frequency
range. A full selection of input/output facilities, including headphone output, provide complete freedom to create the sound system of your choice.
Model TA- 101 0 — the perfect choice for discerning listeners.
Recommended retail price £ 59.15.0
GENERAL
Circuit 20 transistors, 5diodes.
Power requirements AC 100, 117, 220 or 240V, 50 or
60 Hz.
Power consumption Approximately 75 watts.
AC outlets Two switched, one unswitched, total 300
watts.
Dimensions 16*. in. ( w) x41 in. ( h) x9-14. in. ( d).
Weight 10 lb.
POWER AMPLIFIER SECTION
Power output Rated output, 15 watts per channel both
channels operating.
Harmonic distortion Less than 0.5'0 at rated output
(at 1kHz).

100

lntermodulation distortion (
60 Hz : 7 kHz = 4: 1)
Less than
at rated output.
PREAMPLIFIER SECTION
Frequency response Tuner, Aux- 1, Aux- 2, Tape: 20 60,000 Hz 0dB;
Phono -1, Phono -2, RIAA equalization curve + 1dB.
Tone controls Bass 100 Hz + 10 dB: Treble 10 kHz -I10 dB.
Filter High filter 6dB/oct. above 5kHz.
Loudness control 100 Hz + 8dB, 10 kHz ± 4dB ( Att.
—30 dB).
Signal-to-noise ratio Phono -1, Phono -2, better than
70 dB, 3 mV; Tuner, Aux- 1, Aux- 2, Tape, Rec/PB, better
than 90 dB, 250 mV.
Supplied accessories Plug, polishing cloth.
Optional accessories Stereo headphones DR-4A,
DR-5A ( low impedance), DR-4C ( high impedance),
Rec/PB cord, connecting cord RK-74, RK-81.

"
YR
.
Sony ( UK) Ltd, Ascot Road, Bedfont, Feltham, Middlesex

SON
RESEARCH MAKES THE DIFFERENCE

Amplifier and agent

Manufacturer or distributor
to whom enquiry was
addressed, and model
concerned

Further action

Reply
A— part sent free
B— direct dispatch price
quoted
C— part sent with invoice
D— referred to named local
dealer
E— further details
requested

Result

Comments on service etc.
where applicable.
See text also

Details of further
correspondence if any ensued

E
(Serial number requested)

General procedure queried
for future reference

Sony STR 8080 FW
Eagle RA 98 ( B.Adler)
Teleton F 2000
Leak Stereo 30
Rogers Ravensbrook

B
B
B
C
A

Ferrograph F307

A

—
—
—
Remittance sent
General procedure queried
for future reference
General procedure queried
for future reference

Sansul AU 222
(Brush-Clevite)

A

Trio TK 250T
(B. H. Morris)
Goodmans Maxamp
Arena T1500F
(Highgate Acoustics)
Sanyo DC 80
(Sanyo Marubenl)
Lux HQ 555
(Shriro U.K. Ltd.)

B

—

B
ES

—
—

—

B

—

—

Cambridge Audio ( P80)

No reply

Beogram 1500
(Bang & Olufsen)
Grundig RTV 800
(Grundig Gr. Britain)

MAY 1970

—
Parts available to direct
order
Parts available to direct
order

General procedure queried
for future reference

Apologies proffered for
failure—offer to fit part
free of charge made

Parts available to direct
order, 3-4 week delay
occasionally

Reminder sent

Point queried despite letter.
Order abandoned, general
procedure queried. No reply

Part ordered

Part obtained in four weeks

D

Part ordered

Part out of stock. Order
cancelled after four weeks

continued

these correct the currents in each output stage
should now be set up. Switch off the amplifier
and withdraw one of the H.T. fuses, and
insert an ammeter in circuit in its place. Check
that the ammeter connections are not shorting
to any other point, and switch on the amplifier.
The current should rise fairly rapidly to about
0-5 A and then gradually to about 0.7-0.8 A.
The ' adjust current' trimmer on the appropriate channel should now be gradually turned
until the current reads 0.9 A max. Switch off
the amplifier, replace the fuse, remove the
other L.T. fuse and re-connect the ammeter:
the same procedure is now followed for the
other channel.
Switch off the amplifier,
replace the fuse and switch the amplifier on
again, and adjust the ' mid point' pre-set
(continued on page 739)
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Parts available to direct
order. Quote serial
number
—

D

arrived. The B & 0 part took about 4 weeks
to arrive, probably as much as anything due
to inevitable postal delays and the apparent
need for the order to go via aservice department
of the named dealer. The Grundig part was
out of stock and after amonth of waiting and
no part Icancelled the order. It should be
noted that in the original reply received from
Grundig (naming the dealer) there was no
suggestion that the part Ihad specified was,
or might soon be, out of stock.
Ifeel sure that if Ihad really been waiting
for aGrundig or even aB & 0 volume control
Iwould have become a very frustrated man.
Ialso suggest that if so many other firms, both
British and foreign, can offer a direct spare
parts service, there is no reason why such a
service should not be the rule.
My attempts at obtaining a replacement
volume control for avery expensive Lux tuner
amplifier with a London agency were as

CLASS A AMPLIFIER

Notes

puzzling as they were frustrating. My original
letter quoting the amplifier reference number
went unanswered and, assuming postal delays,
misdelivery etc., I wrote again after one
month. Finally Ireceived areply, dated about
six weeks after my original approach, which
made no mention of any delay in receipt of
my letters and instead apologised for the
delay in response ' due to pressure of work'.
The writer went on to refer to my original
request for an HQ555 volume control but then
asked if Iwould " please ascertain if this is the
model and not the 1220 amplifier". [Possibly
the confusion arose because the 555 is atuneramplifier.—Ed.] At that stage Igave up trying
to obtain my mythical amplifier volume control
and merely replied asking how I should go
about obtaining any spare parts in the future.
Two weeks later there was still no reply so
gave up altogether.
My conclusions from the whole business are
POWER AMPLIFIER BOARD
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simple. Isuggest that anyone intending to pay
out a hefty sum of money for new equipment
might well do worse than check service and
spares availability before parting with their
money. Ibelieve it is the right of anyone purchasing expensive equipment to expect readily
available service and spares and if either their
own personal past experience or the content
of this article does not put their mind at rest,
they can easily send an innocently worded
enquiry along the lines of my own.
As afinal point Ioffer apologies to all those
manufacturers who took time helpfully answering my bogus query and hope that they
will regard the end as justifying the means.
Any firm wishing to avoid the ardours of
answering future queries, other than genuine
ones, should take abrief look at the content of
some of Messrs. Armstrong's more recent
advertisements. I have, incidentally, no connection whatesover with the latter firm.
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Isn't it time
you visited

HAMPSTEAD
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•

FINCHLEY
RD

*For the widest choice of the best
hi fi equipment in the world to suit
all pockets.
*Unbiased advice and the finest
demonstration facilities.
*Constant and careful after sales
service.

4

Belsize Rd

STUDIO 99, 81 FAIRFAX ROAD, SWISS
COTTAGE, LONDON, N.W.6.
TELEPHONE: 01-624 8855
Open 10 a.m. — 8 p.m. inc. Saturdays.
CLOSED ALL DAY THURSDAY.
Buses 2, 2A, 13, 31, 113.
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manufacturing an item of audio
W HEN
equipment, whether commercially or at
home, refinements can be added to the design
to further improve its appearance as well as
making it easy to use and simple to service.
Many items are available today, most at
very moderate prices, that can aid in the
making of these refinements. So, in this
month's article Iwill deal with some of these
products, and the most profitable employment
of them.
Dealing first with speaker cabinets, one of
the most important items is the connecting
system. To ensure correct phasing when connections are made, acolour code system can be
applied. If apermanent installation is required
a terminal strip with screw-in connections is
sufficient as long as the screws are coded, i.e.
positive red, negative black (a small dot of
paint above each screw will suffice). But if the
installation will be constantly altered, for
example, changing from one room to another;
apush terminal set can prove the most simple
and positive system. Two-, three- and four-way
terminal sets can be obtained from Eagle
Products and these have coloured plastic tops
for easy identification. By just pushing the
top, then inserting the wire in the hole and
releasing, afirm grip is kept on the wire.
With plinths many cabinet accessories are
available at local D.I.Y. shops or ironmongers.
These include hinges, lid stays and catches, etc.,
but perhaps not so obvious is the usefulness of
Terry clips in the construction. They can be
used for securing such items as spare spindles
for player decks; also as cable clamps inside
the unit to guide loose signal and mains leads
away from the mechanism.
The number of accessories for amplifiers
and tuners is so great that no difficulty
should be encountered when selecting them for
your particular design. Remember, though,
it is better to spend alittle more on these items,
if necessary, to achieve the required result.
For example, brushed aluminium knobs are a
popular feature of modern equipment and,
although alittle more expensive than their old
plastic counterparts, Ibelieve the improvement
in appearance is well worth it.
The inside finish for home-made equipment
should be accorded the same ' professional'
approach as the outside, and though circuits
are a matter of personal choice, the way they
are constructed can make all the difference.
Servicing or modifying is very easy if care and
attention is given to the construction and wiring
of aunit. Veroboard is used extensively in the
construction of circuitry in home-made equipment. To use it to its fullest advantages afew
rules can be applied. If available space is
limited, the components can be mounted on
end, but a short length of wire must be left
between each and the surface of the board since
excessive heat from a soldering iron could
damage an expensive component. Also when
fitting components with external notation such as
capacitors and diodes ensure that the coding
or value will be visible when the board is
complete as this will make servicing that much
easier.
Transistors should preferably be mounted
on a plastic pad for reasons of insulation and
shock absorption. In certain cases the mounting of transistors upside down is advisable—
they are mounted on special pads and the wires
are bent round and downwards, through the
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90 Watts
for outstanding performance
This new hi- fidelity stereo equipment by Dynatron has
been designed for the serious listener. Selected silicon
transistors are used throughout to give a high signal to
noise ratio and to ensure lowest audio distortion with
uniform gain over the operating range. Now available
are a hi-fidelity stereo amplifier — the SA90 and a
combined amplifier/playing deck— the HFC90— using the
Goldring-Lenco GL75 transcription unit and
Goldring G800H magnetic cartridge. Two new loudspeaker
enclosures each of 8 ohms impedence complete the range.

Write row for
FREE eowit

Please send me a free copy of your introductory leaflet describing the New
Dynatron ' 90 Series in detail and including the complete specifications of the SA90,
HFC90 and the range of loudspeakers.

NAME
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FIG. I

COMPONENT MOUNTING

PAWED
CIRCUIT PIN

SMALL SOLDER JOINT

pads, and into the board. The reason for
mounting this way is the advantage of easy
replacement. Always ensure that the wires do
not short onto the can however the transistor is
fitted. If the device requires replacement and
the bottom of the board is inaccessible then
the wires can be cut, leaving three wire ' pins'.
The new transistor can be soldered to these
without removing the board from its mounts.
Some difficulty is encountered when breaking the track of Veroboard, and the simplest
course is to arrange the layout in such away,
that all break points occur in hole positions
when the remaining copper can be removed
with the tip of a drill by turning it back and
forth in the hole.
Trouble has been encountered when using
Veroboard with highly sensitive circuits, such
as high gain pre-amps. The faults are usually
due to the fact that long lengths of track can
pick up RF signals or cause instability and
oscillation. This can be overcome by breaking
the track in as many places as possible in the
first stages thus ensuring no track is longer
than necessary.
When making wire terminations on any type
of circuit board it is recommended that wiring
pins are used as this makes servicing and
modifying or re-wiring far simpler, and also
overcomes perhaps the only disadvantage of
these boards, namely that when removing
components or wires the track tends to lift off
the board.
A final word about using circuit board.
Make sure components are ' squared off' and
neatly arranged on the board with values
eadly readable (see fig. 1) since nothing is
worse than trying to rectify a fault in a bird's
nest.
Wiring is another important part of construction and again a few simple rules are
certain to bring arewarding result. AC voltage

lines should be of the 'correct' colour but for
easy identification of other types of wires such
as DC voltage lines, signal leads and control
wires, these can also be colour-coded. Many
different coded coverings are now available
and these can be used for this purpose. If a
wiring diagram is drawn up for the unit, a
numbering system corresponding to the colour
code can be used, e.g. ared-wire can be marked
on the diagram as 2.
Wires can be squared off and made into neat
looms. Also all high voltage connections, and
any connection liable to short if the unit is
vibrated, should have insulated sleeving
coverage on them for safety reasons. Careful
planning can prevent unnecessarily long paths,
and even RF stages can be neatly wired with
intelligent layout and design.
Indicator lamps are becoming an ever more
popular feature of audio equipment, and besides mains neon indicators, stereo and input
indicators are now used. Lamps are used for
tuner-scale illuminations as well. Although
many lamps are now available, many are of
large size and suitable only for use in instruments. To overcome this masking techniques
can be employed. If the lamps are mounted
behind the surface of the chassis, the visible
lamp area can be controlled by drilling asuitable hole in the front panel (
fig. 2a shows a
typical arrangement). If the lamp selected is
clear and colour is required, a piece of tinted
celluloid can be stuck on the front of the chassis
before the front panel is applied. Most lamps
available have some form of fixing nut or ring,
but if these types are not applicable to your
design or not available other forms of fixing
can be used, the most simple being shown in
fig. 2b. The grommet used should be selected
so that it is tight fit around the bulb; the chassis
should then be drilled to take the grommet.
One point to watch when utilizing this method
of fixing is the heat dissipated by the bulbs. If
they get excessively hot an alternative method
must be found.
If you are making atuner, certain problems
can arise when the scale is designed and built.
Although many types and systems are possible,
most are difficult and require complicated engineering and intricate cording. Home-constructed systems must be as simple as possible
to ensure success so if the tuner unit to be
used is not geared and has one or less revolutions for full band coverage, acircular system
can be used. The calibrations can be marked

on the ' back-sheet' with Letraset, and the
pointer can be made of 18 gauge wire, covered
with plastic tubing (which can be taken from a
suitable piece of cable). The pointer is glued
into an old knob, which has been drilled through
allowing it to pass completely over the tuner
spindle. A thin piece of perspex is glued to the
back of the front panel, after a circular hole
has been made of suitable size. The front panel
is then applied. Illumination is effected by
two bulbs one above the scale and one below,
both, of course, out of the lines of view of the
scale. A knob can then be fitted to the remaining end of the tuner-spindle.
If a circular scale is not suitable, or if the
tuner-spindle is geared to give more than one
revolution, a linear scale is the alternative.
Fig. 3 shows both systems. With a linear
system a few important points must be remembered. Firstly, the two cord ends must be
attached to the galley. Secondly, the length of
the scale must be determined. This can be
calculated by multiplying the working diameter
of the pulley by the complete number of revolutions of the spindle. Thirdly, a spring must
be inserted in the cord at some point to ensure
sufficient tension. This is usually somewhere in
the return cord line, i.e. opposite to the
pointer line or sometimes in the pulley wheel
FIG. 4
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itself. An alternative to engineering your own
system is to remove one from an old radio set
(continued on page 723)
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De
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This superb system, selected from the vast international array of equipment found at Lasky's, offers really outstanding performance and value. We also list ' Economy' and 'all British' packages showing the wide price range spanned by our careful planning.
TRIO KA6000 solid state stereo amplifier, 58W continuous output per channel, 2mV, 0.5 and 0.05mV p'u inputs .. £ 105 0
TH ORE NS TD 125 three speed electronic transcription turntable
..
..
£69 II
SME 3009 Series II precision pick-up arm with lightweight headshell . • • • • • • . . • • • •. £31 6
SME Model 2000 plinth system complete with special mounting brackets for TD 125; teak, rosewood or walnut finish £40 12
SHURE V-15/II magnetic cartridge with bi-radial elliptical diamond stylus
..
£40 15
2 KEF Concerto three speaker, three way speaker systems; teak or walnut finish
..
£ 107 0

Lasky's Package Price £355.0.0

4 8

"Select" U.K. Package

"Economy" Package
Arena F2I0 104 IOW Stereo Amp-ifier
2 Arena HTI7 Speaker Systems .
G
d SP25 Mk II 4speed single play deck ..
Arena Mk Ibase and cover for above ..
Shure M3D Stereo Magnetic Cartridge ..
Total Recommended Price

Lasky's Package Price £85.0.0

Total Rec. Retail price £394

U.K. Carriage and Insurance 80/-

0
2
3
0
3
0

Leak Stereo 30 Plus 15 4- I5W Stereo Amplifier (in teak case) . £ 9.10.0
2 Leak Mini Sandwich speaker systems
f59.10.0
G
d AP 75 three speed single player ..
E23.16.0
G
d Plinth and cover for AP- 75
E10.2.5
Shure M44/5 moving magnet stereo cartridge .. .
1E11.2.4
Total Recommended Price [ 164.0.9

£36.15.0
£30.9.0
EIS 11 4
£6.16.6
£7.8.3
E97.0.1

Lasky's Package Price £ 142.0.0

U.K. Carriage 45/-

U.K. Carriage 50[-

THESE UNIQUE PACKAGE DEAL OFFERS ARE AVAILABLE FROM ANY OF OUR BRANCHES OR BY MAIL ORDER. A FURTHER SELECTION OF PACKAGE
SYSTEMS ARE SHOWN IN OUR AUDIO-TRONICS AND HI-FI CATALOGUE—SEND 2/— FOR POST ONLY TO 3-15 CAVELL STREET, E.!.

Lc1i€
207 EDGWARE ROAD, LONDON, W.2.
Tel: 01 - 723 3271
33 TOTTENHAM CT.RO, LONDON, W1P 9RB. Tel: 01-636 2605
Open all day, 9 a or

6 p or Monday to Saturday

109 FLEET STREET, LONDON, E.C.4.
152/3 FLEET STREET, LONDON, E.C.4.

Tel: 01 - 353 5812
Tél: 01-353 2833

X. i mit1.

HIGH FIDELITY AUDIO CENTRES
42-45 TOTTENHAM CT. RD, LONDON, W1P 9F1D. Tel: 01-580 2573
Open all day. 9 a m - 5 p rn Monday to Saturday

118 EDGWARE ROAD, LONDON, W.2.
Open all day Saturday early closing 1 p rn Tnursd3y

Tel: 31-723 9789

\hFd&\

Open all day Thursday. early closing 1pm Saurday

ALL MAIL ORDERS AND CORRESPONDENCE TO: 3-15 CAVELL STREET, TOWER HAMLETS, LONDON, El 2BN Tel: 01-790 4821
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Entrance hall to Palais d'Orsay, with
colour reproduction of painting depicting
amusical scene installed on stairway for
the occasion.

'Early Bird' spherical mounting for some Sansul
equipment, produced by Radio Robur ( Paris).

CIONTRARY to a prediction made in our
report of last year's Paris show, the Hotel
Palais d'Orsay was not pulled down. Procrastination having stolen a year, the 12th
Festival International du Son was in consequence
held in the same place and in much the same
style, from March 5th to 10th.
That style, to remind readers who missed
the May 1969 issue (
In the French Manner by
John Crabbe), involves use of alarge hotel to
present an exhibition à la Hotel Russell, but
with much else besides to make the event more
truly a ` festival'. Additions to the Russell
treatment include a section for electronic
musical instruments, static displays by the
record companies, a series of live musical
events—classical, jazz and pop, diaporama
displays, lectures on sound recording and
reproduction, and vigorous participation of
the O.R.T.F. (the French radio authority) who
have several studios erected for the occasion to
monitor and present asuccession of live transmissions, before an audience, for the France
Musique programme.
Other special attactions include: presentation
of prizes to record companies and performers
in connection with Academie Charles Cros's
Grand Prix International du Disc; an official
inauguration of the Festival by the Minister of
State responsible for cultural affairs; presentation of a competition for an original musical
HI-FI NEWS
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composition, with first and second prizes of
10,000 and 5,000 francs (£735 and £367); and
production of a. special test disc carrying
various types of music, and avery comprehensive catalogue. This pattern was upset somewhat by the Minister, M. Michelet, who
turned up unexpectedly for the disc prizegiving, but had to send his deputy, M. Roche,
for the inauguration.
Also, a projected
Festival boat trip on the Seine was cancelled
due to unprecedented flood conditions and a
water level which covered the riverside promenades.
Being an international show, many of the
Japanese, American, Scandinavian and German
firms found at British audio exhibitions were in
evidence, while fifteen of the 180 trade names in
the catalogue were from the U.K.: Audix,
Brenell (last minute addition), BSR, Celestion,
Connoisseur, EMI Sound, Ferguson, Goodmans, KEF, Leak, Quad, Radford, Sinclair,
Transcriptors, Truvox (now defunct in Britain)

Roger Cotte ( right) discussing an old musical
instrument with radio compere Claude Lehamann,
during a recital of early music. ( Photo: Jean
Biaugeaud)
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Sony equipment mounted in an imitation boulder
(specially designed for cave dwellers?)

and Wharfedale. They were, for the most
part, showing equipment already known here,
though presentation was slanted according to
the inclinations of various French agents.
Ferguson, for instance, made up for the silence
and stillness which we criticised last year by
accompanying their demonstration with projected colour slides of topless girls; we were not
sure whether applause from the young men
gathered in their dem room was for Son or Sex,
but it was probably the latter, as this was the
only example of such ` advertising' that we
came across in the Palais d'Orsay. EMI had
acouple of fresh loudspeaker kits, while two of
their 9x14m, bass units joined a Lowther for
the mid-range and a Kelly ribbon as supertweeter to comprise the Walhal loudspeaker.
This ambitious system, employing a combination of exponential horn and reflex
loading, sounds very impressive; international
enquiries are invited by its French manufacturer: Charles J. Rich, 25 Rue LouisBarthou, Pau (B.P.).
Other French products of technical interest
were: Clément motor-driven, servo-controlled
parallel tracking pickup arm (sole agent:
Magéco-Electronic, 18 Rue Marbeuf, Paris 8);
some amplifiers by Esart which were seen
reproducing very clean LF square-waves; the
model A4040 speaker by Elipson, employing a

CHORALE-brilliant new volume fouour
bookshelf. It had to come from KEF
The new Chorale two-way system
incorporates the most advanced
moving coil design to date — and
that's just the beginning. Look at
Chorale: astunningly styled true
bookshelf unit. The Chorale is only
11 " wide and weighs only 17.6 lb.
The Acoustilene moulded one-piece

diaphragm provides the ultimate in
smoothness and colouration-free
reproduction. Everything about the
Chorale is new, but don't believe it
until you see one .. hear one. It's
another example of sound thinking
by KEF — at its best!
Price £28 plus £ 6.16-6 P.T.

Write for further details to:

<13:*

Specification
Size:
Weight:
Impedance:
Max. Input:
System Resonance:
Frequency range:

KEF ELECTRONICS LIMITED
Tovil • Maidstone • Kent
Phone Maidstone 57258

18-1
2
-"x 11"x 8-r
47 cm x28 cm x22 cm
17.6 lb.
8 kg
8ohms
20 watts
55 Hz
35-30,000 Hz
690

Super excursion 8" unit
with Acoustilene diaphragm
and synthetic rubber surround
operates to 3500 Hz.
Low mass Melinexî" dome
radiator with special
surround damping for higher
frequencies.
Cabinet finished in
teak or walnut veneer or
off-white lacquer.
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Mixer/control console by Cabasse. The panel comprises an assembly of modules available separately
for various applications.

A 4040 loudspeaker by Eiipson, who also produce
monitor speakers for l'O.R.T.F.

rectangular bass enclosure in contrast to last
year's tubular one—and demonstrated in a
pleasantly domestic' setting; Gego speakers
comprising aslightly convex bank of the famous
'Orthophase' drive units employing strip
magnets, and various Audax speakers—
especially the ` Gyraudax 2', asmall cylindrical
system designed either for floor-standing or to
hang up on chains in the manner of apendant
light.
Unusual mountings or shapes seem to
attract the French (as, alas, do excessive sound
levels), and apart from many ingenious and
striking displays we noted a few curiosities
amongst equipment housings. Kontact had a
stereo system resembling a mushroom, the top
half of the meat' being detachable to divide
into two semi-hemispherical speakers. Some
Sansui equipment was housed in atransparent
polyester sphere, available with two spherical
speakers as the Early Bird'stereo assembly (by
Radio Robur). This spherical theme was
echoed by Nivico, who also had loudspeakers
of that shape for floor-standing or hanging.
But top marks for gimmicky ' cabinets' must
surely go to another Japanese name, Sony,
whose agent offered a tuner-amplifier and
record player mounted in an imitation block of
stone!
Thorens, known here for turntables and
pickup arms, also market amplifiers and
HI-FI NEWS
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tuners in France, these items being manufactured under license by their agent H.
Diedrichs. A smart range of shallow units
known as the 2000 Series was seen, and also an
amplifier built into atransportable case with a
Thorens turntable/pickup unit. The American
Rabeo parallel tracking pickup arm was on
show, though the finish seemed rough and
amateurish compared with the Clément device;
but we wonder whether any of these parallel
trackers will hold acandle to the long-awaited
Trutrack float-chamber arm, now on the verge
of production in England and sophisticated
enough to put all the others to shame.
No fewer than five exhibitors were demonstrating video tape recorders for domestic or
educational use, though the most singular
departure from traditional sonic media was an
Acoustic Research demonstration of fourchannel stereo, said to be the ' first in Europe',
but in fact two years behind a pioneering
presentation by Bob Auger at the 1968 London
Audio Fair.
A continuous-loop tape of
various pieces was played, though the system
seemed badly set up, giving insufficient rearward ambience on aBoston Pops concert, and a
distinct bias to the rear-left on sound-in-theround items. But by the time this report
appears A- R will have repeated their
demonstration at the Skyway Hotel, so further

Les Musiciens des Gardiens de la Paix de Paris
giving a concert under Désiré Dondeyne in the
Grand Salon. Note radio studio in the background.
(Photo: Jean Biaugeaud)
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Clément parallel tracking arm/turntable assembly
(top), with some of its ' innards' revealed in the
lower picture.

news in next month's comments on the Sonex
70 show.
Coming out of the 4-channel demonstration,
we entered asalon to find alarge body of brass
and woodwind players conducted by Désiré
Dondeyne giving a promenade concert for the
pleasure of Festival visitors, with a crossedpair stereo microphone judiciously placed
nearby. Behind the band, in a glass-walled
studio, O.R.T.F. engineers monitored the
musicians for transmission or recording.
Oh! Dear Mr. Cyril Rex-Hassan, director of
London's Audio Fair, do please follow the
admirable example of your opposite number in
Paris, Monsieur Marc Boissinot, and make a
serious effort to get some live music at Olympia
in October; and Oh! Dear Auntie BBC, do
please wake up to the fact that you are becoming the ancient, tired, laughing stock of
Europe, not even able to provide more than a
meagre enquiry counter at your own nation's
audio shows, let alone join the radio authorities
of ten countries who sent representatives and
tapes to Paris in order to join their French
colleagues in agenuine Festival of Sound.

ALeak speaker
won't keep athl

Sandwich speaker
£45-10-0

\liiu-Saiidvich
speaker.
£29-15-0.

LEAK IS A MEMBER OF THE RANK ORGANISATION

It repeats everything it hears. In clear,
unmuffled tones.
This clarity of sound is achieved by the
light and rigid cones, constructed from two
skins of aluminium separated by expanded
polystyrene.
These rigid piston-action cones give a
smooth response over the entire audio frequency range, and freedom from mechanical breakup and associated distortion. In
fact, for over 99 `'7,; of its frequency range
the distortion is less than 1
Small wonder that broadcasting engineers in many countries have selected
Ieak speakers for their monitoring studios.
For those with limited space we have
developed the Mini - Sandwich Loudspeaker,
which is manufactured to the same exacting
standards as its big brother.
The smart cabinets are available in

teak or walnut. Iogi‘e you plenty of choice
whatever your furniture.
Leak also make amplifiers and tuners.
Like the speakers, they have been designed
by some of the finest technical minds in the
business. To give you pure pleasure.
To: H. J. Leak & Co. Ltd. Bradford Road, Idle. -1
Bradford, Yorkshire. Tel: 0274 612552.
Please send me comprehensive details of the Ieak
Stereo Hi-fi products.
NAME

ADDRESS

LEAK ¡
Hleppi
-the real sound of music

BC SikTEREO
THERE has been alot of talk recently about
I whether the broadcast sound should be
a reproduction of the sound as heard in
the concert hall, or whether the BBC
engineers should try to ' improve' the sound
quality for the listener at home to give him,
what is in the opinion of the music producer, a
more exciting sound. Icannot help likening
the matter to that of the two alternatives in
reproducing visually say a well known person
either in acolour photograph or abeautiful oil
painting. The colour photograph shows us the
person as seen by the ' mechanical' camera,
and also by anyone looking at him from the
same angle—forgetting the ' aesthetic contribution' of the film! The oil painting depicts
not just the person as he was on that occasion
but, if done by an ` artist' also depicts the
character and personality of the person. The
photo is easy; the artist's impression is not.
Why should anyone pay hundreds of pounds
for a painting when a photograph would be
much cheaper?
Recently Istated that stereo radio should be
getting very much more interesting during
April, and now Iam able to confirm some of
the plans for this year's Proms which Ihope will
please readers with stereo tuners as much as
they please me. Either all, or nearly all,
Promenade Concerts on weekdays will be
broadcast on Radio 3, and will be in stereo.
Most of the Saturday concerts will also be in
stereo, but those on Sundays will be on Radio 4
(in mono) since Sunday evening will be drama
night on Radio 3. However, it is hoped that
most of the plays will be in stereo. It seems
likely, therefore, that over 90% of the Proms
will be in stereo this year.
Ihave in the past made apoint of trying to
listen to almost every stereo broadcast, even
frequently during the day time, often making
arrangements for programmes to be taped in
my absence on professional quality equipment, so my household is rather wilting at the
prospect of so much stereo in the future!
By the time this in in print readers should be
used to Radio 3continuing until 23.30 with a
brief news summary ending at 23.35. Since it is
necessary for the Radio 3transmitter to switch
off at midnight the test tone sequences will be
slightly curtailed, but will be continued for the
use of interested listeners, although they are no
longer required by industry since stereo
encoders are now fairly readily available.
Now is the time for the BBC really to push
stereo by continual reference to it with articles
in Radio Times, The Listener and announcements on the radio. Is it not time that there
should be a regular programme about stereo
once aweek ? Some years ago there used to be
an excellent regular programme called Sound
which had a very wide appeal to anyone
interested in hi-fi. More recently we had
Better Sound but there must be many people
interested in the subject, and another series
could be very interesting. Iwould like to see
round table discussions between recording
engineers about studio techniques generally in
addition to lectures and discussions about
studio equipment of all types.
Referring to my comments about colour
photographs versus oil paintings it might be
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unkind to suggest that a broadcast from the
Festival Hall including Shostakovich's 8th.
Symphony and Tchaikovsky's 2nd. Piano
Concerto with the LPO, conducted by
Shostakovich's son, was akin to awater colour
in that Shostakovich's music hardly needs
overblown treatment because of the strength of
the scoring itself; again the use of too much
added indirect sound unfortunately made
much of the Symphony muddy. It so happens
that Iknow this symphony particularly well
and Iwas most disappointed in the 4th movement where the trombones on the right took
over the main tune from the strings, and a
violent jagged echo appeared continually from
the left. Iam told that this effect is partially
due to the direction in which the brass play, the
echo being caused by reflection from the
opposite side of the rostrum. This certainly
seems odd to me, and Iwould like to hear from
anyone who was present at the concert. On
playing back my Dolbied tape to several
friends including other recording engineers,
we were all in full agreement that there was
too much indirect sound on this broadcast. If
only the BBC could err in the other direction
just occasionally Imight be happier.
Evidently complaints about the hiss on the
first recorded concert in the Beethoven symphonies cycle must have been heeded since the
hiss level was appreciably better on the broadcast of Nos. 5and 6, although still not as good
as it should have been and inferior to Nos. 2
and 3; but very acceptable. It seems that the
BBC engineers are taking a lot of trouble to
get the best out of their difficult Maida Vale
Studio I. Perhaps it will surprise listeners to
know that in an effort to get better sound out
of this studio up to 17 mics have been used on a
recording session, and Iwas most impressed
by broadcasts in which engineers have used a
TR90 to delay the sound sent to reverberation
devices, greatly enhancing the effect of reverberation and allowing less of it to be used, but
more effectively. Although Iam not in favour,
generally, of the use of alarge number of mies,
they seem almost essential in order to overcome
bad studio acoustics.
The tape of Tchaikovsky's Mazeppa recorded
by West Berlin Radio sounded very odd indeed
at the beginning, and on checking my own tape
of the broadcast it appeared to be mono with
stereo reverberation during the overture, but
gradually, opened out into full stereo during
the opening chorus. Ibegan to wonder if my
tuner had been at fault, but the BBC very
kindly checked their tape and agreed with me
that it did indeed sound most odd. Iwonder
what on earth happened to the original—
certainly no blame can possibly be laid on the
BBC
This, however, was not the case in an
obscure fault on a pre-recorded tape of music
by Tcherepnin including his Symphony No. I
and Piano Concerto No. 2 and Tchaikovsky's
symphonic poem Fate. I was completely
baffled, the left channel being about 6dB up on
the right. However, after awhile Inoticed that
the engineer connected with the playback of
the tape corrected this by bringing up the right
channel. The same thing happened later, again
with subsequent correction, and Iwas informed
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that this was due to problems with the recorded
tape. Apparently the setting-up tones were
quite normal but the modulation on all the
tapes played in this broadcast was down on the
right-hand channel. Ican only assume that the
monitor loudspeaker levels in the control room
used for the original recording must have been
wrong, probably through no fault of the
engineer responsible for the balance, and in
compensation for this he altered the balance of
sound on the tape. Ihave certainly not heard
such an inequality of balance before.
It was interesting to compare the quality of
sound from Boris Godunov at Covent Garden
and Hindemith's Cordlike from the London
Coliseum. There is no doubt that the sound
from the London Coliseum was very'much better,
sounding expansive and full, as opposed to
the tendency of the sound at Covent Garden
to be rather boxy and tight in the orchestra,
although there is little difference in the quality
of reproduction of the singers from the two
opera houses. The Hindemith opera was very
'hi-fi' and the sound was amongst the finest of
any opera broadcast.
Amongst stereo broadcasts during week days
Iwas most impressed with the beautiful sound
from St. John's, Smith Square of acello recital
by Paul Tortelier. The background noise level
was extremely low and Tortelier's instrument
sounded quite magnificent. Ireally felt that I
was in the audience rather than listening at
home. Obviously a very simple but most
effective mic technique was used.
Finally an invitation, to any readers who
would like to come to monthly musical
evenings at my home in North London to hear
some of the latest record releases and Dolbied
tapes of the best stereo broadcasts. These
evenings are held on the 4th. Wednesday of
each month at 8 p.m. Would readers please
telephone 01-203 3060, when Iwill give further
details. Refreshments are available in the
interval!

BBC STEREO FOR MAY
May 3rd: BBC Symphony Orchestra, conductor
Herbert Esser. Vorisek, Hindemith and
Dvorak.
May 9th: Monteverdi Vespers. QEH. Conducted by
David Atherton.
May 10th: London Symphony Orchestra, Downes.
Havergill Brian Symphones 14 and 21.
May 17th: RPO conducted by Foster. Repeat of
studio recording. Yungoehr and Beethoven.
May 19th: New Philharmonia Orchestra, Downes.
RFH. Tippett, Bartok and Goehr.
May 20th: Halle Orchestra, Barbirolli. RFH. Elgar
In The South, Bruckner 8th Symphony.
May 21st: RFH. New Philharmonia Orchestra, conductor Ellahu Inbal. Mozart Piano Concerto, Mahler 10th Symphony.
May 24th: Studio recording. LPO. Haitink, Berlioz,
Stravinsky and Ghedini. Rite of Spring.
May 25th: BBC Symphony Orchestra, James Loughran. Mozart 39th Symphony, Britten Violin
Concerto, Brahms 1st Symphony.
May 26th: New Philharmonia Orchestra. Klemperer,
Royal Festival Hall. Beethoven Symphonies 1and 3.
May 27th: London Symphony Orchestra, Horenstein. RFH. Mendelssohn, Robert Simpson's 3rd Symphony, Mozart Piano Concerto No. 00, with Clifford Curzon.
May 31st: LSO. Gervase de Peyer. Richard Strauss
Suite for 13 wind instruments, Mozart,
and Haydn.
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We advise you to take a careful look at the B&W range of monitor loudspeakers.
Because between them, they set astandard of sound reproduction and technical superiority few can match.
Take the DM1. The kind of performance you
expect from a big, expensive loudspeaker.
Except we've put it into a cabinet only 4 inches
higher than an LP sleeve.

The price of such

technical virtuosity? £32.
Then there's the DM3. A speaker that meets the
highest professional standards, and applauded
by hi-fi and music experts everywhere. We think
a starting price of £63 is modest for such a
beautiful experience in sound.
Finally, our Model 70. The design of the 70 marks
the biggest step forward yet in our search for the
ultimate in sound perfection.

Sample models

have been released to key dealers throughout the
world. Hear it soon, and judge for yourself how
close the
Price £ 139

Model

70

comes

to

perfection.

Whatever class or price of speaker you want, we'd
be genuinely surprised if you find anything to
beat a member from the B&W range.
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Please send me details of the Model 70 Li

DM3 LI

IBM.

DM1

Name

I

II Address
I

So before you rush into buying a new loudspeaker,
meet our family first.

HFN 33

electronics
Littlehampton Road, Worthing, Sussex
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OUR READERS WRITE ...
.about cover confirmation
From: D. R. Driver, 9Simon Road, Hollywood,
Birmhigham.
Your cover on the March edition I
thought superb. After reading complaints
from record buyers for month after month
about poor record surfaces, your cover confirms that manufacturers are not making every
effort to ensure pressings are done in the
Your coloured
correct clean conditions.
photograph makes me wonder how we get
any good ones at all!
Yours faithfully

DEAR SIR,

... about official exhibitions
From: Geoffrey E. Cox, Director of Public
Relations, Sonex '70, Richmond Towers Public
Relations Ltd., 1 Bloomsbury Street, London,
W.C.1.
DEAR sin, In debating the need for two audio
and hi-fi exhibitions in the year, Mr. Gadson,
in his letter in your March issue, betrays a
basic error in thinking. He refers to ' the
official Audio Fair in the Autumn'.
This just is not so. Neither the Audio Fair
nor Sonex ' 70 are ' official' in any true sense of
the word. They are, like most exhibitions,
independently organised ventures designed to
promote the sale of goods to the trade and
general public and, as such, have equal
standing. Also, a glance at the catalogues of
these shows reveals that a large number of
important manufacturers support both events.
Officially yours

... about apreference for hotels
From: G. L. Ieal, 2Aniblcsidc DriNe, licadington, Oxford.
I was glad to see in this month's
HiFi News that we are to have an audio
exhibition this Spring (Sonex ' 70).
Ihave always supported the Audio Fair at
the Hotel Russell, as a hotel seems such an
ideal place in which to demonstrate sound
equipment. Also, Icould come on a Sunday
and drive up to the door; I work all day
Saturday and have no choice. I was very
disappointed when the exhibition was held at
Olympia last Autumn, especially at the same
time as the Motor Show, so Idid not try to
attend. Accordingly, Icompletely disagree with
Mr. G. Gadson's letter in your March issue.
Yours faithfully
DEAR SIR,

.about a record buyer's
frustrations
From: John A. Young,
Girlsta, Shetland Isles.

Zoar,

Wadbister,

Let not Peter G. Vesers (HiFi News
March 1970 p. 377) despair. If he must hear
records before purchase there is usually away
to do so other than on dealers' premises. where
the conditions never, or seldom, do anything
but impair one's judgement. His address suggests that he should have access to at least one
DEAR SIR,
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good public library having a gramophone
record lending service. There he is almost
certain to find the piece of music of current
interest, and quite possibly the actual performance he wishes to hear. If not, then the
librarian (and I have found librarians, and
particularly music librarians, to be a very
co-operative lot) will seriously consider getting
requested records provided he has any money
left in the kitty for the purpose. The borrowing
of a record then enables the full and fair
consideration of its merits under home listening
conditions. Libraries of which Mr. Vesers is
not amember may have comfortable listening
facilities, and it is most likely that they would
allow non-members to use these.
I am a regular record-buyer of strictly
limited funds for this purpose, so Imust select
my records very carefully. By comparing the
reviews in HiFi News and in Record Review
with those in competing journals taken by my
friends or, again, in the public library, Imake
my record-buying decisions. In these Islands I
can buy only by post, and by the means
outlined, plus the use where possible of the
BBC programmes ' What's New', ' Record
Review', ' Music Magazine', ' Showcase' and
others, Ihave never been disappointed in my
record purchases. Iwould add that in my case,
the public library record lending library, far
from competing against the record trade, has
stimulated me into buying copies of many of
the records on their shelves which otherwise
would not have aroused my interest.
Yours faithfully

... about a classical record service
From: Nicholas E. Dahill, 45 Radford Road,
Nottingham, NG7 5DR.
SIR, With reference to the letter from
Mr. P. G. Vesers in the March edition of the
HiFi News we, as hi-fi dealers, have received
many criticisms from hi-fi enthusiasts and
music lovers alike. The majority of these are
about the lack of either courteous demonstrations or a total ignorance of classical
music and, even worse, the obvious desire of
many record dealers to rid their shops of these
terrible people who really do love music.
Having seen these problems grow to serious
proportions over the last five years, we have
now done our best to alleviate them as much
as possible by opening the first floor of our
shop as a Record Listening Lounge and have
installed therein what we think should be
described as middle-of-the-road hi-fi equipment
comprising Shure M75E, SME3009, Garrard
401, Leak Stereo 30 Plus, Celestion Ditton 15s.
The reason for the choice is fairly obvious.
The arm and cartridge give the utmost care of
new records, whilst the amplifier and speakers
will give avery high standard of reproduction
without demoralising those who have less
sophisticated equipment.
In order to cater for people such as Mr.
Vesers, we endeavour to stock as much of the
up-to-date classical records as our capital will
DEAR
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allow. We would also point out that we
consider it avery great pleasure to play any of
the records we have in stock to our customers
whilst they sit down in the comfort of the
armchairs provided.
We consider that if a customer is dissatisfied with his purchase, he is not very likely
to become aregular visitor, and as we consider
most of our customers as friends, feel it would
be wrong not to give them this sort of service.
Yours faithfully

... about backing horses and RPM
From: Raymond E. Cooke, Managing Director,
KEF Electronics Ltd., Tovil, Maidstone, Kent.
DEAR SIR, I follow the trends of opinion
concerning the distribution of high fidelity
equipment very closely through the articles and
letters which appear in HiFi News and Iwas
particularly interested to read your leader in
the March issue.
There is no doubt that things are in a sad
mess, but it is no use following the usual
British method of hoping that the problem will
go away. Of course, as you say, HiFi News
remains agnostic. It can afford to do so,
because having backed all the horses it can
hardly lose. However, it was never the intention of either political party to put retailers in
the sort of pernicious competition which now
exists. The object of abolishing RPM was
to remove the danger of price fixing which
might act against the public interest—nothing
more. It was certainly not the intention to
initiate a damaging price war and to promote
the get-rich-quick opportunist who trades from
aback street office.
Would you consider conducting an impartial
survey of all the retail outlets advertised in your
journal—as to premises, facilities, staff and
competency? Iam suggesting a sort of Egon
Ronay's Guide to hi-fi outlets. It would make
you anumber of enemies, but the question has
become important and sooner or later you
must decide on which side your bread is
buttered.
Yours faithfully

Editor's Note: On Mr. Cooke's last point, we
don't have the facilities or the staff to conduct a
complete survey of retail services, but we are
toying with ideas based on possible cooperation from readers, and hope to announce
some proposals in due course.
Regarding the intentions of the Resale
Prices Act, we recommend a reading of
Hansard for March 10th 1964 (Vol. 691, No.
70), which reveals that the situation regretted by
Mr. Cooke was foreseen by anumber of MPs
from both sides of the House, but that the bill
was nevertheless passed. In moving the second
reading, Mr. Edward Heath (at that time
President of the Board of Trade) made the
following comments:
'We intend to create a much sharper and
more bracing environment.... Some people
prefer cheaper goods and less service, but the

where the cost
of Hi-fi
comes down!
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TELETON SAQ203E STEREO AMPLIFIER
Our pr,<

£22

9TA or 9TAHC
I ( Fitted Diamond
Styli) ( Ceramic)

plus101-carr.
The latest model
selected from the outstanding Teleton range of HI -Fi stereo
equipment. Oiled Walnut or Teak cabinet with brushed aluminium controls and
front panel.

TYPE 9TAHC
List price ( 82/-)
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8TA,
ST4, 9TA,
ST9,9TAHC,
EV26, GP91,
GC8
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The matched Loudspeaker Set 350
consists of a 13.5 in. by 8125 in.
(343 mm.
by 206.4 mm.)
elliptical
woofer coupled to a coaxially mounted 3-125 in. (79.4 mm.) high frequency
unit by a choke and condenser dividing network.
The high frequency unit has a critically curved cone and also uses a
high flux ceramic magnet.
A choke and condenser network is
used to divide the frequency input at
5,000 Hz.
Also 450 kit 10 watt 65/- + 7/6 P&P.
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Sensitivity: 9TA 80mV 9TAHC 55 mV/
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measured on Decca SXL2057.
RONETTE 105 STEREO CARTRIDGE

TUNER
ARENA Stereo
F211
Decoded
Our price £36,
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Matching F210 Amplifier.
Our price £211, plus 10/- carr.

DIAMOND

EMI

LOUDSPEAKER SET 350
(Recommended price £ 12.10.0)

EASY ON . THE

plus 10/carriage.

Wired with mains cable and 5ft.
twin screened stereo cable 5pin
din plug Ile extra.
AP75 Complete with base
and cover £25 Carr. 15/-.

EAR AND THE

STEREO BUDGET SYSTEM 68gns.
If purchased separately at normal prices it would cost C102.I7.4.

£10/19/6
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VALUE
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GARRARD SP25 Mk 11 T
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quality single record playing unit. Fitted
magnetic Cartridge NM22 diamond styl.is
compatible for mono.

Plus 10/- post
and packing.

ARENA F210 Amplifier.A smart purpose and
decor styled all-round monaural/stereo amplifier constructed in accordance with the Arena
modular system.

Suitable for AT60,
SP25; 3000; 2500; 3500.
A superbly finished
Plinth of British design ready cut for AT60 and SP25 units.
Spindle can be left in position with cover on. Complete with
perspex cover of neutral smoke tint. The whole unit has very
clean lines and will blend in with a wide range of furniture.
Also available for AP75, SL99, SL75, £6/17/6 plus 10/- carr.

COUNTDOWN Speaker. We solicited the
help of existing ' Countdown owners to produce aspeaker of outstanding specification and
technical merit. COUNTDOWN Speaker
also available separately £ 12 each plus 7/6 carr.
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You may order by post with complete
confidence. All orders are despatched
the same day as they are received.
The ' Countdown' Stereo System is on
permanent demonstration at our showrooms. Open Monday to Saturday 9a.m.
to 6p.m. Thursday 9a.m. to 1p.m.

J. J. FRANCIS
(WOOD GREEN) LTD

123 ALEXANDRA ROAD, HORNSEY,
LONDON, N.8.
Tel: 01-8881662

present system [of RPM] does not allow
consumers to make their choice between price
and service. The real point is that consumers
ought to have that choice and retailers should
be free to give consumers the choice they want.'
No doubt there are pernicious elements in
the present ' sharper and more bracing environment', but without afurther change in the law
we simply have to make the best of acomplex
situation. Many of our readers have been
happy to have the choice of cheaper goods and
less service and will no doubt regard Mr.
Cooke's statement that ' things are in a sad
mess' as, to say the least, rather sweeping.

... about profit margins and
dealer service
From: Geoffrey Horn, 6South Parade, Oxford.
DEAR SIR, My article Down with Dealers in your
January issue brought forth a load of interesting correspondence, telephone calls and
visitors who had either been victims of raw
deals elsewhere or who, learning about our
sort of operation, wished to avail themselves of
it. I know too from your scrupulously fair
March Editorial that you have had letters on
the subject, and one which you published
from Mr. E. Jones raises a couple of points
which require comment.
Firstly: profit margins. Igave the figure of
'just under 24%' as the average discount
available on high fidelity equipment; unfortunately this is not ' all profit' Mr. Jones— I
wish it was! Certainly if one did nothing else
but sell continuously one might approach this
figure as a gross profit, but a much more
realistic one for areasonably efficient operation
based on the lines that we (and presumably
Mr. Jones) prefer might yield agross profit of
20%. Deducting all those things Ilisted and a
few others too, is likely to leave about 10% net
profit available for the dealer to share with the
Chancellor of the Exchequer. And this, after
all the hard work, is not very much more than
if the capital had been invested. Thus it is
essential for such adealer to keep his turnover
on sales at the highest possible level and the
smaller dealer is under the greatest pressure
although he may, by nature, be the most
helpful.
Secondly: dealer complacency. Iam not in
favour of pressuring people, least of all on the
acquisition of something involving personal
judgements, and Mr. Jones surprises me when
he suggests that the particular dealer mentioned in his letter should have actively
badgered him by calling or phoning and
doing ahardish sell. Ithink that in writing to
him the dealer had done his ' follow up' and
the next move should have been with Mr.
Jones. It would be very helpful to have other
readers' opinions on this—bearing in mind
that we often get 30 or 40 notifications from
various manufacturers each week and that to
do more than write a letter (which itself costs
about 7s. 6d.) would be quite an expensive
operation; the more so if, by annoying people,
it lost sales rather than increased them.
Regarding attention in the shop, this is
quite a problem; certainly there are times
when too many people appear in our demonstration room for us to be able to look after
them and they may well feel unable to wait.
We try to break off and have a quick word,
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asking them back at aless busy time, but this is
not always possible if they have come any
distance. On the other hand there is the
person who just wishes to browse and our staff
will let him do just that and thereafter only
'speak if spoken to'. I just hope that we
succeed in pleasing most of the people most of
the time, but on the other hand there are some
who make completely unreasonable demands.
Iam sure that these subjects will continue to
appear in your correspondence columns, but I
have been considerably reassured by the
general reaction of the many people who have
pressed us to ignore the rat race and ask afair
price in order to keep up our standards.
Encouraging, too, has been the reaction of
some manufacturers, genuinely worried that a
large proportion of their products is not
giving its best, by the rapid rise in the costs of
their service department, and not least by the
very considerable loss of prestige which their
products suffer overseas when their customers
and agents in other lands see them offered at
cut prices in the pages of our journals.
Yours faithfully

... about 4- channel, tape and
the future
From: Anthony A. Hamilton,
Street, Alberta, Canada.

2-10159-115

At the risk of being accused of taking
things too seriously, I wish to make a few
comments with regard to the letter from
Mr. Bridge (HiFi News, February 1970).
Firstly, it seems to me that the future of the
recorded disc is definitely limited. Its major
drawbacks are wear due to attracted dust,
warping due to heat and storage problems,
scratching and other physical damage which
makes the record unplayable. These disadvantages are neatly overcome by the use of
tape, which admittedly is subject to break
(easily repaired), crimp and stretch (again
easily repaired by cutting and splicing). Any
device which attempts to remove dust from
records can only a be a second best; the tape
presents a better solution in that only asmall
area is exposed to dust at any one time.
The last few years have seen heroic attempts
to produce transcription quality record
changers—pointing out the fact that we don't
like getting off our seats to change and/or
turn over arecord. In spite of this Iknow of
only one record changer in the world which will
play both sides of the record automatically and
at high fidelity standards; all others fail
completely to meet the very need that warrants
their existence.
Once again these disadvantages are overcome by use of auto-reverse tape players, those
with four heads offering entirely acceptable
quality at 7¡ i/s and in many cases at 3I i/s.
Tape machines with auto-reverse now account
for about 35% of sales in North America.
Imust now take exception to Mr. Bridge's
evaluation of 4-channel stereo, vis: ' agimmick'.
This attitude was no doubt displayed when
2-channel stereo first appeared. Just as 2channel stereo is afact, so also 4-channel stereo
will become afact—the potential for increased
sales of high fidelity components is too big to
remain untapped.
Finally a question: Why is it that although
we have the technology to produce large diaDEAR SIR,
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meter ( 10 in.) conducting PVC discs as safety
end-caps for electrically fired artillery shells,
we don't have the ability to produce conducting
records ? Surely this would relieve the attracted
dust problem ?
Yours faithfully

. . . about commercial recording
quality
From: A. Horseman, NI
ead o top.
Green, Nr. Femhurst, Sussex.

Kingsley

Iwonder if you or any of your readers
can help me. I have a great problem and I
don't know how to answer it. Many of the
records issued today and acclaimed by the
critics Ifind sound like nothing on earth—at
the same time records which are hardly
noticed Ifind much more satisfying. Imay say
Ifrequently go to concerts and Itherefore feel
Iknow what an orchestra should sound like.
Therefore one immediately suspects one's
equipment of leading one up the garden path.
However 1don't think this is the answer as I
have heard some of these records demonstrated
by the companies concerned on their own
professional equipment and they still sound
horrid to me. So let me take some examples.
Some months ago Iheard a demonstration
by Decca which included Strauss' Zarathustra.
This to me sounds like no orchestra Ihave ever
heard. It does not bear comparison with the
earlier Karajan, Reiner or that magnificent
pre-war Koussevitsky. The sound of the new
one is just not musical—exciting yes, but
gimmicky. During this same demonstration
apologies were made for the sound of some
older (semi- historical) recordings by Sir
Adrian Boult of English Music. These struck
me and several listeners near me as far superior
and amuch more musical sound.
Recently a friend of mine, who is not unknown as a contributor to your magazine,
played over part of the new Decca Rosenkavalier on the best possible equipment. Again
Ithought the sound dreadful—quite one of the
worst of the Decca Opera series. To start with,
the acoustics are cavernous as if the performance is taking place in alarge swimming bath.
The tonal quality of the orchestra again
sounded like nothing I had ever heard. My
friend was very surprised at my comments and
said ` But listen to those transients—aren't they
marvellous'. This of course is typical of the
hi-fi fanatic who is more interested in the
technicalities (decibels, hum, rumble, etc.) of
reproduction than the musical qualities.
Unfortunately, I fancy the friend has considerable influence in high places.
I have been a great admirer of Argo's
Academy of St. Martin's records, though Ifind
them sometimes a little fierce and unsmiling.
However, round about the issue of Tchaikovsky's Serenade the quality for me noticeably
fell off, the sound getting very boomy. Strauss's
Metamorphosen Ithought rather disastrous in
this respect. However it is interesting that the
critics did not notice any change until the arrival
of the second Rossini Sonata record when they
had adirect comparison. In fact over the last
six months or so there has been asharp decline
in the Decca Group's recordings and one does
notice this in reviews.
However lest anyone should think that Iam
solely concerned with Decca recordings, let us
turn our attention to those of EMI. Up to
DEAR SIR,
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about two years ago Iconsidered the microHowever, those who actually buy records,
phone techniques of EMI superior to those of
rather than relying on the BBC for their quota
Decca. The general balance was far more
of pop music, will have noticed a completely
natural and less gimmicky. Decca on the
different picture. In the last few years a new
other hand seemed to get more on to disc—a type of ' pop' music has developed, namely
much richer and deeper bass for example.
'rock' or ' underground music', practically all
However lately the EMI tonal quality has
of which is issued on LP (stereo) records, the
improved out of recognition.
Take for
sales of which exceed those of singles.
example Mahkr's 5th Symphony (
Barbirolli):
In America, where the system of broadcasting
this surely is one of the truest reproductions
is somewhat different, this distinction has been
of orchestral sound that there is. Unfortunately
recognised and there are multitudes of ' Top
for me it is spoilt by very primitive microphone
Forty' stations broadcasting on AM, while the
techniques. The strings are split into left- and
'
Rock' stations go out on FM, in stereo.
right-hand speakers and nothing in between.
It is about time that the BBC acknowledged
The woodwind sit in the centre in solitary glory.
the existence of ' rock' as something other than
As far as the strings go this is really not even
the interest of what they seem to think is a
stereo. Ihave afancy EMI have recently been
minority. The ideal way of doing this would be
hard at it trying to ape Decca's forwardness
to allocate the second stereo channel to an
and impact. At the moment EMI's recordings
entirely new station devoted to this type of
seem to be much more variable than those of
pop music.
Decca. Imust say Iwas not so impressed by
Yours faithfully
Elgar's The Kingdom (
Boult) as so many were.
For instance, the opening tutti of the prelude
seems to me to be acomplete muddle.
... about switches and ergonomics
Finally, a curiosity about Philips' records.
From: (d-ahani Nalty, 16 Whitestone Road,
One has noticed from time to time reviewers
Nuneaton.
praising a performance but saying that it is a
DEAR SIR, Ido not wonder at the popularity of
pity it has been cut at such a low level. Not
American and Japanese audio equipment on
only does this take the punch out of the sound
the British market when the visual and ergonobut of course makes the surface more troublemic design of British equipment fall far short
some. Now afriend of mine has found that if
of their competitors.
he gets his Philips' records sent him from the
There are some reasonably well designed
continent ( France Ibelieve) not only is the level
front panels of British manufacture, but these
usually up to normal, but that the quality is
are spoilt by bad design in the method of
much better also. So there's aqueer kettle of
function switching. There are some types of
fish that obviously needs looking into.
But, what Iwant to know is—why is it I switch that are easy to operate from above and
others that are easy from the side.
cannot endure these wonderful, gigantic,
In my experience the type of switch that is
Technicolour recordings that everyone raves
suitable depends on how the control panel is
over and which obviously sell like hot cakes?
mounted. Most amplifiers and tuners have the
My own opinion, for what it is worth, is that they
panel mounted on the front side, and the
are probably designed for small machines
easiest switch to operate is a toggle or rocker
where the exaggerated top and bass make up
switch. Where one switch controls a number
for deficiencies in the equipment. If so, fair
of functions ( input selection), a rotary switch
enough, but please don't call them hi-fi
is agood second best. Push-button and slider
recordings when played on good equipment.
switches are less easy to operate.
Yours faithfully
Some equipment (mainly the more expensive portable radios) has the control
.about different types of pop panel at the top and in these cases push button
From: John G. C. Stepney, 22 Ravelston House
switches are the best. This is also suitable
Park, Edinburgh, EH4 3LU.
for tuners and amplifiers that are mounted
vertically in an equipment cabinet.
DEAR SIR, Like many other articles on the
The more expensive amplifiers have various
subject of stereo radio, Austin Uden's ( March
switches on the rear panel for matching inputs.
1970) advocates both the extension of BBC
Slider and toggle switches are probably best
stereo to the whole of Great Britain and the
because the action is a deliberate one and the
addition of a second stereo channel. Nobody
switch would only be moved if the plugs were
on the receiving end of radio would maintain
taken out.
that these were not reasonable objectives which
Yours faithfully
ought to be carried out as soon as possible.
But surely the allocation of the second
channel depends on the answers to two questions? Firstly, which channel has the largest
audience, and secondly, which sector of record
buyers purchases the greatest number of stereo
records. The answer to the first question is, as
pointed out by Mr. Uden, Radio I, and to the
second is: the buyers of pop' records, i.e. the
listeners to Radio I. Yet nowhere have Iread
an article advocating the allocation of astereo
channel to Radio I! The reason for this is
probably that otherwise well-informed authorities on broadcasting have been deceived by the
BBC into thinking that pop music consists
entirely of the drivel that is issued on Top Ten
based singles, which are, practically all mono.
HI-FI NEWS
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. . . about some editorial viewpoints
From: L. A. Rouse, 21 Bedford Road, Sandy,
Beds.
Iassume that all editors are interested
in what, Ibelieve, is known as ' reader reaction'
and Iam therefore writing to you regarding
certain points on which I have long been
meaning to express appreciation.
(I) How welcome some time ago was your
editorial rebuke to the BBC for acting as
unpaid advertising agent for christianity. This
would be less objectionable if some reasonable
proportion of time were granted to the humanist viewpoint; but this is, of course, not done.
DEAR SIR,
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(2) In the present age of status symbols for
prospercfus business men it was pleasant to find
you standing out against the current fashion of
presenting ' package deals' of music and good
food. Obviously pleasant enough for those
who can afford both, but it does mean that
many who would appreciate the music cannot
afford to go. Even if the lowly paid clerk,
such as myself, does save up the price of a
ticket for aparticularly attractive programme,
he finds that he is still debarred as he does not
have adress suit.
(3) Like all other readers Iam always in
your debt for the detailed excellence of your
technical reviews which could hardly be
bettered.
(4) Ifear however Imust take issue with
you on one point in the March Editorial. I
shall in future buy from adiscount supplier but
it does not seem to me in accordance with
accepted standards of behaviour to suggest
that one is justified in going to a dealer for
demonstrations if one has no intention of
buying from him. I have no starry eyed
illusions about dealers; many have little real
knowledge or even if they have will recommend either the lines which pay best or those
with which they are overstocked. However, let
us not descend to their level.
Yours faithfully

. .. about a tape- deck saga
From: Brian Smith, 24 1roliern
ford, Essex

Road. (

DEAR SIR, Another letter to add to your list of
disappointed hi-fi buyers.
On the 2nd of August last year Ibought a
well-known make of tape-unit for about £ 100.
When the machine was used to record for
periods of an hour or more it became apparent
that there was an intermittent fault on the
record side of the left-hand channel. The
machine was returned to the shop, who
estimated the repair time to be about one
week. A week later Icalled for the machine
and was told that it was now at their other
department. On phoning this department Iwas
informed that they had no knowledge of such
a machine and suggested that it might have
gone away for service. I checked with the
shop where Ibought the deck and they agreed
that if it were not at their other branch then it
could indeed have gone away for service.
The following week was spent trying to
locate the fault (or possibly the machine).
This was finally traced to a faulty component
and Iwould have to wait until they could get a
replacement part from the manufacturer's UK
department. ' Phone back in afew days,' they
said. So, afew days later Iphoned again. An
engineer was checking the machine—the fault
was proving difficult to find, Iwas told. ' Disregard earlier information.' However, good
news was to follow a few days later. The
fault had been found and atransistor had been
replaced; the machine was being sent over in a
van to await collection. Next day Ichecked to
make sure that the deck had arrived. ` No,' I
was told ' it's still on the engineer's bench
undergoing its final test. It should be back next
week'. One week later Icollected the recorder,
the fault now having been traced to adry joint.
However, on getting it home Ifound it still
had the very same fault on the L- channel.
(continued overleaf)
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Thinking this pretty poor for over five weeks
service, Icontacted the importers who agreed
to have it in for testing. Ireturned the machine
to the shop, who attached ' Very Urgent'
labels. Two weeks later Iphoned the importers
to see how things were progressing, but the
deck was somewhere between them and the
shop. Christmas week came and the deck was
returned; no fault could be found. Icontacted
the service department to find out exactly how
the machine had been tested. The shop had,
unfortunately, informed them that it was the
playback side and not the record side at fault.
Again, the machine was returned. A fault
was found on the record-side of the left-hand
channel and two components were replaced.
Once more the deck was returned. Again it
worked for about ahour, again an intermittent
fault became apparent, and again it was returned. This time I was assured that if the
fault were not cured beyond all reasonable
doubt then I would be given a new deck.
(Unfortunately, they have none in stock at the
moment and are waiting for some to come in.
But what with shipping, docks, etc., etc.)
Now, three weeks after returning the deck to
the shop, I phone again. The manufacturer
has no record of the machine being returned to
him—the shop remember that it was returned
but they also have no record of it. They do,
however, assure me that they will let me know
when it is found. And so, with over seven
months of the guarantee gone, Ican just wait
and wait and wait. ...
I hope part two of this saga reaches you
soon; if not, may Itake this opportunity of
wishing you all avery happy Christmas.
Yours faithfully

... about the quality of Muzak

the ITN, but coupled with the fact that these
and the electronics were used to reproduce the
type of 78 r.p.m. discs you mentioned, is at
first sight awaste of specialised equipment, the
discs certainly not lending themselves to high
quality sound.
However, the electronics involved in these
grams desks were designed with switchable
facilities to accommodate microgroove as well
as coarse groove discs (with achange of head of
course). Consequently, the electronics were
designed to ahigh standard in order to reproduce faithfully any audio signal received from
the heads and to add as little distortion and
noise to the signal as possible.
To dispel any misunderstanding, all the
electronic equipment designed and manufactured by Elcom will necessarily be superior to
most hi-fi commercial amplifiers and audio
equipment generally. This is the beginning of
the gulf between ' true' professional and
'commercial' equipment. The gulf then widens
as the professional demands become more
specialised.
Some of the technical specifications required
by our customers for their equipment are so
demanding that highly specialised knowledge
and circuit design techniques are necessary to
achieve their requirements. In fact (dare I
say?) their requirements are on the whole
surpassed.
Although I am extremely interested in
commercial sound equipment, and take your
magazine regularly, Iam afraid that the term
'hi-fi' will always be to me atag under which to
sell, in many cases, second grade equipment to
those unintiated in the beauty of good sound.
Yours faithfully

From: J. A. Frith, Planned Music Limited
(MUZAK), ATV House, 17 Great Cumberland
Place, London, W1H 8AA.
DEAR SIR, We have read your article Come and
Join Us in the March edition of HiFi News,
with interest.
We are rather disturbed to read that Muzak
is thought to be transmitted using equipment
akin to ' a half-decent radiogram with its
attendant record changer ( ugh!).' As any
adviser of hi-fi should know, to obtain good
results at low power levels, is a difficult task
requiring the use of only the finest equipment.
We presume that as Muzak is misspelt, the
writer is similarly ill-informed on the musical
content and quality of Muzak systems.
We sincerely hope that your readers will
have the opportunity of our ' last word' on the
subject.
Yours faithfully

.about professional equipment
From: R. W. Howes, Chief Development
Engineer, Elcom (Northampton) Limited,
Weedon Road Industrial Estate, Northampton.
DEAR SIR, With reference to the item on
page 53 of your January issue, concerning the
sound equipment at the ITN Studios, I feel
that the Editor's note in answer to the letter of
Mr. G. P. Green, (Publicity Manager of
Elcom Ltd.) as published in your March issue
was on the whole true. However, one paragraph seemed to condemn the equipment in
general, and I quote: ' We accept that the
equipment in question does its specified job to
the standard required by either ITN or BBC.'
As stated by Mr. Green, the turntables,
trackers and pickup heads were the choice of
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Copland is one of the
AARON
American ' serious' composers

very few
who has
made any impact outside his homeland. He
has done this by going back to the grass-roots
of American culture and much of his inspiration
has come from the music of the first settlers'
communities, the barn-dances, the cowboy
music and a folksong tradition with harmonic
affinity with the simple open chords of Sunday
worship. A fine Turnabout coupling of his
ballets Rodeo and Billy the Kid (
TV 34169S)
is given plenty of local colour by the Dallas
Symphony Orchestra conducted by Johanos.
Understandably they have anatural sympathy
for the cowboy and barn dance interpolations
but they are really on home ground with the
gunfight music, which the excellent transients
of the recording project with spectacular
precision. The disc also includes the atmospheric Fanfare for the Common Man. But
perhaps Copland's finest work is Appalachian
Spring which is very much early settlers'
music and uses a haunting folk tune at its
climax. An outstanding Everest disc (SDBR
3002) with an English orchestra and conductor
(the LSO and Susskind) couples this with a
Part 3
lightweight but very spontaneous work by
Morton Gould. Spirituals, written for a solo
Co- H
string group used in a concertante manner
with the orchestra; and very effective it is.
approach this incredibly high standard.
The bargain lists serve Debussy well but
One of the problems for the record
his orchestral music deserves very sophisticated
companies, inherent in the re-issue in the
recording and is worth paying full-price for.
'sixties of a recording made perhaps a decade
So let me recommend instead an excellent
or more ago, is to decide to what extent it is
Turnabout piano record, featuring Peter
possible to update' the sound. In most cases
Frankl. This collection (TV 34166S) includes
an overall brightening is made and often the
such favourites as Children's Corner, the two
technical process involved in doing this appears
Arabesques and, of course, Clair de Lune. It
to rob the bass, if only marginally. Thus the
is beautifully played and recorded.
new sound has brilliance (often rather hard and
Another French composer, Léo Delibes is
artificial-sounding) and much less weight at the
famous for his ballet music. Suites from his
bottom. As a musician Ibelieve that astrong
two favourite scores Coppélia and Sylvia are
(and Idon't mean boomy) bass is every bit as
coupled together on Fontana (SFL 14068)
important, if not more so, than lots of top.
with Gounod's ballet music from Faust thrown
Music for Pleasure is one label which—for
in for good measure. The orchestra, from the
whatever reason—has tended to make re-issues
Paris Opera, and the conductor, Roberto
of older E.M.I. recordings without interfering
Benzini, turn in performances which, if lacking
with the sound, and in many cases this pays
finesse, are outstandingly vivid and colourful.
off handsomely. On modern equipment the
The sound is a little brash, but it projects the
quality, if not as searching as we are currently
music and makes it sound as bright as abutton
used to, is warm and pleasing in texture, and
and Ifind this disc very infectious. From the
the only real snag is that generally the surfaces
ballet stage to the opera house is only ashort
are not as clean as with the best modern
step and my last two recommendations are
mastering. However, among this label's most
of the music of Donizetti. First an outstandinteresting re-issues have been one or two
ingly vivacious complete recording of L'Elisir
discs from the Supraphon catalogue, and these
d'Amore on Decca Ace of Diamonds (GOS
appear to have been re-mastered very success566/7). The principal singers are Gueden,
fully. Supraphon discs tend to be ample in
Di Stefano and Corena with the Florence
reverberation and are certainly not lacking in
Maggio Musicale conducted by Molinarimiddle or bass and thus lend themselves to a
Pradelli, and this is beautifully sung besides
gentle ' uplift'. The best example Iknow of
having a delicious sense of comedy, with
this is the Music for Pleasure re-issue of the
Corena on top form. My last disc is perhaps
Dvoták Violin Concerto (
MFP 2115) with Suk
one of the half dozen finest stereo opera recitals
the soloist, accompanied by the Czech Philin the catalogue at any price. The first record
harmonic Orchestra under Karel Anéerl. The
Joan Sutherland made for Decca is unnew transfer sounds more immediate than the
believably ' bargain' in its Ace of Diamonds
original and gives the whole performance
re-issue (SDD 146). The disc couples arias by
added impact, whilst at the same time inVerdi and Donizetti all gloriously sung, but
creasing to the freshness. With the attractive
the highlight is astunning performance of the
Romance Op. 11 as a filler this is a splendid
Mad Scene from Lucia di Lammermoor. This
bargain. The Dvofák violin concerto is peris singing to out-Golden-age, the Golden Age
haps not quite as outstanding a work as the
with melting tone, fabulous tessitura and a cello concerto, but played like this it has a
dramatic intensity rare in display music of this
striking melodic spontaneity, and the Finale is
kind. The stereo too is particularly free and
a winner in every sense. As acontrast to this
convincing. Sutherland has never made a
*Ivan March is director of the Long Playing Record
better disc, and few living singers could even
Library Ltd.
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record Icite an enjoyable Fontana record which
couples aselection of the Slavonic Dances with
some Hungarian Dances by Brahms (SFL
14087). The orchestra is the Vienna Symphony.
Anéerl conducts the Dvofák and Tibor Paul
the Brahms. Both sets of performances are
idiomatic and Anéerl's Dvolik set is especially
fetching. Here the engineers have not attempted
to up-date' the sound and it remains warm and
pleasant if rather lacking brilliance. But this is
amost enjoyable disc.
Among the finest performances in the catalogue of any Dvofik Slavonic Dances are a
set of four from Op. 46 included by Bernard
Haitink and the Amsterdam Concertgebouw
Orchestra as a filler to their excellent version
of the Seventh Symphony in D minor Op. 70.
This LP (SFM 23026) is another excellent
example of a successful modern re-cut. The
original was somewhat dim and recessed,
whereas the new sound is fresh and bright,
yet does not lack depth. The performance is
essentially alyrical one, and there is perhaps a
lack of compulsive urgency, but the famous
Scherzo, one of Dvofik's most memorable
inspirations, is played with a delicious lilt and
the reading as awhole is very satisfying.
When we come to Dvolák's most famous
work, Symphony No. 9 in E minor the New
World, there is aprofusion of riches available.
As Ireview this particular piece for both the
'Penguin Guide to Bargain Records' and ' The
Stereo Record Guide', I have heard a great
many performances of it, for it is a much
recorded work. And rightly so. For blazing
melodic inspiration, and perfection of structure
I place it among the half a dozen greatest
symphonies of all. Its centre core is the wonderfully beautiful slow movement, perhaps the
most lyrically beautiful of all romantic slow
movements. The orchestra that above all
others knows how to bring out the riches of
colour and melody this Largo contains is the
Berlin Philharmonic. Thus my own personal
first choice for the New World, where the
Largo, taken slowly, has a glowing lustre and
warmth throughout, is the performance by
Fricsay and the Berlin Philharmonic Orchestra
on Privilege 135053. But readers are warned
that this is a very individual account, an oldstyle super-romantic reading with obvious
gear changes—for instance when Fricsay slows
right down for the gentle second subject of the
first movement, or again in the rustic trio of
the Scherzo. But Fricsay is amaster at building
a performance structurally, he knows he is
going to slow down and Ifind that he manages
to do so convincingly. In the reprise of the
first movement, for instance, a swirling
accelerando afterwards is used to increase the
tension in the coda. Certainly this is a most
exciting performance, and—apart from just a
touch of stridency in the Finale—the new
D.G.G. pressing has been brightened very
successfully.
For those that don't like tempo fluctuations
in romantic symphonies there is ahighly recommendable alternative. This is a brand new
recording by Ormandy and the London Symphony Orchestra on the CBS middle-price
label-61053. A straightforward reading it
has plenty of character and romantic urgency,
and the slow movement is again glowingly
played. But the sound, although full-blooded,
has a characteristic CBS brightness—I won't
be rude and say glare—on the treble and a
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certain pithiness too in the high strings, which
is characteristic of American recordings. But
after all this is a transatlantic symphony, and
certainly the disc offers strong influences from
the New as well as the Old World. It is very
enjoyable. One last disc must be mentioned
here and it is another by the Berlin Philharmonic Orchestra, this time conducted by Otte
Gerdes, again a modern recording. It makes
avery real bargain in the cheapest price- range:
on Heliodor 89630. Gerdes is the producer who
makes most of Karajan's records. The Gerdes
`New World' is indeed a successful performance, making all the main points of the
music, if without the last touch of drama or
individuality, and the Berlin Philharmonic
players ensure that the Largo comes off as it
should.
On to Falla now and his highly atmospheric
piece for piano and orchestra, Nights in the
Gardens of Spain. A performance on Privilege
135029, by Margrit Weber (piano) and the
Bavarian Radio Orchestra under Kubelik, is
given a stunningly vivid recording out of
D.G.G.'s top drawer. The performers go all
out to realise the full excitement of the score
and if the last touch of local colour is missing
the whole effect is highly exhilarating. The
couplings are agood Ritual Fire Dance under
Maazel and a well made performance of the
exotic Danzas Fantasticas by Turina. The
approach in the latter work is small-scale, the
orchestra, the Monet Carlo under Fremaux,
is hardly one of Europe's crack ensembles, but
it is lively enough and the music is tuneful and
atmospheric.
John Field was born in Dublin some 30
years before Chopin. Yet he invented the
Nocturne, not only devising the harmonic
atmosphere but even suggesting the kind of
melodic decoration that Chopin was to make
famous. All the more fascinating then, to have
at last on disc a collection of nine of Field's
best Nocturnes winningly played by Rucky
van Mill ( Morgan MO 3L). The recording is
rather on the fragile side, but it suits the delicacy of Miss van Mill's approach admirably.
If you love Chopin—and who doesn't—this is
afascinating disc.
There could be no greater contrast than
between the gentle romantic embroidery of
Field and the Gallic, organ-inspired orchestral
textures of César Franck. But the Franck
Symphony in D minor, rightly, finds aplace in
most record collections and a fairly new
Privilege recording 135026 by the Dresden
State Orchestra under Kurt Sanderling may
commend the work to many readers. This is a
strong performance in which the character of
the Dresden Orchestra comes through as surely
as its conductor. The recording is excellent
and if the famous tune in the first movement
does not ' take off' quite so exhilaratingly as
one likes, the overall conception is sound. My
own preference is for the older Munch performance with the Boston Symphony Orchestra
(RCA Victrola VICS 1034) but this recording
dates from the very early years of stereo and
the sound (with penetrating French trumpet
tone tending to dominate the tut/is) is rather
nasal and certainly not as full-blooded as
Sanderling's. However, one could argue that
the effect is nearer what the composer intended
and this Victrola disc (which costs slightly less
than the Privilege) has areal bonus in including
Munch's luminous and beautifully played
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account of Debussy's L'Après-Midi d'un Faune.
Readers of previous articles of mine will
know what a very high opinion I have of
George Gershwin's music. He is, Iwould say,
far and away the most important American
composer of the twentieth century and his
Rhapsody in Blue is one of the great concertante
masterpieces of our time. Gershwin told us
that he conceived it in aflash whilst on atrain
ride ( hence the rhythmic vitality) and although
the big tune in the middle arrived as a later
inspiration, it was that first conception that
resulted in the work having its very striking
structural unity. Gershwin did not orchestrate
the Rhapsody himself—Ferde Grofé did it—
but he later went out and hired an orchestra to
practice on (!) so that when he came to write
the Piano Concerto in F major he was able to
score it himself most successfully. This is a
more rambling work than the Rhapsody, but it
is full of marvellous tunes and its rhythmic
quality is as American as Fifth Avenue. The
two works make an obvious LP coupling,
worth anyone's money, and 1can offer you
three ' bargain' alternatives. The first is a
brand new World Record Club recording
(available via any good record shop) by Malcolm Binns and the Sinfonia of London under
Kenneth Alwyn.
The recording is quite
stunning and recommends itself as a demonstration disc par excellence (
ST 982). The performances are alive and vivid; though in the
final assessment they miss the colloquial
American flavour. The trumpet soloist in the
slow movement of the Concerto is just a wee
bit stiff, and Binns tends to hold up the forward flow in the Rhapsody by his thoughtful,
and very sensitive playing of the lyrical solo
section. But Kenneth Alwyn's skill and ebullience coupled to the glittering sound tends to
confound criticism. There is however a very
good and cheap Music for Pleasure disc
(MFP 2107) by Reid Nibley (piano) and the
Utah Symphony Orchestra conducted by
Maurice Abravanel which gives an entirely colloquial account. The sound lacks crispness
by the standard of the WRC disc but it is fullblooded and atmospheric. There is plenty of
excitement and the trumpet solo in the concerto slow movement conjures up apicture of a
great sleeping American city. But the third
disc—however unlikely the performers—is also
a favourite of mine. This is an Eastern European stereo recording and the quality is astonishingly good, with notably characterful
percussion in the concerto. The pianist, Kedra
is accompanied by the Warsaw Philharmonic
Orchestra under Krenz and in some ways they
catch the period flavour of the music better
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than the British performers. The trumpet
soloist in the concerto (he uses a mute too, as
the score indicates) is a little inflexible, but he
understands the music's style. The Rhapsody
is especially good with tremendous rhythmic
verve, except that when the big tune emerges
(and what atune!) the texture is sax-dominated,
whereas Ilike to luxuriate in rich strings here.
But I'm certain Gershwin himself would have
found either colouring entirely valid. It's a
good disc by any standard on Heliodor 89670.
A favourite coupling, since the coming of
LPs, has been of the two most successful lyricromantic piano concertos, both in A minor, by
Grieg and Schumann respectively. The versions
by Hans Richter-Haaser with the Vienna
Symphony Orchestra under Rudolf Moralt
have been available twice before, first on fullpriced label and then on a cheaper Philips
re-issue. Now they appear again in the bargainbasement range of Fontana SFL 14093. The
performances are excellent, the Grieg especially
aspontaneous blend of sensitivity and brilliance.
The orchestra is a little backward, but these
works are lightly scored anyway and the contrasts of the tuttis are well made. Rightly the
engineers have not tried to add artificial brilliance, and so the new pressing has all the
bloom of the original although there is now
slightly more clarity. The piano tone is good
and Ifind this alovely record. For many, after
the Piano Concerto, Grieg's name means Peer
Gynt and to meet the demand, there are a
great many versions of this colourful incidental
music. The one I place first offers the two
Peer Gynt suites coupled to the nationalistic
Symphonic Dances. The performance is by the
Walter Susskind and the Philharmonia Orchestra. The playing is highly sympathetic and
the stereo rounded and spacious with vivid
wind colouring. It is a special pleasure to
find a record of the music where at the big
string climaxes of Morning and Death of Aase
one does not wince at steely, or edgy, or fizzy
upper partials. The HMV disc, SXLP 30105
can be made to produce really lovely string
sounds and the famous Solveig's Song at the
end of the second suite is gorgeous. The sound
is drier in the Dances but still good.
To most music-lovers Handel means Messiah
(available in a modern bargain set including
Janet Baker among the soloists and conducted
in period style by Mackerras on HMZ HQS
1052-4) Fireworks and the Water music. Decca
have re- issued the outstanding Szell performances of the two suites on Ace of Diamonds
SDD 169 and the disc also includes Handel's
famous Largo (in a modern but tasteful
orchestral arrangement) and the lovely Faithful
Shepherd minuet (arranged Beecham) for good
measure. The London Symphony Orchestra
play superbly, with exuberant curlicues from
the horns and really intense and moving string
playing in the slower pieces. The new transfer
is extremely vivid but it is very highly modulated
and many pick-ups will only just be able to
cope. In his own day Handel had an international reputation as akeyboard virtuoso and
our most attractive legacy of this is provided •
by the organ concertos. They are splendidly
colourful and attractive works, the very
epitome of the baroque spirit, and you can get
six of them, the complete Op. 4 set, on two
Fontana discs, SFL 14008/9. These offer
crisp, bright performances with solo playing
(continued on page 723)
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ADRIAN COX DESCRIBES THE
EVOLUTION OF HIS EQUIPMENT
Ilhas always seemed to me that the basic
and the second to verify the effect of multiple
purpose of high-fidelity was, and should
internal battening of the panels—with 14 in.
surely continue to be, to obtain the best possible
square section hardwood. The results were
re-creation of musical sounds for a given
very encouraging and gave rise to a query to
amount of money. Unfortunately the ' best
"Crossover" about the optimum woods and
possible' still remains rather a subjective
thicknesses. The answer was amixed blessingevaluation, and not really quantifiable ob1in, being considered the point beyond which
jectively. It is, I think, possible to quantify
little improvement was achieved and afrorsubsidiary objectives—for example that dismosia being considered the best wood. The
tortion, should not exceed acertain fraction of
former was easy, although to get the full 1in.
a percent, but these subsidiaries unfortunately
meant specifying If in. which comes down to
do not asystem make! This article is, therefore,
1kin. worked.
Afrormosia unfortunately,
a subjective journey with very little apparent
just does not ' go' with any of our other
objectivity except in the choice of amplifier
furniture, and Icould not get it in greater than
which should be quite within the terms of
9-10 in.
widths.
Although
less
than
anyone's set of subsidiary objectives as far as
optimum, mahogany was finally selected
performance goes.
because 1could get it (from R. G. Watkins of
It al started some years ago when I was
Euston Road) in up to 15 in. widths ( 144 in.
asked by a determined parent to make sure
worked) and, it blended with our other
she had " the best available"! This resulted in
furniture.
a complete Quad set-up including ELSs, a
The proportions were selected to ' golden
301, and SME 3009 and a Shure M55E. All
section' of 1 : 1.618 at 274 in. x17 in. with the
this gave me an excellent upbringing, and my
depth of 141 in. a function of the net volume
own marriage provided me with two opporrequired. Every panel, except the front, was
tunities—one, to re-examine the old Quad
battened with 14 in. square section rahmin—
equipment my mother had, and two, to build
making about 23 ft. of it per enclosure. These
up a system of my own that my wife and I battens finally accounted for nearly 1000 cu.
could live with. After a false start with a ins, so the enclosures have lost most of their
Japanese tuner-amplifier, and some interesting
compactness! All joints were screwed and
correspondence with Cambridge Audio whose
glued and the outside of the boxes finished
amplifier Iwas vainly trying to pin down, I with several coats of walnut coloured polychanged over to the new Quad (33/303/300).
eurethane varnish which helps darken the
I also updated my mother's valve Quad
natural mahogany. The front, sides, top and
amplifier, updated the SME and changed the
bottom panels are all 14 in. solid mahogany,
cartridge to aV15 type II. My own equipment
with the back 14 in. for good measure.
is the same except that Iuse a 12 in. arm with
The cabinet is of the bass-reflex type, and
the V15.
the design is very carefully to Mr. Jordan's
The real problem my wife and Ihad to solve
specification. I used the older design rather
was the question of a loudspeaker. The
than the later one with the very long tunnel
electrostatics were not practicable for space
just in case we got that horn loaded type of
reasons, unfortunately, and the speakers
coloration that my wife and I find so unfinally selected were two pairs of the latest
pleasant. (A very subjective reaction that one!
versions of the Audio & Design titanium-cone
Important though if one has to live with the
loudspeaker modules (TCLs for short). These
sound.)
require only a small volume of 1300 cu. in.
The construction is really very simple. I
per module, so it was hoped that 2600 cu. in.
hesitate to describe my assembly sequence, etc.
per enclosure would enable the finished
with so many competent handymen and so on
product to be quite compact.
reading this magazine! So I will confine
A couple of experimental boxes were node
myself to describing how each panel is battened
for the TCLs, the first to check on the need
and leave those more competent than Iam to
for thick wood- 1in. marine-ply was used—
work out the optimum assembly, etc.
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The back panel includes acomplete ' picture
frame' of rahmin is included round all edges,
and two battens up the length of the panel fur
ther diminish any panel flapping.
Turning to the sides and ends the rear
edge utilises the picture frame of the rear panel.
A front ' picture frame' is fitted for the front
panel, and four ' corners' are fitted between the
side and top and side and bottom panels.
Finally a batten was fixed along the long
dimensions of all the panels to complete the
basic structure.
The tunnel was constructed from 4 in. thick
rahmin, and is 24x24x4 in.—the measurements being internal for the square crosssection of the tunnel. The electrical side is
simply a 4 if' condenser in parallel with the
upper module. The net nominal impedance
is 16 ohms. No crossover and no phase
problems!
Lagging presented a problem. Long-haired
wool is probably the best material but eminently edible by moths, and we did not fancy
starting that sort of family! Terylene wadding,
purchased from John Lewis, and plenty of it,
appears to have worked very well. It does not
prevent the reflex tunnel from functioning
well enough to blow out amatch with a30 Hz
tone and the volume turned up a bit! ( Poor
Quad, but the speakers' impedance is rated at
16 ohms so Idon't suppose it really does it any
harm. It certainly would not harm the speakers
themselves which appear quite " unburstable".)
This was just before the Audio Fair to which
my wife and Iwent. We heard some remarkably clean very high treble, especially when the
little STC 4001G (used to be 4001E and rear
mounted) tweeters were used. and Idecided on
apair.
This meant anew front panel with the TCLs
off-set, with the cut-out for the STC tweeter
put in between the main units and to one side,
to give the maximum treble dispersion. Opportunity was taken to increase the mass of the
front panels by going from the original 14 in.
to 14 in. thick solid mahogany, with the
tunnels made of 4 in. thick mahogany and
about 54 in length by 21 x24 in. internal
cross-section (compared with the original
4in. long and 24 x24 in.).
(continued on page 709)
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Illustrated above: Combinations of ARENA T2600 Tuner/Ampl:fier with its
matching loudspeaker HT27.
MODULE
No. 14
Construction
by Modules
was developed by Arena
in
Denmark
in 1966 and
this is the latest
in the range.
The unique design of
the circuit of Module 14
features FET transistors. These actually work
like valves in their stability and are free of
cross and intermodulation which has been
such a problem in VHF transistorised tuners.

* The ARENA T2600 is developed on a basis of lessons learned from the
ARENA PRESTIGE T9000 and uses several components from the model,
including the new Module No. 14.
* 2x20 watts power output with only 0.6% distortion.
* The Tuner section features a Pre-O- Mat to permit pretuning of up to
5 stations which, once they have been tuned in can be selected by
pressing a button.
Tuning meter provides pin- point tuning accuracy and indicates relative
signal strength.
Sockets for stereo and mono gramophone and tape recorder also for
extension speakers.
An advanced quality receiver for those who want a Hi Fi amplifier and
all- wave receiver in one cabinet.
Write for details of ARENA range
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FM DIARY
ten months of debate following publicaTHE
tion of Broadcasting in the Seventies last
July, is no time at all when compared to that
which Ihave spent over the years engaged in
correspondence over some issue or other with
BBC ' spokesmen', and those of the Engineering Information Department in particular.
Briefly, to put you in the picture, the main
function of EID is to act as the BBC's ' gobetween' with public, trade and press on
engineering matters. These include answering
letters on reception problems and the preparation of technical literature and press statements. Unfortunately, the Corporation's modus
operandi seems to impose considerable limitations on the Department's usefulness in
fulfilling its stated objectives. To put it
another way, the communicators don't! Or,
when they do, it is too little and too late.
Liaison with the monthly magazines devoted to
radio, TV, audio and related topics is not much
above zero level. There are no regular press
conferences, so editorial staffs are unable to put
questions or suggestions forward on behalf of
their readers and receive replies directly from
those most immediately concerned.
No
technical information bulletins giving regular
news of new equipment or installations in
studios and at transmitters are produced for the
press. Interesting though it is, the glossy
quarterly, BBC Engineering, does not meet
these requirements. This leaves us with the
press statements, mostly about the opening of
new stations, but invariably omitting full
technical descriptions, suggesting the compiler
is still living in the dark days of 1940 and
'This is London'! Ican truly assure you EID,
we do have readers interested in knowing the
heights of aerials, and even their radiation
patterns. Also appreciated would be information as to the programme feed arrangements.
Why did it take so long to improve those lines
to Tacolneston (
Norwich) with their 7.5 kHz
cut-offs? No wonder audience applause and
Edmundo Ros sounded so different when
listening to Wrotham—or Sutton Coldfield even.
Finally, there are the Information leaflets.
They need improving, especially those dealing
stereo. The coverage zones should be much
more precisely defined and the reception difficulties explained especially where dealing with
other stations which are operating in adjacent
areas on frequencies off-set by only 100-200
kHz. The best way to get the information
across would be over the air of course in a
proper test and information programme. Why
not ?
As readers may appreciate, I am often in
communication with other broadcasters in
Europe. Many run departments having a
similar function to the BBC's EID setup,
though with one striking difference—efficiency.
If Iwrite to, say, the West German radio a
reply, running occasionally to three pages is on
its way in ten days to afortnight. Last year, I
tried to find out from the BBC, on behalf of a
reader, precisely why the Churchdown Hill
relay station was considered sub-standard in
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stereo. Had the close proximity of the Rowridge frequency to the Sutton Coldfield frequency any bearing on it ? Ihad areply about
five weeks later, but no reference to Rowridge!
If the BBC are understaffed in that Department and their workload so heavy, why not
draft in more staff preferably including one to
deal exclusively with the technical press?
From arecent national newspaper advertisement, I was astonished to learn that senior
members of the Department can earn up to
around £ 1,000 a year—almost twice as much
as an engineer engaged in planning future radio
links. It seems an awful lot of money for
replying to letters from me (and you?) which
invariably begin, ' Dear Sir, We must apologise
for the delay in replying ... etc.'
Imay well have more to say about this next
month in relation to my correspondence about
transmitter noise, which the BBC have at last
accepted is valid and are going to do something
about.
Programme Miscellany: Scrapbook for 1950,
(Radio 4, 19.30, 5th March), reminded us how
20 years ago, sound radio was still the broadcasting medium for the masses. In those days,
the comedy show Take It From Here was areal
favourite drawing audiences exceeding 20
millions! There were only two BBC television
transmitters and they were not normally on the
air before eight in the evening. There was no
commercial TV and it is startling now to think
that only about four people in a hundred had
television sets. With radio's predominant
place on the air, it was a time of tremendous
enthusiasm by listeners and broadcasters alike.
Wilfred Pickles and Bertrand Russell were both
radio stars, and Professor Fred Hoyle's talks
on the nature of the universe were vintage
radio. Always, new ground was being broken.
In the regions, they invented the unscripted
discussion programme. Any Questions? had
already begun from the West, Town Forum
followed from the Midlands, and Public
Inquiry from the North. Also in 1950, another
new kind of programme was born:—something of their own for children under five. Like
Any Questions?, Listen With Mother has stood
the test of time surviving on radio in the
'seventies. For Mrs. Mary Rust, who in 1950
was an 18-year-old girl working in the BBC
Gramophone Library, the most exciting event
that year was the invention of the long-playing
gramophone record. ' It was marvellous ...
absolutely marvellous', she recalled of Decca
putting the first LP on the market. '
Petruschka
was one Ithink ... and several of the Gilbert
and Sullivan operas.'
Dr. Peter Goldmark, an American who,
working in the research laboratories of the
Columbia Broadcasting System, developed the
first LP that really worked, recorded for
Scrapbook his recollections of this most
important step forward in gramophone history.
For years he had been irritated by interruptions
to his enjoyment of long musical works. A
thought occurred to him that there might be
some way of getting around them, and also
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perhaps produce better quality. To provide
greater playing time the record had obviously
to be slowed down. ' Calculations showed',
said Dr. Goldmark, ' that by making the
grooves much finer, one could then use amuch
finer radius stylus and compensate for the
distortion and also raise the frequency response
which was lost as a result of a slowed down
record'. With fifteen laboratory assistants,
Dr. Goldmark pursued this fascinating study,
developing light-weight pickups with higher
stylus compliance and turntables which
could turn uniformly enough at the slow
speed of 331 r.p.m. The new records were cut
with 300 grooves per inch instead of 80.
'Finally' said Dr. Goldmark, ' because of the
finer grooves it meant we had much less
amplitude to record with, which meant less
volume and in turn, this meant more noise.
So we had to apply better materials. Instead
of shellac we chose vinyl which was a much
smoother material. The resultant record then
played initially 20 minutes ... later almost half
an hour. And it turned out it was possible to
have much better frequency response than the
78 r.p.m. record, less distortion and much less
noise.' (With microgroove records so firmly
established in under 20 years, how odd to find
people campaigning for the retention of
medium-frequency AM radio in this country!)
A record of a different kind in 1950 was the
two-hour flight to Rome by an experimental
Comet jet aircraft. Five days after it, a Comet
took off again from Hatfield with test-pilot
John Cunningham at the controls accompanied by BBC air correspondent Charles
Gardener with what was then regarded as the
new-fangled' tape recorder—an instrument the
BBC were just beginning to use extensively.
Two things rather spoilt John Bridge's production for me. Excerpts from two radio shows
promised in advance publicity did not materialise over the air, and in the narration by
Michael Flanders whose diction in parts was
unclear. I had to play over some passages
several times on my Beocord 2000 before being
at all sure just what he had said. A clear, strong
well- modulated ' BBC voice' is desirable for
such ' enduring' productions, and Inominate
Robin Holmes for future Scrapbooks this year.
A special edition of Jazz Club, atribute to the
late Ted Heath, was broadcast over Radio 3
stereo transmitters as well as in mono on
Radios I and 2 on Sunday, 29th March,
(23.30-00.30), and 21 star musicians, all past
members of the Ted Heath Orchestra, (including Jack Parnell—who conducted), Kenny
Baker, Don Lusher and Bob Efford) took the
stand. The concert, introduced by Alan Dell,
was taped at the Camden Theatre, London, on
17th March. From past to present and forthcoming. Starting Thursday, 7th May on
Radio 3 at 19.00, The Pop Scene, a series of
eight weekly programmes tracing the rise and
development of ' pop' from the 1950s to the
present time, looking at the music and its
social and economic background. Programme
1, ' Early Days' features an investigation by
Robert M. Young, an American enthusiast
and commentator, concerning the musical,
social and commercial elements which were
later combined to produce the Presley sound.
Programme 2 ( 14th May) examines ' Rock'.
Programme 3 ( 21st May) ' Life in the Provinces' describes England's reaction to the
American scene. The promotion of Tommy
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C. 90 gives 1} hours' playing
C.120 gives two hours' playing
P/P 6d.

YOUR CHANCE TO SAVE £10-11
ON THE SUPERB
FITTED WITH SONOTONE STEREO
CARTRIDGE!

OUR
PRICE

II / I
9/6

BRAND NEW IN
MAKER'S CARTON

15
(P •P in U.K. JO 61

QUAD
STOCKISTS

B.A.S.F. TAPE
AT BARGAIN PRICES
2,400 D.P. 7" reel. LGS/26. Usual price 65/6
Modern Electrics price-55/6
1,800' L.P. 7" reel. LGS/35. Usual price 52/6
Modern Electrics price-30/2
1,800 ' D.P.5,1" reel. LGS/26. Usual price 52/6
Modern Electrics price-40/6
1,200' L P. 51" reel. LGS/35. Usual price 35/6
Modern Electrics price-24/9
900' L.P 5' reel. LGS/35 Usual price 3016
Modern Electric. price-20/3
POST FREE IN U.K.: 10% DISCOUNT
FOR 12 OR MORE ANY SIZES.
B.A.S.F.

Plastic Swivel Boxes r —5/6;
5"-4/1. Post free if ordered
with tape, otherwise add 6d. postage per
bc x.

sr-4/10;
G
d AP 75
Goldring 800H Stereo Cartridge
Teak Plinth ..
Clear Plastic finish Top

LIST
E23/16/7
t10/13/9
E5/8/11
E4/6/6

Total List Price [44/5/9

PORUICRE

£33/0/0

This very latest Philips
model gives better performance and much greater
output than earlier models by Philips. Socket for connection to external speaker or amplifier. With carrying
case, Pencil microphone with on/off switch and separate
stand. A special demonstration cassette by the makers is
included, together with library rack to hold your stocks
of cassettes.
SPECIAL MODERN
ELECTRICS PRICE
BRAND NEW, WITH
12 MONTHS GUARANTEE

ONLY

We are official

nrr'
re 6)

SAVE £11/519
ON THIS
GARRARD/GOLDRING
HI- Fl STEREO COMBO

cassette. Six or more, post free in U.K.

The best cassette
recorder of all

Outstanding amongst modern Garrard units, the
A.70 Mk. II combines reliability with every desirable
feature necessary to ensure the finest standards of
reproduction. A Sonotone Stereo Ceramic Cartridge 9TA is fitted.
Non-ferrous turntable,
counterbalanced arm; facilities for both manual
and auto playing. Complete in maker's carton with
guarantee and full instructions. Now with Stereo
Diamond Stylus.

This superb unit incorporates large t/table, cue and
pause control, stylus pressure balance, bias compensation on arm, automatic stop and arm return
at end of record, and other refinements. For
110/250V. a.c. Brand new and guaranteed in
maker's carton. LIST PRICE £ 15 19/7.

you can buy.
Usual price 17/6. Our price 14/6
Usual price 25/-. Our price 21/Usual price 33/6. Our price 2816

FURTHER REDUCED
THIS VERY LATEST
PHILIPS CASSETTE
RECORDER E13302

GARRARD A.70 MK. II

THE WONDERFUL
GARRARD SP 25 MK .II .

per

best possible
.. ..
.. ..
.. ..

S.A.E. with all enquiries please. Plus 2/6
in stamps where literature is requested.
Refundable on purchases for £5and over.
Prices subject to alteration if P. Tax
changes are made.
P.O. Giro A ,C No. 56-5910000

£23.10.0
(Inc. P/Tox) (PIP 51 )

Recommended List Price inc. P./Tax £28.7.0

TWO ATTRACTIVE
MOTOR UNIT
OFFERS
I. THORENS TDISO MK Il on plinth with SHURE
M3D CARTRIDGE. This newest Thorens transcription unit supplied with Shure Stereo M3D Magnetic
Cartridge ready wired, with diamond stylus. From
Modern Electrics complete.
(Carr. in U.K. I
5/-).
Hard Plastic cover for plinth £4.2.3. Extra if required.
2. GARRARD SP2S Mk 2 UNIT ASSEMBLY.
Quality with very great saving. Modern Electrics
offer this famous unit as described PLUS Acos GP93/I
stereo cartridge (diamond for stereo/sapphire for
mono) PLUS Teak finished plinth cut to take unit,
with smoke-grey hard plastic top. TOTAL RETAIL
VALUE £ 25/1/11.

OUR PRICE
(Postage in
members

U.K., I '—)

of the

111 - F

£19.19.0.

IDEALERS ASSOCIATION

Prices subject to alteration in event of Purchase Tax changes

COMPLETE

Here is a fine new Garrard motor and pick-up
combination to make a first-class foundation for
a top line hi-fi. Comprises high-quality 3-speed
single player with non-ferrous recessed citable
and bias-compensated arm, cue and pause, auto
start/stop, etc., mounted in elegant plinth with
transparent lid. The superb new Goldring stereo
cartridge with diamond stylus assures outstanding
performance. Ready wired for immediate use.
PERSONAL SHOPPERS ONLY

120 SHAFTESBURY
The good hi-fi shop directly
opposite the Columbia Cinema
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AVENUE , LONDON , WIV 7DJ

•

Telephone: 01-437 9692/3
Cables: MODCHAREX, LONDON

FM DIARY

continued

Steele and Cliff Richard and the amateur
skiffle cult. In Programme 4 ( 28th May)
'Hype and the Music', John Peel will examine
the early commercial success of the Beatles and
other groups. Further details of the other
programmes next month, but one will show
how ' pop' music grew up aided by the increasing sophistication of recording techniques.
The Pop Scene series will be repeated on Radio 3
on Tuesdays starting mid-August. Looking
further ahead to Autumn, there are to be nine
programmes on the sounds, structure and
character of different musical instruments
including modern electronic devices. Though

JOURNEY IN FIDELITY

I did some experimenting with EMI's
TCS101 to find what seemed to be a good
combination of roll-off for the TCLs and
roll-in for the STC units. As the turntable and
pickup arm had been changed and updated
respectively, Iwas able to run the TD 125 at
half speed as well as the normal 33, which let
me get areasonable ' feel' of the sound levels in
the 10 kHz to 6kHz range, as well as above
10 kHz with the Thorens running at normal
speed. We then played agreat deal of music—
mostly the ' larger' sounds ( the new Decca
Rosenkavalier came out just then, but most
of the operatic testing was done with the
Decca recordings of Walkure and Gotterdammerung) followed by some piano, quite a
bit of harpsichord, some solo violin, cello and
harp—oh, as well as that lovely RCA record
with Bream and Malcolm playing lute and
harpsichord sonatas.
Capacitors, in the form of 2µF and 4µF
in parallel across the lower TCL module seems

AUDIO NEWS

continued

POPULAR RECORD REVIEWS
ADRIAN HOPE writes: Various people have
taken the trouble to write about our pop record
reviews offering encouragement/advice/criticism and abuse and the net result is, Ifeel, that
some explanations are in order.
Every month at least 100 hours of 33 r.p.m.
pop listening is issued, not including all folk
and blues material, and most it of (mercifully)
is bad and/or uninteresting. HFN generally
receives for review only those LPs it asks for,
and as far as Iknow, to date it has asked for
those discs that Ihave suggested may be worth
reviewing. They are but a few each month
selected after careful research over what is, I
hope, a fairly broad range of tastes. With so
much musical nonsense every month this
seems the only reasonable way of working,
although it has loopholes. For example, if a
record of real musical interest turned up but
was alittle hissy, Iwould mention it in preference to a technically perfect musical horror.
There are some good discs I miss—or the
companies don't send, even if asked.
In anutshell our pop reviews are intended as
a guide to those with sympathies tending to
HI FI NEWS
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probably in mono only, it should prove an
interesting series. More details about Sounds
of Music nearer the date. Readers who live too
far away to pick up Dutch FM radio here, but
heard the sound relay of the Eurovision Song
Contest on Radio 2, were doubtless impressed
by the smooth speech quality well conveyed,
incidentally, over the Amsterdam- London
circuit. The absence of booming and excessively sibilant speech is largely due to the
condensor microphone developed by the
Netherlands Radio and widely used in their
broadcasting service. Actually, after the last
war, they had no alternative but to design and
manufacture their own equipment, some of
which remains ' standard' today. Iknow of no
other service in Europe which conveys so

naturally the human voice to its listeners than
the NOS. The technical quality of the interviews by Tony Brandon in the OB van outside
the International Congress Theatre, was outstandingly good with not atrace of hum through
Wrotham Radio 2. For those who are within
range of the Dutch Lopik or Goes stations in
eastern England, areminder that there are now
many regular stereo programmes featuring
their own orchestras and artists over Hilversum
I(
92.6/87.85 MHz), and Hilversum 2 (
96.8/
95.0 MHz). To end, did anyone spot the mistake in the Radio 4continuity script mentioned
last month? Ishall be giving the details next
month and, I hope, announcing the winner
of the subscription prize. Meantime keep
listening!

to give the right overall perspective to the
sounds when the main units are rolled-off
with a simple 0.25 mH inductor. Each STC
4001G is fed via a net capacity of about
0.67
1µF and a2µF in series, and the
two modules are in series and the STC unit
is connected in parallel with the feed to the
TCLs. Phase was carefully preserved. Incidentally, the sound is quite vile when the
phase of the STC is reversed, so there is little
danger of this being done by accident!
What is the sound like? This is where the
subjective starts again, but using those wonderful ELSs as the standard of comparison; the
detail comes through much more clearly and
over a wider frequency range, but with some
coloration inevitably, since the TCLs have
to be enclosed. The efficiency is low apparently,
but a bit better than the ELSs—comparative
volume settings being about 6 to 64—if that
means anything in practice. The lower end of
the scale has been noticeably ' cleaned-up'
with the new tunnel arrangements, and at the
very low end a bass drum for example sounds
much nearer the real thing as do tympany, etc.
The cost of the wood alone was about £30,
so this way of doing things is hardly ' budget',

but it is enormously satisfying. Ithink it does
pay to go to lunatic lengths with enclosures,
certainly the sound we get is most impressive
and well worth the time and money spent.
However, one has to use a fairly powerful
amplifier; and the new Quad is quite superb,
producing completely clean sound from pain
down to very quiet indeed for such instruments
as the clavichord. Those marvellous filter
controls enable one subtly to ' clean-up' the
sound from older records and to tame the
over-enthusiasm of some of the others. But
curiously enough, we find that the majority of
records are played with the cancel button
pushed in.
So that's that! By adding areally remarkable
little ultra high frequency unit from STC
and playing with the resonance abit, the whole
sound has moved, Ithink, audibly nearer the
ultimate goal of ' perfect' sound reproduction,
although the basic loudspeaker, as described,
was very satisfactory.
It was an interesting journey. We have been
able to learn something more about the
texture and ' feel' of muscial sounds and how
to get them to sound more like the music—
and not hi-fi.

modern ' unserious' music who have progressed beyond aradiogram, have limited funds
and thinks the glut of monthly releases bewildering and Radio 1terri bull.
DOMESTIC DOLBY

the ' Bsystem', circuitry employed in
the KLH tape recorder with a built-in Dolby
noise reducer operates over the ' hiss' range of
frequencies rather than over the entire band in
four separate parts as the full system does. The
circuitry of the B system is available to any
manufacturer under license, and several European firms, including prominent tape recorder
manufacturers, are believed to be examining its
merits for domestic purposes. The separate use
of Dolby circuitry, as a simple version of the
well-known professional device, is an attractive
proposition if economically viable, so it is
encouraging to note that Advent Corporation
in the United States are marketing a B system
as aseparate unit, albeit at $ 300.
The B system is impressive in use, and a
recent demonstration made it clear that when it
is employed even cassettes can compare
favourably with high-quality professional tape
recorders from the point of view of signal-tonoise ratio, judged subjectively.
KNOWN AS
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FM VIA MICROWAVE PCM?

yet the subject of an official
press statement the BBC are understood to
have obtained permission from the post-office
to extend their own microwave radio link
facilities. This welcome development is of
considerable importance, for if carried through
successfully, a newly developed pulse code
modulation system could provide distribution
of both TV sound channels, the four radio
programmes (with both 2 and 3in stereo) and
closed-circuit communications. It seems probable that initially the PCM system would be
installed on the Whipsnade-Sutton ColdfieldHolme Moss link, which presently carries
Radio 3 stereo in splendid isolation! The
PCM equipment is not yet in production although an experiental system has been made.
Early entry into service is unlikely, and also
depends on the priority assigned to the project.
ALTHOUGH NOT

AUDIO PEN FIREND
our readers interested in pen friends?
We have received arequest from Jan Krejcirik,
Hotelovy Dum, Vrboa Ul 6, Olomouc,
Czechoslovakia for a pen-friend interested in
audio and music. Mr. Krajerik is 24 and a
'building designer' (architect?) and interested
in jazz and classical music. (
cont, on page 717)

ANY OF

Herbert von Karajan has led the world's great
orchestras and opera companies in their own halls
and theatres. At home, he listens to them with
Acoustic Research equipment.

Few musiciars have achieved the international distriction accorded Herbert von Karajan. His performances of Wagner's Der Ring
des Nibelungen cycle at The Metropolitan Opera and the Salzburg Easter Festival parallel his remarkable series of recordings on
the same cycle, released by Deutsche Grammophon. These recordings, together with a large number of others of the classical
symphonic literature, stand as a musical landmark to the world's listeners.
Herr von Karajan is also a man of unusual technical proficiency, being thoroughly familiar with the engineering aspects of recording
and sound reproduction. His technical understanding is not limited to books, either; he is an adept jet airplane pilot, for example.
At his home in St. Moritz and in his Essex House suite in New York, he uses a high-fidelity system consisting of an AR turntable, with
Shure M75 GII cartridge, AR amplifier, two AR-3a speaker systems, a Sony TAH-10 headphone adapter and Sennheiser MDH-414
headphones.
AR high fidelity equipment is now available in the U.K. exclusively from Bell & Howell. Write or phone for full details of AR speaker systems, the
60+60 watt AR amplifier arid receiver, and the ultra- low rumble AR turntable. AR speaker systems with five-year guaranteed specifications start at
less than £50.

1 BELLE HOWELL
Bell & Howell Ltd., Audio Products Division, Alpedon House, Bridgewater Road, Wembiey, Middlesex HAO 1EG. Tel: 01-9028812.
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RAVI SlifitIKAR
In San Francisco

STEREO RECORD REVIEWS

DONALD AMSEL

ROBERT FISHER

BERNARD PLUMTREE

TREVOR ATTEWELL

ADRIAN HOPE

LEON THOMPSON

Some recent discs selected for their technical quality
or particular musical interest. Reviewers' comments

CHRISTOPHER BREUNIG

FRANK JONES

PETER TURNER

JOHN CRABBE

GERRY OAKLEY

BERT WEBB

are

COLIN EVANS

JOHN PALMER

based

on

actual

releases,

not

test

pressings.

ADAM.
Giselle—complete ballet in twe acts.
Monte Carlo National Opera Orchestra conducted
by Richard Bonynge.
Recorded in the Salt*
Aleazar, Monte Carlo. Discs supplied in box album
with booklet of notes. Deceit SET 433-4 (
92s. 6d.).
THE FIRST ACT was a success ... the second act
transformed the success into a triumph.

These

were the words of the composer and I apply
them to this recording.
are

afraid

to

praise

Seems to me that some
Richard

Bonynge

as

a

the

The recording, in spite of the high volume

I can find no words to

levels and the weight of the deep bass, especially

summarise it adequately and can only suggest

from the organ in the Bruckner, shows no sign

that

the

of stress and reproduces admirably, with good

Abbey

perspective, warm rich tone, and a spaciousness

monica)

so

strictly

speaking

record is again topical.
if you

are

in

Beatles create on

Road

you

will

I suppose

sympathy

with

Sergeant Pepper

wonder

what

and

where the world

has

B. J. W.

Absolutely fascinating is the multiple voice
recording.

Some of this is probably conven-

conductor: well I think that he has the measure

tional sequential layering of several parts all

of this work and brings the lovely score to life.

sung

What is more, everything is so well balanced,

simultaneous

wood against strings, strings against brass, and

several recordings

I reckon he makes the orchestra play well into

taneously

the bargain.

different characteristic.

This becomes increasingly evident

I want

to

completely

make

natural

a

special

quality

by

Nilsson,

but

the

layering

of his

through

rest

i.e.

may

the

voice

various

well

be

mixture

of

taken

simul-

microphones

point

of the

about

recording.

remember that this is not a new LP and will
doubtless need to be obtained by order.

woodwind players, cymbals, harp; no changes
perspective—in

short,

Whether one

to listen to is really

no

nonsense.

It

fact

the reverse applies,

but

whilst it is

not

wonderfully warm in the way Snape was (and
will be) it is not dull or congested.
wants the whole of

Giselle

I AM

SURPRISED

at

the

cool

reception

this

record has had in print (though not at all from
critics I have spoken with), and I welcome an
opportunity to repeat what I wrote in

Review,
is

Record

after even more careful listening: this

a performance

which

has

impressed

and

issues so far.
BACH, BRUCKNER. Magnificat in D major ( Bach);
Te Deum (Bruckner).
Lucia Popp and Anne
Pashley ( sopranos), Janet Baker and Birgit Finnila
(contraltos), Robert Tear (tenor), Thomas Hemsley
and Don Garrard ( basses), New F'hilharmonia
Chorus and Orchestra conducted by Daniel Barenboim. HMV ASO 2533 (45s.).

cannot be said that the acoustic is brilliant, in

BEETHOVEN. Piano concerto No. 5 in E flat
('Emperor').
Stephen Bishop ( piano) with the
London Symphony Orchestra conducted by Colin
Davis. Philips SAL 3787 (45s.).

moved me more than any of the bicentenary

A. H.

Good string tone, no sudden highlighting of
of

of

Deletion is presumably not yet scheduled, but

as you play through the set.

which only good stereo can provide.

been hiding Nilsson.

True,

Davis encourages

ejaculations
but

his

which

could

conducting

is

one or

two

become

splendidly

brass

worrying,
alive—and

alive to the special Bishop requirements.

The

playing of the orchestral introduction to the
adagio is more sensitive than on any recorded

THERE IS MUCH splendid sound to be had from

not for me to comment upon, but there must

comparision I could find, and Bishop's entries

this

be many for whom this set will evoke happy

Magnificat

make one listen with a degree of concentration

memories

desirable to use a smaller body of singers than

involvement

flourish of the rondo.

and

it

goes

without

saying

that

disc,

but

if the

opening

chorus

of the

is to be taken at this pace,

it is

rarely

aroused

by

lasts

the

to

gramophone;

the

end

of

the

the
final

Decca have presented the records—box album

the

and worthwile booklet—in a manner befitting a

Chorus, or clarity must inevitably suffer.

In

Philips's recording is very natural in quality,

top price issue.

any case, a rather slower tempo is preferable, so

although the tympani seem to be fed too much

R. H. F.

very

accomplished

New

Philharmonia

that the effect is one of excitement rather than

into the right channel on side one, as compared

AERIAL BALLET. Twelve Items by Harry Nilsson,
arranged by George Tipton.
RCA SF 7973
(37s. 6d.)

excitability.

to the final dialogue.

IWAS SHAMEFULLY late in discovering the magic

Baremboim

that

question, but the overall effect of the perfor-

is

Nilsson.

American

songwriter-singer

Harry

However, as there is a good chance

playing;

the

especially

mance

There is much fine singing and

is

Janet

Munchinger

name still means little, herewith a eulogy on

quality

are

I cannot

on

Decca

can

Aerial Ballet contains the song Everybody's
Talkin which is featured in the film Midnight
Cowboy (although the film version is slightly

no

different

has the right atmosphere.

HI-FI NEWS
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Thielman's

har-

usual.

All

accept
and

rival

form,

Barenboim's

fault

But the transfer is at so

They had the Albinoni set

that

just right) that rumble and tape noise is there,
even if one's ear de-tunes from it in course of

only

the

the

sound

performance

is

majestic and unhurried, as befits the work, and
orchestra.

low a level (Why?

without

The Bruckner is currently well represented in
the catalogues.

added

excellent

of satisfaction,

grateful to RCA for supplying.

with

in

Baker—as

does

one

that there are plenty of readers to whom the
the first of the two Nilsson LPs which I am

soloists

the

music.

Excellent

pressings

otherwise.

Don't be put off!
C. J. B.
BEETHOVEN. String Quartet No. 13 in B flat major,
op. 130, with the Grosse Fuge Op. 133. Quartetto
Italiano. Philips SAL3780 (45s.).

or

FOLLOWING THE EXAMPLE of the Italian Quartet's

The sound is rich and warm and

splendid Op. 132 and very acceptable Op. 127/

can

be

found
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with

the

choir

135, I had high hopes for this new issue, which

TRIO's Tiny Twosome
for Big, Big
FET SOLID STATE AM/FM STEREO TUNER
Stereo Results

KT- 1000

rgito

5007E7 ,4TE ANI-FM STEREO TUNER MODEL KT- 100

teteLe •
110,10 CT.STE STEREC

AMP-

SEL
LIFIER

i0R

MODEL

A .000

—

40- WATT SOLID STATE STEREO AMPLIFIER

KA -2000

TRIO's solid-state circuitry engineers have matched ideal compact partners for dynamic giant- sized stereo results.

The combination of the KA 2000 stereo amplifier

with the KT- 1000 AM/FM stereo tuner enables you to enjoy the benefits of systematically balanced precision- engineered units— units built to perform together.
SPECIAL FEATURES OF K7-1000
* Automat ,c FM Stereo/Mono Silent Switching circuit with Stereo Irdicator. * FM Usable
Sensitivity, IHF: 3,(JV * FM Selectivity ( Alt, channel, IHF): Better than 35dB * DIMENSIONS:
10%"W, 4%"H, 111"0.
SPECIAL FEATURES OF KA -2000
* 40 watts of IHF Standard total music power. * Continuous Power: 16 watts/16 watts at
8 ohms ( Each Channel Driven) * All silicon transistor amplifier provides wide 20 to 30,000 Hz
frequency response and 20 to 30.000 Hz power bandwidth. * DIMENSIONS: 10 44 " W, 4 ,t " H,
9"D.

Together, these TRIO compacts combine to provide a perfectly harmonious stereo
performance.

Listen— you'll soon hear why.

the sound approach to quality

TRIO
"Fit IC) E:.1...C -1'1RON1ICS,
101,1

Sole Agent for the U.K

TO: B.H. Morris & Co., ( Radio) Ltd.
Send me infoimation on TRIO TUNER,
AMPLIFIERS & name of nearest TRIO retailer.
NAME.

AGE

ADDRESS:

JAPAN

B.H.MORRIS & CO., ( RADIO) LTD. 84/88, Nelson Street, Tower Hamlets, London E.1. Phone: 01-790 4824.
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offers the Op. 130 quartet with both its original
massive finale (
Grosse Fuge) and Beethoven's
less strenuous ` second thoughts'. In the event
Iwould place it in the acceptable' rather than
'splendid' category, for while the playing is
mostly very beautiful—and impressively well
controlled in the ' Great Fugue '—there is for
my taste too much waywardness in both
rhythm and depth of treatment for the work to
cohere into afully convincing whole. But it is
still very fine, and while Iprefer the Smetana
Quartet for some movements, in their less well
recorded Supraphon disc, this new version
deserves a hearing by anyone exploring the
curious and intense inner world of late Beethoven.
Recording is clear, well balanced and forward
in the excellent Philips chamber-music tradition, though their cutting level seems a little
higher here than usual, and the sound—while
generally first-class—is perhaps a trifle gruff
compared, say, with that on the wonderful
Op. 132 disc. But string quartets often do
sound gruff in the flesh, so perhaps this is what
the players (or Beethoven?) intended.
J. C.

BEETHOVEN. Symphony No. 1 in C major, and
Symphony No. 21n D major. Vienna Philharmonic
Orchestra conducted by Hans Schmidt-Isserstedt.
Recorded in the Sofiensaal, Vienna. Decca SXL
8437 (43s. ed.).
As IDISCOVER, one gets used to the slow speed
adopted for the opening movement of the first
symphony (if not the slack chording to begin
with), concentrating more upon the beauties
peculiar to the Vienna Philharmonic. SchmidtIsserstedt's D major Ifind the most pleasing of
all his performances in the cycle.
Added to this, Decca's recording has a big,
clean sound (emphasised by my check with the
perfectly serviceable Konwitschny Fontana
coupling of these works at 14s. 6d., which is
marred by the presence of rumble) which
means satisfaction which would certainly not
diminish as one kept listening to the record.
None of the tension and discipline of a Szell,
or a Karajan (much less well engineered) of
course, but a lot to be enjoyed from the
orchestra.
C. J. B.

BEETHOVEN. The Creatures of Prometheus (
Ballet
Music Op. 43). Menuhin Festival Orchestra conducted by Yehudi Menuhin. HMV ASD 2515
(45s.).

since we have had a full LP
selection from Beethoven's Prometheus ballet
(a pity though that an adagio where Beethoven
included the harp for once has been excluded).
The two surprises for those new to the music—
which is delightfully entertaining—are the end
of the overture, where horns make alink to the
Tempest: Zeus's thunderbolts in pursuit of
Prometheus; and the finale, which uses the
Eroica theme, as in the symphony and piano
variations—all from the same period of course.
Menuhin's performance is not as tidy as one
would like, and the recording although
effective in the top rather lacks analysis and
bass. But on the whole arecommendable disc
for the sake of the music.
C. J. B.
MANY

YEARS
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CIMAROSA. Requiem (
revised by Vittorio Negri).
Elly Ameling ( soprano), Birgit Finnila (contralto),
Richard Van Vrooman (tenor), Kurt Widmer ( bass),
with the Montreux Festival Chorus and Chamber
Orchestra of Laussane conducted by Vittorio
Negri. Philips SAL 3798 (45s.).

rose by
hard work and natural genius to become one
of the world's foremost composers. Overshadowed by his contemporaries, the giants of
the classical era, his work has become largely
neglected. The reputation of this ` Italian
Mozart' is long overdue for re-assessment.
His church music is so rarely heard that this
recording of his Requiem in G Minor is doubly
welcome. Written by command, at short
notice, the work bears no such signs, rather it
reveals the listening pleasures we are missing
through our loss of his music. The Requiem is
a sincere, forthright setting of the text within
the conventions of its period. It is pleasantly
melodic and harmonic, at times theatrical,
reverent, and operatic, but essentially liturgical
in concept.
It is given a delightful performance by four
first-class soloists ( Elly Ameling is magnificent)
and an accomplished chorus and orchestra.
The recording is outstandingly good, of wide
range and of exceptional clarity. It conveys the
pleasant acoustic of asmall church. The rather
low volume transfer requires a lift that unfortunately reveals aquiet background rumble,
happily controllable by abass cut. Do not let
this deter.

THE SON OF A BRICKLAYER, CII112r0Sa

L. T.

DUPRÉ, REUBKE, ROGER -DUCASSE. Variations sur un vieux Noel, Op. 20 ( Dupré); Sonata on
the 94th Psalm (Reubke); Pastoral (Roger-Ducasse)
Brian Runnett at the organ of Norwich Cathedral.
Cathedral CRMS 849 (28s. 7d.).

reissue from Cathedral
brings us Brian Runnett playing 19th century
works at Norwich, and most of the comments
made in the review of CRMS 848 (see later
under Messiaen) apply also to this disc. The
playing is again excellent throughout, especially
in the thoughtfully conceived and moving
performance of Reubke's Sonata on the 94th
Psalm, generally considered to be one of the
most significant organ compositions of its
period. The organ is much better suited to
these works than to the French ones, and the
registration exploits it most surrPs.sfully.
The recording quality is, likewise, outstanding, with asimilar microphone technique
which changes the apparent shape of the
instrument. The full frequency range is there,
A SECOND MASTERWORKS

right down to the bass beef of the pedal
department, and the contribution of the
building is just about right for the programme.
The dynamic range and lack of noise are both
as impressive as those of the companion disc.
This issue is also to be sold in a multicoloured sleeve. Like its fellow, it can be
recommended confidently for both its artistic
and technical merit, and especially to those who
enjoy the ' English cathedral organ' sound.
T. H. D. A.

GLAZOUNOV. The Seasons (
complete ballet);
Wedding Procession; Finnish Fantasy. Moscow
Radio Symphony Orchestra conducted by Boris
Khaikin (Seasons), Alexander Gauk ( Wedding),
and Yevgeny Svetlanov ( Fantasy). H MV/Melodiya ASD 2522. (45s.).
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The Seasons is a
bright, popular, tuneful score that usually
makes its appeal on first hearing. Even the
most casual listener will be familiar with the
'Bacchanale' that introduces and recurs
throughout the scenes of Autumn. To add to
its attractions it is given a spectacular performance worthy of this orchestral showpiece.
The recording is good, but not outstandingly
so. It is fairly resonant, which appears to add
to the immediate impact, but on more careful
listening it is obvious that while the solo and
lightly scored passages are excellent, the more
heavily scored pages, particularly those in the
higher reaches, sound tight and constricted.
The sound is certainly not in the same class as
that given by Decca to Ansermet on SXL 6269.
The Wedding Procession, first of the fill-ups,
is amost attractive bonus. It containsa wedding
march that could well be used as an alternative
to either of the two established favourities. It
is also very well performed and recorded. The
surfaces throughout the whole record are
excellent. A veil should be drawn over the
Finnish Fantasy, second of the fill-ups, and
regret expressed that something more worthwhile was not substituted.

GLAZOUNOV'S BALLET MUSIC

L. T.

HARRY. Thirteen Items by Harry Nilsson arranged
and conducted by George Tipton. RCA SF 8048
(37s. 8d.).

of the two Nilsson LPs, but
all the comments made with respect to the first
also apply. Again it is topical because one
track (
Iguess the Lord must be in New York
City) was . originally written for the film
Midnight Cowboy but was surprisingly never
used. It was also issued fairly recently as a
single.
Like Aerial Ballet, Harry is very Beatle-like
in conception but is certainly not second-hand
or imitation Beatle. I would guess that the
man-hours involved in producing both LPs
were considerable, and even though neither of
them is particularly long in terms of minutes
this is because there is absolutely no padding
whatsoever and every track has been allowed to
find its own length. As before, the final
recorded product is fascinating, and although
there is little or nothing to choose between the
two records Iwould suggest that Aerial Ballet
should be the first one to get. You can then go
out at 9 o'clock the next morning and order
Harry.

THIS is THE LATER

A. H.

MAHLER. Das Knaben Wunderhorn. Christs Ludwig ( mezzo-soprano), Walter Berry ( baritone), with
the New York Philharmonic conducted by Leonard
Bernstein. CBS S 72805 (45s.).

quite a problem. Last year's
HMV/Angel recording with Schwarzkopf,
Fischer-Dieskau and Szell was an outstanding
technical achievement—it received two nominations in this journal's Critics' Choice for the
year. Yet these wonderful songs admit awide
diversity of interpretation, not only in subtle
points but in such basic matters as the choice
of male or female singer for different songs.
Although the Angel recording reached an
unusual degree of perfection on its own terms,
the mere names of the artists involved in this
new version are sufficient to indicate that it
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cannot possibly be ignored. The Drummer Boy
and Reveille are experiences of enormous
intensity in Berry's interpretations, and
although Ludwig is not always immaculate, the
intrinsic qualities of her voice are acloser fit to
the music than Schwarzkopf's. Lamely, one
can only advise readers to hear both before
deciding. Ny own fancy is that the rougher
edges of Bernstein's performance are more
Mahlerish than Sze11's high polish.
But
technically the Angel recording remains
exceptional; and so far as the individual
pressing is concerned, this CBS disc is one of
the worst Ihave come across for some time.
J. P.
MAHLER. Symphony No. I in D. Columbia Symphony Orchestra conducted by Bruno Walter.
CBS 861116 (39s. 11d.).
IT IS GOOD to have this reissue at bargain price,
even if it would be better to save for one of the
alternatives. I never thought this Walter's
happiest Mahler recording: although there is an
attractive ripeness about it, the playing of the
Columbia orchestra tends to heaviness and a
lack of ease. Although neither of the first
movements' repeats are made, the disc still
breaks the third for aturnover.
However, stereo separation is bold, and the
general quality colourful in the CBS manner;
Bernstein's (also CBS) has a smoother quality
to be expected from a later production. That
performance Ilike, though not as much as the
Horenstein/LSO on Unicorn ( RHS301) Unicorn should have sent us a pressing; their
recording, by Bob Auger at Barking Town Hall,
using Dolby, has the best hall atmosphere of
any version, even if the tymps are abit heavy.
EMI did the pressings for Unicorn. Horenstein's is a superb performance, both repeats
are made too.
C. J. B.
MESSIAEN, MARTIN, ALAIN.
1e Banquet
Celeste (
Messiaen); Passacaille ( Frank Martin);
Trois Danses (
Johan Alain). Brian Runnett at the
organ of Norwich Cathedral. Cathedral CR MS848
(28s. 7d.).

of the Masterworks series, reissued
by Cathedral at reduced price. Brian Runnett
gives a very fine account of these important
20th century works, all composed within a
20-year span. He conveys Messiaen's mystic
pictorialism particularly fluently. His registration makes excellent use of the extensive stop
list, though Ifind this organ, tonally, rather
cloying, and it hardly seems the best vehicle for
French music. Since the Choir organ faces
east, while Swell and Positive speak westward,
a microphone must be placed on each side of
the case, and these (or another mic.) must cope
with the detached Great Primary. Here, the
two outputs are channelled left and right
respectively, with the musical advantage that
the departments are well separated, though the
image may slightly disturb anyone very familiar
with the organ.
Recording quality is outstandingly good,
with an incredible, lifelike dynamic range.
The held F linking Alain's first two dances is
barely audible, yet well above noise! This disc
shows what can be done with care (and,
presumably, without multi-track transfers).
My copy has the original plain, green sleeve,
with programme notes and organ specification.
It is being replaced by amore colourful sleeve,
which Ihave not seen.
T. D. H. A.
THIS IS ONE
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MUSICA RESERVATA. Music from the time of
Boccaccio's ' Decameron'. Pieces by Landini,
Giovanni da Firenze and various anonymous composers. Played by Musica Reservata conducted by
John Beckett. Philips SAL 3781 (45s.).

Boccaccio, the 14th century Italian
author, began his great collection of ahundred
stories at about the time that the dreaded
plague of the Black Death struck Florence. Of
the sixteen vocal and instrumental pieces on
the record, six are by Francesco Landini, the
blind organist of Florence who became a
legend in his own lifetime.
The singing and playing are really first-class,
and Landini's wistfully reflective Gram piant'
agli occhi is particularly successful. The
anonymous estampitas with their oddly
hypnotic pounding rhythms receive a vivid
performance on recorder and alto shawm, and
the medieval reed instruments sound considerably less raucous than those to which we
have been accustomed on discs of this type.
The sound quality is of the same impeccable
class as the musical performances. The voices
and instruments are sensibly spaced out in a
comfortably dry acoustic and the disc surfaces
are strikingly quiet. The balance too is very
agreeable and there is a convincing presence
about the sound. Excellent programme notes
are provided, as are texts and full translations.
This is an enterprising record that can be
warmly recommended.
C. E.
GIOVANNI

ignorant about the music sent to him to report
upon. But then he suspects that the majority
of his readers are in the same boat; so let us
explore together the exciting world opened up
by this brief glimpse of Indian music. What
we have in the two Ragas is agradual building
up of tension, excitement and heightening
interest. At times, as at the commencement,
the effect is quite hypnotic and by contrast the
playing of the Tabla or hand drums almost
makes one leap from one's seat. Between the
two Ragas there is a tabla solo played by
Alla Rakha which is really quite amazing in its
rhythmic intensity.
It is abundantly clear that Ravi Shankar is a
musician of the highest order, and that goes for
Alla Rakha as well as Kamala the player of the
long necked, non-fretted Tamboura which
provides the drone-like effect, so precise and
moving is their music making.
The recording was taken in concert in San
Francisco and presents atruthful picture of the
event. Unless I am much mistaken the PA
system is on the verge of howlround during the
Tabla solo; but that the general quality is good
is exemplified by the naturalness of Ravi
Shankar's voice.
R. H. F.
SCHUBERT. Symphony No. 9 in C major (' The
Great'). Klassische Philharmonic Stuttgart conducted by Karl Münchinger. Recorded at Luwigsbu rg. Dacca SXL 8427 (43s. 9d.).

read several reviews before
spending will have been dismayed here to find
the reports virtually self-cancelling.
My
opinion ( late, due to amplifier troubles!) is that
this is a very satisfying version of the Ninth,
and Iam far from awhole- hearted admirer of
Münchinger. Imust confess Iexpected something square and plodding; far from it, for the
conducting is warm and flexible. All his
speed changes struck me as natural and well
handled.
The orchestra—about sixty strong—he founded deliberately for post-classical scores such
as this. Some of the solo work is not too
gracious, but nothing ugly to worry over in
repeated hearings.
Decca's recording is very good, with a
suggestion of hall ambience, and agood natural
setting rather than anything obtrusively close,
or with perceptible mixing. I haven't heard
anything preferable since stereo began (i.e.
since Furtwüngler's great recording, now on
Heliodor).
C. J. B.
THOSE WHO LIKE to

RAVEL. Piano concerto in G; Piano Concerto in D
for the left hand. Werner Haas ( piano) with the
Monte Carlo Orchestra conducted by Alceo
Galliera. Philips SAL 3786 (45s.).
TECHNICAL QUALITY of this record is
excellent: background noise inaudible; a
first-class balance between soloist and orchestra; and aquite exceptional stereo separation.
From that point of view, this is arecord to give
real pleasure.
These two concerti do not plumb any great
emotional depths—though the Adagio Assai of
No. 2keeps making one think it will. Neither
do they offer the joys of closely-worked argument: they are, in fact, bravura pieces, and
their enjoyment depends upon the extent to
which the fireworks come off. Werner Haas
has all the technique—indeed he is better in the
show-off parts than in the more meditative
ones. Ifeel that the limitations of these performances lie in the orchestra: the Monte Carlo
Opera, though by no means negligible, is
frankly not one of the great orchestras of the
world, and it is unfortunate that the brass
section, upon which so much depends in these
works for that final sparkle, should not be its
great strength. One needs an orchestra which
can take all the problems in its stride, and have
something left with which to enjoy itself, and
let this dazzling music attain its full brilliance.
Here the scene is somewhat overcast—which is
far from saying that that it is not worth the
viewing.
THE

P. D. T.
RAVI SHANKAR. Recital: ' Ravi Shanker in San
Francisco'. Raga 8hupal Todi Tala Ardha Jaital;
Tabla Solo in Shikar Tal; Dhun: Tala Dadra. Ravi
Shanker (sitar), Alla Rakha (tabla), assisted by
Kamala (tamboura). Recorded at the San Francisco Civic Auditorium. Columbia SCX 8382
(39s. 11d.).
RIGHTLY, OBJECTIONS may be raised when your
reviewer blandly admits that he is completely
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SCHUBERT. Trio in B flat major. Sonata In 8 flat
major. Yehudi Menuhin (violin), Maurice Gendron
(cello), Hephzibah Menuhin (piano). HMV ASD
2524 (45s.).
MOST PEOPLE, asked to name a
typical Schubert work, songs apart, would
suggest the B flat Trio. It certainly has the
best-known marks: melody, diffuse and amiable
wandering, general easiness, but there is more
to it than these characteristics, and at present
there is no recording which satisfies me. The
performance by Cortot, Thibaud and Casals is
the one I like best, but the actual sound is
inevitably poorish by today's standards, good
as it was in its time. CBS 72344 (Stern,
Istomin and Rose) is in all respects overblown;
Philips SAL 3607 (Beaux Arts) has life without
warmth; the Menuhins and Gendron on the
disc considered here sound careful, sometimes
I SUPPOSE
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almost tentative, driving the work on the kerb.
They do better with the less worthwhile
Sonata.
The sound quality is good of its kind with
nice balance and separation but little recorded
ambience, so that the effect is close and dry.
There is a lack of weight, especially in the
piano, partly, Ithink, due to the playing and
partly to the recording. It should not be too
difficult to improve on this version of the
famous trio, though if you like this kind of
sound, you may consider it the best of the
available discs.
B. J. W.

SCHUBERT, VON EINEM. Symphony No. 8 in B
Minor (' Unfinished') ( Schubert); Philadelphia Symphony(Von Einem). Vienna Philharmonic Orchestra conducted by Josef Krips ( Schubert) and Zubin
Mehta (Von Einam). Recorded in the Soflensaal,
Vienna. Decca SXL 6418 (439. 9d.).

EXCEPTIONALLY well performed and recorded
Unfinished. Well performed because Kripps
never hurries or scurries, nor does he drag it
out and so one's interest is held all the time.
Well recorded, because there is a wealth of
detail and with Schubert this is not easy to
get—and in addition the sound is nice and
natural. No system noise and very quiet
surfaces; so what more can one ask for?
The Einem has collected some fearful
reviews. Iwill go so far as to state that it is
completely inoffensive and can be listened to
without asemblence of ashudder. If only the
tunes were broader, or more lush even, and that
it was altogether less flabby, then at least it
would be a pretty piece to listen to, but Ican
really only describe this symphony as futile. A
complete non-event, in fact, and Iwas about to
raise an eyebrow at being offered it at top price
as an accompaniment to the Unfinished and
say that Grieg's Norwegian Dances would be
more acceptable, when I realised that the
Einen symphony is presented as the ' A' side.
Am only too sorry that Iam unable to be more
enthusiastic about this extremely well recorded
opus.
AN

R. H. F.

SECOND WINTER. Eleven items in an album comprising three LP sides. Johnny Winter (vocals,
guitar, mandolin); Edgar Winter ( piano, organ,
harpsichord, alto sax); ' Uncle' John Turner (percussion); Tommy Shannon or Dennis Collins
(bass). CBS S 63913/4 (45s.).
A READER HAS taken me (angrily) to task for
saying that arecord was ' towards the hard end
of the rock scale' when, in that reader's
opinion, it was not; which only goes to underline the risk of using any adjective without
spending the rest of the review explaining it.
Nothing daunted, but with fingers crossed, I
christen this record ' pretty hard' and for
future reference mean that it is not particularly
easy or restful to listen to and does not mean
good background music. It is also ineffectual
at low volume and in fact the record has been
spread over three LP sides to avoid cramming
problems. (The fourth side has alternating
silent grooves and steady tone tracks which
could be very useful for home audio tests.)
This white American four-piece group led by
guitarist-singer Winter, play rock and blues
better than most and the recording quality is
everything that one could wish for. All in all
one of the best LPs of its type around today and
good value for money.
HI-FI NEWS
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Incidentally, the group use afair amount of
'fuzz' so don't blame the pressing or tear your
rig apart looking for faults.
A. H.
VICTORIA.
0 Quam Gionosum est Regnum.
Choir of St. John's College, Cambridge, directed
by George Guest. Argo ZRG 620 (439. 9d.).
OUR ISSUE of July 1968 I reviewed the
recording by this choir and conductor of
Victoria's Requiem Mass, and noted an ' edge'
on the boys' voices. Having renewed my
acquaintance with the performers both in the
flesh and on discs since that time, Iam convinced that this tone quality is neither accidental
nor due to any fault in the recording. It occurs
again on this record, and is, Ithink the result
of adeliberate policy of Mr. Guest in this kind
of music, which calls for more robust and
forthright treatment than much of the Church
music written later.
It is arguable that the composer did better
things—for example the Requiem—than this
'parody Mass' but all the music on this disc is
noble, rich and of immediate appeal.
The recording leaves nothing to be desired.
The acoustic is beautifully captured, perspective
is natural, there is no sign of distress in the
sound, and the picture is admirably conveyed
by stereo. Warmly recommended.
IN

WHITE LIGHTNIN'. Nine pieces by a ' country'
duo with studio backing group. Various performers recorded ' live' at Century Sound Studios,
New York. Stateside SSL 10294 (39s. 11d.).

is the result of an interesting
experiment. The idea was to bring White
Lightnin'—Byard Ray (fiddle) and Obray
Ramsey (banjo)—down to New York from
their Smoky Mountains homes and record them
with astudio group. The problems of trying to
rehearse and integrate the essentially free style
of the former with the essentially restricted and
musically more formal approach of the latter
are obvious. Whether the net result is a battle
or is one world serving as afoil for the other is
purely amatter of opinion. Either way, amore
appropriate title would be ' File under skiffle,
rock, gospel, country and folk'. There is even a
little jazz trumpet, and the best Ican offer as a
summing-up is that it is always either curious
or fascinating and often exciting.
Balance and separation are generally OK,
although White Lightnin' are swamped on one
track—probably when the different styles
showed signs of falling apart musically. There
is something particularly satisfying about
cleanly recorded incisive banjo and fiddle playing as here.
Be on your guard for the possibility of some
snap, crackle, pop on side I.
THIS RECORD

A. H.

B. J. W.

HINTS AND TIPS
BY HARRY LEEMING

MISSING MAINS TRANSFORMER

Don't be too puzzled if you open one of the
cheaper variety of record players or tape
recorders and find that whilst it is of the
AC-only variety, with a fully isolated chassis,
it has no mains transformer. Several models
are now on the market and in these the motor
incorporates several extra windings and
doubles up as amains transformer. Presumably
this cuts down production costs, although if a
replacement motor is ever required this will
no doubt cost somewhat more than the
standard item.
CHECKING PUSH-PULL OUTPUT STAGES

A rather rough and ready way to check that
all is reasonably well is to try the amplifier with
each of the output valves in separately. The
quality and power output should be identical
with either valve plugged in, although, of
course, not as good as when using the two
valves together. This check cannot be made
when multiple valves such as the ECL86 are
employed, for in these cases the triode sections
of the valves are not performing identical
tasks.
ECHO- FREE STEREO RECORDING

At short notice we were asked recently to
record the local music society in stereo. The
problem was made acute by the fact that the
best mics. we could lay our hands on were
only £. 15 ribbon models, and the hall which
normally seats 2500 would be empty for the
occasion. The answer, we found, was to use
717

clothes maidens draped over with heavy
blankets shielding the microphones on all sides
except that facing the choir. The results were
far better than anticipated, although any
future efforts will have to be timed not to
coincide with wash day!
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RECORDA WAY REVIVED
THE closure of their original
factory a large number of enquiries were
received about the Recordaway record storage
system employing PVC pockets suspended from
a special track. We are pleased to say the
manufacturers have now recommenced production of these storage systems and enquiries
should be directed to their new company
address, Protecta Systems Ltd., 30 Parker
Street, London, WI M 2DS.
FOLLOWING

SLIGHTLY MUDDLED

(
Woodgreen) Ltd., was the entry in
our advertiser's index in the April issue, with
page numbers 490, 612 listed. In fact J. J.
Francis had only one page of copy, which
appears on 490 in some issues and 612 in
others. The earlier page contains some errors
and readers with these issues are advised to
contact the company to confirm the prices and
details contained within the advertisement.
Efforts have been made to prevent issues with
this error from reaching the public, but we
apologise to readers and to J. J. Francis Ltd.,
for any inconvenience caused.
FRANCIS J. J.
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below.

We also recommend and supply equipment by the
following leading manufacturers:—
Ortofon
Rogers
Goldring
Shure
Quad
Thorens
Lowther
Transcriptors
Leak
Tannoy
K.E.F.
Garrard
Wharfedale
Armstrong

Type A21. Integrated Stereophonic
Amplifier complete in Teak case.

The Revox range of recorders is generally
acclaimed as a master
piece
of
electronic
and mechanical engineering. And there's
not much more we
can say beyond that,
save that we recommend it with every confidence.

PRICE EXPLOSION!
The manufacturers would explode if they saw our
prices! However we can tell you that you will SAVE
around 20% on any of the above items list price.
What more do you need to know?

Alt equipment is available ex stock: all fully covered by manufacturers guarantee. Thermac supply exclusively all Rolls Royce Scottish factories!

theme

96 LANGSIDE AVENUE GLASGOW S1
Tel. 041.632 1529
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QUART
Details of high quality
three- or four- channel
compatible FM- stereo
by Michael Gerzon*

N recent months, four-channel stereo has
I
become hot- news', especially in the United

States. First Vanguard released commercial
four-channel tapes, then two radio stations in
Boston teamed up to broadcast live concerts in
four channels, for those lucky enough to have
two stereo-FM systems! The basic idea behind
four-channel, or quadraphonic, sound is simple
enough. In front of the listener are two
loudspeakers fed with ordinary stereo (2channel) whilst behind are two further loudspeakers fed with a reverberation signal(s)
which will consist of reflected sounds and
general audience noise (see fig. 1). Thus the
listener finds himself hearing the sound as if
he were in the middle of the concert hall.
No doubt the correspondence columns of
audio magazines will be riddled with arguments for years to come about whether or not
the whole business is a gimmick or not. The
answer seems to be that it can be gimmicky,
but if properly handled it can also be used to
make music sound more likelife and ' musical'.
There seems to be little doubt that, in the long
run, multi-channel stereo will be the standard
format for high-quality reproduction.
The real problem to be solved is how multichannel signals can be recorded and broadcast
cheaply and efficiently. The original Vanguard
FIG. I

broadcasting
sstem

tapes cost the equivalent of £4 each—without
purchase tax—for the usual LP disc playing
time, and this is too much. At the moment a
lot of work is being done on the development of
disc and tape systems which will lower costs,
but no one can yet say which methods are
likely to be adopted.
Fortunately, the problems of broadcasting
multi-channel sound are easier to solve than
those of recording it cheaply on disc or tape—
especially if commercial quantities are involved.
Before seeing what sort of system might be
used, however, let us examine what such a
system is required to do.
The first requirement is that a system of
multi-channel broadcasting should be compatible, i.e. that an ordinary mono or twochannel stereo receiver should produce its
usual output from a multi-channel broadcast.
If it is not it will make practically every
existing radio set obsolete, and would therefore
be a non-starter. The second requirement is
that only one transmitter should be necessary
for amulti-channel broadcast. This is because
transmitters are expensive—and the number of
radio wavelengths available is too small to be
'wasted'. The third requirement is that the
FIG. 2
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sound quality on a multi-channel broadcast
should be as good as possible allowing for the
restrictions imposed by the first two requirements.
Obviously the Boston methods—using two
transmitters both equipped for two-channel
stereo—do not meet these requirements.
They are fine for experimenting with but are
unsatisfactory for a permanent broadcasting
system since they take up too much of the
waveband and are too expensive, both in
terms of transmitters and receivers.
A New York FM station (WNYC-FM) has
proposed transmitting four channels from one
station by adding to the ordinary multiplex
transmission two further coded signals at the
ultrasonic frequencies of 72 and 92 kHz (see
Audio News page 671). The main faults with
this proposal are apoor frequency response on
the rear channels ( up to about 8kHz), arather
low modulation level on all channels, and the
difficulty of avoiding high-frequency chatter on
the rear channels. While the system meets the
first two requirements, therefore, it does not
meet the requirement for high audio quality.
It seems to have been overlooked that there is
sufficient ' room' in the ordinary multiplexed-
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CONTINUING THE CLASS A
AMPLIFIER STORY
You seem to like our descriptive ads. Therefore let us tell you
some more! Before we do, you must permit us to re-tell
briefly the reasons for the class A output stage.
In a class A output stage both transistors are operating all
the time and there is no discontinuity in the transfer characteristic as found with a Class B amplifier, where the signal
amplification is transferred in successive half cycles of the
output waveform from one transistor to the other. Such
transferrence results in greatly increased distortion at low
volumes and peculiar intermodulation of large signals.
With class A the distortion decreases with decreasing
signal and there is an absence of the fatiguing peculiar intermodulation. Distortion is virtually nil at low powers (and only
the peaks of music need 10 watts or more—the average power
levels fed to the loudspeakers are + watt or so under normal
music conditions). With class B operation distortion levels at
best stay constant and in some cases get worse with decreasing signal levels—a very sad state of affairs. Also because of the discontinuities in the transfer characteristic,
stability of the amplifier under transient conditions into loudspeaker loads is harder to achieve and maintain.
All amplifiers have bass, treble, balance and volume controls. Last time we explained some designs' shortcomings
and how we guarantee their correct operation in our amplifiers.
Let us now talk about the other controls. Do you not sometimes see a hotch-potch mixture of knobs, levers, buttons and
the like? Our control system consists of a neat row of six
independent push on/push off buttons (with 10 on our C51
sophisticated control unit—the extra four are for more elaborate filter arrangements).
Two buttons select the inputs—quite simply both out for
ceramic pick-up, DISC in only for normal magnetic pick-up,
AUX in only for auxiliary input, DISC and AUX ( shown on the
fascia with RADIO above both) in together for radio input.
The most common switching of all from DISC to RADIO is
easy—you operate one simple button, i.e. the AUX button
and leave the DISC button in all the time. The rumble filter is
permanently in and operates below about 35 Hz. Before some
theorists start objecting there are no loudspeakers giving a
useful output below this frequency, except afew which are so
expensive you would buy an A51 to go with them! and you can
then switch the rumble filter out of circuit. It is far better to
remove large signals ( which are quite inaudible) due to
rumble and record " swingers" etc., which could cause overload trouble later on in the amplifier chain, as soon as possible.
The TAPE button is used to select the tape input from either
a conventional tape recorder or preferably with a better one
using three heads from the monitor channel. The input
selected on the first two buttons is always fed out to the tape
recorder outlet, thus when recording the TAPE button may be
pressed and without upsetting the recording an " immediate"
replay of what has been and is being recorded can be obtained
and compared with the original source by releasing the TAPE
button.
Next time we will describe the filtering and the stereo/mono
left or right switching. In the meantime remember the first
commercial transistorised Class A High Fidelity amplifiers
were designed by James Sugden and have proved their
success. Many leading authorities, dealers and members of
the using public write daily to tell us how good they are. The
latest version is the A21 series two giving 24 watts output.

The new K60 Mono Stereo
Headset already gaining
popularity with Hi -Fi
enthusiasts and professional
users all over the country.
Good bass response
balanced middle response
brilliant high response
Frequency range 16/20,000 Hz
Utmost comfort with foam
rubber earpads
Double Headbands
Firm and solid construction
For more information
on this headset and
AKG Microphones please
contact AKG Equipment Ltd.,
Eardley House,
leaf. Campden Hill Road,
London, W.8.

A2I integrated amplifier

Ask your dealer or write for free colour brochure today

J. E. SUGDEN & CO. LTD
BRADFORD ROAD, CLECKHEATON, YORKSHIRE
Tel.: 2501
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FM signal to squeeze in a third hi-fi FM
channel without affecting the performance of
present day receivers. It is well known that the
present method of broadcasting stereo does not
allow audio frequencies above 19 kHz to be
transmitted. The combined bandwidth required by both L and R channels is therefore
theoretically 38 kHz. However, the present-day
stereo multiplex signal uses a frequency range
of 57 kHz ( 3x 19) and it is into this surplus
19 kHz that one can squeeze another channel.
The writer has taken out apatent on asystem
that achieves this with an FM-multiplex stereo
signal.
It is called the QUART system
(QUadrature Ambience with Reference Tone),
and how we squeeze aquart into a pint pot is
demonstrated in the following discussion.
There are a number of ways of describing
how ordinary FM-stereo works, and at first
sight different explanations seem to refer to
entirely different systems. However, it can be
shown by detailed argument—or in terms of
mathematics—that all these descriptions are
really just different ways of thinking about the
same process and the reader should not be
discouraged if the following explanation of
FM-stereo appears to be unfamiliar.
In order to broadcast two-channel stereo a
left and right signal has to be transmitted.
These are accommodated on a single transmitter by a rapidly operating switch which
connects the left channel, then the right
channel, then the left channel, and so on, into
the modulating circuit (see fig. 2a). This switch
operates at avery high rate ( 76,000 0r4 x19,000
times per second) so that if the left and right
channel electrical signals are as in figs. 3a
and 3h then the switched signal fed into the
transmitter might look as in fig. 3d—and this is
the ' stereo-multiplex signal'. (The square
waveform of fig. 3e represents the state of the
switch at each moment in time and is called
the switching signal.)
HI-FI NEWS
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As the switch in the transmitter has operated
back and forth at ahigh rate between the two
channels alistener to the broadcast on amono
receiver hears just the average of the two
channels which constitutes a good mono
signal. In a stereo receiver there is a switch
(decoder), operating in step with that in the
transmitter, connecting the received signal to
the LH output of the tuner whenever the transmitter is connected to the LH source, and to the
RH signal whenever the transmitter is connected
to the RH source (fig. 2b). By this means the
LH signal fed into the transmitter emerges from
the LH channel of the tuner and the RH
channel emerges from the RH output. Since
the switching is at avery high rate the switching
frequency is inaudible.
In practice the switching frequency is not
transmitted and a 19 kHz sine-wave tone,
called the pilot- tone, is included to enable the
switch in the receiver to operate in step with
that at the transmitter.
The technique used in the QUART system
to add athird channel is known technically as
'quadrature modulation' because it employs
an additional switch operating exactly one
quarter of acycle out of step with the switch
described already. Some readers may be aware
that asimilar technique is employed to convey
additional colour information in colour-TV
transmissions.
Consider athird, rear channel, audio signal
which we shall call the ambience signal, as in
fig. 4a. Let the switching signal for stereo multiplex be as in fig. 4b. Now, consider a second
switching signal in quadrature with the fi rst, that
is asecond signal operating one quarter of one
switching cycle out of step with the original
switching signal as illustrated in fig. 4e. In the
QUART transmitter, the ambience signal is
made to modulate the quadrature switching
signal, so that at any moment its amplitude is
proportional to the value of the ambience
721

signal; if it happens to be negative (
as at time T
in fig. 4a) the polarity of the quadrature
switching signal is also reversed. By this
means aquadrature switching signal modulated
by the ambience signal is obtained as in fig. 4d.
In a transmitter using the QUART system
both the normal stereo-multiplex signal and the
quadrature switching signal, modulated by the
ambience, are fed into the modulator. A
diagram depicting the operation of aQUART
transmitter is given ( fig. 5).
To see how the receiver reacts to the complex
signal consider a stereo tuner picking up a
quadrature switching signal, modulated by
ambience as in fig. 6a. The switch in the tuner
operates in step with the usual switch signal
of fig. 6b and the outputs on the L and R
channels will be as in figs. 6e and 6d. Both
these are of high-frequency, and are inaudible,
and it is thus apparent that an ordinary stereo
tuner picking up a QUART transmission will
'ignore' the modulated quadrature switching
signal, and will simply respond to the normal
stereo information.
A three-channel receiver, employing the
QUART system, will consist of an ordinary
stereo receiver plus adevice for recovering the
ambience channel. The detector for the third
channel will use switching similar to that
employed by the two-channel unit except that
this switching will take place in quadrature with
the two-channel switching. Fig. 7 depicts a
three-channel QUART receiver.
As before, the pilot-tone at 19 kHz is also
transmitted to help synchronise the operation
of the receiver with the transmitter while, with
QUART, an additional low level tone of
38 kHz, in step with the stereo switching signal,
is included to assist the adjustment of the synchronisation. This is called the reference tone
and its presence can also be used to indicate
that a three-channel broadcast is being received, rather than an ordinary two-channel
transmission.
While the QUART system is a little complicated to describe it does have several
advantages over other methods of adding a
third channel. The most obvious is that no
frequencies over 57 kHz are transmitted—the
same limit as ordinary two-channel transmissions, and this leaves room at higher frequencies for the transmission of further
channels. In addition, since the noise-levels in
an FM system increase with frequency the
amount of noise received is less than other
systems employing carriers extending to
76 kHz or more for the ambience channel.
Calculation indicates that the noise on a
QUART three-channel transmission should only
be about 3dB worse than for ordinary stereo.
By modulating frequencies around 76 kHz
it is possible to add a fourth channel to a
QUART three-channel multiplex transmission.
By careful adjustment of the various parameters associated with such asystem it should
be possible to ensure that four-channel stereo
reception is less than 7-5 dB noisier than
ordinary multiplexed two channel stereo. This
figure is better than in any other system known
to the author.
Expressed mathematically the form of a
three-channel QUART multiplex signal is
L +R
2

L— R
+a sin 2rft + 2(- +y) sin 4n-ft

+A cos 47-rft
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This is an invitation to those who know there is no
short cut to possessing good sound reproducing
equipment. This is not to say that one needs an
unlimited purse to acquire it. Rather, it suggests the
willingness of the supplier to accept a proper responsibility in ensuring that you, the customer, receive
complete and lasting satisfaction. At E.M.G. we
thoroughly understand today's most advanced design
techniques but never lose sight of the fact that your
primary interest in high fidelity is good listening. It is
surprising how easily this obvious fact is sometimes
overlooked. In the equipment department above our
record shop* you will find an attractive array of
equipment spaciously presented. It is by makers whose
names are renowned for reliability as well as quality
and you are invited to hear it at any time during business
hours. We will willingly advise according to your
requirements be they for acomplete installation, asingle
item of equipment or conversion of an existing
installation. So if you are particular, by all means come
along to E.M.G. and discuss your ideas with people
who are impartial and happy to co-operate. It places
you under no obligation. It is also worth bearing in
mind that cuts in prices must mean cuts in service.
With E.M.G. you know exactly where you stand in
everything you have to do with them.
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Peerless Speaker kit 3.15
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and modify it to the required format. If none
of these systems are popular, kit forms are
available, as are ready-made tuner chassis
although these could require vast alterations in
design.
Some commercial audio cabinets have
features which at first seem far beyond the
limit of the home workshop. Perhaps the outstanding example is the routed fret-work, used
mainly on speakers and ventilation grills. In
the factories where these cabinets are made the
fret-work is formed from solid timber sheets
using very expensive equipment, but an imitation can be made quite easily, by using strips
of timber of the required dimension. These
can be glued to the front of the cabinet ensuring
they are equally spaced and parallel. Then
they can be treated like the rest of the cabinet.
If veneers are used, difficulty will be encountered trying to apply these to the sides of
the strips and staining them with a matching
colour before gluing can overcome this problem. Fig. 4 shows a simple cabinet using this
system. Many woodworking problems can be
overcome using ready-made wood sections and,
in fact, many ready-made items, not specifically
designed for cabinet use, are suitable. Ihave

THE BARGAIN CLASSICS r
ontinued
QUART SYSTEM
where L is the left channel signal, R is the right
channel signal, A is the ambience signal,
f = 19,000, t = time in seconds and aand yare
constants. The mathematical form of a fourchannel QUART system is given by the first
two terms of the above expression plus
U +V
2

cos 47rft +

U —V
2

sin 87Tft

where U and V are the left and right rear
channels, respectively.
Theoretical work is still in progress to
determine the best technical and commercial
form of a three- and four-channel QUART
system, and the author will be pleased to send
further information, or to correspond with any
person or organisation concerned with FM,
on the subject.
HI-FI NEWS
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of a high order and excellent atmospheric recording. The organist is Kohler, ably accompanied by the Leipzig Gewandhaus Orchestra
under Kurt Thomas and this pair of discs
makes a most enjoyable and inexpensive
investment.
Haydn left us over a hundred symphonies
and this genial and melodically fertile composer
very seldom wrote a dull one. Slowly the
gramophone is uncovering this treasure-house
of musical riches and it will surely not be so
long before we have all of them on disc, many
at medium or bargain prices. Let me then make
a quick selection of some of the more recommendable discs. Symphonies 6, 7 and 8 (respectively sub-titled ` Morning', ` Noon' and
'Evening') were the first Haydn wrote on his
appointment to the Esterhazy household,
where he was to remain musical major domo
for so many happy and productive years. The
works are bubbling with ideas and it has been
suggested that the profusion of solos they con723

myself often used extruded aluminium curtain
rail as atrim for cabinet edges!
Although front panels were dealt with in an
earlier article, certain extra features can improve their looks. Radial lines and numbers
around knobs can improve the looks and ease
operation of aunit. Also the use of felt washers
behind control knobs can protect the panel
from tightly fitted knobs as well as giving the
potentiometer asmoother feel due to the slight
friction between knob washer and panel.
When fitting knobs ensure that the line or spot
on the knob is in line with the relevant position
of the potentiometer spindle and that the faces
of knobs are in line, to give asmart appearance
to the finished unit. Protection to parts of
equipment liable to damage can be given by
means of felt pads. Gluing these to such places
as the contact points between lid and base of
all-wood plinths, protects the finish from chips
and cracks. The felt, of course, should be
matched to the colour of the finish. Rubber
feet fitted to equipment, although not protecting
the equipment itself, do protect the furniture on
which it rests.
Next month Ishall be giving plans of acomplete system using the techniques described in
these articles. It will be aflexible system allowing additions and subtractions, without spoiling
the overall appearance.

tain for individual orchestral players was the
great composer's cunning way of winning over
his musicians to their new musical director.
One Turnabout TV 34150S the Vienna Festival
Orchestra under Boettcher offer spontaneous
performances, and the players certainly convey
their enthusiasm and pleasure in such rewarding writing. The most famous ' middle-period'
Haydn symphonies are the ' Sturm und Drang'
set Nos. 44-49, including the ' Trauersymphonie' (No. 44) the ingenious ` Farewell'
(No. 45) the ` Maria Theresia' (No. 48) and
`La Passione' (No. 49). These are brilliantly
inventive and deeply felt works and offer some
of the most original music Haydn ever wrote.
The set of recordings by the Zagreb Radio
Orchestra under Janig,ro on Vanguard VSL
11055/6/7 is one of the real treasures of the
bargain shelf. The recording has not a very
penetrating treble and therefore the tone of the
upper strings lacks ideal freshness, but the
overall sound is warm and musical and the
performances are marvellous.
To be continued
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Part two: Factors affecting frequency response. By Brian Quilter

METEOROLOGY
QTUDYING the graph at fig. 6suggests that
while the response of the Trio AD76K at
20°C might be reasonable, the curve at 25°C
does not inspire confidence. Listening tests
via the Armstrong 221 with the tone controls
in the known fiat positions and with the filters
switched out confirm the 25°C curve, the sound
being mostly unacceptable.
Raising the
temperature to 30°C and switching from the
Elacs to the Wharfedales, whose response is
rather peaky in the 4-8 kHz region, provides a
performance which is, quite simply, grotesque.
The frequency response above 6kHz is
influenced by many factors including radius of
the stylus, tracking weight, load impedance,
recorded velocity, temperature and, possibly,
relative humidity. On the assumption that a
suitable low-inertia, non-flexing, non- resonant
arm is used, the tracking weight required for
music records is 1.2 gm at 20°C and this
cannot be altered in order to ' improve' the
top-end response. Since velocity, temperature
and humidity are outside the control of the
user, this leaves only load impedance—made
up of input impedance of the amplifier plus
reactance of the arm leads as the only variable.
The measurements on the AD76K were made
using the modified Deram arm with 115 pF
leads, the capacitance of which resonates with
the high frequency inductance of the cartridge
at 30 kHz—well beyond the audio range. The
capacitive reactance of these leads is 70 K at
20 kHz which is twice the inductive reactance
of the cartridge at the same frequency. The
final constituent is the input impedance of the
amplifier which in the case of the Armstrong
221 can be reduced by the simple expedient of
shunting the input socket with a resistor of
suitable value, for the result of lowering the
load impedance as seen by the cartridge is to
decrease the Q of the resonances that arise
from the increase in temperature.
Returning to music records and the Elac
loudspeakers confirms the improvements indicated by the response curves. The clean, crisp
reproduction allowing much minute orchestral
detail to be heard is arevelation as, indeed, is
the considerable reduction of fierce, wiry
noises at 25°C.
Much of the superior performance is due to
the wide channel separation and once more the
difference between the wanted and unwanted
signals depends upon the method of measurement. The separation decreases with increasing
velocity above 8kHz and is sensitive to
changes in vertical tracking angle; the results
vary with the test record used and this tends to
mask the changes due to temperature fluctuations. At 10 kHz the separation increases from
25 dB at 20°C to 30 dB at 15°C for avelocity of
HI-FI NEWS
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5cm/sec and acartridge vertical tracking angle
of 30°.
It will suffice to give brief details of the tests
carried out on the Audio Technica AT66S, for
this cartridge is a highly sophisticated entertainer. It is instructive to examine the review
of its forerunner, the AT6, and to note that the
tracking weight required for 1kHz is 3gm and
for 10 kHz 1.5 gm compared with 1gm at
1kHz and 0.8 gm at 10 kHz; and that the
channel separation is only 20 dB at 1kHz and
15 dB at 10 kHz compared with 30 dB at both 1
and 10 kHz for the AT66S. The inductance of
the AT66S is quite high, being about 650 mH at
10 kHz and 500 mH at 20 kHz and the maximum lead capacitance that can be used is
100 pF. Although rising temperature increases
the distortion, as in the AD76K, the effect of
this temperature increase on the response curve
is somewhat less spectacular—with a 47 K/
100 pF load—but, unlike the AD, falling
temperatures produce a falling response from
3kHz on. Unfortunately, the simple device of
placing a resistor across the input of the
amplifier cannot be used without reducing the
lead capacitance to unrealistic proportions.
(An improvement temperature/performancewise can be had with an input impedance of
about 39 K with 40 pF leads.)
A significant aspect of the AT66S is the low
mechanical impedance in the range 1-20 kHz
and the incredibly wide channel separation
between 50 Hz and 15 kHz. Notable too is the
sensitivity to variations in vertical tracking
angle, tracking weight and load impedance, all
of which have aprofound influence on channel
separation and frequency response. With a
tracking weight as high as 1.5 gm, a lead
capacitance of 250 pF and an indifferent arm,
this becomes just another scrawny-sounding
cartridge but, given the opportunity, it performs superlatively.
No serious attempt was made to correlate
cartridge performance with relative humidity—
the humidity measurements were made chiefly
in order to compute the dew-point temperature
since this parameter determines the temperature
limit to which cartridges and records can be
cooled without becoming covered with condensation. For example: on ahot, humid summer
evening with the room temperature at 25°C
and the relative humidity 65%, the water
vapour in the air will condense on any object
whose temperature is 18°C or below. However,
various phenomena were noticed during
periods of very low humidity (30%) including
much static discharging between the record
and the stylus point causing loud clicks from
the speakers. By breathing on the record, and
so raising the relative humidity in the groove,
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the static could be dissipated—the rapid
discharge being accompanied by a series of
machine-gun-like sounds from the loudspeakers.
No less irritating, but far more serious, was
that by using anylon brush with which to clean
the stylus, a particle of grit could be made to
adhere by electrostatic attraction to the stylus
point, giving the stylus an artificially ' worn'
point, and it was noted on days when this
occurred that while the stylus tracked the
groove it was the piece of grit which ' tracked'
the modulation. The writer suspects that it
was this which caused most of the high frequency record wear during the tests rather than
stylus mass indentation. (The 20 kHz band of
TCS 102 was — 5dB after 250 playings.)
One of the side effects of central heating is
low room humidities and it may well be that
despite the use of the Dust Bug, Preener etc.
many clicks and plops will occur as aresult of
the above conditions. Not surprisingly a
nylon-tufted carpet accentuates the static
problem with dry air.
To sum up, a modified AD76K when used
with a modified Deram arm and an amplifier
input of 23 K, has a performance which in
some ways is superior to cartridges in the £30
class—for there can't be many cartridges that
will track, at 1.2 gm, avelocity of 22 cm/sec at
16 kHz and still produce an impeccable waveform! The record wear caused by the rising
stylus mass above 16 kHz does not appear to
be too serious—the 18-20 kHz band of TCS 102
was played 60 times at 22°C and 60% r.h.
without noticeable deterioration, but some
damage to these frequencies at high temperatures cannot be entirely ruled out. The worst
feature is almost certainly the result of IM
distortion in the range 7-11 kHz and it is
probably this distortion that is disguised by the
low-impedance adjustment. It must be emphasised that the parallel-resistor technique can
be used only with pre-amps in which the RIAA
characteristic is obtained in the conventional
manner and that circuits using the inductance
of the cartridge to provide the high frequency
`roll-off' will not be suitable. Tests on circuits
using the inductance technique suggest that
this is acrude method of obtaining the RIAA
correction, and it is seldom employed these
days.
The decrease in the stylus radius from
0.7 mil to 0.4 mil reduces the required tracking
weight from 1.8 gm to 1.2 gm (TS 201 at
22°C); improves the channel separation at
10 kHz by 5dB (STR 100 at 20°C); reduces the
stylus tip mass by 20% (various test discs
15-25°C) and, when used with the aforementioned arm together with the appropriate load
impedance, greatly enhances the performance
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KR- 77 AM/FM stereo tuner-24+24W amplifier £. 125.0.0.

_ ....
TRIO solid state amplifiers and tuners are universally praised by reviewers and audiophiles alike, for their superb performance, distinctive appearance, reliability and
outstanding value for money. A further attractive feature is that these units are available in matched pairs throughout the range—i.e. KT-1000 tuner matches KA 2000
amplifier and KT-3500 tuner matches KA 2500 amplifier etc.
For those who are unable to accommodate two units, or who in fact prefer a single
combined unit, TRIO offer an imaginatively balanced range of AM/FM stereo tuneramplifiers. These units offer the same high standards of performance and technical
innovation that are found In the individual amplifier and tuner models including: all
silicon-transistor power amplifier and use in the tuner front end of IC's ( Integrated
Circuits) giving greater selectivity and FET's ( Field Effect Transistors) providing
exceptional sensitivity and superior image rejection. Tuning meter, automatic stereo
switching with beacon indicator, MPX noise limiting, silent switching, interstation
muting and exclusive TRIO power transistor protection circuit are other notable
features. A really comprehensive range of input, output, tape recording and replay
(plus front panel dubbing jack input on KR-77) and all usual control facilities are of
course provided in every model.
In styling and finish, TRIO high fidelity units stand In a class alone—the models
TK-140X and KR-77 both feature the fatest smoked dial panels further enhancing their
already striking appearance.
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TK 140X AM/FM stereo tuner-60+60W amplifier £149
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TK-40LT MW LW FM stereo tuner- 16+16W amplifier £ 110
The TRIO Hi -Fi range is completed by no less than five amplifiers — KA 2000 ( 16 16W)
£36.0.0; KA 2500 ( 20+20W) £52.0.0; KA 4000 ( 40+40W) £ 78.0.0; KA 6000 ( 58+58W)
£105.0.0; Supreme 1 ( 70+70 watts six channel stereo amplifier) £298.0.0. Three AM/FM
multiplex stereo tuners—KT-1000 £49.19.0; KT-3500 £65.0.0; KT-7000 ( matches both
KA-4000 and KA 6000 amplifiers) £132.0.0. Also included in the range of TRIO Hi -Fi
equipment are the Supreme 20 photo electric cartridge—£78.0.0. TT-10 four track
3 head stereo tape deck—£109.10.0 and stereo headphone models HS-1 £8.7.6. and
HS-2 £6.15.0.
TRIO is stocked only by recognised franchised dealers, backed by the full service and
technical facilities of B. H. Morris & Co. Full technical details are available on request.
Ask at your local dealer or send direct to us.
Trio equipment is available in the United States and other parts of the world under the
Kenwood brand name.
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TK -20 T AM FM stereo tuner- 12+12W ampl.fier £85.

distributors

b.h. morris Ge. co. ( radio) ltd
84-1313 Nelson Street, London E.1
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Tel:

01-790 4824

(15-25°C) when playing modern stereo discs.
With an unsuitable arm all the above benefits
will be nullified.
The clinical, detailed sound of the modified
AD76K is less in evidence with the AT66S, but
even so, this cartridge is superb and would be
more satisfactory than the AD when used with
peaky loudspeakers. Again, the arm is of paramount importance and when satisfactory will
allow the AT66S to track quite afew records at
0.5 gm and 25°C.
All the advantages of the 0.4 mil stylus
referred to above are present with the modified
Sonotone 9TA/HC, with the added bonus of
less total distortion; the tracking weight at
1.8 gm (TS 201 at 22°C) is rather high. However, no trouble was experienced with test or
music records.
Details of the modified cartridges—this work
can be done by a firm of specialists at very
reasonable prices—together with the reconstruction of the Deram ARI arm which can be
accomplished without skill for two-and-ninepence will be included in Part Three next
month.
The low-humidity problem in winter is
partly one of ventilation, but very little can be
done in summer at times when the outside air is
dry. A white turntable mat made from polyurethane foam which could be washed in some
form of antistatic detergent might be a useful
device. The recommended record and stylus
cleaning gadgetry must be used at all times.
Turning attention to the oscillations of
indoor temperature clearly indicates that it is
the temperature of the cartridge while in the
playing condition that is significant and it can
be said that to along list of less than useful bits
of information—including ' frequency response
20 Hz-20 kHz'; ' stylus mass 1.5 mgm'; ' inductance 500 mH'; ' compliance 15 c.u.
must be added ' room temperature 20°C'.
During the nine months (Jan—Sep) that the
research was in progress cartridge temperatures
varied from 13.5°C to 28°C with a plinthmounted turntable without Perspex cover and
away from all direct sunshine with the cartridge
in the rest position. A long spell of record
playing would have pushed the twenty-eight
degrees into the thirties.
Of the cartridges tested, both samples of the
AD76K, both samples of the Audio Technica
AT66S and both the Decca Derarns were temperature sensitive. Only one Sonotone 9TA/HC
and one Connoisseur SCU-1 were available,
and while the performance of the Sonotone
was affected, the SCU-1 was not. Most of the
low-frequency effects were due to changes in
the elasticity of the stylus/transducer suspension, but with the magnetics the performance at
high frequencies was dependant upon changes
in the magnetic circuit.
While the AD76K is better suited to cool
surroundings, the AT66S and the Deram prefer
warm conditions; but it will be necessary to
know a lot more before any general pattern
of cartridge behaviour versus indoor climate
can be assessed. However, from the data so far
obtained, it would be reasonable to expect of a
cartridge that it should be able to withstand
temperatures in the range 0-60°C and rates of
change up to 60°/hr without permanent
derangement of the working parts: that it
should be capable of at least some sort of a
performance from 10°C to 35°C and that it
should be at its best between 15°C and 28°C
HI-FI NEWS
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with or without the load impedance treatment
and assuming apickup arm worthy of the name.
From the above it will be seen that the practice
of taking Harry's cartridge, fitting it to Fred's
arm and using it with Joe's amplifier now
appears to be adangerous one, suggesting the
need for the cartridge-arm-preamplifier combination to be designed as one entity.
So far as the writer is concerned, the inability
to actually measure the cartridge temperature
while tracking arecord coupled with the lack of
test records containing high velocity midfrequency signals hampers further progress.
Test disc TS 201 would have been more useful
as a full-sized L.P. with constant frequency
bands from (say) 40 Hz to 20 kHz recorded at
maximum music velocities and cut at the outer
edge of the record—the 80 Hz to 8kHz glide
tone being retained at minimum radius. This
would then be a handy response/separation/
tracking vs. temperature tool.
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Finally, remembering that a basement
apartment with a northerly aspect may never
experience temperatures beyond the limit
18-20°C, it could be that cartridge temperatures
are on the increase due to the growing popularity of central heating and the use of larger
window areas (the writer knows of several
recently-built houses in which the entire south
wall of the listening room is of glass—all
18 ft x7 ft 6in of it!). Against this is the
continuing change-over to cooler-running
transistor amplifiers and the greater airflow
around shelf-mounted equipment; but then
such factors as windows remaining closed in
warm weather in an attempt to combat aircraft
noise, which often increases during the summer
because of extra flights for holiday makers,
have to be borne in mind. Perhaps it is just as
well that fine summers descend upon the
British Isles no more frequently than once
every six years.
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equipment reviews
MANUFACTURER'S SPECIFICATION.
High quality transcription turntable with electronic
speed control circuitry.
Speeds: 16, an 45
r.p.m., variable ± 2%. Drive motor: Low voltage
synchronous. Transmission: By endless belt.
Rumble: 65 dB ( DIN). Features: Built-in stroboscope for 50-60 Hz mains, detachable pickup
mounting board, resilient suspension. Power
requirement: 110-250 V, 50-60 Hz. Price: £75
17s. 8d. Manufacturer: Thorens A.G., Saint
Croix, Switzerland. (
The unit is made in Germany
under
licence.)
Distributor:
Metrosound
Manufacturing Co. Ltd., Audio Works, Waltham Abbey, Essex.

THIS review was to have been an omnibus
I report on the whole of the Thorens range
presently available in this country. However,
at the last moment the importers phoned to tell
us that a slightly improved version of the
150/A Mk. II was being released, and that they
would be obliged if we would withold our
comments until the model that is by now in all
the shops has been examined.
Since it is unlikely that many people are
going to be torn between these two models,
in view of the difference in price, the report on
the TD 150 will appear in due course. Nevertheless, Icannot avoid making the point that
was to have introduced my original report—
namely, that unless you require the extra
facilities offered by the more (much more)
expensive device, there is no point in purchasing it—since the smaller machine is just as
good in terms of basic performance. Of course
the 125 is better, but only if the extra cost does
not mean the making of sacrifices elsewhere in
the chain.
Aesthetically the unit is (in my opinion)
about the most attractive design available. It is
large, indeed with the extra wide mounting
board for 12 in. arms it is inordinately large,
but the rectangular control knobs, or ' bars',
and restrained satin finish to the control panel
seem to me impeccably done. No one has
expressed dislike of its appearance during the
protracted tests, at any rate. Three speeds are
provided, and the controls are 'ON-OFF' and
the speed-change. Between the operating bars
a very brightly illuminated stroboscope is
visible, and in front of the window asmall red
wheel operates the fine speed control.
The switching is all electrical, and the bars
which operate slide switches, with PTFE cams
to control their movement, have a first-rate
'feel' combined with positive location. As
delivered, the speed was exactly right at 34
with the fine control at the central part of its
travel, and very small adjustments were
required when changing to 16 (why 16 and
not 78?) and 45. The switch could be operated
with the motor either running or stationary,
and no abuses appear to affect the machine—
those tried included deliberate half-way
operation of the switches, stopping the turntable (and the motor) with the power applied,
and efforts to introduce sparking. These
switches should last a very long time, and the
quality is impressive—no interference was
caused when operating them. The transmission is immune to damage from removing
the mains supply without switch off, of course.
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TURNTABLE

The unit is constructed in two parts, the bulk
of the assembly being attached to the metal
plate that is normally bolted to, or rested upon,
the mounting board. The pickup is decoupled
from this main platform—which constitutes the
mechanical ' earth' point in the system, and a
major hazard in mounting turntables is thereby
removed, since provided a rigid and fairly
stable surround is available the internal decoupling and damping constitute effective
protection from acoustic feedback and minor
jolts.
Only the turntable and pickup arm mounting
plate (which is q.d.—quickly detachable using—
three Allen screws) are floating, and they are
rigidly connected by a substantial alloy frame
so that relative motion is impossible. No part
of this system is rigidly coupled to the main
assembly; consequently isolation is very
effective—especially since the turntable and
alloy frame parts are very heavy. Owners of
early TD 150s, or even earlier Acoustic
Research turntables, will recognise the design
which is, rightly, becoming increasingly
popular with various manufacturers. Because
the decoupled section is massive, isolation
from the vibration of the drive motor is fairly
easy, and the use of abelt means that the drive
system is virtually completely decoupled so far
as the cartridge is concerned. Inasmuch as
this turntable, and others like it, are quieter
than earlier high grade models, it would
appear that they owe the better performance to
the use of a belt rather than an idler wheel to
transmit the drive from the motor.
Normally it is assumed that apickup does not
respond to signals that are appreciably lower in
frequency than the fundamental resonance of
the arm and cartridge—indeed the stylus is
commonly considered rigid, and at very low
frequencies it obviously is since the cartridge
happily(?) rises up and down over awarped disc.
The transmission of vibration via the motor
decoupling system is subject to the same
considerations, so that the resonant frequency
of the decoupled section should be as low as
possible, all appreciably higher frequencies
being filtered off.
In practice, the resonant frequency of the
arm and cartridge should be 10 Hz—higher
and the resonant ' hump' becomes obtrusive,
lower and ripples on the discs produce a most
impressive thunder (or rnistracking). However,
the variations are large, and relatively massy
arms with over-compliant cartridges (what
and what is not ' over -compliant constitutes a
further interesting point) may well bring the
729

arm/cartridge resonance down to the 5Hz
mark.
Obviously it is impossible to make the
suspension resonance significantly below 5Hz,
and consequently one of the problems raised
by this system of decoupling is the interaction
of arm and cartridge with turntable. The
Thorens 125 sub-assembly resonates at about
4Hz vertically, and at arather lower frequency
laterally. With a lightweight cartridge and a
high resonant frequency no stability problems
were noted, and the unit was sensibly immune
to shocks. However, the same arm, a more
compliant cartridge and some small pieces of
lead turned the ' turntable' into the most unstable device Ihave yet come across. Touching
the unit with arecord playing sent the pickup
jogging merrily across the disc, and practically
every floorboard in my room constituted a
threat to discs under such conditions.
The cure? Well, to make the most of this
system the resonance of the pickup must not be
too low, and the arm should be as light as
possible. Despite many sly remarks to the
contrary, the SME 3009/11 is still among the
lightest of high-quality commercial arms, and
with the V-15/11 and the 125, stability is
reasonable; Iwas unable to try aDecca with
the combination, but several less compliant
cartridges proved satisfactory. Nevertheless,
this is a matter worth looking into when a
turntable of this type is employed. The advantages of the system are overwhelming in other
respects, and with sensibly high main resonances in the associated pickups, the assembly
is stable and entirely free from trouble associated with ripples and warps.
The unit itself moves fairly linearly when
excited, vertical motion being well damped and
controlled. Laterally it is not quite so smooth
and alittle more damping may not be amiss if
it can be added. There is also aslight tendency
to rotate on its mountings when alinear shock
is applied—and any shock causes momentary
wow if the suspension is displaced.
The turntable is driven by an endless belt
which couples a finely serrated nylon (?)
pulley wheel to an inner member on the
massive two-part flywheel. The motor is alow
voltage synchronous type and is driven by a
5W Wein-bridge oscillator. The frequency of
operation is determined by R-C components
and these are switched to provide the three
speeds—all of which can be varied + 2% by the
fine-speed control which consists of an edgeoperated potentiometer. The motor is bolted
directly to the chassis.
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Photographie and
HiFi Specialists

Specialising in
BANG & OLUFSEN, FERROGRAPH, ROGERS,
ARMSTRONG,
GOODMANS, TANDBERG,
QUAD, LEAK, SONY (
including Sony Video Tape
Recorders)

TAPE RECORDER HI-FI CENTRE
(SHEEN) LTD.

o
Musteraft

LON1)ON AREA

phone
25691

CAMBRIDGESHIRE

FOR ALL YOUR HI-FI
REQUIREMENTS
\
[
/
[11

epfigzoo& AUDIO
I & 2 PEAS HILL
CAMBRIDGE

Tel: 54237

Also at
ICHELTENHAM & SOUTHAMPTON

because the aluminium plate carrying the
when it is sent out, but even so there remains
Speed stability is excellent, with a slight
pattern was not quite centred. I think the
the thorny problem of standardisation.
change under load, but no detectable variation
review sample is a bad one, in this respect,
The equipment employed, in the ` measuredue to reasonable voltage changes. Obviously
however, since other units Ihave observed have
ments', were a wide band AC rnillivoltmeter,
the system is independent of the mains frenot suffered so—the plate is firmly secured and
quency (although Icould not check this since a an RIAA corrected preamplifier with lowconsequently is unlikely to slip if correctly
noise transistors and ahigh-pass filter cuttingstable source of stroboscope illumination, other
positioned initially.
off very sharply below 23 Hz, a high-quality
than the mains, was unavailable) and no
Hum is low but unfortunately present, and for
pickup cartridge with mass added to bring the
changes, other than a simple alteration to the
all practical purposes the signal-to-noise ratio
fundamental resonance down to approximately
strobe, are required when the unit is employed
limit of the turntable is defined by the hum
5Hz, and remaining sensibly flat to within an
on 60 Hz mains.
level. The performance is satisfactory with
octave above this, and just about every
Under normal conditions the unit is commost moving magnet pickups—a Decca was
'silent' groove available to me. At no time
pletely silent, and a Dust-Bug and pickup
not to hand, but from experience with it and
were readings that could reliably be separated
produce an absolute cacophony from the disc
other turntables Iwould expect it to be usable
from the rotation of the test discs obtained, and
when one's ear is close enough to hear anything
but liable to produce some noise when playing
I doubt if the residual noise level of the
at all from the motor. In their absence, the
the quietest passages on good discs. With
amplifier and the radiated hum from the turnmain noise was that due to the belt which
moving magnet cartridges most discs were still
table are as low as the rumble signal under the
protested under starting conditions but simply
marginally noisier than the hum—tape hiss
conditions described. Thorens claim better
hissed gently under normal drive. At 45
being the limiting factor, but the unit is by no
r.p.m. a slight hum from the motor was
than — 65 dB according to the DIN standard.
means entirely above reproach at 33 r.p.m. and
This would translate into about — 35 dB ref.
noticed (although nothing can be felt even on
is rather worse at 45 r.p.m. where the leakage
1cm/sec with full RIAA correction, and there
the chassis despite the absence of any resilient
from the motor is at a higher frequency.
mounting) while at 16 r.p.m. the vibration
is no doubt that this figure is considerably
Most modern amplifiers will be considerably
exceeded.
within the belt was considerable, almost as
better in this respect.
The motor was used for a long period with
if the motor was on the point of stalling. None
The hum consists of two components due to
several arms and cartridges and various highof this got through to the turntable, and
the mains transformer supplying the power
grade amplifiers and loudspeakers. At no
rumble from the main bearing was not reliably
oscillator, and the motor itself. The transtime was there any reason to doubt its perfordetected, even when accelerated. At several
former could well be removed from the chassis
mance provided the conditions for pickup arm
hundred r.p.m. agentle ` squelching' from the
and mounted remotely, when installed, while
lubricant was the only audible indication of its
stability were satisfied, and over some hundreds
the motor requires more effective screening
of hours working no failure of any kind
presence.
(which is, Ibelieve, fitted to current producBy ` carefully' jabbing at the pulley, the
occurred.
tion). Despite these comments the TD 125 is
Whilst on test the fine speed control was
motor could be persuaded to run backgood from the hum point of view, but it is not,
wards. However, it was always reluctant to do
gradually advanced to maintain the correct
perhaps, as good as it might be.
oscillator frequency, and this trouble was
this and absolutely refused to continue when
Mechanically it is excellent, and the main
apparent on all three speeds, but most of all at
loaded—obviously there is no danger of its
bearing is every bit as solid and soundly made
ever starting off in the wrong direction in use;
33 r.p.m. which was naturally used for much of
as those of its predecessors. It is, in fact,
aminor point perhaps, but one that has marred
the time. By the end of afew months the speed
identical to the TD 150 in these respects,
good turntables in the past.
appeared to have stabilised but practically no
although the supporting structure is rather
'+' adjustment was available, and each speed
To all intents and purposes rumble is nonmore massive than in the cheaper unit, but the
existent. The qualification is inserted because I required
considerable
resetting
of the
tolerances of the 125 were considerably better
am unable to measure any rumble, obviously
control when changing. Attacking the approthan those of the 150 at hand at the time of
at some level it exists but Idoubt if there is any
priate potentiometers on the substantial printed
writing. Perhaps this is luck or possibly the
disc or pickup, or amplifier which is able to
panel underneath the machine soon remedied
parts for the 125 are selected from the total
permit an accurate assessment. All my discs
the defect, although since the adjustment is
production. Whatever the explanation both
with blank grooves are dreadfully noisy, and
rather coarse it proved impossible to produce
units are very much better than the best discs
even completely blank unplayed pressings
the ideal condition—with absolutely no fine
and their own rubber mats.
appear to be incapable of producing anything
speed adjustment required when changing gear
Obviously the performance of the TD 125 is
less than a very considerable low frequency
as it were—no doubt it can be done with
impeccable in most respects, with radiated hum
output. Rumble figures are widely quoted, of
patience. Just about every TD 125 Ihave seen
being the only criticism of note and that a
course, but there are so many variables that I appears to have suffered this shift in the fine
confess Ihave no idea how they are usually
speed control—so there appears to be a fairly minor one. Stability is afunction of the
components used in association with the
c,on'imon failing in this respect.
arrived at. The measurement may have no
machine, and may well give rise to considerable
subjective value. It will vary according to the
The strobe itself is the best I have come
problems if the equipment is set up or chosen
transducer employed and, in practice, much of
across. The internal illumination is bright, and
without some thought, but generally speaking
what passes for rumble is acoustic feedback or
the pattern very clear. No reference is included
less trouble will be encountered setting this
in some way due to the environment. This
in the optical system, which is apity, but abit of
turntable up than most others since the chassis
latter problem should not arise with the TD 125
cotton taped across the internal lens remedied
itself constitutes the ' earth' point of the
since the unit is basically already mounted
this and the only remaining distraction arose

COMMENT

PERFORMANCE
Vertical turntable motion at edge ( excluding mat)
Turntable spindle diameter ..

±0.005"*
0.286(3)"

Lateral runout of driven member ..
Time to stop from 33 r.p.m. ( belt removed)
Turntable bearing slack
Change of speed with Dust- Bug and pickup at 1grm
pickup at 1grm only
Rumble ..
Wow and flutter ..

.. < 0-0001"
.. 78 secs
not measurable
—0.2%
..
effectively nil
not measurable
.. not detectable

Turntable mass ..
Turntable inertia
Time to attain 33 r.p.m. from switch- on

..
6} lb
.. 126 ftin.
..
4secs

Mechanically the unit is within the
tolerances achieved by earlier units

Just detectable

Tones from test- discs comparable with
generator, limits set by discs
Calculated— high for belt- drive system
Almost instantaneous if assisted by hand

•For those who find it hard to picture 0-01, the movement is just perceptible. Three thicknesses of HFN paper pasted onto the lowest point of the turntable
just strike a pencil point secured so that the highest point of the turntable is just cleared.
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DEVONSHIRE (continued)

PROCTOR RADIO

go scandinavian hi-fi . . . .
BangdOlufsen, Tand berg, Arena, Dynatron, Sony, Philips,
Quad, Leak, Fisher, Sanyo, Akai, Sansui, Wharfedale,
Armstrong, Rogers, Ferrograph, Dual, Trio, Normende,
Eddystone, Goodmans, Shure, Braun, Scott, etc.

'I' II

II I -

I

('

24 FOSS ST. DARTMOUTH

GREEN LANE, WILMSLOW, CHESHIRE, SK9 1LR
For Personal Attention Ring Wilmslow 22112 or 24766
and ask for Mr. Bird. Closed Wednesday 1p.m.

EXCLUSIVELY AUDIO, ALL MAKES SUPPLIED
600 Car Park directly above. Sat's open till 6
24 St.Michael's

Sq.

PrecincLChester

Tel. 21568

• Demonstration Room available by appointment.
• Home Demonstrations and installation up to
50 mile radius.
e All service carried out in our own workshops.
e Appointed Grundig service station.
• Personal attention by Mr. C. S. Proctor.

DUAL —LEAK —GRUNDIG —TELEFUNKEN

DENBIGHSHIRE

Charlesvvorths
HI-FI Et CINE CENTRES
112 FOREGATE STREET • CHESTER • TEL. 25075
AND 28 HIGHTOWN • CREWE • TEL. 3327
For all leading makes of Audio and
Photographic equipment.
*Spacious demonstration studio. * Easy Parking.
Half day Wednesday.

TEL. 2432

• For all leading makes of Hi -Fi Equipment.
• Records—Tape—Cabinets—Accessories etc.

' I' It E

Expert Staff Advice Service Part Exchange
Home Dems - After- Sales- Service - Comparator Demo
New Scandinavian Room - All Goods Post Free

Dealer

ESSEX

WREXHAM

CROISETTE

NORTH WALES HI- Fl SPECIALISTS
Stockists: Bang & Olufsen, Bryan,
Pioneer, Quad, Leak, Akai,
Ferrograph, Revox, Tandberg,
Goodmans, Lowther, Thorens,
Garrard, Lenco. Etc.,
HI- Fl CENTRE & CAMERA SHOP
CENTRAL ARCADE, HOPE ST.,
WREXHAM. Tel: 4827

RADIO
LTD.

LARGE SELECTION OF EQUIPMENT AND
CABINETS ALWAYS ON SHOW AT

The Hi -Fi Room
Free delivery anywhere in Essex
212 LONDON ROAD,
HADLEIGH, ESSEX

Southend
557490

DERBYSHIRE

VIDEO AND HI-FI STUDIO
Hire or Buy

I Listen to the Best

* Cameras
*
* Monitors
*
* Video Tape Recorders *
* Ampex
*
* Ikegami
*
* G.E.C.
*
* Loewe Opta
*
FULL SERVICE OFFERED

Bryan
Truvox
Leak
Good mans
Goldring
Thorens
Eagle
ETC.

Holiday Bros. (A.V.) Ltd.

•

THE MIDLANDS HI-FI SPECIALISTS

FWF,i Centre

BUCKLAND'S OF DERBY
90 ft. Frontage-3Floors of Sound
Recording Studios
Manufacturers' Hi Fi Recitals on Friday

CHELMSFORD

For the best in Hi Fidelity sound
equipment with generous discounts.
Home demonstrations by appointment.

Evenings

6Ib Shaw Heath
Stockport

Victoria Road, Chelmsford, Essex
Telephone: Chelmsford 57593

41/49 London Road, Derby.
Tel. 48425/6/7
DEVONSHIRE

,ieeet

HI-FI STEREO

%.>

47 WASHWAY ROAD, SALE, CHESHIRE
(Tel.: 061-973 5577)

(
opposite

theZee

efregjà

ee"

tree

Sale Locarno)

Stockists for all good Hi -Fi units
Probably the best selection of gramophone records
in Cheshire. Specialists in building complete systems
into matching cabinets. All finishes available.
Free Hi -Fi brochure sent on request to residents
within 30- mile radius of Sale.

CHESTER

Est

40 years

TAPE RECORDER AND HI- Fl
SPECIALISTS
Agents for: Ferrograph, Philips, Grundig,
Brenell, Hacker, Armstrong, Chapman,
Leak, Quad, Decca, Goodmans, B &

LLOYD & WYLIE
42 BRIDGE ST., CHESTER

>)),

.‘e
‘b

164 Sidwell Street. Exeter 75048
Bros.

Roré

CONCERNED EXCLUSIVELY WITH STEREO HIGH FIDELITY
EQUIPMENT FOR DISCRIMINATING MUSIC LOVERS

ALBERT E. FORD LTD.
Tel: 63319

Offer more than a selection — A SERVICE

-F
ND UNIT AUDIO
Quad, Grundig, Leak, Rogers, Korting, Dual, Goodmans,
Wharfedale, Thorens, Goldring, Garrard, Philips, Shure,
Trio, Dynatron, Toshiba, SME etc.
SSwan Street, Wilmslow, Cheshire
Wilmslow 26213

Tel: 4242
f

You are cordially invited to visit our demonstration
showroom—where you can sit, listen and compare
equipment at leisure without any obligation.
Evening showroom demonstrations arranged.
Credit facilities—after sales service.

335 Green Lane, Seven Kings,
Ilford.
Tel: 01-599 1826. No parking restrictions.

Tel. 26704

SWIFT
OF
WILMSLOW

Epping, Essex

ILFORD AUDIO CENTRE

HI- Fl IN PLYMOUTH

84 CORNWALL ST.

Chew & Osborne Ltd
148 High Street

THE SOUTH WEST

Tom Molland Ltd.

Invite you to visit their well-equipped
Demonstration Theatre and compare all
the leading makes of HiFi and Tape
Equipment at
110 CORNWALL STREET, PLYMOUTH
Telephone 69285
Immediate delivery to ALL Areas
732

For all

your Hi -Fi Requirements
consult

ROMFORD
SOUND & VISION SERVICES LTD.
78, Brentwood Rd., Romford, Essex
Romford 41644
HiFi Specialists—All leading makes stocked
Sales & Service — Cash or Terms

compliant assembly rather than the user's
cabinet.
Above and beyond performance there is the
sheer pleasure to be derived from handling a
machine which is well-proportioned, beautifully
engineered and does its job efficiently and
unobtrusively with the panache that only
comes with expensively finished finely made
equipment. Criticisms—well none really, the
main adverse reaction being concerned with
what they could have done rather than what
they have done. For instance, why was a

DC servo-system not employed thus eliminating
hum problems, AC vibration problems, speed
variation with load problems and just about
every other disadvantage of more conventional methods of drive? Philips and Sony
have gone some of the way towards that ideal,
Messrs Thorens have shied away, and although they have done it extremely well they
have done the easy thing.
I am not going to pretend that the Thorens
TD 125 is good value in the sense that it can be
considered a best buy—Idon't think Thorens

T is always interesting to see an established
I
firm of high repute, such as Ortofon,

MANUFACTURER'S SPECIFICATION.
Magneto- dynamic stereo pickup cartridges with
various stylus assemblies. Frequency response:
20 Hz-10 kHz ± 1dB; 20 Hz-20 kHz ± 2dB. Channel separation: Better than 30 dB at 1kHz.
Equivalent mass (
at stylus tip):0.4 mgm. Recommended load: 47 K. Cartridge impedance:
500 mH and 1.1 K. Output: 0.9 mV/cm/sec at
1kHz ( It dB).
Minimum stylus pressure:
0.75 gm ( M15); 1.0 gm ( MF15). Recommended
stylus pressure: 1.5 gm ( M15); 2gms ( MF15).
Vertical tracking angle: 15 degrees. Cartridge
weight: 5gms. Styli: M15: grey, 18/8e elliptical
(0.7 x0.3 mil); blue, 15 p spherical (0.6 mil). MF15:
red, 18/8 “; black, 1514. All of natural diamond.
Prices (complete cartridges): M15E (
grey,
elliptical), £29 12s. 11d.; M15 ( blue, spherical),
£23 9s. 5d.; MF15E ( red, elliptical), £24 14s. 1d.;
MF15 ( black, spherical), £18 10s. 7d. Prices
(stylus assemblies): M15 ellpitical, £18 is. 2d.;
M15 spherical, £917s. 8d.; MF15 elliptical, £12 7s.;
MF15 spherical, £78s. 3d. Manufacturer: Ortofon

breaking new ground as they have done by the
introduction of these cartridges. Ortofon
have always been dedicated exponents of the
moving-coil principle, and they are the makers
of the only stereo pickup of this type available
in Britain. Back in the days of 78s and mono
LPs their Type 'C' was acknowledged as perhaps
the best pickup obtainable and, right up to the
current stereo model, the SL15, the sound
produced by the various Ortofon models has
always been essentially musical, afact which is
perhaps partially due to the inherent low
distortion of amoving coil system, but largely
to the sensitivity of the designers. It was, therefore, only to be expected that these new
cartridges would share the same virtues,
although the principle is different, and we
looked forward keenly to the opportunity to try
them out. They are described as ' magnetodynamic' types by the manufacturer, and are
variable reluctance models, having acommon
body and four differing stylus assemblies,
immediately interchangeable by the user, and
all with stereo styli. Although there is no
statement to the effect in the literature which I
have, I hope and imagine that assemblies
bearing the 0.001 in. mono stylus and 0.025 in.
78 r.p.m. stylus will shortly be obtainable.
Two of the four assemblies sent to us have
elliptical points and two have spherical tips,
and they vary in compliance and recommended
tracking pressure. The plastic holder has the
cantilever, armature and pivot mounted in it,
together with a tie-back wire (as in the ADC
10E/11) to prevent movement of the stylus in
the direction of the groove spiral, i.e. longitudinal movement. The whole moulding plugs
into the cartridge body in the way usual in
moving-magnet cartridges, but with a key to
ensure accurate positioning and to prevent the
possibility of damage. Finish is to a high
standard.
First listening tests into a47 K load at the
maker's recommended tracking pressures,
with the cartridges mounted in the SME
3009/11 arm, produced in each case smooth and
satisfying sound from familiar discs. The range
was obviously wide and free from irregularities.
Everything seemed to be under control, and we
turned to measurements with our interest
tempered by regret that the musical tests were
over.
Optimum tracking pressure for each assembly
was first determined by the aid of test discs,
and was found to be afraction under 2grams
in each case. This was asurprise, and conflicts
with the statement made in the Ortofon
booklet. We therefore re-checked carefully,
but with exactly the same results, and our
measurements and final listening tests were
HI-FI NEWS
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ORTOFON M15E

FREQUENCY

themselves would claim that. It is the best
turntable Ihave ever used, and is quite possibly
the best available for its intended purpose, but
it is expensive. However, to those who can
afford it, without being forced to compromise
in other respects, its virtues are plainly desirable, and it has the qualities that go to make a
'standard', with no irritating defects. Ishould
not be surprised to see most people using
TD 125s at Audio Fairs for many years to come.
Frank Jones

ORTOFON MI5 MOVING
MAGNET CARTRIDGE
A S. Durmlark. U.K. Distributors: Metrosound
(Sales) Ltd., Audio Works, Cartersfield Road,
Waltham Abbey, Essex.
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SUPPLIES

Telephone: 01-51M 2713

KENT

Armstrong, Leak, Quad, Fisher,
Rogers, Ampex, Tandberg,
Revox, etc.

BROOKLYN PARADE,
309 HIGH ROAD,
LOUGHTON, ESSEX

SHOWROOM
SPARES and

12 SMART'S LANE,
LOUGHTON,
ESSEX

REPAIRS

ESSEX
STUART BARKER invites you to see his stock at

UNIQUE RADIO

GOULDEN AND CURRY LTD.
59-61 High Street, Tunbridge Wells

01 -590 8277

Telephone: 3015112

Hamilton Elect ronics ( Southampton)Ltd.
35 London Road, Southampton Phone 213622 3Lines

—KENT & S.E. LONDON—

FORRESTER'S

NATIONAL RADIO

B&O—SONY—ROGERS—ARENA—etc.

SUPPLIES LTD.

6 THE FACADE
HIGH ROAD
GOODMAYES
III- El AND PUBLIC ADDRESS ENGINEERS
IN( ORPORATING ESSEX SOUND SERVICES

Dealer
KENT ( continued)

High Fidelity
Specialists

(Loughton) CO. LTD.

HI-FI

Dealer

HERMLYN Hi Fi

70-72 HOLDENHURST ROAD
BOURNEMOUTH
HANTS

64 HIGH STREET
ORPINGTON
Tel: MM33101

Largest hi-fi and radio component
store in the south
Tel: 25232

Ltd.

230 HIGH STREET
ELTHAM S.E.9
Tel: 01-850 9548

TAPE RECORDERS— RECORDS

GLAMORGANSHIRE
WALES

Leading Hi-Fi Specialists

Est. 1930

1.GOUGH& CO LTD,CARDIFf

FOR ALL YOUR HI-FI
REQUIREMENTS

Housing, etc., etc.

*

Demonstration rooms available *

148-154 NORTH ROAD

Telephone 28473

THE CENTRE OF SOUND

LeollggFolley AUDIO

DesIgners of the " Cough Loudspeaker Cabinet"
Stock ists of Quad, Leak, Armstrong, B & 0, Record

South East London and Kent

urnu

153 Plumstead Road, London, S.E.18
WOO 2369

12 BARGATE STREET
SOUTHAMPTON Tel: 28547

HiFi specialists since 1946

Specialists in custom built loudspeaker

Also at
CAMBRIDGE & CHELTENHAM

cabinets and equipment cabinets.
The Real High Fidelity Experts

GLOUCESTERSHIRE

ounj
®IlGe,ficun,
OF BRISTOL

Tape Recorder and Hi Fi
Specialists (Demonstration Room)
361-363 GLOUCESTER ROAD,
BRISTOL 7.
Tel. 41181

Cle

KEN RESE

AUIDO

283 FLEET RD., FLEET.

Tel. 5053

The Sound Studio Ltd.
33-35 Camden Road.
Tunbridge Wells, Kent.
Tel: Tunbridge Wells 321 53
Late closing Monday & Friday 8 p.m

Specialists in
Sound

11."719.

el>
e

Arena, Trio, Tandberg, Armstrong, 8 & W. Revoc,
Akai. Lowther, Leak, Quad, Rogers, Nikko etc.

Specialists in Hi Fi Stereo for
Tunbridge Wells and miles around.

HERTFORDSHIRE

FOR ALL YOUR HI-FI
REQUIREMENTS

WATFORD
High Fidelity Centre

Armstrong, Richard Allan, Goodmans, SME,
Celestion, Radford, Sanyo, Quad, Tandberg,
Ortofon,
Wharfedale,
Sansui, Leak, Revox,
Shure, Rogers, Trio, Lowther, Connoisseur,
Mordaunt-Short, KEF, Dynatron, etc.

at RADIOLUX Ltd.

gllollegFA> el1110

36 WOODLANDS PARADE, HIGH ST.

87 WINCHCOMBE STREET
CHELTENHAM
Tel : 53228

WATFORD 29734, 41029

Also at
CAMBRIDGE

&

SOUTHAMPTON

IF IT'S GOOD — WE STOCK IT!
Demonstrations in our Stereo Theatre. Also home
demonstrations with no obligation.

HAMPSHIRE

AUDIO CITY LTD
117 EAST ST., SOUTHAMPTON
Tel. 28063

Southampton's
High Fidelity Specialists
Appointed Agent for
AKAI • LEAK • QUAD
TANDBERG • TANNOY
Exclusive Cabinets

Excellent Service

WOODS 8/ PORTER Ltd

WATFORD (opposite the Pond)

KENT

BROWN

2 MILTON ROAD, GRAVESEND.

Tel:
Medway 42688

ROOMS

AUDIO CENTRE

GRAVESEND HI-FI CENTRE
&

349 High St.,
CHATHAM

Tel:
Dartford 20002

LANCASHIRE

KENT

BENNETT

23 West Hill, IDEMONSTRATION
DARTFORD

STOCKPORT
58 62 LOWER HILLGATE

Est "

1925

3245 -3060

STO 4872

COMPREHENSIVE STOCKS OF
RADIO, TAPE AND DISC EQUIPMENT

Visit our Hi -Fi Showroom and Demonstration Room.
All leading makes stocked, including Tandberg, Armstrong. Leak, Quad, B & 0, Rogers, Truvox,
Ferrograph,
GKD,
Record
Housing,
Goldring,
Thorens, KEF, Goodmans, Hacker, Grundig, etc.

Advisory Service and Satisfaction assured
FULL AFTER SALES SERVICE
—
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EVENING DEMONSTRATIONS ARRANGED

—

therefore all made at 14 grams, at 20° C
(68° F) into 47 K load.
The results of these measurements of frequency response and separation are shown in
the graphs. It will be observed that not only is
there a close resemblance to the general
'family' shape of the curve produced by
moving magnet cartridges, with the characteristic fall in response above 1-2 kHz, but also a
remarkably close similarity between the
response produced by the different assemblies.
It will also be noted that while the response of
the M15E and the MF1SE rises, at about
16 kHz, approximately to the general level
below 1kHz, in the case of the MI5 and MF15
this further rise does not occur. The effect is
attributed to the use of an elliptical point, but it
is clear that HF resonance is completely controlled, which tends to support the maker's
claim for atip mass well below 1mgm. At the
same time, the claim for afrequency response
within ± 1dB up to 10 kHz is not met. The
standard SME lead was used when making these
measurements, but since Ortofon refer in their
specification toa maximum permissible capacity
of 800 pF per channel, this was tried, with the
result shown. Shortening the lead to 18 in.
made no appreciable difference to the response
originally obtained and the conclusion seems
to be that not more than 4ft. of low-capacity
screened lead should be used if H.F. response is
to be maintained.
Crosstalk in Ortofon cartridges has always
been oustandingly low, and the pattern is
maintained by these cartridges, although here
again the specification is not completely met;
but the difference is well within the range
accountable to differing test conditions. Particularly notable is the smoothness above 3kHz,
and the maintenance of 10 dB separation even
at 20 kHz. Separation of this order makes a
clearly audible difference in stereo reproduction.
Output from these samples exceeded the
specified figure, varying from 1.4 to 1.6 mV/cm/
sec., per channel from each assembly and the
vertical tracking angle appears to be in excess of
15°. The output figure is usefully higher than
that from most moving magnet cartridges, as
in the case of the Philips GP.412 reviewed in
our issue of January last. Since waveform
throughout the range is very good, this is considered very satisfactory, there being virtually
no difference between the results from the
different assemblies.
MANUFACTURER'S SPECIFICATION.
All silicon transistor FM stereo tuner. Semiconductors: 43 transistors Including 5 F.E.Ts and
34 diodes. Frequency coverage: 87-108MHz.
I.F.: 10.7 MHz. Aerial: 75/300 ohms. Frequency
response: 20 Hz-15 kHz (:1•5 dB. Usable sensitivity : 1.5
(IHF). Quieting: 10/ (300 ohm)
for 30 dB; 30/ (300 ohm) for 50 dB; 100 IA/ (300
ohm) for 70 dB. Image rejection: 90 dB ( IHF).
I.F. rejection: 100dB ( IHF). Spurious signal
rejection: 100 dB ( IHF).
Adjacent channel
selectivity: 90 dB ( 11-1F). Capture ratio: 1.0 dB
(IHF). AM suppression: 65 dB ( IHF). Harmonic
distortion: At 100% modulation 0.35% (1000 µV
input). Frequency stability: Over 23-131°F less
than
20 kHz (100 MHz).
Hum and noise:
—70 dB. Muting: At 30./-213 µV (continuously
variable). Separation: At 50 Hz better than 30 dB;
at 10 kHz better than 30 dB; and at 15 kHz better
than 20 dB. Pilot-tone suppression: Better
than 70 dB. (100% modulation). Output: 700 mV
into 10K (100% modulation at 400 Hz). Also
200 mV Into 1K (variable). Power requirements:
20 W, 240 V, 50-60 Hz. Dimensions: 51 x151 x
121. Ins. Weight: 20 lb. 14 oz. Price: £183. Os. 6d.
Manufacturer: Sony Corporation, Tokyo, Japan.
HI-FI NEWS
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ORTOFON MF15
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Crosstalk figures for all stylus assemblies are identical within limits of measurement

Although static compliances are not, in
themselves, very meaningful, in view of the
results so far obtained from the four assemblies, and the close approach of each to the
others, we measured them—identical at 20 c.u.
for each assembly. Regarding the related
matter of trackability, the usual stumbling
block, level 4 of the ' orchestral bells' on the
Shure Audio Obstacle Course disc was played
satisfactorily by all the assemblies at 14 grams,
along with all the other HF tracking tests,
However, level 4of the bass-drum on the same
disc needed afull 2grams to be clean with the
MF15 and all but 2 grams with each of the
others. An experiment at alower temperature,
of 15° C (59° F) showed that, under such
conditions, these tracking pressures would
need some increase, and there was also a
steeper fall-away in the response above 2kHz.
Styli, examined under the microscope, were
found to be well shaped and polished, and
accurately set.
The cartridges are truly lightweight at
5grams, and compliances by to-day's standards are not high, which could lead to an
inconveniently high LF resonance in a few
arms. However, this could be overcome by
adding weight to the headshell, so sending the
LF resonance down out of the way—it is
always easier to add mass, of course.
These are interesting results and not, perhaps,
quite what might be expected from the specifications and the maker's literature, which lead
one to anticipate greater differences between
the different models than were apparent from
our tests. On the basis of the results we
obtained, it is difficult to justify the Ortofon
statement that the MF models are more
suitable for use in changers, on any ground
save that of the suggested range of tracking
weights, and again one wonders how these were

decided upon. We did not pursue the matter to
the extent of testing the stylus assemblies to the
point of collapse, but we did try the MF15 and
MF 1
SE assemblies at 5 grams, the maximum
specified, which caused the stylus to retract to a
point at which the cartridge moulding almost
fouled the disc surface, and produced virtual
immobility of the cantilever pivot.
We
would, in any case, regard 5 grams as well
outside the safe limit for an elliptical stylus,
thinking of disc and stylus wear. We also tried
the MISE at 4 gram, the lowest recommended
pressure, and it failed to maintain continuous
groove contact on many discs. It would play
at this weight, but only selected material. We
remain somewhat puzzled, and we feel that
Ortofon might with advantage take another
look at their suggestions.
Our final listening tests served to confirm our
impression of the inherent high quality of these
pickups. There was little to choose between
any one and the others. Careful listening to
chosen material leads to a preference for the
elliptical stylus models, but the difference is not
strongly marked. Nevertheless, the extra cost
of the elliptical point is justified for the highest
fidelity applications, and the best results, by a
small margin, were obtained from the MISE
used with the amplifier treble control at plus 1,
which gave avirtually flat response to 15 kHz.
None of the assemblies had any appreciable
vices; all of them had moments of uncertainty.
The overall impression in each case was very
favourable—clear, easy sound, which did not
cloy, or tire the listener. No spit or spite just
good stereo all adding up to worthwhile
musical experience which, surely, is what we are
all seeking. The number of really good magnetic cartridges is slowly increasing, and these
new Ortofons fall naturally into their place
among them.
B. J. Webb

SONY
ST500OF
STEREO FM
TUNER

Distributor:
Bedfont.

Sony ( U.K)

Ltd,

Ascot

Road,

ROM the adjacent specification it will be
Fseen
that the tuner under review is obviously
considered by its manufacturers as one of the
finest in the world at any price, and let me
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say straight away that in almost all respects it
comes up to its quite phenomenal specification.
It is because it has such aremarkable specification that Ihave delayed the review for some
months since I wanted to make quite sure,
before recommending it very strongly, that it
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had no failings, Furthermore, with the help of
the importers Ihave been able to test asecond
sample and have found that the performance
very closely coincides with the one under review.
After initially checking the tuner some months
ago Ihave found it without doubt the finest
unit I have ever used, and so it should be
considering the very high price asked.
As with the Revox tuner reviewed recently
(but even more so with this one)I felt that Ihave
not been testing the tuner, but in almost all
respects testing the accuracy of my own test
equipment, and frankly found one or two of
the manufacturer's claims almost impossible to
confirm, although it was possible to prove
that to all intents and purposes the specification
was met.
The tuner is superbly presented with avery
neat fascia including a vertically operated on/
off switch with a large flat toggle, a muting
switch (on, off and variable), a mono/auto
stereo/stereo lever, operating sideways, a
'hi-blend' control, and the smoothest tuning
knob I have yet encountered on any tuner.
Above the controls, extending almost from
one side of the tuner to just short of the
tuning control is acalibrated tuning scale which
Ifound accurate to 50 kHz at all points. Both
the short and long term drift were so low as
to be unnoticeable after a short warm up
period.
On the rear will be found the mains fuse, two
pairs of audio output phono sockets, one pair
at 10 K impedance and the other pair including
separate potentiometers of 1K impedance,
aerial input terminals matching 300 ohms or
75 ohms aerials, and an earth terminal for
independent earthing. The mains lead is
captive and includes an American 2-pin flat
pronged connector to fit the auxiliary AC
power outlet sockets to be found on most
American (!) amplifiers.
The sensitivity of the ST5000 FW was
measured with a Radiometer signal generator
using the 75 ohm input terminals of the tuner
and was found to be 1.1 µV for 30 dB quieting.
The signal-to-noise ratios are given later for
different aerial input voltages. The muting
control did not perform up to specification and
a41/N signal was required to overcome it with
the control at maximum sensitivity. With the
control at minimum sensitivity 10 j.zV were
necessary. An input of 4ILV was also necessary
for the tuner to switch to stereo signal—and
these figures were identical on the second
model tested.
The adjacent-channel and
image-response was so good that it was almost
impossible to measure them and in practice the
reader can safely assume that such responses
are non existent for all practical purposes.
The I.F. response was found to be extremely
flat over its bandwidth, and beyond the
response fell off so sharply that it was possible
to pull out Continental stations adjacent to
very strong local stations without any interference being noticeable.
A signal generator was set to give an output
of 50 j£V at the aerial terminals of the tuner
through a star input-pad onto which another
signal generator was connected and tuned to a
frequency 200 kHz away from the first generator. The tuner was set very carefully to the
50 jiN signal and it was found that the signalto-noise ratio was still 60 dB below full audio
output when the second generator without
modulation was increased to 50 mV at the aerial
HI FI NEWS
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terminals. The star pad was constructed so that
each generator and the tuner saw an impedance
of 75 ohms, the pad attenuating each generator
6dB and hence the generators gave an output
voltage on their output sockets of 100 tiV and
100 mV respectively. The measured output
is frankly absolutely remarkable and, Iwould
imagine, almost impossible to beat at any
price whilst maintaining the wide I.F. response.
The first signal generator was then set to give
5j.z.V into the tuner and it was found that with
the second generator 1MHz off frequency
even 50 mV fully modulated was inaudible and
unmeasurable on a5jz.V signal. The signal-tonoise ratios at the audio output sockets were
then measured, first with an aerial input signal
on 1mV and later with lower input signal
strengths. At 1mV input the ratio from the
mono carrier was 72.5 dB below 1kHz at 100%
deviation. In stereo this figure became 69.5 dB
on each channel, an outstanding figure. In fact
the figure may be even better since these
measurements were on the fringe of the performance of the generators used. At 5j.tV the
mono signal-to-noise ratio was still 62 dB.
This figure also applies to a 100 µV stereo
input, worsening only to 45 dB at 10 jiV in
stereo—no worse than the performance of
some poor tuners with an input 100 times
higher! On many occasions over the last few
months Ihave been able to receive excellent
stereo reception from Continental VHF
stations despite Hampstead Heath being but
24 miles away, and some 200 ft. higher than
my location and immediately in the path of
received Continental signals. These signals
have only rarely been in excess of 25 µV and
yet it has been possible to pick them up, if
sometimes only in mono, even when they are
only perhaps afew ex.V. Under normal conditions it has been possible to receive at least 10
different BBC transmissions of the same
programme at reasonable quality using a
rotatable 6-element yagi 60 ft. above ground
level.
The capture-ratio was measured using two
signal generators and was approximately 1.5 dB
proving what Ihad already experienced, that
the tuner can sort out one of many stations at'
around the same frequency without interference. An AM generator tuned to 10-7 MHz
was clipped on to the tuner and no interfering
signal resulted. At no time since first using this
Sony tuner have I ever heard AM ignition
noise on signals above 26 jiN snd only rarely

READERS
PROBLEMS
EXAMINED BY ' CROSSOVER'
For details of how to write to ' Crossover' please
refer to page 667.
'ECONOMICAL' STEREO TUNER

Dear Sir, Iown a Rogers' Cadet III stereo
amplifier and two Goodmans ' Mezzo ' speakers,
and Iwould like to buy an economical stereo
737

on the very weakest signals of the order of a
few 11V.
The stereo decoder was next checked for
distortion and crosstalk and the figures are
again remarkable. At 1kHz and full deviation
the crosstalk in each ' direction' was — 41 dB
and at the 35% deviation the figures were — 4345 dB. At 10 kHz the crosstalk was — 41 dB
and — 34 dB on the two channels—very
considerably better than specification. In fact,
only at 50 Hz was the tuner fractionally worse
than specification measuring — 29 dB on both
channels. Since crosstalk is of no importance
in any case at this frequency this is completely
academic.
White noise was then injected into one
channel of the stereo generator and the audible
effect listening to the output of the channel
through my hi-fi system was of hiss from one
side only. The distortion at full deviation of
1kHz was 0-3% and in practice no distortion
has ever been noticed on this tuner which
could not be directly put down to the transmission itself. The pilot-tone rejection was the
finest ever measured on any tuner by at least
20 dB, at 70 dB down on full deviation. So, it
would appear utterly impossible for any
breakthrough to be noticeable on any type
of tape recorder no matter how badly aligned
or how close the tape recorder bias oscillator
to a38 kHz harmonic. The frequency response
was measured after the tuner had to be modified for receiving a 50 ¿
i sec pre-emphasised
signal since as delivered the de-emphasis was
set for 75p, sec. After modification the
response was within + 4dB from 20 Hz15 kHz and up to 13 kHz the response was
+0-25 dB. The audio output voltages were
checked, and were slightly above the rated
value, although it was noticed that the fixed
output reduced slightly when the variable
1K pot, output was loaded with 10 K. The
tuning indicator was found to be very accurate
and the audio outputs matched to within
+4 dB in both mono and stereo.
To sum up then Ihave no doubt in my mind
that this Japanese tuner is virtually beyond
reproach and is (regrettably!) far above the
standard of every programme it is ever likely to
receive. It can be recommended without any
reservations and definitely sets the standard
just as the Rolls Royce sets a standard for
motor cars—my only criticism being that the
de-emphasis ought to be correct when supplied
via the distributors.
Angus Mackenzie

tuner that is ` compatible' with the amplifier
and will provide musical quality that is comparable with the standard of the other items.
Your recommendations would be appreciated
because—as anon-expert—Ifind it difficult to
know where to start my search.
Yours faithfully, T. A. H., Abingdon.
If by the use of the word ' economical' you
mean ' cheap' or reasonably-priced, in my view
you will be hard pressed to find any tuner commercially available that will satisfy you much
under the £50 mark. It is surprising, too, how
the stereo sound quality differs between receivers
when run side by side, neglecting their actual
reception potential. One unit we can recommend to you is the Trio TK350T, one of agood
range of Japanese designs.
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GUARANTEED
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Full
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Home Demonstrations - Day or
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Service Always
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It may be possible for you to obtain one of
these tuners from adealer—for example, Holdings of Blackburn—on a money refund basis,
although Abingdon, Berkshire, presents no
difficulties in reception, so that the purchase of
such a tuner would be asafe investment.

CERAMIC v. MAGNETIC CARTRIDGE

Dear Sir, Ihave recently bought a Thorens
150AB turntable. At the same time Iintended
to buy agood ceramic cartridge, but the salesman told me that agood ceramic like the one I
wanted (a Decca Deram) would have too low
an output for my particular amplifier. The
input sensitivity of this unit is 250 mV. and I
was told that the Deram produces 50 mV.
My present cartridge is a BSR.C.1 with an
output of around 120 mV., yet this sounds
nearly perfect to my ears. Ido have acouple

of problems though. The first is distortion:
could this be the cartridge or my cheap
amplifier (a Fantavox 500)? Secondly, as I
cannot find a suitable ceramic with a high
enough output, is a diamond stylus available
for my C.1?
Yours faithfully, A. M. London, S.W.6.

(from such manufacturers as BSR, MetroSound, etc.), areasonable price.
CHANGING A QUAD

Dear Sir, Ihave aQuad 22 Control Unit and
amplifier with two Goodmans' Magnum K
speakers. However, Inow wish to change the
loudspeakers and might also change the Quad
units to get more power and flexibility plus a
diversity of features. I am willing to spend
between £200 and £250 on a new tuner and
amplifier, and up to £200 for a pair of loudspeakers. Iwould, therefore, appreciate your
advice.
Yours faithfully, A. H. Derby.

The distortion could be anywhere in the chain,
and it is virtually impossible to say exactly
where it comes in without making " on the spot"
tests. Your best plan, Ithink, would be to fit an
RIAA magnetic cartridge preamplifier—such as
the model by Goldring-Lenco—at the front of
your amplifier and then use an inexpensive
magnetic AT.66, or the like. This is a good
Japanese design for the price. In my opinion this
is a better solution than attempting to bias
compensate at this stage with a low-cost, high
output ceramic or crystal cartridge. However, a
diamond LP stylus is available for the BSR.C.1

Frankly, if your only reason for the replacement of your valve Quad system is to obtain
"more power and flexibility, plus diversity of
features", Iwould keep it. If you are seeking
lower distortion and more power output, then
there is agood case for the new solid-state Quad

HEAT SINK DETAILS

CLASS A AMPLIFIER continued
potentiometers VR1 for voltages of 18 (or half
the H.T. rail should this be slightly different to
36 V) on each of the lower power transistor
cans (i.e. TR8). Check that the voltage at the
pre-amplifier supply points i.e. pins 1and 4of
the DIN sockets is 16 to 18. The amplifier
should now be ready for use, if you have
further test equipment such as A.C. voltmeter,
generator, oscilloscope, etc. the more usual
routine tests may, of course, be carried out.
The grill should be attached to the chassis
using 4BA x ¡ in. cheese-headed screws, 4BA
washers and the plastic feet, and the cover
by the secured clamping angles and 24 selftapping screws.
Finally the headphone outlet. The author is
in dispute with the Features Editor here since
he believes that a moving-coil headphone is a
current operated device and does not require a
low Z source. For this reason he uses ahigh Z
attenuator, but to satisfy the F.E.'s point of
view an alternative scheme is shown on the
circuit. The wiring, though, is not as shown,
and with the low Z arrangement the output
capacitor must feed the change over contact,
with the loudspeaker terminals fitted to the S
contacts and the 30 ohm resistors to the P
contacts. The tinned wire links between the
CO and P contacts are then omitted, and a
1.2 K resistor is placed across each pair of LS
sockets to maintain apolarising voltage across
the output capacitors.
Most parts are obtainable from good retailers
and the reference numbers quoted should
constitute adequate information for ordering.
Much of the work involved in ordering parts
can be avoided since Hart Electronics are
planning to make complete kits (including
all metalwork) available, and most readers
will presumably choose to take advantage of
this. Those who do not may care to know
that copies of the copper layout for the printed
boards are available free from Link House,
provided aself-addressed, stamped envelope is
included with the request. Any queries should
not be included in such letters but sent separately, again with S.A.E. please, to Link House.
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Dealer

SUSSEX (continued)

lour

Dealer

WARWICKSHIRE ( continued)

SALES & SERVICE
71 EAST ST,
BRIGHTON

Birmingham's

CHURCH RD,
HOVE

Hi -Fi Centre

1HIGH ST
WORTHING

Good quality — right price

Tel: 25918/27674

Tel: 772077

Tel

35416

1311111111BI

WARWICKSHIRE

ELECTRONIC SERVICES
33 City Arcade
Coventry CV1 3HX
Your central HiFi supplier

SOLIHULL

(HIGH FIDELITY)

Hi- Fidelity Centre
167-169 8romsgroye Sc..
BIRMINGHAM S.
021-692 1487

Sparkhill

FOR ALL YOUR HI-FI REQUIREMENTS
VISIT

For the best in equipment visit

C.H.

788 Stratford Road •

BIRMINGHAM 11 • 021-777 5964

Phone Coventry 24632

BIRMINGHAM

Ken Whittle
* * * * * Limited

ERDINGTON and DISTRICT HI-FI CENTRE

LTD

12 Drury Lane,
SOLIHULL,
WARWICKSHIRE.
021-705 7999

Demonstrations by appointment

Demonstrating Bang & Olufsen, Quad, Leak,
Philips, Goodmans, Garrard, Shure, SM E. Thorens,
etc. Expert advice and service given on all types of
equipment. Evening demonstrations arranged.

W. J. TAYLOR LTD.
128 Hawthorn Road, Kingstanding, Birmingham 22e.
Tel.: 373 2645/6.
WORCESTERSHIRE

HI-FI
Stereo Systems and Tape Recorders, Stereo
Radio.. Quality Equipment for the connoisseur by
Bang and Olufsen, Sony, Tandberg, Ferrograph,
Leak, Quad, Trio. National, etc.
Demonstrations any time.
Personal Service. Part
exchanges. Full Service and Repair facilities with
90-day guarantee.
COVENTRY TAPE RECORDER SERVICES
33 King William Street
Telephone: Coventry 29668
and C.T.S. HIGH FIDELITY
3 Regent Grove, Leamington Spa
Telephone: 29265/6

SPENCERS
for HI- 1
,
1
Stockists of:
B & 0, TANDBERG,
ARMSTRONG, etc.
35 ALCESTER ST., REDDITC11,
WORCS. TeL 5286
YORKSHIRE

NORMAN H. FIELD
For EVERYTHING in AUDIO
HIGH FIDELITY SPECIALISTS
High Fidelity Centre
Vehicle & General House
Hurst Street, Birmingham 5
Tel.: 021-622 2324
and at
266 Broad Street, Birmingham 1
Tel.: 021-643 2680

GRIFFIN RADIO LTD
/the

high

fidelity

people)

Fully comprehensive stocks and
advisory service for
Monaural and Stereophonic High Fidelity,
Radio, Tape and Disc equipment.
94 BRISTOL STREET
BIRMINGHAM 5

021-643 0867
021-692 1359

SHEFFIELD
SOUND CENTRE

23E365

YORKSHIRE'S LEADING VIDEO
and HI-FI SPECIALISTS
Main

Dealers

for:

LUX, SONY, FISHER, TEAC, TRIO,
PIONEER, SANSUI, AMPEX, FERRO GRAPH, ROBERTS, REVOX, SANYO
BANG & OLUFSEN HI-FI AND
COLOUR T.V.
NATIONAL VIDEO CENTRE
PART EXCHANGES TERMS
Personal attention

by Mr. R. G. Bishop

101 ECCLESALL ROAD
740

READERS' PROBLEMS

continued

33/303, but you will be hard put to find any
amplifier with more scope and diversity than this
unit possesses. Iwould rate the pre-amplifier as
the most usefully flexible widely available. For
example, the filters on most amplifiers, do not
begin to compare with the Quad, either high- or
low-pass. You may wish to consider some other
system if you are seeking an integrated tuneramplifier, but this is not so in your case.
Loudspeakers can be chosen only by listening.
I would as soon choose your ties or socks as
your speakers! However, I suggest that you
consider seriously the Radford Studio, the KEF
Concerto, the Bowers and Wilkins models, and
the Lowthers, among others you may fancy. But
don't make afinal decision—if you can possibly
help it— without atrial at home with the rest of
your equipment.

USING AN FM

AERIAL ROTATOR

Dear Sir, Iam designing and building an
aerial rotator for attachment to the chimney
intended for general home and DX radio
reception, using a Quad FM tuner and my
own constructed Mullard transistor decoder,
feeding Quad amplifiers and Lowther Acousta
speakers. The rotater is DC motor driven at
Ir.p.m., with position indicated by Synchro
transmitters and receivers.
Can you advise me on the best array to
receive domestic and Continental stereo
transmissions? and which stations to ' aim' for ?
By the way, Ihave an I.C. linear amplifier, in a
TOS can, giving from 5dB.-30 dB. boost at
100 MHz. and Iam thinking of its use as a
masthead amplifier, but am worried about
noise-level and would value your comments on
this point, too.
Yours faithfully, A. G. Y., Southampton, Hants.
/would recommend the J-Beam FM6S aerial,
awide-band type. The FM4S is also good but purposely peaked for optimum reception at any
desired frequency within the band.
It is possible to stack either aerial, although in
the case of two FM6s it would seem to me that
great care in mount and load bearing factors
would have to be taken into consideration. You
will find the makers will give you every help if
you explain your proposed method of rotation.
Why use a second aerial? Well, it improves
plane discrimination and gives you (assuming
perfect matching) half as much gain again. But
Iwould be inclined to settle for one FM6S first
of all to see how that went for afew months.
Regarding a booster amplifier, the latest
single-stage transistor types having a low noise
figure (like the Holdings, for example) can be of
some assistance, but when the actual initial input
signal falls to only afew micro-volts no advantage
is to be gained. In theory, at any rate, astacked
FM6S would give nearly as much forward gain
as a single stage booster. Thus, a booster is
handy to have around but not necessarily to be
connected up all the time.
With regard to stereo stations, use Wrotham
(Kent) for BBC since Rowbridge is not equipped
with an off- the-air stereo receiver (engineering
difficulties here). For France use either Caen,
Mont Pincon in Normandy or Rouen ( 95.6 and
92 MHz) respectively. The geographical coordinates have already appeared in HiFi News.
HI-FI NEWS

MAY 1970

Your

Dealer

YORKSHIRE

Your

THE MUSIC CENTRE
Open weekdays 9-6.
Thursdays 9-12.30.
Fridays 9-8 ( October to March).
Comparator Demonstrations
Large Selection of Leading Makes

52, Hallgate, Doncaster
(opposite ODEON CINEMA)

Tel: 3160 & 3161

J. S. RAMSBOTTOM
& Co. Ltd.
Large Stockists of all
leading makes

SCOTLAND

SHEFFIELD
OMICRON ELECTRONICS Tel.: 360295.
HIGH FIDELITY SPECIALISTS
Personal attention from Mr. S. R.
Aizlewood.
Appointed Dealers for: ROTEL,
SCOTT, TANDBERG, AKAI,
PEAK SOUND, QUAD AND
ALL OTHER LEADING MAKES.
172 BASLOW ROAD, TOTLEY,
SHEFFIELD SI7 4DR

HUDDERSFIELD
NEW

H
IF
ILOUNGE

Hear and see all the leading makes of Hi Fi
and Unit Audio equipment. Open to 7p.m. Fridays.
[AT]

SWIRES

•-••- ........... ........

IMPERIAL ARCADE
HUDDERSFIELD
TELEPHONE 25912

CONEY LANE,
KEIGHLEY

Tel: 5444-8
Est. over 45 years

Large Car Park

Now you can hear THE TRUE SOUND OF
MUSIC in our LISTENING ROOMS at Settle—
we have two listening rooms, both designed to give the
acoustics of a normal living room. Room No. I. Loudspeakers & Amplifiers by comparison. Room No. 2.
Complete equipment in Lounge decor.
QUAD,

LEAK,

TANDBERG,
BUSH, K.E.F.

B & O.

WHARFEDALE,

W. GARNETT,

B & W,

MARKET PLACE,
SETTLE. Tel: 3558

Branch: Market Street, Kirkby Lonsdale.

Tel: 270

SCOTLAND

EDINBURGH'S
SPECIALIST

SONY VIDEO AGENTS
MOST GENEROUS HIRE PURCHASE FACIUTIES
* PERSONAL ATTENTION AND SERVICE 1*

rin Mire"
,e,enzoiérzereirie7
Albion Place,
Leedsl.Tel 30257

Amplifiers, F.M.
Tuners, PjUps,
Speakers, etc.
Demonstrations and
Advice gladly given.

Hi- Fi Corner
1Haddington Place,
EDINBURGH
Phone: 031-556 7901
W. G. Graham,
Assoc. I.E.R.E.

GLASGOW

Geoffrey Barnard
Specialist in
IIIGH-FIDELITY SOUND EQUIPMENT

\eg*

G. R. STUDIO,
PITT STREET,
BARNSLEY.

Telephone No. 4572

Scotland's

Leading

Tape Recorder,
Specialists

Video

and

HiFi

G. H. STEELE LTD.
Hear true HiFi sound on our 22 speaker comparator
system. 14 HiFi combinations ready for demonstration.
SONY VIDEO CENTRE
Agents for: Armstrong, Leak, Fisher, Rogers, Quad,
B & 0, Goldring, Garrard. Thorens, Connoisseur,
Goodmans,
Wharfedale,
Kef,
Celestion,
Decca,
Truvox, Philips, Sony, Arena, Revox, Tandberg,
Brenell, Ferrograph, Akai, Uher, Grundig.
CREDIT TERMS— PART EXCHANGES
Repairs and Servicing
Tel. Douglas 7124

1

141 St Georges Road, Glasgow C3

Hodgsons

Sound advice for Hi -Fi

Sheffield's
specialists
in sound

See and hear all the leading makes
all the latest models, in the Charles
Street demonstration theatre.
Also

SONY

main dealers

33 Er 35 Charles Street. Tel : 29218/9

Kerr are the largest manufacturers and
retailers of quality HiFi products in
Scotland. They know what they're talking
about. Specialists in Public Address and
piped Music systems.
JAMES

n:t ilt
l

741

435,
SAUCHIEHALL ST.,
GLASGOW, C.2.
'Phone
DOU 0988.

Dealer
( continued)

GLASGOW

Tel: 041-221 3562

14 & MELECTRONICS LTD.
551 SAUCHIEHALL ST.
AUDIO & ELECTRONIC CONSULTANTS

The best in High Fidelity Equipment
Cabinet Manufacturers and Designers
SATISFACTION GUARANTEED - CREDIT FACILITIES

* * * * * *
VISIT OUR DEMONSTRATION
THEATRE EQUIPPED WITH
COMPARATOR
Regular lectures by leading makers

Your

YORKSHIRE ( continued)

(
continued)

FIELDS

Dealer

Recording Studios
County Recording Service
No gimmicks, and not the cheapest, but the
best

in

Tape to Disc, Master Discs and

Pressings by full-time professional recording
engineers. Send your tape

for cutting

to the

people where quality comes first.
A.P.R.S. Members

•
•
•
•

LONDON ROAD, BINFIELD, BRACKNELL,
BERKS.

Tel. Bracknell 4935

KEEP
IN TOUCH
WITH

STUDIO
SOUND
Published monthly 3/
on the 14th
The only journal devoted
exclusively to professional
and amateur sound
recording.
STUDIO SOUND
authoritatively covers the
engineering, electronics,
artistry and application
of the subject.
Available from all
booksellers or by annual
subscription, post free.
U.K. 36/—. U.S.A. SS
From:
LINK HOUSE,
DINGWALL AVENUE,
CROYDON, CR9 2TA

ALL BRITISH DESIGNED AND MADE

SILICON STEREO EQUIPMENT

*

HENELEC IC STEREO

Three dual- channel integrated circuits are used in this new design from
Henry's Radio Ltd., which has the unusual facility of doubling as a high
quality headphone amplifier. Push button inputs are provided for
magnetic, crystal and ceramic pickups and microphones, radio tuners,
equalised tape signals, etc. Wide range tone controls and switched high
and low pass filters are incorporated, and the unit has its own power
supply. The silver and gold front panel, and slimline teak cabinet, give an
impressive appearance to this fine amplifier.
Price E25/—/—

*
You don't buy any old record, so
why buy any old cartridge? Choose
the right type and enjoy true high
fidelity. Hear your records as they
should be heard. The difference is
amazing—and richly rewarding!
Listen with a Shure cartridge and
you'll hear what we mean.

HE NELEC ' 25-25' STEREO POWER
AMPLIFIER

Comprising two 25 watt RMS amplifiers with power supply, the ' 25-25'
has been styled to match the ' IC Stereo', with gold front panels,
and teak cabinet. This new design features complementary transistors in
the symmetrical output stages, directly coupled to loudspeakers of 8ohms
impedance or higher. Each channel will deliver 25 watts RMS into an
8ohm load over afrequency range of 15 Hz-25 KHz 3dB.
Price E.23/—/—

* COMBINATION PRICE

IC Stereo and 25-25 Amplifier
purchased together PRICE £42.

Brochure FREE on request (
No. 24).

FOR THE DO-IT-YOURSELF MANTrue elliptical

For bounce-proof,

stylus performance at

scratch-proof record

an economical price

protection

Shure M55E and M44E Stereo
Dynetic " Can be recommended
to the most fastidious enthusiast
without reservation for mono, as
well as stereo use"—Audio and
Record Review. Now at reduced
prices.
M55E 0-14 grammes
M44E — 11-4 grammes

Shure M75E Series GAR D-AMATIC. High quality Bi -Radial
elliptical stylus cartridges in retractile safety suspension systems for use with automatic
turntables.
M75E — 95G
M75E— 019

PA2 5
25 watts RMS)

SILICON POWER AMPLIFIERS WITH
DIRECT COUPLED, SYMMETRICAL OUTPUT
* HENELEC ' PA25' POWER AMPLIFIER
This silicon design from Henry's Radio uses complementary transistors in
the symmetrical output stage direct coupled to a loudspeaker of 8 ohms
impedance or higher. Power output is 25 watts RMS with an 8 ohms
load or 12 watts for 15 ohms, over afrequency range of 15 Hz-25 kHz
3dB. Cool running is assured by the use of generously dimensioned black
anodised heatsinks. Input 700 mV 15 K ohm.
Price a 100

11111111111111
setting the world's

* HENELEC ' PASO' POWER AMPLIFIER
Basically similar to the ' PA25' the ' PASO' will deliver 50 watts RMS to a
3-4 ohm load. Extra power is handled by complementary triplet circuits
using the latest PNP and NPN silicon power transistors. As a result of
extra heatsinking the ' PASO' runs as cool as the ' PA25'.
Price t? 10 0

standard in sound
Shure stereo cartridges are suitable for both mono and stereo records,
and for any modern arm, unit or changer. For advice on the right
cartridge for your equipment— POST THIS COUPON NOW I
-Please send me details of Shure cartridges. Please recommend the
I
best model for use with my equipment.
! Arm or Unit

II To: Shure Electronics Ltd

L—

* HENELEC MU442 POWER SUPPLY
Designed to run one or two ' PA25's' or one ' PASO' the MU422 connects co
the amplifiers by means of plug- on harnesses. No soldering is required to
connect up the system. Audio input plug and speaker plugs go to the
panel of the MU422.
Price CE, 00

I

Amplifier

* SEND FOR FREE BROCHURE No. 25
I

Name
I
i Address

PASO
( 50 watts RMS)

HF5
84 Blackfriars Rd • London SE1 • Tel: 01 928 3424

PREAMPLIFIERP—ASK FOR BROCHURES 21,

I

12, 14

HENRY'S RADIO LTD.

1

I
742

ENGLANDS
LEADING
HIGH-FIDELITY
CENTRE

NEW ELECTRONICS—
AUDIO CATALOGUE

Complete with I0/- value
discount voucher to use
with purchases.

VAST RANGE
ALWAYS IN STOCK

Price 7/6 p.p. 2/-

PLUS ELECTRONIC
COMPONENTS

ORDER

NOW—SEND

TO-

DAY
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PLINTHS/COVERS
For Model 50, 3000, AT60, SP25, SL6 :
Type I, 99/6. p.p. 5/-. BNI De Luxe,
E8/10/-. p.p. 6/6. ( Plays with top on.)
For AP75, SL72, 75, 95: BN4 De luxe,
p.p. 6/6.
Type BI. For any Garrard Deck ( state
which) or uncut board 114"
L11/10/-, p.p. 8/6.
Also room for
Amplifiers, etc.
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• HIGH FIDELITY DEALERS
ASSOCIATION MEMBERS

EQUIPMENT SUPPLIED
Henelec 5+5 watt amplifier, Garrard 3000 with
9TAHC Diam., Plinth Cover. Two 10 watt 13}" x
81" EMI with twin tweeters. Polished cabinets
lEr x II"x 7.
Teleton 203E amplifier, Garrard 3000 or 2025TC
with 9TAHC Diam. Plinth as cover, pair KN824/3
polished speakers 17" x 10" x7.
Teleton 203E. Garrard SP25 Mk 11 with magnetic
cartridge. Deluxe Plinth/Cover. Speakers as for
C4. ( Add £2 for SL65B turntable.)
Teleton CRIOT AM/FM/Stereo FM amplifier with
SP25 Mk 11 9TAHC diam. cart. Plinth/Cover,
speakers as for C4. ( Alternatively deduct £6 for
3000LM or add £3 for SL6SB.)
Teleton F2000 or F4200 Tuner AM/FM/Stereo FM
Amplifier. Garrard SP25 Mk 11 with 9TAHC Diam.
and Plinth/Cover. Pair KNE124/3 speakers 17"x
10" x7". ( Add £2 for SL65B turntable.)
As BII, but with Garrard 2025TC or 3000LM.

HENRY'S
PRICE

USUAL
PRICE
LSO

0 0 £39 10

g

=

É .... É

Al
Al

‘,-..cour•co.mt.1

AS
A6A
Al

*AMPLIFIERS * MIKES
ooódó=01:1.
"
1
- - * TUNERS * HEADPHONES

A9

[65 0 0
13. 30'1E74 0 0
P.P 30 £102

£94

0 0 C85
P.P

40

0 0
-

0 0 £79
p.p.
0 £78
p.p.

O 0
40 0 0
40,-

Nikko TRM 4013 amplifier, G
d AP75, AT2I
Audio Tech, cartridge, de luxe Plinth Cover, pair
KNI04/3 speaker systems or Wharfedale Dentons,
or add CIO to System Price for Super Lintons.
As B3I but with SL72B.

£120

As B3I, but with G
d SL75B and Audio Tech.
AT33 cartridge.
As B3I, but with G
d SP25 Mk II and AT66
cartridge.
As B51, but with Garrard SL65I3 Autochanger and
magnetic cartridge.
Armstrong 521, Garrard SL75 or SL72B, Audio
Tech. AT33, De Luxe Plinth/Cover, Wharfedale
Melton or Celestion Ditton 15 or Goodmans
Mezzo speaker systems.
As Al but with G
d AP75 and AT2I cartridge.
(Or add £5 for Garrard SL72B.)
As A2 but with Garrard SP25 Mk II.

£137

As Al but with Goldring GL7SP and GB00 cartridge. ( Or £ 144. p.p. 40/-, with GL69P.)
Armstrong 525 FM Tuner Amplifier rest as Al
(stereo Multiplex Decoder optional L9/10/-).
As AGA but with Goldring GL7SP and G800 cartridge. ( Or £ 169, p.p. 40/, with GL69P.)
Nikko TRM SOB, Goldring GL7SP and G800E cartridge. B & W DM IBookshelf speaker systems.

0 o [104 0 0
40'-

£I27 10

o C110

00

P.P.

40/ -

O o E118

£110 10
£113

oo

£I68

o

£I53 14
£144 16
£174

O

£190

o

£210

o

£190

o

0 0
P.P. 40 0 0
P.P. 40,08 0 0
P.P. 40'045 0
P.P. 40i-

o OE

E130 0 0
p.p. 40/E122 0 0

P.P. 40/C170 0 0
P.P. 40/-

NOTE FOR ' A' SYSTEMS ONLY, ALTERNATIVE TO ARMSTRONG 521, NIKKO
TRM 50B, SINCLAIR NEOTERIC 60, or add £ 12 FOR LEAK STEREO 70.

*SPEAKER SYSTEMS

DI

*CABINETS * CARTRIDGES

Goldring GL75P or Thorens TD150AB and TX II, £250 approx £ 18 0 0
Pair Kef Concord speakers, Audio Tech. AT2I X or
p.p. 60 Shure M55E, Quad 33 and 303 Amplifier. Alternatively with Nikko STA301 Stereo Tuner Amplifier.

CREDIT TERMS for any purchase from £30

*TAPE UNITS

(CALLERS ONLY)

HENRYS SPECIALISE IN ALL THESE
THINGS- A CATALOGUE IS A MUST!

STOCK LIST Ref. 16 / 17 FREE ON REQUEST

also
PUBLIC ADDRESS— DISCOTHEQUE EQUIPMENT
AND EVERYTHING ELSE FOR HI-FI ENTHUSIASTS

HENRY'S RADIO mi
LI U.

0

£S7 0
P.P. 30-

Nikko TRM308 ( or Teleton GAI01), SP25 Mk II £94 10
with AT66 cart. Deluxe Plinth/Cover, speakers as
for C4 above. ( Or add £2for SL65B autochanger.)

.,0•1011,140-0,1m.M0
1.....MIrriNfOIM*M1.1

4,'"›

FREE.
New Edition 10 page
Hi-Fi Stock/Systems List. Shows
you how to save pounds. ( Ref.
No. 16/17, free on request.)

21 -xI
l"x9}"

M00000.0000000

e

SYSTEMS
Based upon well known equipment. Complete with cables as
required. On demonstration now.
Credit terms for purchases available.

NOTE C4, C5. BI 1, B2, BIO and BI IB can be supplied with arger speakers KNI04,3
add CIO to Total Price. Alternatively add £ l0 to System Price for
Wharfedale Dentons or £ 16 for Super Lintons.

,..00;12e..o.noem-co

mem

STEREO

SYSTEM

..000.00.0000

m 0000

3000LM 9TAHC Dia...
3500 9TAHC Dia. ..
A70 Mk II .
401 less arm/cart.
G99 less arm/cart.
TDISOA Mk 11 ..
TD150AB Mk II
TDI25 ..
TD124/II ..
Leak Complete
Goodmans 3025
GL69 less cart.
GL75 less cart.
SL72B less cart.
SL7513 less cart.
SL95B less cart

SELECTED

New 6th Impression, with
350 fully detailed and illustrated pages. Contains High
Fidelity, Electronic Components and Equipment.

THE HOME
OF HI-FI

309 EDGWARE ROAD LONDON W.2 ( Thurs 9a.m.-1 p.m.)
01-723 6963 OPEN MON -SAT9am to 6pm Open all day Saturday.

VALUE, PERFORMANCE AND GUARANTEE
743

Come and meet

tiltulctillan —Armstron g
at Walthamstow
Armstrong—one of the big boys— in fact absolutely
tops when it comes to the design and construction of
Amplifiers and stereo/tuner amplifiers. Experience.
Forty years in fact, but still young enough to know good
design backed by the latest electronic know-how to
provide the best reproduction that the finest available
technology will allow.

We are employing not one, but two of the greatest names
in high fidelity sound reproduction. Richard Allan, the
foremost name in loudspeakers with a range from free
standing floor models through the range to models
with bookshelf proportions. Whatever your personal
choice, there is a Richard Allan speaker to suit your
requirements.

Get together with these two and you won't believe what you are hearing.

"kindle

() h a eel Ille
526 AM- FM Stereo Tuner amplifier Features the well known 521 Stereo
Amplifier and 523 AM- FM Tuner. Power output of 25 watts per channel, continuous sine wave. Facilities include stereo and mono FM coverage of medium
and long wave- bands. Recommended retail price £98.15.0. M8 Stereo Decoder
£9.10.0 extra.

PAVANE A floor standing, three speaker enclosure utilising a 12" bass
unit, 8" midrange, and a4" tweeter. Finished in teak with match.ng pine green
vynair fret. 25" high; 15f" wide; 12" deep. Recommended retail price £32.0.0.
CHACONNE A twin speaker reproducer of bookshelf proportions, utilising
an 8' bass unit and a 4" tweeter. Eminently suitable for the enthusiast requiring the best reproduction. 20" high; 12" wide; 9' deep. Recommended
retail price £19.11.10.

525 FM Stereo Tuner amplifier As 526 except it does not cover med. and
long wavebands. Both tuner amplifiers, with addition of the M8 Stereo Radio
Decoder give superb results on stereo radio. Indicator tells when broadcast
is in stereo. Recommended retail price £87.16.9. M8 Stereo Decoder £9.10.0
extra.

MINETTE Utilising the famous "MODULE" with a 5' bass unit and a 4"
tweeter mounted on an integral chassis. Will produce an exceptional quality
of sound from such compact dimensions. 111' high; 7' wide; 61" deep. Recommended retail price £16.3.5.

521 Stereo Amplifier1524 FM Tuner Separate amplifier and tuner or integrated tuner amplifiers, there is no difference in performance or specification.
Your choice should be guided by whichever is the most convenient in your
particular circumstances. 521 Recommended retail price £52.0.0 and the 524
£40.4.6.

H.P. Terms available— unique part exchange
Cameras for HiFi— HiFi for Cameras

DAVIekAYS
4 HIGH ST, WALTHAMSTOW E.I7

KINGSWAY 115 Kingsway, London WC2
WATFORD 22 Woodlands Parade
FINCHLEY 857 High Road, N12
HOLLOWAY 61 Seven Sisters Road, N7
WOOD GREEN 8 Turnpike Parade, N15
WALTHAMSTOW 4 High Street, E17
WEMBLEY 3 Wembley Hill Road
EDMONTON 169 Fore Street, N18

Tel: 01-520 4121
744

Telephone
Telephone
Telephone
Telephone
Telephone
Telephone
Telephone
Telephone

01-405 0446
92 26602
01-445 3319
01-272 7901
01-888 9291
01-520 4121
01-902 1792
01-807 2807

The 6000X.

Are you sure you can handle it?
The 6000X is no ordinary
tape deck. If you buy it you
get the kind of gadgets and
devices you'd expect from a
professional machine.
So you'd better read what
it. can do very carefully.
Because you might be
getting hold of something
you can't handle.
Limiter permits up to
25 DB overload without
distortion.
Switched pick-up inputs,

either magnetic or ceramic.
Instantaneous and silent
stop/start.
Mixing possibilities in
stereo with separate input
controls.
4input controls for mixing
in mono.
AB-test. Din and phono
sockets.
'Sound- on- Sound'
copying from one track to
the other.
Facilities for echo and

other special effect recording.
Cueing possibility on
fast forward or rewind.
.Remote control of start
and stop.
Vertical and horizontal
operation.
Automatic motor shut-off
if tape breaks or ends.
And all that is really only
the half of it. If you're still
not sure send us the coupon.

TANDBERG
Built by experts for experts

SPECIAL MONEY SAVING DISCOUNTS
on the Best Hi-fidelity Equipment on the Market Today
AMPLIFIERS
ARENA F2102 x 10 watts
Stereo Amplifier teak
case .
ARMSTRONG 521 teak
case
PHILIPS RH580 stereo
amp. magnetic input ..
DULCI 207M as above but
accepts magnetic cartridge ..
GOODMANS
Maxamp
teak or walnut
LEAK Stereo 30 plus
chassis model
LEAK Stereo 30 plus teak
cased ..
LEAK Stereo 70 chassis
model ..
LEAK Stereo 70 plus teak
cased ..
NIKKO TRM 30
NIKKO TRM 40B
NIKKO TRM 120
ROGERS RAVENSBOURNE teak cased
ROGERS RAVENSBROOK chassis model
ROGERS RAVENSBROOK in teak case
SANSUI AU 222
SANSUI AU 555 ..
TRUVOX TSA200 teak
cased ..
DULCI 207 Stereo Amplifier 2x 8 watts ..
QUAD 33 Control Unit
and 303 Power Amp.
TELETON 203E

Rec. Retail
Price
£36 15

Discount
Price

0

£29 10

0

£5200

£44

00

£26

0 0

£21

5 0

£30

0 0

01

£54
£53

15

0

0 0

£42 15

0

0 0

£43 10

0

£48 12

6

£59 10
£65

0

0 0

0
0
0
0

£64

0 0

£54 10

0

AKAI ASE/9S
SANSUI SS2 .
TELETON 3H301P
NIKKO HW3/S

£44

0 0

£ 6 10

0

SPEAKERS

£54 12

0

£ 5 5 0

£25

0 0

£ 7 0 0

£98
£28

0 0 £
82 10
7 6 £20 10

0
0

QUAD Stereo Tuner ..
TRUVOX FM200 less Decoder ..
ARMSTRONG 523 AM/
FM teak case ..
ARMSTRONG 524 FM
teak case ..
PHILIPS RH690
ROGERS RAVENSBOURNE in teak case

£44
£22

2 0
1 0

£36 15
£ 18 10

0
0

£29

8 0

£23 10

0

£70 10

0

£59 13 10 £48 10

0

£64 14 0
£51
0 0

£52 17
£45 15

0
0

£37 12 11

£ 2 10

0

£52

9 0

£44 17

6

£40 4 6
£38 19 0

£34 17
£ 3 10

6
0

£66 17

£54 10

0

£82 10

5

9

TUNER AMPLIFIERS
ARENA T2600 Stereo
AM/FM
ARETA T2700 Stereo FM
NIKKO ST501
NIKKO STA301
ARENA T1500 teak only
ARMSTRONG 525 ..
ARMSTRONG 526 ..
GOODMANS 3000 ..
B & O Beomaster 1400
with decoder
NIKKO FAM I2F
NIKKO ST 701

£104 9 0
£97 13 0
£121 17 11
£98 12 6
£64
1 0
£87 16
£98 15
£77 14

£110
£68
£136

9
6
7

0 0
8 3
3 II

£89 10 0
£84 10 0
£104 10 0
£89 10 0
£57 10 0
(add 7gns for
decoder)
£74 15 0
£85 10 0
£67 10 0
(with
decoder)
£7 10 0
£9 10 0
£20 0 0

19

0

£39 10

0

£9 10 0
(with decoder)
£43 10 0
(with decoder)
£34 10

Rec. Retail
Price
STEREO CARTRIDGES
AUDIO TECHNICA AT66 £6 6 0
SHURE M3DM
C7 8 3
SHURE 31E
£ 12 19 5
SHURE 32E
£ 12 0 11
SHURE 55E
£ 16 13 6
SHURE 44E
£ 14 16 6
SHURE M75E
£25 18 10
SHURE V15 Mk II
£40 15 3
GOLDRING C590 : : £5 4 0
GOLDRING 800
£ 13 0 0

Discount
Price
£5
£6
Ell
£10
£13
£2
£23
£5
a
Ell

10
2
10
15
19
19
5
0
2
12

0
6
0
0
0
6
0
0
6
6

STEREO TAPE DECKS AND RECORDERS
El 2 6 6
6 3
£31
£33 7 3

GOLDRING Lenco L75
SME 3009 with Si shell ..
SME 3012 with Si shell ..

£ 6 15
£ 1 10
£ 9 10
£84 10

£42 0 0
£ 6 0 0
£69 10 0

[51

2x 5

0 0

Discount
Price
£114 10 0
£147 10 0

PICKUP ARMS

0
0
0
0

£49 0 0
£62 17 7
£80 9 7

£99

TELETON CRIOT Tuner
Amplifier AM/FM with
decoder ..

0

FM TUNERS
ARENA F2I I with Decoder ..
DULCI FMT7 Mono tuner
DULCI FMT7S Stereo
tuner ..
GOODMANS Stereomax
teak stereo tuner ..
LEAK Stereofetic chassis
model ..
LEAK Stereofetic teak

TELETON F2000
watts rms

15

£71 10
£6 0
£46 10
£95 0

al

Rec. Retail
Price
£129
10 0
£162 3 0

SANSUI 350 • •
SANSUI 2000 ..
SANYO
DC60
2X 30
watts rms . • • •

EIO 7
£ 4 17
£ 6 17

STEREO HEADPHONES
£6
£7
£4
£4

16
15;
10
15

0
0
0
0

£5
a
£
£3

10
5
15
19

(Prices quoted for single speaker unless otherwise
specified)
ARENA H17
£22
1 0 £ 18 10
ARENA HT 10 teak or
rosewood .. £ 19 19 0 £ 17 10
CELESTION Ditton 10 £21 13
1 £ I7 IS
CELESTION Ditton 15 £29 0 0 £23 17
GOODMANS Maxim .. £20 15 6 £ 16 15
GOODMANS Marimba £24 0 5 £ l9 15
GOODMANS Mezzo II £ 30 18 0 £25 10
GOODMANS Magnum K £40 2 0 £29 15
LEAK Sandwich .. £43 10 0
£37 10
LEAK Mini Sandwich .. £29 15 0 £25 5
LOWTHER Acousta PM6 £45 10 0 £40 10
LOWTHER Acousta PM7 £ 55 10 0 £50 10
KEF Cresta
..
£22 3 7 £ 18 10
KEF Celeste .. £29 0 0 £25 0
KEF Concord .. £43 10 0 £ 37 10
KEF Concerto .. .. £ 53 10 0 £45 0
QUAD Electrostatic .. £66 0 0 £59 10
WHARFEDALE Denton
£37 16 0 £30 10
per pair .
WHARFEDALE Super
£42 0 0 £37 10
Linton per pair ..
WHARFEDALE Dovedale
£39 10 0 £32 19
WHARFEDALE UNIT 3
£10 17 6
a
S
Speaker Kit ..
£32 0 0 £ 7 0
B & W. DM I
£63 0 0 £54 10
B & W. DM3/A
PLAYING DECKS
GARRARD 401
GARRARD AP75
GARRARD SP25 Mark 11
GARRARD SRP22
GARRARD SL95B
GARRARD SL75
GARRARD SL65B
GARRARD SL55
GARRARD 60 Mark 11
GARRARD 3500
GARRARD 2025 T/C
GARRARD 1025
GOLDRING GL69
GOLDRING GL69P
GOLDRING GL75
GOLDRING GL75P
THORENS TDI50
THORENS TD150A Mk 11
THORENS TDI50AB Mk11
THORENS TDI25

£31
£23
£15
£6
£45
£35
£19
£13
£17
£12
CII
CIO
£25
£33
£35
£46
£29
£43
£43
£63

14 2
16 7
11 II
12 0
9 1
12 5
6 5
17 9
5 10
4 10
3 II
6 2
1 6
II
9
15 5
18 8
8 1
12 0
8 7
4 9

£27
£ 17
£ 11
£5
£ 37
£ 30
£ 15
£ 11
£ 14
£ 10
£ 10
£9
£20
£28
£28
£37
£26
£37
£41
£ 4

0
5
2
0
0
0
2
2
9
9
0
0
9
0
5
0
0
0
0
5

Plinths, tops and accessories of above available at 10%
discount on retail price.

AKAI Model 4000D 3£87 10
head stereo tape deck
AIWA TP 1011 professional stereo 3- head
£164 6
tape deck ..
SANYO MR910 4-track
stereo tape recorder
£87 10
SANYO MR929 4- track
stereo tape recorder, 2
£100 16
detachable speakers ..
SANYO MR801 stereo
tape deck ..
£79 O
REVOX model 1104 4£187 19
track tape deck ..
GRUNDIG TK247 de- luxe
£139 18
stereo tape recorder
AKAI
1710W
4-track
£109 O
stereo tape recorder

0

£75

0 0

o

£139 10

0

0

£74 10

0

o

£9 10

0

0

10

o

O

£169 10

o

9

£02 10

o

0

£9 10

O

MONAURAL MAINS TAPE RECORDERS
GRUNDIG TK I
20 continental twin-track tape
recorder .. .
GRUNDIG TK144 4- track
tape recorder
GRUNDIG TK149 Automatic 4- track tape recorder
PHILIPS 4307 4- track tape
recorder ..
PHILIPS 4308 2-speed 4track tape recorder ..

£39

5 0

£47 13

I

£55 18

0

£48 I1 0
£60

£ 9 10
al

0

10

0

£49 10

0

al

10

0

0 10 £51

10

0

£49 10

0

£77 10

0

£119 10

0

£32 10

0

COMPLETE HI- F1 SYSTEMS
RADON 404 SYSTEM
G
dSP25, separate
2x8 watt amplifier, 2
bookshelf type speakers
teak or blond oak .. £57 4 0
TOSHIBA SOPHIA Transcription turntable, magnetic cartridge, integrated tuner amplifier,
with stereo decoder,
fitted hinged perspex
top, 2separate speakers,
walnut finish .. [89 5 0
SANYO DC534E Transcription turntable,
magnetic cartridge, integrated tuner/amplifier, 2X 12 watts rms,
decoder, fitted hinged
perspex top .. [ 132 10 0
Matching SANYO SX/X
speakers per pair .. £37 16 0

GARRARD SP25 MK II complete with plinth and
perspex top ready wired. Rec. Retail price £21. 15.0
Discount price £15. 15.0
GARRARD AP75 with plinth and top, ready wired.
Rec. Retail price £33. 15. 0. Discount price £23. 19.6

All goods are in manufacturer's sealed cartons and are insured against loss or damage in transit. Guaranteed " by return" service. Add 7/6
to all orders for p. & p. Send cash/cheque with order. Personal Callers Welcome—Business Hours,

Smith's Radio Service (Wolverhampton)
746

tid e

Mail Order Department, 26 Victoria Street,
Wolverhampton, Staffs. Tel: Wolv. 29246.

AUDIO SERVICES

UPT050%

25% CASH
offer up to

swum

BRITAIN'S ONLY TAPE RECORDER MART
specialising in the SALE, EXCHANGE and PURCHASE
of every make of high quality Tape Recorder. Brenell,
Ferrograph, Ampex, B & 0, etc, we have the lot!
Fantastic savings of up to 50 per cent off original list prices
for Personal Callers only. Our stocks change daily—call
today—well over 100 models to choose from—all guaranteed
you pay no tax on secondhand machines.

plus
DEMONSTRATIONS- EXPERT GUIDANCE
INSTALLATION - SERVICE

TYPICAL BARGAINS
(Note:

ALL WITH 3 MONTHS WRITTEN GUARANTEE
M=Mono, S=Stereo, BP=Battery Portable, 4=4 track, 2=2 track)

GRUNDIG TK40 ( M/2) ..
SONY TC500 ( 5/4)
AKAI M9 ( 5(4)
.
SONY TC800 ( BP/M/2) ..
VORTE XION WVB/4 (M/2)
TANDBERG 1241 ( S/4) ..
REVO X 736 ( S/4)
FERROGRAPH SA/N (M/2)
PHILIPS EL3534 (
S'4) ..
BRENELL MKSM Series III ( M/2)
TELEFUNKEN 85KL ( 11/2)
SONY TC260 ( S/4)
AKAI 1710 ( S/4)
SONY TC250A ( S/4) .
VORTEXION CBL/5 ( S/2)
FERROGRAPH 422 (S/2)
PHILIPS EL3549 (M/2) ..
FERROGRAPH 631 ( M/2)

Our
Our
Our
Our
Our
Our
Our
Our
Our
Our
Our
Our
Our
Our
Our
Our
Our
Our

price
price
price
price
price
price
price
price
price
price
price
price
price
price
price
price
price
price

ONLY 35
ONLY 57
ONLY IIS
ONLY 49
ONLY 52
ONLY 69
ONLY 95
ONLY 55
ONLY 59
ONLY 69
ONLY 39
ONLY 72
ONLY 65
ONLY 48
ONLY 89
ONLY 59
ONLY 19
ONLY 72

GUARANTEED SATISFACTION

gns
gns
gns
gns
gns
gns
gns
gns
gns
gns
gns
gns
gns
gns
gns
gns
gns
gns

Alexander Shackman, the acknowledged authority on high quality
sound reproduction, now adds to his personal service, the attraction
of substantial discounts. Cred.t terms are also available at discount prices.
ALL LEADING MAKES STOCKED
Large stocks are carried of the following: Quad, Armstrong, Leak,
Roger, Goodman, Thorens, Tandberg, Garrard, Goldring, Koss, Shure,
SME, Sugden, Connoisseur, Philips, KEF, Wharfedale, Richard Allan
and everything that is best to ensure lasting satisfaction.
We especially urge you to attend loudspeaker demonstrations of the
Bowers & Wilkins DM3, Dynasonic 2T, KEF ' Concorde', Leak ' Sandwich'
and other quality speakers including the unique Shackman Dynastatic,
the speaker that has been in constant and increasing production for
nearly six years and is the only really successful electrostatic dynamic
speaker ever produced.

Tandberg Specialists
Our resident manager, Mr. G. Chivers, is a keen Tandberg enthusiast.
We have the complete range of new Tandberg Tape Recorders in stock
plus a number of selected secondhand machines at attractive prices.
Mr. Chiyers will be pleased to give you the benefit of his wide experience of this excellent range of Tape Recorders.
FERROGRAPH 622 (
S/2)
Our
AKAI M8 (5/4) ..
Our
SANYO 929 ( S/4) ..
Our
SONY TC200 ( S/4)
Our
TANDBERG 74 ( S/4) ..
Our
VORTEX ION WVA/4 (M/2)
Our
TANDBERG 62 ( S/2)
Our
REVOX E36 (
S/2) .. ..
Our
FERROGRAPH 4A/N (M/2)
Our
PHILIPS EL3536 (
S/4) ......
Our
REPS RIO (M/2) .. . ..
Our
BRENELL MK5 Series III IM/2)
Our
TELEFUNKEN M300 (BP/M/2)
Our
WYNDSOR VANGUARD (M/4)
Our
TELEFUNKEN 204E ( 5/4)
Our
AKAI X4 (BP/S/4)
Our
PHILIPS EL330I (BP/M/2)
Our
SANYO 151 (BP/S/4) .. .. .
Our
PERSONAL CALLERS ONLY

price
price
price
price
price
price
price
price
price
price
price
price
price
price
price
price
price
price

ONLY
ONLY
ONLY
ONLY
ONLY
ONLY
ONLY
ONLY
ONLY
ONLY
ONLY
ONLY
ONLY
ONLY
ONLY
ONLY
ONLY
ONLY

79
79
75
52
49
74
75
79
49
39
29
52
39
49
69
69
16
45

It sells for £52.
WE ARE A SPECIALIST SHOP OF HIGH
WHY GO ELSEWHERE?

gns
gns
gns
gns
gns
gns
gns
gns
gns
gns
gns
gns
gns
gns
gns
gns
gns
gns

Shop hours: 9.30 a.m.-6 p.m.

REPUTATION.

Thursday half- day closing. Open all day
Saturday.

AUDIO SERVICES LTD.
82 EAST BAP.NET ROAD, NEW BARNET, HERTS.
Telephone: 0l - 449 6605.
We can also offer rock bottom, money- saving prices with a
special service in ...

r

We also stock every make and model of New Tape Recorder plus a
complete range of accessories.

'
CUT PRICE' MAIL ORDER
To Audio Services, Dept. N', 82 East Barnet Road, New
Barnet, Herts.

Please quote me your LOWEST possible cash price on the following
equipment (enter nome and model No.):
2.
3
4
It is understood that the prices quoted will apply to mail order
only.
My Name is (
Block letters)

242/4 PENIONVIllE ROAD, ONDON, N.1
(200 YDS. KINGS CROSS)

27

TERminus 8200

( HALF

My Address ( Block letters)

L

DAY THURSDAY)

747

im

SPECIAL REDUCED PRICES ON GARRARD UNITS
•GARRARD

UNITS
Kit
Kit
Kit
Kit

NOW AVAILABLE
E.M.I. HI-FI SPEAKER KITS
150 £2.7.6
P. & P. 3s. 6d.
450 £3.2.0
P. & P. 5s.
850
E3.19.6
P. & P. 5s.
350
E6.19.6
P. & P. 7s 6.d.

•TEAK

PLINTHS

Recommended cabinets also available. Send large
s.a.e. for details and technical specifications.

r

9TA or 9TAHC
Ceramic Cartridge
(Fitted diamond
styli)

47/
6d

• Garrard SP25 Mk 11 motor £ 11/9/6 P/P 10/—
e Garrard SP25 Mk II on base
P & P 2/
6
as above
..
£ 13/19/6 P/P 12/6
PLINTH AND COVER
e Garrard SP25 Mk 11 with base
TYPE 9TAHC (List Price 82/—)
A superbly made plinth finished ir teak, and natural- tinted
cover.
Readycut
for SP25, AT60, LM3000 cts. List Price U.
Post
free
if
sent
with
other
goods.
and cover
..
£ 16/4/6 P/P 17/—
FANTASTIC VALUE at 95/—, P/P 7/6.
• Garrard SP25 Mk 11 with deSensitivity: 55 mV/cm/sec rms minimum
Deluxe version also available with dark grey tinted perspex
at 45r at 1,000 Hz, measured on Decca
luxe base and smoked grey
cover. 4/6 extra.
SXL2057.
S.a.e. for illustrated leaflets on above items and special budget
perspex cover .. [ 16/9/— P/P 17/—
Replacement Diamond Styli, I5/—.
stereo systems from 55 gns.
• Garrard 2025TC fitted with
Double Dia. Styli LP/Stereo, 22/6 each.
9TAHC stereo head, c/w dia.
TEAK PLINTH & COVER READY- CUT
• TELETON Stereo headphones
styli, on deluxe teak base
69/6 p. & p. 4/6 Suitable for Ap75, SL75, SL95, £ 6.I
& P., I0/—
Teak plinth with hinged perspex lid suitable for TDI50, 124.
smoked/tinted cover .. £ 13/17/6 P/P 17/— e NM 33 Stereo magnetic heads
Goldring GL68, GL70, GL75. List El I/10/0. SPECIAL OFFER
• Garrard AP75 player unit ..
E17/15/— P/P 10/—
69/6 p. & p. 2/6 a/14 /6not available by post.
All SP25 Mk 11 motors can be supplied ready wired with 6ft. •
AT66 £ 5/19/6 P/P 2/6. 8TA SONOTONE HEAD with DIAMOND 35/— P/P 2/6
mains cable and 6ft. screened stereo cable, terminated with
5- pin Din plug or 2 phono plugs at 10/6 each.
• GOLDRING G800H STEREO MAGNETIC HEAD. List Price £ 10.13.6. Offered at £8P/P 2/6
e SHURE M3DM HEAD £6/15/— P/P 2/6
• GOLDRING G800 STEREO MAGNETIC HEAD. List Price £ 13.0.0. Offered at £8.19.6 P/P 2/6
e DECCA DERAM 95/— P/P 2/6
• REPLACEMENT DIA STYLI FOR NM22 £ 2.12.6. Post Paid S.A.E. for Lists

LEE ELECTRONICS 400 EDGWARE RD. W.2 Tel: 01-723 5521

Audio Annual 1970 is packed
with features of interest for all
hi-fi and tape recording devotees.
Contents include:
II
II
▪
III
•
•
II

Are equipment reviews honest?
How records are made
A new theory of record wear
Visit to apop recording studio
Noise, noise, noise
Setting air in motion
Articles and reviews by a
dozen leading audio experts

A LINK HOUSE GROUP PUBLICATION
Obtainable at your local newsagent/bookseller,
or post-free from
Link House, Dingwall Avenue, Croydon CR9 2TA

RECORDS AR E MAD E
AIR IN
VISI
NOTTION
To A POP RECORDI NG STUDIO
IIT.4 DOZEN LEADING AUDIO EXPERTS

SPECIAL

BUDGET

AIONNIM

STEREO

ARENA

TANDBERG

F2I0

TUNER

AMPLIFIER

AMPLIFIER
Model Solvsuper

Stereo amplifier, extremely compact due to modular construction. Power output 2x 10 W ( sinus). For both mono
and stereo reproduction. Jacks for external speakers and tape
recorder etc. Push button operation. Cabinet available in
teak or rosewood.
Dimensions 1 high x lOr wide x 7t,"
deep. List Price, 35 gns.

PRICE £28. Postage and packing 10/—

ARENA
T1500F
TUNER
AMPLIFIER
4 W.B., LW., M.W., Short Wave + F.M. +
Stereo MPX Decoder. Output 2x8 W, R.M.S.
response 20-30,000 c/s, input for magnetic pickup, input/output for tape recorder. Teak finish.
List Price with MPX Decoder, 76 gns.
Special Offer, £65. PP I
5/—.

eTeak or Walnut available.

e e pieie••••

5 W.B. L.M. 2 S. Waves. F.M. E•ectronic Beam Indicator. Input for Magnetic
and Crystal Pickup. Input/Output Sockets for Tape Recorder. 4 Speaker
Outputs by Selector Switch. 6 Watts RMS Output per Channel. Bass and
Treble Controls. Teak Cabinet. List Price, £76. Special offer, £65. P/P 5/—.
MPX Unit, fitted to above if required. £ 8 extra,

Matching Stereo F.M. Tuner also available.

WITH DIA. STYLI.
Specifications.
20-20,000 c/s,
output 5mV, compliance 6x
10 -6 cm/dyne,
tracking
2-3-5
grams. 0.7 diamond styli. List
Price 6 gns. Special Offer 95/—,
p.p. 2/6. Replacement Dia Styli,
526. Post Paid.

••-•gr.e—

10-71

2. -

ORBIT NM22
STEREO HEAD

OFFERS

BUDGET " STEREO 65"

BUDGET " STEREO 68"

Teleton 203E Amplifier in Teak Cabinet;
Garrard SP25 Mk. II, with De- Luxe Teak
Plinth and Smoke-tinted Cover; Orbit
NM22 Stereo Head, 2 Solent Speakers.
Ready wired and tested with all connecting
leads, including 30ft. of cable for loudspeakers.
Total REC. Retail Price, C97/15/—.

Arena F2I0 Amplifier, Garrard SP25 Mk II,
with De- Luxe Teak Plinth and Smoketinted Cover, Orbit NM22 Stereo Head,
2 Solent Speakers.
Ready wired and tested with all connecting
leads, including 30ft. of cable for loudspeakers.
Total REC. Retail Price, C104/51—.

65 GNS.

Postage and packing,
37/6 extra.

68 GNS.

Postage and packing,
37/6 extra

On demonstration.

On demonstration.

BUDGET " STEREO 77"

BUDGET " STEREO 99"

Teleton F2000, Mk. II Tuner Amplifier,
with Tuning Meter, MPX Stereo Decoder,
9 Watts per channel. AM/FM. Garrard
SP25, Mk. 11 Motor, Sonotone 9TAHC
Head
with
Dia
Styli.
Teak
Plinth
and Smoke-tinted Cover. Two Solent
Speakers. Ready Wired with all connecting leads, including 30 ft. Speaker Cable.
Total REC. Retail Price, E120/5/—.

Arena TISOOF MPX Tuner Amplifier,
Garrard SP25 Mk. II, with De- Luxe Teak
Plinth and Smoke-tinted Cover, Orbit
NM22 Stereo Head, 2 Solent Speakers.
Ready wired and tested with all connecting
leads, including 30ft. of cable for loudspeakers.

77 GNS.

Postage and packing,
37/6 extra.

On Demonstration.

Total REC. Retail Price, f144/19/—.

99 GNS.

Postage and packing,
37/6 extra.

On demonstration.

BUDGET " STEREO 100"
Tandberg Solvsuper Tuner Amplifier,
Garrard SP25 Mk. II, with De- Luxe Teak
Plinth and Smoke-tinted Cover, Orbit
NM22 Stereo Head, 2 Solent Speakers.
Ready wired and tested with all connecting leads, including 30ft. of cable for loudspeakers.
Total REC. Retail Price, f143/15/—.

TELETON SA61203E TRANSISTOR
STEREO AMPLIFIER
The latest model from the fabulous Teleton
range of Hi Fi Stereo equipment. Incorporates
16 transistors and diodes producing superb
quality Hi Fi reproduction. Output 10 watts
per channel music power at less than 2per cent
harmon ,c distortion.
Frequency
response
+ IaB 30-20,000 Hz. Output impedance 4/8/16
ohms. Inputs for Gram ( Magnetic and Crystal),
Tuner and Auxiliary. Tape Record output.
Controls: Volume, Balance, Bass; 50 Hz + 10 dB.
Treble: 10 KHz + 10 dB.
Stereo/mono slide
switch. Stereo Headphone socket. Housed in
attractive oiled walnut cabinet with brushed
aluminium front panel. Complete with Gram
speaker and plugs. Special offer, £23, carr. I0/—.

NOW AVAILABLE
IN TEAK CABINET
AT £ 1.0.0 EXTRA

10 OGNS.

Postage and packing.
37/6 extra.

MPX Stereo Decoder, if required, a extra
On demonstration.

SONOTONE SOLENT
HI-FI SPEAKERS
This famous Loudspeaker needs no introduction. Fitted with Goodmans Bass and
Treble Speakers, it gives smooth response
from 40 c/s to 20,000 c/s.
Impedance
4-811 Size 14" x9" x8+". List price, £18.
Special Offer Ell 10s. Od. each.
Solent Mk 11 also available as above but in
Teak finish. Price £ 11 10s. Od. each. Postage
and packing, I0/— per speaker.
S.a.e. for Leaflets and Test Reports.
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All above Systems can be supplied with
AP75 Motor, with Plinth and Cover in lieu
of SP25 at an additional cost of f9/10/—.

LEE ELECTRONICS
400 EDGWARE ROAD
PADDINGTON W.2
Shop hours 9.30 a.m —6 p.m.

Telephone 01-723 5521
CLOSED THURSDAYS
S.A.E. For details of all Stereo Systems

the finest high-fidelity designs eve'
THE TUNER

specifications
(These may vary slightly dependent upon layout of modules, but are essentially correct for most conditions)
Tuning range--87.5 MHz to 108.5 MHz.
Sensitivity for 4 gang tuning for 20 dB
quieting-1.2
microvolts:
For
30 dB
quieting-3.2 mic•ovolts (slightly less for
3 gang).
Audio frequency range-10 Hz to 14 kHz
±1 dB, mono or stereo.
19 kHz rejection-44 dB.

Output-400 mV from I.F. strip; 1 volt
from decoder with 75 kHz modulation.
Distortion-0.25% overall, both channels.
Signal-to-noise ratio:-60 dB X-talk better
than 30 dB all frequencies.
Switchable A.F.C.
Automatic stereo rejection at less than
pre-set stereo signal level.

peak sound specification guarantee
Peak Sound guarantee that their equipment meets all specifications as published by them and
that these are written in the same terms as used in equipment reviews appearing in this and
other leading British hi-fi journals. Audio output powers are quoted at continuous sine wave
power in terms of Root Mean Square values (R.M.S.) into stated loads at stated frequencies.

Because of transistors and printed circuit
boards, mass-produced modules make it
possible for almost anyone to assemble
reasonably good audio equipment. Nevertheless, the need for design- engineered
equipment to take fullest advantage of these
techniques remained unfulfilled until Peak
Sound, approaching the problem on quite
different lines, produced their Englefield
systems. With the amplifiers firmly established as best in their class, there follows the
Englefield F.M. Tuner for either mono ( to
which stereo can be added later) or stereo.
The unusually beautiful cabinet matches that
of the amplifier to make one of the finest
looking assemblies ever produced, and
worthy to grace any decor. You can own an
Englefield F.M. Tuner from £33 to £50 according to whether you start with mono or
stereo. Sensitivity, gain and quality of reproduction are unsurpassed, and since there is
no short cut to proper F.M. stereo reception,
you will find that the Englefield offers exceptionally good value for money.

peak sound

PEAK SOUND ( HARROW) LTD., ST. JUDES ROAD, ENGLEFIELD GREEN, EGHAM, SURREY

CASH
AMPLIFIERS ( P. & P. 14/-)
Arena F2I0
Armstrong 521 .
Ferrograph F307 .
Goodmans Maxarnp
Korting A500 .
Leak Stereo 30 Pius ..
Leak Stereo 30 Plus (cased)
Leak Stereo 70 ..
Leak Stereo 70 ( cased) ..
Lux SQ77T .
Metrosound ST28
Revox A50
Rogers Ravensbrook
Rogers Ravensbrook ( cased)
Rogers Ravensbourne (cased)
Rogers Ravensbourne
Sacom SA500 ..
Sansui AU222
Sinclair 2000 ..
Sinclair Neoteric

.. £29 8
..
42 10
..
47 0
..
42 10
..
32 12
..
42 8
..
47 12
..
52 0
..
57 2
..
54 0
26 0
..
86 15 1
..
35 10
..
39 5
..
51 14
..
47 12
..
25 0
..
SO 0
..
24 8
..
47 0

••
••
.•
•.
••
•.

CARTRIDGES ( P. & P. 3/-)
ADC 220 .. .. .. ..
£7 0
Audio Technica AT66LC/7/5
5 7
Audio Technica AT2IS ..
7 6
Audio Technica AT21X ..
12 19 1
Audio Technica AT35S ..
13 8
Decca C4E .. ..
19 18
Goldring G800H - ..
9 0
Goldring G800 .
9 0
Goldring G800E .. .
15 0
Goldring G800SE .. ..
20 0
Goldring 850 .
5 7
Neat V70 ..
4 10
Neat V60MH
7 4
Neat V60MHE .
9 16
Sonotone 9TAHC
2 10
Shure M3DM . _
5 15
Shure M31E
10 10
Shure M32E ..
9 10
Shure M44-5/C/7 ..
9 0
Shure M55- E
..
.
13 0
Shure M44- E
_.
.
II 10
MAIL ORDER ( P. & P. Please)

M. O'BRIEN

STYLI
3 8
5 0
10 13

3 16 1
8 16
13 10

3 0 co
7 Is 3
6 19 9
9 6 4
8 10 10

DISCOUNTS

Shure M75-6/2
12 10 0
6 19
Shure M75 G/2
12 10 0
7 IS
Shure M75- E/2
..
19 10
I
10 17
Shure M75- E1/2
..
19 0 0
9 6
Shure VIS Improved ..
13 19
..
31
0 0
HEADPHONES. Akai, AKG, Jenson, Pioneer, Koss
Sansui, Trio.
PICK-UP ARMS ( P. & P. 7/6)
Audio Technica AT1007
..
£ 19
Goldring L75
..
10
Goldring L69 ..
1
Neat G30/Lifter
. 12 I
SME 3009/S2
..
26
SPEAKERS ( P. & P. 14/6)
Celestion Ditton 10 ..
.. £35
Celestion Ditton 15 ..
..
23
Celestion Ditton 25
..
47 1
Goodmans Mambo
..
37
Good mans Mezzo 11
..
23 1
Goodmans Magnum K
..
32
Goodmans Magister
..
45
KEF Cresta
..
37
KEF Celeste ..
. 23
KEF Concord ..
••
34
KEF Concerto ..
.•
42
Leak Mini Sandwich ..
••
23
Leak Sandwich ..
•.
35
Richard Allan Minette ..
.•
13 11
Richard Allan Pavane ..
..
26 0
Richard Allan Chaconne
.•
16 81
Quad E/Static
•.
52 16
Wharfedale Dentons
••
30 o
Wharfedale Super Lintons
..
37 15
Wharfedale Meltons
..
23 10
Wharfedale Dovedale Ill
• • ..
31 10
Wharfedale Rosedale ..
• • ..
47 10
SPEAKER CHASSIS available by Celestion, Decca,
Goodmans, Jordan Watts (£9.7.6), Lowther. REF. Fane,
Peerless, Richard Allan, WB, Wharfedale ( UNIT 3, £9/18/61,
Tannoy.
TAPE RECORDERS ( P. & P. 20/-)
Akai 4000DStock
.. From
Ferrograph 724
..
.. 172 0 0
Revox 1104
.. 172 7 2

AFTER-SALES SERVICE

Telephone Egham 5326

EXPORT ( including personal)

TUNERS ( P. & P. 14/-)
Arena F2I I ( MPX)
Armstrong 523 ..
Armstrong 524 ..
Korting T-500
Leak Stereofetic ( cased) ..
Leak Stereofetic ( chassis)
Revox A76
Rogers Ravensbourne FET2 ( cased)
Rogers Ravensbourne FET2 ( chassis)
Quad FM3 ..
TUNER- AMPLIFIERS ( P. & P. 14/-)
Pioneer SX-300T
Lux HQ555

..
..

TURNTABLES ( P & P. 15/-)
Dual 1209 .
Goldring GL69
Goldring GL69/P/Cover
Goldring GL75
Goldring GL75/P/Cover
Garrard SP25
.
G
d 5P25/Plinth/Cover, wired
Garrard SP25 Plinth/Cover/AT66
Garrard AP75
Garrard 401
Garrard SL72B
Garrard SL75B
Garrard 51-9513
Philips GA202
Pioneer PLI I/AT35S
Thorens TDI50A/2
Thorens TD I
50A11/2/TX1 .
1
Thorens TD125
Thorens TDI24 .

£36
44
33
37
57
50
136
56
51
43

12
1
5
12
17
7
14
3
19
17

70
141

0
0

£35
21
31
30
40
12
18
22
17
26
25
27
36
53
52
36
43
58
39

14
0
12
10
10
10
0
17
10
0
0
10
10
14
10
14
7
II
7

EQUIPMENT ALSO AVAILABLE BY: Brenell,
B & W, D/Furniture, Dulci, Dynaco, Hacker, Lafayette,
Korting. Koss, Nikko, P.E., Philips, Quad, Radford.
Transcriptors, Rotel, Sanyo, Sony, Sugden I. E.. Teleton.
Teat, Trio, Tripletone, Scott. Sansui, Pioneer.

DEMONSTRATIONS, 10 a.m.-6 p.m. ( evenings

226 WORPLE ROAD, WIMBLEDON, LONDON S.W.20.

75(1

.. 198 15 4
.. From Stock

Revox 1124 • •
Tandberg 1600X ..

by appointment).

01-946 1528

offered for the constructor
THE AMPLIFIER
Modules of our own design and manufacture
are housed within a cabinet of elegantly
original styling in director's grey and silver
with afrormosia end panels. This cabinet is
beautifully engineered to precision standards
with one piece chassis and tapped holes. The
fascia panel conceals all mounting screws,
etc. Facilities looked for in very expensive
equipment are to be found in the Englefield,
including stereo/mono switching, low pass
filter, switched input selector as well as the
usual controls. The modules available in the
Peak Sound range enable two versions to be
built, one with 12 watts output per channel
or one with 25 watts per channel, both into
15 ohms. The cabinet is supplied with all
necessary wires colour coded, cut to length
and stripped for easy connection, whilst the
instruction sheets are the finest of their kind
ever produced. Available separately price
12/6, they are supplied free with the Englefield
cabinet kit.

Sound writes

specifications
Using two PA.12-15 power amps, driven simultaneously
at 1kHz from 240 V mains supply:—
Output per ch. - 11 watts RMS into 15 ohms; 14 w. RMS
into 8 ohms.
Audio bandwidth- 10 Hz to 45 kHz for 1dB at 1 watt.
Inputs for mag. PU, tape record and replay, radio or aux.
Cl/load factor 29 dB on all channels.
12-12 version in kit form with cabinet £33.2.0: modules
£38.9.0.
25-25 version ( modules) with cabinet £58.15.0.

englefield systems

To Peak Sound, Saint Judes Road, Englefield Green, Egham Surrey
Details of Englefield and other systems, please and

Go to your usual hi-fi supplier for Peak Sound products, or in case
of difficulty order direct or send for leaflets.

Name
Address

Please also give name and address of your hi-fi supplier.

HFN.5
Write your stockist's name and address in margin, and cut out with coupon if necessary

TRADE ENQUIRIES INVITED.

ST-80W
FM/AM
STEREO
TUNER

TC-630 STEREO TAPE RECORDER

The amplifier ( 12+12 version) performs very closely to its specification.
Power bandwidth was well maintained
at ± 1dB between 20 and 60.000 Hz
with little or no increase in distortion
at the very low frequencies. At low
volume no cross- over distortion was
detectable. Signal to noise and cross
talk also closely approached that
specified. Under all tests, the amplifier
remained
absolutely
stable.
(April issue, pp 96-97). Copy of this
and other reviews on Peak Sound products sent on request.

I \- 1080 sIERLO

THE SONY CENTRE FOR ANYTHING AND EVERYTHING SONY

24, OXFORD STREET, LONDON, W.1
751

At our Oxford Street-`SONY
CENTRE" we have on display the
complete range of Superb SONY
equipment. Tape recorders,
HiFi Stereo Systems, Amplifiers,
Tuners, Televisions, Radios in fact
everything SONY is ready for immediate demonstration, inspection and sale. Our expert "SONY"
staff are fully conversant with
every SONY model and are
able to give you the benefit
of their many years
experience in selling the
fabulous SONY products.
N
y
The "SONY CENTRE" is
easy to get to (look for
C
E
the SONY CENTRE
/
sign) being only 25
1 T
yards fromTottenham
Court Road Tube
E 01°
Station, and it is

Precision in Sound

LJ

TODAY'S
B.D. I

o

VALUE MR MONEY geor00 YE MP/Mike'
IMMI•11.16

.
4 .111111

A virtually silent 2- speed unit
available either in chassis form
or plinth mounted, complete
with a quality pick-up arm.

B.D.2
Prices and details on request to:

Integrated turrtable
and pick-up assembly,
designed as BD. I. but
also teaturing the S.A.U.2
arm and new head shell
with lateral adjustment,
and anti- vibration spring mounts. This delightful turntable is avalable as a
chassis or mounted on a teak plinth.

A. R. SUGDEN & CO. ( Engineers) LTD.
MARKET STREET, BRIGHOUSE, HD6 IDX.

Tel

2142

Look before you listen!
record review
Ihielps you to
c ollect the best
It's the specialist journal that gives you
independent expert assessments of
performances on records. Peter Gammon d
edits, and atalented team of critics provides
candid and concise reviews, covering
classical and the best of folk, jazz, light and
pop. Record Review is for the intelligent
collector and specialises in the whole range
of recorded music, past and present. It is the
authority in afield of diffuse opinions. Read
it for the uncomplicated truth. 3s. 6d at
bookstalls or post-free from Link House,
Dingwall Avenue, Croydon CR9 2TA.
A LINK HOUSE GROUP PUBLICATION
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WIRIt ORDER SPECIRUSTS
SALES AND SERVICE

e GUARANTEED

PICK-UPS ik CARTRIDGES
4 o 5
Stereo Cartridge ..

Acos 104
B. & O. SPI Stereo Cartridge
B. & O. SP6 Stereo Cartridge
B. & O. SP8 Stereo Cartridge
B. & O. SP I
0 Stereo Cartridge ..
B. & O. SPI2 Stereo Cartridge ..
Connoisseur SCU-1 Stereo Cartridge
Connoisseur SAU-2 P.U. arm
Decca Mk. 4RC Stereo Cartridge ..
Decca Mk. 4 C4E or H4E Stereo Cart.
Decca Super 4 SC4E or SH4E St. Cart.
Decca Deram New Type Trans. cart.
Decca International Pick-up arm ..
Deccalift inc. Transformer ..
Goldring 850 Stereo Cartridge ..
Goldring 800 Stereo Cart. ..
Goldring 800H Stereo Cartridge ..
Goldring 800E Stereo Cart. ( Elliptical)
Goldring 800 Super E Stereo Cart. ..
Goldring CS90 Stereo Cartridge ..
Goldring L69 P.U. arm
Goldring L75 P.U. arm
Goldring CS9I E Elliptical Stereo Cart.
Ortofon SLI5E Stereo Cartridge ..
Ortofon MISE Stereo Cartridge ..
S.M.E. 3009/11 Arm with shell
S.M.E. 3012/11 Arm with shell
Shure M55- E Stereo Cart. ( Elliptical)
Shure M44-5 Stereo Cartridge
Shure M44- E Stereo Cart. ( Elliptical)
Shure VIS/11 Stereo Cart. ( Elliptical)
Shure V15/11-7 Stereo Cartridge ..
Shure M75E Stereo Cart. ( Elliptical)
Shure M75-6 Type II Stereo Cartridge
Shure M44-7 Stereo Cartridge
Shure M32E Stereo Cart. ( Elliptical)
Transcriptors Fluid Pick-up arm ..
Transcriptors Stylus Scales ..
Watts Manual Parastat
Watts Hi-Fi Parastat Mk IV ..
Watts Dust Bug

5 9 6
7 9
12 9 6
9 9 6
14 9 6
5 6 9
1 10
13
17 o O
22 o O
32 o o
5
O
26 10 o
9 2 O
6 10 O
13 o O
10 13 9
I
18 17
26 0 0
5 4 0
9 5 9
12 10 10
7 16 0
29 12 II
29 12 II
31
6 3
33 7 3
12 19 5
11
2 4
12 0 11
40 15 3
38 18 3
21
6 2
16 13 6
10 3 10
II
2 4
19 2 8
2 15 8
2 7 6
2 3 9
I 3 2

$8.76
$14.34
$19.14
$31.14
$19.14
$28.80
SI 1.34
$26.40
$ 31.20
$43.59
S62.I7
$ 10.08
$ 51.48
$ 17.95
$ 12.60
$ 25.20
520.70
$36.42
$43.20
$9.96
518.00
$24.30
$15.00
$57.60
$57.60
$60.39
$64.35
$25.20
$21.60
$23.40
$79.20
$75.60
$41.40
$32.40
$19.80
$21.60
$37.08
$6.68
$5.70
55.25
$2.78

DIAMOND STYLI
Shure N44- E £8 6 9
Goldring CS9I E £4 0 6
Shure N44-7 .. £6 9 8
Decca Deram
LI
7 6
Deram Elliptical £2 10 0
Shure N55- E .. £9 5 3
B & 0 SP I / SP2 £3 12 6
Sonotone 9TAHC LI 12 8
A.D.C. R660 ..
11
8
B & 0 SP6/SP7 £
15 0
Goldring CS90
LI 14
I
ConnoisseurSCUKI 18 11
OTHER TYPES AVAI LABLE. Service for Ortofon and Decca

TUNER

AMPLIFIER CHASSIS

Armstrong 525 FM Stereo Tuner/Amp.
Armstrong 526 AM/FM Stereo T/Amp.
B. & 0. 900K Mk. 11 ..
Goodmans 3000 FM Stereo T/Amp.
Rotel 130 Stereo Tuner/Amp.
Tandberg 1071 AM/FM Stereo T/Amp.
Trio TK2OT Stereo Tuner/Amp. ..

87
98
79
77
79
89
85

16
IS
16
14
0
10
0

9
6
o
7
O
O
O

$ 168.60
$ 189.60
SI53.18
$123.49
$ 151.65
$ 172.28
$ 168.05

TAPE RECORDERS Si DECKS
16 o $345.03
19 O $401.10

B & 0 1800 Stereo Tape Deck .. 184
B & 0 2400 Stereo Tape Recorder .. 208
Brenell Mk. V Series 3 Recorder .. 116
Brenell STB2/5/2 Stereo Tape Unit .. 206
Brenell ST400 Stereo Recorder .. 145
Ferguson 3244 Stereo Tape Recorder
93
Ferrograph 7I3M Mono Recorder .. 188
Ferrograph 704 Stereo Recorder .. 207
Ferrograph 724 Stereo Recorder .. 242
Philips 4404 Stereo Recorder ..
83
Revox A77/1104 Mk. II Stereo Recorder 204
Revox A77/ 1124 Mk. II Stereo Recorder 236
Revox A77/1224 Mk. 11 Stereo Recorder 246
Sanyo MR801 Stereo Recorder ..
69
Tandberg 1541 Mono Recorder ..
82
Tandberg 1641X Stereo Tape Recorder 89
Tandberg 64X Stereo Tape Unit .. 157
Tandberg 124IX Stereo Recorder .. 154
Taudher, 6000 Ste,,, TIne 1_1,,,r
193

15

6 $224.16
10 $396.00
O o $278.40
$173.90
10 o $360.00
7 o $396.00
10 9 $463.00
o o 5161.25
15 o $360.00
$412.80
15 o $439.20
15 o $153.50
o o $157.80
10 o $172.26
O 0 $302.16
O 0 $296.38
IC 0 6372.38

HI-FI INSTALLATIONS

Hi-Fi Equipment taken in Part Exchange

TUNERS
Armstrong M8 MPX Stereo Decoder
Armstrong 523 AM/FM Tuner ..
Armstrong 524 Transistor FM Tuner
Goodmans Stereo AM/FM MPX Tuner
Leak Trough/ne Stereo FM Tnr. Chassis
Leak Traughline Stereo FM Tit-. Case
Leak Stet eofetic FM Tuner Chassis ..
Leak Stereofetic FM Tuner Case ..
Quad FM Multiplex Tuner ..
Quad AM ( LIM/S) Tuner .. ..
Quad AM ( SS/M) Tuner ..
Revox A76 Multiplex Tuner .. ..
Rogers Ravensbrook Tuner Case ..
Rogers Ravensbrook Tuner Chassis ..
Rogers Ravensbourne FM/MPX Chassis
Rogers Ravensbourne FM/MPX Case
Rogers Ravensbourne Decoder ..

9
52
40
82
51
59
59
68
51
48
48
162
51
45
61
66
14

10
9
4
13
10
13
18
1
0
9
9
15
5
0
17
17
10

O
O
6
5
6
10
O
4
O
O
O
O
3
2
9
9
O

$ 26.80
$ 100.68
$72.22
$ 156.60
$94.50
$ 114.00
$ 114.40
$ 130.00
$96.00
$91.20
$91.20
$ 300.00
$98.40
$86.40
$ 118.80
$ 128.40
$ 34.80

O
O
O
O
O
O
O
O
O
O
O
O
O
O
0
O
O
O
O

$ 124.80
$ 180.00
$72.00
$ 141.60
$ 129.60
$ 127.20
$ 142.80
$ 156.00
$ 171.60
$76.80
$ 103.20
$ 132.00
$ 254.40
$254.52
$ 105.60
$ 117.60
$ 142.80
$ 153.60
$ 109.20

STEREO AMPLIFIERS
Armstrong 521 Stereo Transistor Amu. 52
Cambridge Audio P40
Dulci 207M Stereo Amplifier.. ..
30
Ferrograph F307 Stereo Amplifier ..
59
Goodmans Maxamp Trans Stereo Amp 54
Leak " Stereo 30 plus" Amp. Chassis
53
Leak " Stereo 30 plus" Amp. in case..
59 1
Leak " Stereo 70" Trans. Amp. Chassis 65
Leak " Stereo 70" Trans. Amp, in case 71 1
Metrosound ST20 Stereo Amplifier ..
32
Quad 33 Stereo Control Unit ..
43
Quad 303 Stereo Power Amplifier ..
55
Radford SCA30 Trans. Stereo Amp... 106
Revcx ASO Stereo Amplifer .. 106
Rogers Ravensbrook Amp. Chassis ..
44 o
49 O
Rogers Ravensbrook Amp. in case ..
Rogers Ravensbourne Amp. Chassis..
59 io
Rogers Ravensbourne Amp. in case ..
64 O
Rotel 100 Stereo Amplifier ..
45 10
Shure Stereo Pickup/Tapeamp ( mains)
14 o
Sugden A2I Stereo Amplifier ..
59 10
Trio KA2000 Transistor Stereo Amp.
36 o

PORTABLE

o

O $ 142.80
O $86.40

RADIOS

Beolit 600 Mk. 11 L/M/S/VHF £32
Boelit 1000 L/M/S/VHF . £68
Grundig Music Boy 208A L/M/S/VHF £31
Hacker Herald FM only ..
E29
Hacker Hunter L/M/VHF
E34
Hacker Helmsman LW/MW/3SW £35
Hacker Sovereign LW/MW/VHF £ 15
Roberts 600 LW/MW/VHF £26
Roberts 707 L/M/S/VHF
E35

11
5
13
18
10
12
9
10
10

EXPORT
INFORMATION
Motors, Pick-ups, Tuners, Tape Recorders, Speakers ( 10"
and smaller' are subiect to PJrchase Tax in the U.K. About
1/5th (3/10 in the L) is deductible on Export orders of
these items. Amplifiers, Large Speaker Systems, etc., are
Tax Free in the U.K. and available at U.K. Prices. U.S.
DOLLAR PRICES QUOTED ARE TAX FREE. PAYMENT MAY
BE MADE IN ANY CURRENCY BY CERTIFIED CHEQUE
OR MONEY ORDER.
Send SI bill ($ 2 Air Post) for latest catalogue.

All equipment is carefully packed, insured and
shipped promptly at minimum cost
TO ALL PARTS OF THE WORLD
PERSONAL EXPORT FACILITIES

VISIT

C.C.GOOdWin(salestilid
7, THE BROADWAY, WOOD GREEN
LONDON N.22 Tel: 01-888 0077

AND

SAFELY

LONDON'S

A selection from our extensive stocks
EASY TERMS SEND MINIMUM I/ 3 DEPOSIT

'RE

WORID WIDE
EXP ORTERS

GOODS DESPATCHED BY RETURN
Carriage, Packing and Insurance ( U. K.) FREE!!
NORTH

12 T EVERTw ko.

eeP

HI-FI

e CASH

OUIC. 10:1

CENTRE •
OR H.P. TERMS
SPEAKERS

Bowers & Wilkins Model 70 ..
.. 139 10
Bowers & Wilkins DM3 Monitor
..
63 0
32 0
Bowers & Wilkins DMI
Celestion Ditton 10 Mk. II
21
3
Celestion Ditton IS ..
29 0
19 0
Decca Deram Speaker System
Decca-Kelly DK30 Tweeter .. • •
12 12
Goodmans ARUI72 or 180 .. • •
3 7
7 2
Goodmans Axiette 8 .. . •
Goodmans Twin Axiette 8 ..
8 0
Goodmans Axiom 301
17 18
Goodmans Axiom 10
8 8
Goodmans Trebax 5K/20XL
Goodmans Magnum- K System ..
40 2
Goodmans Mambo Speaker Sytm ( pair) 44 13
Goodmans Marimba Speaker Sytm ( pair) 48 0
Goodmans Magister Speaker System
57 0
Goodmans Maxim Mini System ..
20 7
Goodmans Mezzo 11 Speaker System
30 18
I.M.F. Transmission Line Speaker ..
71
8
Jordan-Watts Module ( 3or 15 ohms)
12 0
K.E.F. T.15 Tweeter .. ..
6 0
K.E.F. BI 10 LF/MID
..
8 12
II 10
K.E.F. BI 39 13"x 9" Speaker ..
K.E.F. K2 Mk. 2 Baffle ..
24 0
K.E.F. Cresta Speaker System ..
22 3
K.E.F. Celeste Mk. 2 Speaker System 29 0
K.E.F. Concord Speaker System ..
43 10
34 16
K.E.F. Chorale Speaker System ..
25 10
18 4
K.E.F. Kit 4
..
37 10
Leak Mini Sandwich Speaker System
29 15
Leak " Sandwich" Mk. II Speaker System 45 10
Lowther PM6 Drive Unit .. ..
21 10
Lowther PM6 Mk 1Drive Unit ..
24 10
Lowther PM6 in Acousta Enclosure
46 10
Lowther PM7 Drive Unit .. ..
33 0
Quad Electrostatic Speaker System ..
66 0
Tannoy Lancaster Enclosure 12" D/C 56 5
Tannoy Lancaster Enclosure 15" D/C 63 5
Tannoy Monitor 12" D/C Gold ..
36 10
Tannoy Monitor IS" D/C Gold ..
43 5
Tannoy III LZ Monitor D/C Gold ..
31
0
Wharfedale Unit 3 Speaker Kit ..
11 19
Wharfedale Unit 4 Speaker Kit ..
16 0
Wharfedale Unit 5 Speaker Kit ..
23 10
Wharfedale Super 10/RS/DD ..
12 14
Wharfedale Melton System .. ..
29 10
Wharfedale Denton System ( pair) ..
38 0
Wharfedale Dovedale Ill System ..
39 10
Wharfedale Super Linton Sytm. ( pair) 45 0
Wharfedale Rosedale System ..
59 10
All makes of Cross- over units available

$334.80
$151.20
$76.80
$40.70
$69.60
$45.60
530.24
$9.32
$13.80
$15.60
$41.96
$16.32
520.06
$96.24
$85.92
$89.30
$136.80
$38.92
$74.16
$171.36
$28.80
$14.40
$16.80
$27.60
$57.60
$43.20
$69.60
$104.40
$67.20
$61.20
$35.34
$90.00
$71.40
$109.20
$51.60
$58.80
$111.60
$79.20
$158.40

$22.98
$38.40
$56.40
$24.38
$70.80
$72.96
$94.80
585.20
$142.80

MOTORS
11 19 6 $32.08
Garrard SP25 Mk. 11 ( less cart.) ..
60 8 O $117.35
Dual 1219 Auto Transcription Unit ..
42 12 4 $82.80
Dual 1209 Auto Transcription Unit ..
19 6 5 $37.26
Garrard SL65I3 Auto ( less cart.) ..
23 16 0 $45.96
Garrard AP75 Transcription Unit ..
31 14 3 $61.14
Garrard 401 Transcription Motor ..
45 9 1 $76.20
Garrard SL95B Auto Transcription ..
Garrard SL75B Auto Transcription ..
35 12 4 $64.80
Goldring Lenco GL69 Trans. Motor
25
1 6 $48.60
Goldring Lenco GL75 Trans. Unit ..
36 8 2 $70.26
Goldring Lenco GL75P Trans. on plinth 44 18 5 $87.06
Philips GA202 Trans. Unit .. ..
64 0 O $123.17
S.M.E. 2000 Plinth & Cover .. ..
39 4 o 575.60
$88.80
Thorens TDI24 Series 11 Trans. Unit
46 15 10
Thorens TDI50A Mk. II Motor/arm ..
43 12 7 582.80
Thorens TD150A13/11 Motor/arm/plinth 47 8 7 $90.00
Thorens TDI25 Trans. Turntable ..
75 17 8 5144»
Transcriptors Motor/arm/6 wgts/cover 86 14 0 $167.60
PLINTHS AVAILABLE FOR MOST OF ABOVE UNITS

AUDIO SYSTEMS
Complete range by B & 0, WYNDSOR, PHILIPS,
VAN DER MOLEN, BUSH, FERGUSON, L & L,
RADON, HACKER, GOODMANS, GRUNDIG,
TANDBERG, DECCA, MARCONI, etc.

OUR

SHOWROOMS

THE BROADWAY
4-100

RAILWAY
BRIDGE

NORTH
LONDON'S
HI - FI CENTRE

'YDS.-,

ROAD
WOOD ORE EN
TuSE STATION I •

HOURS OF BUSINESS: Monday to Saturday 9-6 p.m. Thursday 9-I p.m.
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FOR A FAIR AND DEPENDABLE DEAL IN

FRANCIS OF STREATHAM

TAPE and III- 11
* Minimum Deposit and no Interest or Service Charges on H.P.
up to 18 months * Free Service during Guarantee period
* Fair Part Exchange Allowance on your old Recorder
* Reconditioned Recorders available to personal shoppers only

Members of the Hi Fi Dealers Association

LONDON'S FOREMOST TANDBERG STOCKISTS
DECKS WITH PRE- AMPS
(Microphone extra)
Akai 40000 Stereo
Sanyo 801 3 sp. 4 Tr. Stereo
Sony 355 3 sp 4 Tr. Stereo
Sony 255 Stereo
Tandberg 6X 3 sp. 2/4 Tr. Stereo
Tandberg 6000X 3 sp. 2/4 Tr. Stereo
Tandberg 1600X
Telefunkeri 205 3 sp. 4 Tr. Stereo
Telefunken 203 Studio
Philips N.4505 3 sp. 4 Tr. Stereo
Philips Pro. 122 sp. 2 Tr. Stereo

COMPLETE TAPE RECORDERS
Ampex 2100 Stereo
`Akai 1710W Stereo
*Akai M.9 Stereo
*Akai
1800 Dual-purpose stereo 8
track cartridge and tape recorder
*Brenell Mk. 5/M Series Ill Mono
*Brenell Mk. 5 Series Ill Mono
*Brenell ST200 2 Tr. Stereo
*Brenell ST400 4 Tr. Stereo
Ferguson 3232 4 Tr. Stereo
Ferguson 3247 4 Tr. Mono
Ferguson 3248 2 sp. 4 Tr. Mono
Ferguson 3216 Mono
*Ferrograph 713
*Ferrograph 702/4
*Ferrograph 722'4
Fidelity Studio 4Tr. Mono
Fidelity ' Braemar' 2 or 4 Tr. Mono
Grundig 124 2 Tr. Mono
Grundig 144 4 Tr. Mono
Grundig 149 4 Tr. Mono Auto.
*Grundig TK 320 3 sp. 2/4 Tr. Stereo
Philips 4307 4 Tr. Single Speed Mono
Philips 4308 2 sp. 4 Tr. Mono
Philips Stereo 4404 2 sp. 4 Tr.

Philips Stereo Cassette 3312
Philips 4407 3 sp. 4 Tr. Stereo
*Philips 4408 Prof. 3 sp. 3 Tr. Stereo
Pye 9123 2 sp. 4 Tr.
*Revox 77 Stereo Transistor
Sanyo 929 4 Tr. 2 sp. Stereo
Sanyo 939 4 Tr. 2 sp. Stereo
*Sanyo 990 3 sp. 4 Tr. Stereo
Sharp RD.706 2 sp. 2 Tr.,Batt. Mains
*Tandberg 15 2 or 4 Tr.,3 sp./Mono
*Tandberg Series 12 X 3 sp. 2/4 Tr. St.
Telefunken 204 T.S.
*Telefunken M207 2 sp. 4 Tr. Stereo
Telefunken 501 4 Tr.
Telefunken 200 2 Tr. Mono
Telefunken 203 Stereo/ Mono 2sp. 4Tr.
Telefunken 201 Mono 4 Tr.
*Uher 714 4 Tr. Mono
*Uher Royal de- luxe 4 sp. 4 Tr, Stereo

BATTERY PORTABLE & CASSETTE
Grundig TK2200
Stella 463 Cassette
Philips RR482 Cassette/AM FM Radio
Philips RR290 Cassette/AM Radio
Akai 10 V 4 Tr./St./BM
Tandberg Standard Series 11-2
Ferguson Cassette 3240
Grundig Cassette C.200
Grundig Pk 2200
Aiwa Cassette Batt./Mains
Philips 2205 Batt./Mains Cassette
Philips EL3302 Cassette
Stella 9112AT Batt./Mains Cassette
Pye Cassette
Telefunken 302 4 Tr.2 sp. Mono
*Uher 4000L 4 Tr. 2 sp. Mono
*Uher 4200/4400 2/4 Tr. 4 sp. Stereo
POWER PACKS, by Philips, Stella,
Telefunken and Uher

*Microphones extra

AM PEX TAPE
SPECIAL OFFER
500 Series
Guaranteed Brand New
(P— Polyester. A— Acetate)
7' L.P. 1800 ft. ( P)
21/7" Standard 1200 ft. ( P)
5/2/6
7 Standard 1200 ft. ( A)
5) L.P. 1150ft. ( P)
7/6
5,1" L.P. 1150 ft. ( A)
5/SI Standard 850 ft. ( A)
2/6
'D.P. 1200 ft. ( P)
7/6
„
2/6
0/S' Standard 600 ft. ( P)
Postage on orders under a add 1/9,
orders over a sent post paid UK

e MICROPHONES

by

AKG, Hammond, Grampian, Reslo,
Acos, Telefunken, Beyer, Sennheiser
etc.
Bib and E.M.I.
transformers,
Erasers, etc.

e MIXERS

splicers, Matching
Defluxers,
Bulk

by

Uher, Eagle, Telefunken etc.

Stands, booms, fittings.
Pre-recorded tapes and cassettes, etc.
Tapes in all grades and lengths by:
B.A.S.F., Scotch, Philips, E.M.I., etc.
Cassettes by Philips, etc.
Headphones by AKG, Ampex, Akai,
Sansui, Nikko, Philips, Koss.

III- II 111E1'11%
• AMPLIFIERS
Quad, Rogers, Arena, Philips,
Goodman,
Nikko,
Sansui,
Sanyo, Leak,
Armstrong, Tripletone,
Tandberg, Teleton.

e TUNERS

Quad, Rogers, Leak, Armstrong,
Tripletone,
Arena,
Nikko, Goodman, Huldra.

e LOUDSPEAKERS

Quad, Rogers, Kef, Wharfedale,
Goodman,
Tannoy,
Lowther,
Leak,
Tandberg,
Arena, Celestion.

e MOTORS,

PICKUPS
GARRARD S.P.25 Mk. II less
cartridge, post free, U.K. £ 12.
Goldring
Thorens
Connoisseur
Tannoy
Audeotec
Shure
Neat
Empire
Acos
Sonotone
Dual
SME
BSR
Pickering
Diamond styli. Microlifts, Pressure
Gauges,
Cleaning
Accessories,
Cabinets, etc.

169-173 STREATHAM HIGH ROAD, LONDON, S.W.16
01-769 0466:01-769 0192

Between St Leonard's Church
and Streatham Station

Please note this is our only address. Free parking Prentis Road, 2 mins. away
OPEN ALL DAY SATURDAY— EARLY CLOSING WEDNESDAY

"The author here succeeds better than any others who have attempted the task."—EMG Monthly Letter
"Everything within the book is designed to assist the music lover to understand what equipment he
needs...how to choose it, and how best to install it."— Musical Opinion
"The two chapters dealing with choosing equipment and on installing a hi-fi system will alone save
the cost of the book for the new hi-fi owner."— BBC Record Review programme
"This book is recommended to all for its musical, technical and literary merits."— Practical Electronics
"An endlessly rewarding and fascinating book."— Hi -Fi News
"By far the most successful book of its kind that Ihave read ... his treatment can only be described as
masterly."—Tape Recorder
"Should find its way onto the shelves of all hi-fi enthusiasts."—World of Sound - South Africa
"The most up-to-date and comprehensive treatment on domestic hi-fi yet in print."— Audio Record
Review
"The author keeps to his theme while keeping his standards high . . some good advice on choosing
equipment and a really sizeable section on installation."— Hi -Fi Sound

praise from all roun

40 - from booksellers or direct from the

Publishers ( post 2/-)
BLANDFORD PRESS
167 HIGH HOLBORN, LONDON, W.C.1

"Mr. Crabbe manages to include more useful detail for the beginner and the advanced hobbyist than
we have found in any other book. Highly recommended."—The Stereophile - U.S.A.
"An excellent book . .. truly a handbook that will always prove a fruitful source of reference."— Do It
Yourself
"The reader has confidence in him; the author is not merely a theorist, he genuinely knows what he is
talking about."— Revue du Son - France
"A practical and helpful book."—The Times
"A well- written and comprehensive book ... can be confidently recommended to the music lover who
seeks a greater understanding of modern high fidelity equipment."— The Radio Constructor
"There is much common sense here, combined with scientific accuracy, that will help readers spend
their money wisely, and get value for it."—Times Educational Supplement
"I can advise you to read this volume for both instruction and entertainment of the highest quality."
—Records and Recording
"Every facet of record reproduction has gone into this excellently written and illustrated book."— Record
Retailer
"Chapters 7 and 8 are really valuable guides to choosing and installing hi-fi equipment and will repay
close study by anyone about to venture on these notoriously hazardous operations."—The Gramophone
"A valuable, thorough and welcomely readable handbook."—The Scotsman
"Gives copious advice on practically any aspect of the topic you can imagine ... should be a very useful
guide to anyone on the threshold of heavy expenditure."—The Musical Times
"One of the big helps ... covers every aspect for beginners and experts."— Evening News
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"This is one of the finest
loudspeakers in Great Britain"
N.\

People are saying this about the

\N.

N.
,.\.\

ZeNN.\.\••
•
•\.\ \\••••

model—elegantly fashioned and

4- way system. Bass, lower mid,
upper mid, treble
29+"h x 17+"w x 12rd
8ohms suitable valve or transistor
Response:
35 Hz-25 kHz
Power Max: 30 watts rms ( 60 music)
, Controls:
Separate to lower and upper mid
> Weight:
57 lbs ( 26 kg)
0 Finish:
Teak, Walnut, Sepele Mahogany,
Grille:
Coal black, anodized trim
X over:
13 element comprehensive
Units:
Front mounted and detachable
grille
Price:
WALTHAM-Elite £69.0.0 each
Base
£4.0.0 each

contemporary styled to benefit any decor.

k\NNN.

Xs*

Waltham
Elite:
Size:
Imp:

WALTHAM loudspeaker.
There are two versions:
15" wide for medium/smaller rooms and 17+" wide for the
larger room. We call the 15" size WALTHAM
and the 17+" size WALTHAM-Elite.
Painstaking research and development
have resulted in this outstanding

•e

NW.

•:Ws, \. \•MX'S,

s\X\X\ NS. ',N.,
X\s

Special features include:
4 way speaker system, separate
pre-set controls for lower and
upper mid setting to suit your own
personal taste in your own listening
situation— lower mid unit housed in
its own separate chamber within main
enclosure— beautifully made and
specially bonded cabinet—double braced
front and rear.
Smart trolley base with mini- casters
(optional extra) sets the seal on afine piece
of equipment.
Insist on ademonstration!

SHEPPARD
AUDIO
LIMITED
31 Newberries Parade,
Radlett, Herts.
tel. Radlett 779-5440
Details sent on request.
You are invited to our Showroom for demonstrations of
WALTHAM-Elite, WALTHAM, ALDENHAM, CHESHAM,
Bookshelf, SA3 and SA4 loudspeakers.

WALTHA
ITE
755

THE BEST IN WI...YOURS FROM

FISHER
BOOT

RoEW

Traoseriptors
Turntable

The finest Tuner Amplifier ever to come
out of the U.S.A. The Fisher 800T has
many unique features and gives faultless
reception. Output is 65 watts rms per
channel. Now available. Send for full
details.

PRICE £ 348

Also available
without pick-up arm

A turntable of revolutionary design, with two
speeds and belt drive. Undoubtedly one of the best that
money can buy.

PRICE £ 86.14.0
complete with Transcriptors Fluid Pick-up Arm
We are official main agents. Details on request.

KEF CONCORD

Undoubtedly one of the finest compact
two-way bookshelf systems available today, the KEF Cresta combines pleasing
modern design with an advanced specification. It employs a 5 in. diameter B110
woofer and a I in. diameter tweeter type
T27, giving a frequency range of 6030,000 Hz. The Cresta has an impedance
of 4-8 ohms, with a power handling
capacity of 15 watts rms. It measures
13 in. X 9 in. X 7 in. and is available in
teak or walnut. LIST PRICE £22.3.7

ONLY £17.17.6

jÁE
_

ff

SAVE £10

A high performance two-way system which
provides superb reproduction with full,
well controlled bass, detailed mid- range
and smooth sparkling treble. The Concord uses a 13 in. x 9 in. rectangular BI39
woofer and a 1+ in. diameter tweeter type
TI5.
Frequency range is 40-20,000 Hz,
impedance 8-16 ohms, power handling
capacity 25 watts rms. This fine speaker
measures 24 in. X 15 in. X 10 in. and is
available in teak or walnut. Hear it at
either of our showrooms. LIST PRICE
£3.10.0

ONLY £ 32.10. 0

Dual
'vita

DUAL CV 128

KEF CONCERTO

SAVE £ 7.10.0

Your opportunity to own a high performance amplifier at an
exceptionally low price! Frequency range 20 Hz to 20 kHz. Output
6 watts per channel. Magnetic PU input. Modern silicon transistors.
Beautifully finished in brushed aluminium and walnut.
List Price £ 38.10 0

R.E.W. PRICE £ 31

R.E.W. are pleased to announce that the
much sought after KEF Concerto is now
available for immediate delivery.
Just
look at the specification and you will see
why this three-way system is in such demand with Hi -Fi enthusiasts. Units: Bass
13139, Medium B110, Treble T27.
Frequency response: 30-30,000 Hz. Power
handling capacity: 25 watts rms. Impedance: 4-8 ohms. Size: 28 in. X 17 in. X
12 in. Enclosure is in American walnut.
LIST PRICE £ 53.10.0

ONLY £'43.10.0

Save on Tapes and
Cassettes

INTEREST FREE
TERMS
Available on all our equipment.

BIG SAVINGS
ON QUALITY
SPEAKERS

You

don't have to pay any extra for our
generous HP facilities— just the prices
quoted whether you pay cash or not.

no

SAVE E /
OVER diy0 _
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e.kIDC 40 Mk2
A really thoroughbred transcription pickup arm, yours at a fantastically low
price from R.E.W. Incorporates specially

PHILIPS Stereo Tuner Amplifier RB 960
A Philips classic. VHF, long, medium and two short wavebands.
Stereo decoder. 2x 10 watt output. Magnetic PU Input. Provision
for two sets of speakers.

k
i
lsc;577`.'7" R.E.W PRICE 75 GNS.

selected Afromosia arm for resonancefree reproduction. Adjustable anti- skating
device. Tracks down to
gram. Also
ideal as a second arm for your present
turntable.

List

Price £ 19.8.2

R.E.W. PRICE 8 GNS.

DES CE 6000 SOLID STATE AMPLIFIER
This new solid state 2x 20 watt ries audio amplifier has an
astonishing range of facilities and features.
Scratch and
rumble filters • Tape monitor • Two pairs of speaker
outputs • Output level meter for each channel.

ONLY 49 GNS. FROM R.E.W.

R.E.W. Package Systems comprise LEADING BRAND equipment, specially selected to blend into systems
which will give you the ultimate in listening pleasure, and offered at prices far below recommended retail.

Dokorder MS 201 X

-fPA

A real breakthrough in low cos(
solid state stereo. The Dokorder
offers a complete (record reproducer and twin external speakers)
compact system with enthralling
reproduction of records and AM/
FM radio. High-powered silicon
transistor and OIL circuitry ensure astandard of fidelity to satisfy the most fastidious ear. Builtin multiplex decoder brings realism to stereo. A highly sensitivi)
cartridge is provided.

FREE
AS TAT

„
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Philips RB 960 Stereo Tuner Amplifier

.. £ 105

Garrard SP25 Mk 11 Turntable

..

a

Shure M3D-M Magnetic Cartridge ..

£7

8 3

2 KEF Cresta Bookshelf Speakers ..

£44

7 2

ULTRA EFFICIENT PARASTAT RECORD CLEANING
DEVICE FREE WITH THE DOKORDER WORTH 45, -

GaGNS

£23. 16 0. Dep. and 12 m. p.
of £ 3. 19 4.(INTEREST FREE)

PRICE
R.E.W. £ 134

fi:gy,
2
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2N/a
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£45/17/7 DOWN and 12
monthly
payments
of
£/8/4 ( INTEREST FREE)

'
l
e•

/pA,7
s

17.7

£180

II

4

Arena Base and Cover

Total Recommended Price
HIGH FIDELITY SOLID STATE
COMPLETE STEREO SYSTEM ALL FOR ONLY

7 7

£15 II

Dual CV 12B Amplifier

£33 10

0

DES CE 6000 Transistor Amplifier ..

£51

Garrard SP25 Mk II Turntable

£15 11 4

Garrard AP75 Transcription Turntable

£23 16

0

Arena Base and Cover

£9 16

0

£7
£61

£7 11

Arena Base and Cover

9

Shure M3D-M Magnetic Cartridge ..

£7

8 3

Shure M3D-M Magnetic Cartridge ..

2 KEF Cresta Bookshelf Speakers ..

£44

7 2

2 Goodmans Mezzo 11 Speakers ..

£113

8 6

Total Recommended Price

R.E.W.
PRICE

£91.8.6

£3 1 / 8/6 DOWN and 12
monthly
payments
of
f5/—/— (1N — EREST FREE)

Ferrograph 1307 Amplifier ..

£59

0 0

Goldring GL75 Transcription Turntable

£36

8 2

Goldring G800 Cartridge ..

£l3

0 0

2 KEF Concord Speakers ..

£87

0 0

£195

8 2

Total Recommended Price

R.E.W.
PRICE

£160.0.0

£55
DOWN
and
12
monthly
payments
of
C13/15/—( INTEREST FREE)

Goldring Hinged Plinth and Cover
PACKAGE PRICE £10.18.0 (
List Price £ 12.18.0.)

it era/
atziel
Free replacement for any
stock equipment found
to be faulty immediately
after purchase.
•Full credit for equipment
returned within seven
days of delivery, against
any other stock item.
•Full demonstration and
comparison facilities at
both showrooms.

Total Recommended Price

R.E.W.
PRICE £ 1

23.0.0

£154

9 0

8 3
16

0

5 3

L421—/— DOWN and 12
monthly
payments
of
£6/15/— ( INTEREST FREE)

40

S avé.

£65 0 0
a 10 0
£42 12 4
. £ 25 18 10
.. £ 107 0 0

Leak Stereo 70 Amplifier
Teak Cabinet for above ..
Dual 1209 Transcription Turntable ..
Shure M75E Type 11 Cartridge ..
2 KEF Concerto Speakers .. ..

Total Recommended Price

R.IE.W. £206.10.0
P

£247

1 2

C69/10/— DOWN and 12
£
monthly
payments
of
11/8/4 ( INTEREST FREE

DUAL Hinged Plinth and Cover
PACKAGE PRICE C16.0.0. (
List Price £ 170.0.)

WEST END SHOWROOMS
146 Charing Cross RI., WC2
Tel.: 01-836 3365
Come along to either of our two showrooms and you can see and hear the
equipment of your choice. Our experienced staff will help you select from a
comprehensive range of the biggest
names in the sound business. The
amazing " Specials" and offers will delight
you. If you can't cal', write or phone for
details. Our rapid reply mail order system
is very popular.

POST COUPON NOW!mmmmumme
Please send me details of your
services without obligation

NAME

...

ADDRESS

HEADQUARTERS, SHOWROOMS
AND MAIL ORDER

R.E.W. Audio Visual Co.

É
muummummummaammmomiumum I

266-8 Upper Tooting / d . ondon SW17
Tel.: 01-672 4471 2 and 9175
757

h
Fi l
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HAMPSTEAD HIGH-FIDELITY LTD 91 Heath Street, Hampstead, London N.W.3.

KEITH MONKS for " HYPERTONE"
LOUDSPEAKERS

WHAT DO YOU LOOK FOR IN A SPEAKER:
QUALITY
CLARITY
APPEARANCE P
We do not ask you to take our word for it ! !
Judge for yourself. Ask for a demonstration.
Booklet available for the home constructor.

KEITH MONKS (AUDIO) LTD

III

54 Rounton Road, Church
Crookham, Nr. Aldershot,
Hants. Tel. Fleet (02514) 3566

YE

Hi -Fi Manual
turntables
and Automatic
turntables

PE 2020

They are Elegant —
Intelligent — Unequalled

Forget the Decibels & Kilocycles
Just listen, Listen,LISTEN!
That's what Thomas Heinitz
has to say to would-be stereo
buyers, and "Britain's leading
HiFi specialist" (Observer,
5th Oct 1969) ought to know!
So forget the vital statistics
of stereo and just concentrate
on the sound. Because that's
what you're paying for . . .
full, balanced, natural sound
at the price you want to pay!
Admittedly, making a real
value-for-money choice from
the thousands of equipment
combinations on the market
isn't easy. And this is where
Thomas Heinitz can help you.
At his showroom, he will
take you through a range of
gram/speaker/amplifier combinations suited to your
specific needs and individual
price bracket, where every

item has passed his own tests
for performance and value.
All you have to do is listen to
the quality of the sound,
talk to Thomas Heinitz and
make your final decision.
An hour, is usually long
enough for areally thorough
session, so drop in on Thomas
Heinitz any time. Simply
walk in—and start talking
equipment. Or ring to fix a
time for your visit. Or drop a
line for some more detailed
information. Or just wander
in during the "Live Record
Review" session any Saturday afternoon.
Thomas Heinitz is there to
advise and guide your stereo
purchase. So it really doesn't
matter when you visit him—
but the sooner the better.

For sound worth living with!

Thomas Heinitz
MUSIC IN THE HOME

35 MOSCOW ROAD QUEENSWAY LONDON W.2.
Basic opening hours:
TEL: 01-229 2077
Mon Tues Wed Sat. 9.30-5.30, Thurs. 9.30-1.00, Fri. 9.30-7.00.

INTEREST FREE
CREDIT- UP TO
2YEARS TO PAY

PE 2016
The best points of a fine transcription

turntable—

I

add to them the world's most advanced automatic
features ... and you have the concept which uiderlies
the PE Series.

Akai-Arena-Bowers & Wilkins
Dual-Ferrograph-Garrard
Goldring-K.E.F.-Leak-Quad-Revox
Sansui-Scott-Shure-S.M.E.
Tandberg-Thorens-Toshiba-Trio
Wharfedale-etc. etc.

HF

WOOLWICH
45 HARE STREET, S.E.18
01-,54 1955 ( Open all day `nit
37 BEDFORD ST., STRAND,
LONDON. W.C.2

CENTRES

PE 2018

H F.8

(8 months to pay)
or
-1rd (6/8 in the f)
down— I2 or 24
months to pay!
Buy your equipment
the E-A- SY way—
over 8, 12 or 24
months— No Extra
Charges—you only
pay the basic cash
price.
Let us quote you
for your
requirements.

01-836 8858

37 BEDFORD ST., STRAND, LONDON, W.C.2

E9ES

Please send me/quote for

For illustrated catalogue write to U.K. Distributors

Ienclose L

NI 0 MIPATIII ACOUSTICS
184-188 GREAT PORTLAND STREET, LONDON

YOU NEED
ONLY PAY
2- IN THE
£ DOWN

NAME
ADDRESS

W.I.

Telephone 01-636 2901-4

759

s.

d.

Full Cash Deposit— Balance 8/12/24 months.

iew

grr

DRIVE-IN CAR PARK

HI-FI DISCOUNT
WAREHOUSES
STEREO AMPLIFIERS
ARENA 210 Amplifier • •
ARMSTRONG 521 .. • •
DULC1 207 .. .. • •
DULCI 207M ..
GOODMANS Maxamp
LEAK Stereo 30 Plus
LEAK Stereo 30 Plus in
teak case ..

Rec. Retail
Price

Comet
Price

£34 13 0 £28
£52 0 0 £42 19
£25 0 0 £17 0
£30 0 0 £20 19
£54 0 0 £44 19
£53 0 0 £43 19

o £47
£65 O 0 £53
£71 10 o £57
£18 18 o EIS
£59 10

LEAK Stereo 70 ..
LEAK Stereo 70 in teak case
LINEAR LT.66
PHILIPS RH 591
PHILIPS RH 590

o
6
o

GOLDRING 800 Cartridge
GOLDRING 800H
GOLDRING 800E

o
6
6

GOLDRING 800 Super E ..
COLORING CS90 Stereo
Ceramic Cartridge
GOLDRING CS9I/E
GOLDRING G850 ..
PICKERING V15 AC2
ORTOFON SLI5E
ORTOFON 2X I5K
SHURE M3DM
SHURE N3D
SHURE M31 E..
SHURE N31 E..
SHURE M32E..
SHURE N32E..
SHURE M32-3
SHURE N32-3
SHURE M44-5
SHURE N44-5
SHURE M44-7
SHURE N44-7
SHURE M44- C
SHURE N4-4-C
SHURE M4-4E..
SHURE N44E..
SHURE M55E..
SHURE N55E..
SHURE M75G
SHURE N75G
SHURE M75-6
SHURE N75-6
SHURE M75E.I
SHURE N75E1
SHURE M75E-95G
SHURE N75E..
SHURE VIS-II
SHURE VN 1
5E
SHURE V15-11-7
SHURE VN7

19

6

19
19

6
6
6

6
6
6

PHILIPS RH 580
QUAD 33 Pre-amplifier

£26

QUAD 303 Main Amplifier
ROGERS Ravensbourne

£55
£59

19
0 ESS 19
0 £37 12
0 £l9 19
0 £37 19
O 0 £47 19
10 o £48 19

£64
£44

O 0 £52 13
O 0 £36 19

6
6

£49
£45

0 0 £38 19
0 2 £3919

6
6

5 3 £42 19
9 0 £24 19
7 6 al 15
£54 12 0 £35 19

6
6
6

£73
£49

O
O
O
O

£43

ROGERS Ravensbourne
in teak case
ROGERS Ravensbrook
ROGERS Ravensbrook
in teak case
ROGERS Ravensbrook ( Chas.)
ROGERS Ravensbrook (Chas.)
in teak case.. ..
SINCLAIR 2000 ..
TELETON 203E ..
TRUVOX TSA.200

£51
£30
£28

6

6
6

6

TUNERS
ARENA F2I Iwith decoder £39 10

0 £33 19

6

ARMSTRONG 523 AM/FM £52
ARMSTRONG 524 FM .. £40
ARMSTRONG M8 decoder.. £9
DULCI FMT.7FM
£22
DULCI FMT.7S Stereo .. £31

0 - £44
6 £34
0 £7
0 £ l7
0 £25

6
6

9
4
10
1
0

19
19
19
19
5

GOODMANS Stereomax £82 10
LEAK Troughline with MPX £51 10

5 £71 19
6 £39 19

LEAK Stereofetic Chassis .. £ 59 18

0 ESI

LEAK Sterecifetic in teak case £67 3 6
PHILIPS RH 690 .. £39 0 0
QUAD Stereo FM . • £51 0 0
ROGERS Ravensbourne
Tuner with Decoder £61 17 9
SINCLAIR 2000 .. £26 14 6
TRUVOX FM 200/1C with
decoder ..
f60 II 1

19

£57 10
£32 19
£39 19

6
6
o
6
6
o
o
6
6

£52 12 6
£ l9 4 6
£39 19

6

TUNER/AMPLIFIERS
ARENA 2400 with MPX
£90
ARENA 2600 Stereo AM/FM
with MPX
LI II
ARENA 2700 Stereo FM with
MPX decoder .. £ 105
ARENA T1500F with MPX £72

0 0 £85 0 o
9 0 £59 19 6

ARENA T9000 with MPX

9 0 £258

£303

6 0 £69 19
6 0 £94

6

0 0

o

ARMSTRONG 525.

•

£ 87 16

9 £66 19

6

ARMSTRONG 526•
ARMSTRONG 127

.

£ 98 15

6 £79 19

6

9 £37 19
0 £3 10
7 £66 19
6 £63 14

o
6
6

.. £43
(Teak Case for 127)• . £ 3
GOODMANS 3000 .. . • £77
PHILIPS RH78I• • £ 74
PHILIPS RH790.

•

£ 125

19
17
14
19

0 0 £ 106

PHILIPS RH69I .. • • £83 0
TANDBERG SolvSuper • • £75 18
TELETON F.2000 .. • .
f51 0
TELETON 7ATI .. • • £ 133 0
TELETON R4200
£51 15
TELETON CR/IOT .. • • £ 39

Rec. Retail
Price

CARTRIDGES

0
0
0
0
0

DO
ESS
£37
£85
£42

6

4 6
10 6
19 6
19 6
0 o
19 6

0 0 £29 19

6

.•
••

Comet
Price

£13 0 0 MO 7
£10 13 9
ES 10
£18 17
1 EIS 0
£26 0 1 £20 15

6
6
o
o

£5 4 0
£4 3
£7 16
1 £6 4
£6 10 0 £5 10
£8 8 0 £6 19
£29 12 II £23 12
£7 0 0
ES 5
£7 8 3 £6 8
£5 II
2
£4 8
£12 19 5 EIO 6
£9 5 3 £7 8
£12 011£12
£8 6 9 £6 13
£11
2 4 £
8 17
£6 9 8
£.5 3
LI I 2 4 8
£ 17
£7 8 3 £6 8
£10 3 10 £8
£6 9 8
ES 3
£10 3 10 £8 5
£6 9 8
a
3
£14 16 6 Ell 16
£10 3 10 £8 5
£16 13 6 £ I4 13
CI I 2 4 £8 17
£17 12
1 £I4
£9 5 3 £
8 17
£16 13 6 £ 13 6
£8 6 9
a 13
£24 1 9 £ I9 4
LI I 2 4 £8 17
£27 15 II £22 3
£12 19 5 EIO 6
£40 15 3 £32 19
£16 13 6 £ I4 13
£38 18 3 £31
£14 16 6 Ell 16

o
6
o
6
II
4
3
8
o
6
O

o
6
6
6
3
o
6
O
6
6
O
6
6
O
6
o
o
6
6
6
6
6
6

o
6

TURNTABLES
ARENA SP25 with base cover
and
Pickering
magnetic
cartridge .. . • ..
f30 19
GARRARD SP.25, Mk 11 .. £ 15 II
GARRARD AP.75 .. • . £23 16
GARRARD SL.55 .. • • £ 13 17
GARRARD SL.65B .. • • £ 19 6
GARRARD SL.75B .. • • £35 12
GARRARD SL.95B £45
9
GARRARD 401 .. £31 14
GARRARD SL.72B £30 2
GARRARD 3500 with GKS
Cartridge .. . • • • £ 15 15
GOLDRING GL69 .. • . £25
1

0 £24 19
4 Ell 10

6
0

0 £I7 19
9 Ell 12

6
6

5 £ I4 9 6
4 £28 19 6
1 £37 19
2 £26 10

6
0

0 £24 19

6

0 El I 19
6 £2I S
£33 II
9 £28 19
GOLDRING GL.75 .. • • £36 8 2 £27 19
COLORING 75P
£46 18 8 £38 0
GOLDRING Covers for
69P and 75P
.. £4 4 3 £3 8
GOODMANS 3025 ..
.. £37 14 9 £32 19
PHILIPS 228
f19 19 6 E16 19
GOLDRING 69P

..

PHILIPS GA 146 ..

.. £ 29 19 6 £24 19
PHILIPS 217 • •
£32 O 9 £27 4
PHILIPS 202 Electronic
.. £ 64 O 0 £54 0
THORENS TD.I25
.. £75 17 8 £59 19
THORENS I25AB
.. £ 120 3 II £99 19
THORENS 150A Mk II
.. £43 12 7 £32 19
THORENS 150AB Mk 11 .. £47 8 7 £40 19

THORENS TD.124/I 1 .. £46 15 10 £39 19
Bases, plinths and covers stocked.
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6
0
6
6
0
0
6
6
6
0
0
6
6
6
6
6

HIGH FIDELITY
GARRARD SP25 mounted in
base plinth and cover with
PICKERING CARTRIDGE.
TELETON 203 STEREO AMPLIFIER 12 watts RMS. 2 GOODMAN 3005 SPEAKERS
:.

Retail Price

£84.6.6

COMET PRICE

£64.6.6

ARENA SB25 mounted in base
plinth and cover, complete
with PICKERING MAGNETIC
CARTRIDGE.
ARENA F2I0 STEREO AMPLIFIER. 2 ARENA HT28 SPEAKERS.
COMET PRICE

f101.6.0

£75.19.6

GOLDRING GL69P mounted in
base with hinged lid. GOLDRING G800 CARTRIDGE.
ROGERS
RAVENSBROOK
AMPLIFIER in Teak case.
2 WHARFEDALE
SUPER
LINTON SPEAKERS
cc. Retail Price

£144.16.0

COMET PRICE

£115.19.6

COMPLETE HI-FI SYSTEMS
METROSOUND Stereo 1010 £77 6
TELETON MX.990
f64 13
TELETON R.8000
£60 19
TELETON CMS 300 .. £ 105 15
TELETON CMS 400 .. £ 126 0
GOODMAN 3000 suite .. £ 140 9
MARCONI UNIT 4 .. £77 9

4 £65
2 £48
6 £49
0 £79
0 £89
0 £ 117
0 £66

19 0
19 6
19 6
19 6
0 0
0 0
19 6

WYNDSOR System .. £59 19
VIDEORAMA .. £42 19

6 £49 19 6
6 OS 0 0

RADIO TUNERS AVAILABLE
FOR ALL THE ABOVE SYSTEMS. SEE TUNERS IN MAIN
LIST.
Comet are only too pleased to quote by
return for any system to suit your
requirements. All systems wired and
ready for use.

(OVER 1,520 sq. yds.)

OVER 800 ITEMS
ALWAYS IN STOCK
ALL FULLY GUARANTEED—
WITH AFTER- SALES SERVICE
All items offered are brand new, latest models in manufacturers' sealed cartons

PACKAGE DEALS
GOLDRING GL75P mounted in
teak base with hinged perspex
cover, complete with GOLDRING G800 CARTRIDGE.
LEAK STEREO 30 PLUS AMPLIFIER in Teak case. 2WHARFEDALE MELTON SPEAKERS.
COMET PRICE

£182.12.11

£42.19.6

THORENS TD I
50AB MARK 11
with TX IIdust cover.
SHURE M55E CARTRIDGE.
LEAK STEREO 70 in Teak case.
2 WHARFEDALE DOVEDALE
3 SPEAKERS.
COMET PRICE

£ 69.19.6

£218.14.4

THORENS TD I
25AB ELECTRONIC TURNTABLE complete with cover. SHURE VIS II CARTRIDGE. QUAD 33 PREAMPLIFIER. QUAD 303 MAIN
AMPLIFIER.
2 GOODMAN
MAJESTA SPEAKERS.
COMET PRICE

Rec. Retail Price

Open daily to
the public from
9-0 A.M. untilP.M.
P.M.
P.M.
P.M.
P.M.
P.M.

Rec. Retail
Price

Comet
Price

£18 18
£7 17
CIO 10
£19 19
£22
I
£2 II
£78 15
£63
£94 10
£2 0
£2I
3
£29 0
£8 8
£57 0
£20 7
£30 18
£40 2
£24 0
£22 5
£25 0
£29 0
£43 10
£45 10
LEAK Sandwich ..
LEAK Mini- Sandwich £ 9 15
LOWTHER LIP with PM6 Special Price

ARENA HT 27
ARENA HT 28
ARENA HT 21
ARENA HT 7
ARENA HT 10
ARENA HT 20
ARENA HT 26
B & W DM3
B & VV P2H
B & W DM I
CELESTION Ditton 10
CELESTION Ditton 15
DULCI AS 3 ..
GOODMANS Majesta
GOODMANS Maxim
GOODMANS Mezzo 11
GOODMANS Magnum- K
GOODMANS Marimba
GOODMANS Mambo
GOODMANS 3005 ( pair)
KEF Celeste ..
KEF Concord

PHILIPS RH 481 ..
PHILIPS RH 482 ..
QUAD Electrostatic
TRUVOX LS200 ..
WHARFEDALE Speakers
Airedale
Denton ..
Super Linton
Melton ..
Dovedale 3
Rosedale ..
WHARFEDALE UNIT 3
Speaker Kit • •
WHARFEDALE UNIT 4
Speaker Kit
WHARFEDALE UNIT 5
Speaker Kit

••
••
•.

ill
£I8
£66
L22

0
0
0
7

L69
£19
£22
£29
£39
£59

10

o £13 19
O El 2 19
o f9 5
o £17 0
o £18 19
O £26 19
O £65 19
o £S3 6
o £81 5
o £25 19
2 El 7 S
0 £22 10
O £6 19
o £48 19
9 EIS 19
o £24 19
o £31 19
1 El 9 19
6 £18 II
o £21 0
O £22 10
O £33 19
O £36 19
O £23 19
£23 10
o £9 2
0 £14 19
0 £S5 19
3 EIS 19

10
10
10
10

o
o
o
o
o
o

CI I 19

6

£l6
£23

£S7
fI
4
£18
£23
£29
£t8

14
19
19
19
19
19

6
6
0
0
6
6
6
0
6
6
0
0
6
6
6
6
6
6
9
0
0
6
6
6
0
6
6
6
6
0
6
6
6
6
6

£9 19

6

0 0 £ l3 10

0

10

0 £19 19

6

1
7
O

6
0
0
6
6
6

GOODMANS Audiom 61
LI 6 7
GOODMANS Audiom 81 .. £27 12
GOODMANS Audiom 91 .. £ 31
5
GOODMANS Audiom 91/100 £ 34 17
GOODMANS ARU 180 .. £
17
GOODMANS ARU 280 .. £
17
GOODMANS ARU 480 .. £
8
GOODMANS ARU 172 .. £3 17
GOODMANS Trebax 100 ..
£7 9
GOODMANS Trebax 5K/20KL £8 8
GOODMANS Midax .. £ 11
4
GOODMANS Attenuator
1
GOODMANS Crossover
Networks X0/950/5000 £
8
GOODMANS Crossover
Networks XO/950 £6 7
GOODMANS Crossover
Networks X0/5000 £2 6
WHARFEDALE 8 inch
Bronze/RS/DD £4 8
WHARFEDALE Super
8/RS/DD
£7 12
WHARFEDALE Super
10/RS/DD
£ 2 14
WHARFEDALE WMT 1
Matching Transformer
16

MON.
TUES.
WED.
THUR.
FRI.
SAT.

Customers are
welcome to call Ample car parking
facilities

Comet
Price

0
0
0
0
8
8
5
8
0
0
0
4
7

£12
£20
£23
£26
£2
a
£4
£2
a
£6
£8
£2

5
14
8
2
18
18
1
18
11
6
8
6

6
0
6
9
6
6
3
6
6
0
0
0

£6 6 0

9

Cif 15

9

0

El

14

6

0

a

13

6

0

£6 6 0

0 El0 10

0

9

6

13

HI-FI STEREO TAPE DECKS AND
TAPE RECORDERS
AKAI 150D
030
AKAI X-360
L339
AKAI X-360 D deck .. £290
AKAI 1710 .. .. 009
AKAI 1800 ..
LI58
AKAI I
80050
£ 199
AKAI 4000D deck .. £87
TRUVOX PD102 deck £ 114
MARCONI 4218 Stereo
tape recorder ..
09
TELETON FXB 570D Stereo £52
TRUVOX R52 and R54
3- speed 2- track ..
C77
Tandberg also available.

2
0
0
0
0
0
10
15

4 £ 109 0
0 £284 0
0 £243 0
0 £ 39 19
0 £ 133 0
0 £ 167 0
0 al 19
3 £79 0

0
0
0
6
0
0
6
0

11
10

2 £69 19
0 £43 19

6
6

5

I £52

2 0

CHASSIS SPEAKERS
GOODMANS
GOODMANS
GOODMANS
GOODMANS
GOODMANS
GOODMANS

Axiette 8 ..
Twinaxiette 8
Axiom 10 ..
Axiom 201 ..
Axiom 301 ..
Audiom SI

£7 2
£8 0
£
8
£12 10
£7 18
L'I 1 6

ES
a
£6
o £9
O El 3
O £8

13
8
14
7
8
9

PICKUP ARMS
GOLDRING Lenco L75
GOLDRING Lenco G65
SME 3009 with S2 shell
SME 3012 with S2 shell

f312.15.3
Complete Price List FREE on request!

£372.15.3

5- 30
1-0
8-0
8-0
8-0
5-30

Rec. Retail
Price

SPEAKERS

LI 2 6 6 EIO
£7 13 6 £6
£31
6 3 £24
f33 7 3 £ 26

10
4
19
19

0
6
6
6

T HIGH FIDELITY
DISCOUNT WAREHOUSES
Reservoir Road, Clough Road, Hull HU6 7QD. Tel 407906
68A Armley Rd. ( Artist St.) Leeds LS12 2EF. Tel 32055
Comet guarantees that all prices quoted are genuine. All items offered available at these prices
at the time this issue closed for press. Add 9/- for post and packing on all orders ( Cartridges
4 -). Make cheques, Money Orders payable to " COMET".
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DISCOUNTS PLUS?
We give discounts. In some quarters this is frowned upon. We also give advice on Hi Fi matters
and quite often are brutally frank on the subject of which equipment is good and which is bad.
We are proud of our stand, so unless you are prepared to listen to our views, we advise you not
to contact us!
We have aquery regarding equipment this month: Why do the " they said it" firm accept,
and put in print, the opinions of some with regard to one of their products, but don't mention
the views of some on acouple of other of their products? Why? What can be wrong?
We give demonstrations of a range of equipment that we consider reaches a minimum
standard of performance. Obviously, some products are much better than others, and the
dividing lines are not always due to price differences. Nor are well established names always the
best, contrary to some dealers' and manufacturers' views.
Opinions such as those expressed above are not the norm for adiscount dealer. We have
stated part of our policy publicly; otherwise people would think we were merely trying to flog
off the most profitable line of equipment.
Still interested? Well, to reach us you have to climb 40 stairs, and there's no lift! But feel
free to write or telephone. Our name is:

AUDIO T
16 ( HFN) DRYDEN CHAMBERS, 119 OXFORD STREET, LONDON, W.I.
Tel.: 01-437 3063/5338/8391 Mon.—Fri.

Open Tues. —Sat. 10.00-6.00 p.m.

FANTASTIC OFFERS
SMITH'S SUPER STEREO PACKAGE DEALS
System SS1

System SS3

Teleton 203 Amplifier, SP25 Mk Il De luxe Plinth and Perspex
Top. Teleton NM33 Magnetic Cartridge. Matched pair Wharfedale Denton Speakers.
Recommended Retail Price
..
£94 14 5
Package Deal Price
..
£69 10 0
Carriage 40/-. Teak Finish.

Leak 30 plus Teak Case. Goldring GL75 with Teak Plinth and
hinged Perspex Cover. Goldring G800E Magnetic Cartridge. Two
Goodmans Magnum K. Teak Finish.
Recommended Retail Price ..
£209 13 9
Package Deal Price
..
.
£167 10 0
Carriage 50/—optional extra Leak Stereo 76, £7.10.0.

System SS2

System SS4

Rogers Ravensbrook—Teak Case— Garrard AP75—De luxe Teak
Plinth and Perspex Top.
Goldring G850 Magnetic Cartridge. Matched pair Wharfedale
Super Linton Speakers.
Recommended Retail Price
£154 15 0
Package Deal Price
£107 10 0
Carriage 40/-.

Leak Stereo 70. Leak Stereophetic FM Tuner. Leak Double Encasement in Teak. Goldring GL75 with Teak Plinth and Perspex
Cover.
Goldring G800E Magnetic Cartridge. 2 Goodmans
Magister Speaker in Teak.
Recommended Retail Price
.. £306 10 0
Package Deal Price
.. £257 10 0
Carriage 50/-.

All systems come complete with a 12 months' guarantee and are supplied with all connection leads for easy installation.
Send cash/cheque with order to

Smith's Radio Service (Wolverhamploo)

Mail Order Dept., 26 Victoria Street,
Wolverhampton. Tel.: 29246.

Personal callers welcome 9.30 a.m.-6 p.m. Monday- Saturday. Thursday half- day closing.
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New for Project 60
Active Filter Unit
The Sinclair Active Filter Unit is a new addition to our
Project 60 range of high fidelity modules and is designed to
complement the other modules in the range. Its performance is
such, however, that users of other amplifier systems might well
consider adding it to their assemblies.
The purpose of afilter unit is to reject frequencies above ( scratch)
or below ( rumble) a specific cut off frequency when these
frequencies contain unwanted interference. The Sinclair A.F.U.
is unique in that the cut off frequency is continuously variable for
both the scratch and rumble units and, as the attenuation in the
rejection band is rapid ( 12dB per octave), the removal of interference can be achieved with less loss of the wanted signal than
has previously been possible.

dB

o

Each channel of the A.F.U. has an overall gain of unity and, as the
imput impedance is high and the output impedance is low, it may
be connected between the pre- amplifier and power amplifier
sections of any amplifier. Both amplitude and phase distortion
have been made quite negligible by the careful design and the
large amount of negative feedback employed.

6
9
12

25

50

5

100Hz

10

Specifications

20 30kHz

LOW PASS

HIGH PASS

Designed for connection between the Stereo 60 pre- amplifier and two Z-30
or Z-50 power amplifiers.
Employs two Sallen Er Key type active filter stages, the first being arumble
(high pass) filter and the second ascratch ( low pass) filter. The two stages use
complementary transistors to minimise distortion.
Supply voltage 15 to 35V Current 3mA max.
Gain at 1KHz, filters flat 0.98 (-02dB)
H.F. cut off (-3d B) variable from 28k Hz to 5kHz
H F. filter slope 12dB/octave
L.F. cut off (-3dB) variable from 25Hz to 100Hz
L.F filter slope 12dB/octave
Distortion at 1k Hz ( 35v supply) 0.02% at rated output ( 250mV R.M.S.)
Frequency response, flat position, 35Hz to 20kHz-1 dB
25Hz to 28kHz-3dB

Circuit
Diagram of
Sinclair
Active
Filter
Unit

Z-50

Built, tested
and guaranteed

£5.19 6

FORTY WATT R.M.S. ( 80 WATT PEAK)
HIGH FIDELITY POWER AMPLIFIER

The Z-50 has been designed for applications requiring higher output power than the
Z-30. The maximum supply voltage s raised to 50 Vol:s and the output power is
40 watts continuous R.M.S. into 3 or 4 ohms and 30 watts continuous into
8 ohms. The Z-50 is otherwise identical to the Z-30 in design and specification, the
increased power being obtained by using much higher current power transistors used
well within their rated limits.
The Z-50 is, of course, compatible with the other Project 60 modules, such as the
Stereo 60, and since the price is only 20/- higher than that of the Z-30, customers may
like to consider the advantages of buying two Z- 50's for their systems now in case
higher power is required later.
Where the fLII output power is not required the Z-50 may be used with the PZ -5 or
PZ -6 but for the full output power the PZ 8 should be used. This unit is a stabilised
power supply providing 45 volts at up to 3 amps. It is supplied without mains transformer as it is designed for use witn areadily available " Radiospares" unit.
built,
Z-50 Power
tested and
Amplifier
guaranteed

5.9.6

£5.19. 6

Supply
PZ 8 Power
Unit

SINCLAIR
Z-50

SINCLAIR RADIONICS LTD •22 NEWMARKET ROAD • CAMBRIDGE
Telephone: 0223 52731
763

Project 60

an exciting alternative

It is not likely that anyone purchasing an amplifier today would have
difficulty in finding one that met all his requirements, although the
price might not be as low as could be wished. But one's needs can
change, also the technically correct amplifier may be physically
inconvenient. If there is an amplifier available, of the right size and
price, to meet all your needs for the foreseeable future, then that is
your best buy. If not, we offer a possibility which we believe to be
an exciting alternative approach. That alternative is Project 60.
Project 60 now comprises arange of modules which connect together
simply to form a complete stereo amplifier with really excellent performance. So good, in fact, that only 2or 3amplifiers in the world can
compare in overall performance. Now with the addition of three new

application, there will be no significant difference between using
PZ.5 or PZ.6 unless loudspeakers of very low efficiency are being
used, in which case the PZ.6 will be required. For assemblies using
two Z.50's there is the new PZ.8 supply unit to ensure maximum
performance from these amplifiers.
All you need to assemble your Project 60 system is ascrewdriver and
soldering iron. No technical skill or knowledge whatsoever is required
and, in the unlikely event of you hitting a problem, our customer
service and advice department will put the matter right promptly and
willingly. Project 60 modules have been carefully designed to fit into
virtually all modern plinth or cabinets and only holes need be drilled
into the wood of the plinth to mount the control unit. Any slight slip

modules to the range, the constructor has choice of assemblies with
either 20 or 40 watts output per channel, with or without filter facilities.
The modules now at., : 1. The Z.30 and Z.50 high gain power ampli-

here will be covered by the alumnium front panel of the Stereo 60.
The Project 60 manual gives all the buildings and operating instructions you can possibly want, clearly and concisely. Perhaps the

fiers, each of which is an immensely flexible unit in its own right. 2.
The Stereo 60 preamplifier and control unit. 3. The Active Filter unit

greatest beauty of the system is that it is not only flexible now but will
remain so in the future as the latest additions to the range show. A
stereo F.M. tuner is next to come. These and all other modules we

with both high and low audio frequency cut — offs. 4. The PZ.5 and

introduce will be compatible with those already available and may be
added to your system at any time. And because Sinclair are the largest
producers of contructor modules in Europe. Project 60 prices are

PZ.6 power supplies A complete system could comprise, for example,
two Z.30's one Stereo- 60, and a PZ.5 The PZ.6 is stabilised and
should be used where the highest possible continuous sine wave
rating is required. An A.F.U. may be added later. In anormal domestic

remarkably low.

SINCLAIR RADIONICS LTD • 22 NEWMARKET ROAD • CAMBRIDGE
Telephone: 0223 52731
764

Z 3%.,

TWENTY WATT R.M.S. (40 WATT PEAK) HIGH
FIDELITY POWER AMPLIFIER
APPLICATIONS
Hi-fi amplifier; car radio amplifier; record player amplifier fed directly from
pick-up; intercom; electronic music and instruments; P.A.; laboratory work.
etc. Full details for these and many other applications are given in the manual
supplied with the Z.30.

The Z.30 is acomplete power amplifier of very advanced design employing 9
silicon epitaxial planar transistors. Total harmonic distortion is incredibly low
being only 0.02% at full output and all lower outputs. As far as we know, no
other high fidelity amplifier made can match this specification, no matter what
the price. Thus you can be utterly certain that your Project 60 system will do
full justice to your other equipment however good it may be. The Z.30 is unique
in that it will operate perfectly, without adjustment, from any power supply
from 8to 35 volts. It also has sufficient gain to operate directly from acrystal
pickup. So in addition to its use in ahigh fidelity system you can use aZ.30 to
advantage in your car or a battery operated gramophone for your children, for
example. These, and many other applications of the Z.30 are covered in the
manual of circuits and instructions supplied with every Z.30 high fidelity
power amplifier.
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SPECIFICATIONS

Power versus distortion curve
of Sinclair Z.30 amplifier.

Power output- 15 watts R.M.S. into 8 ohms using a35 volt supply: 20 watts R.M.S.
into 3ohms using a30 volt supply.
Output—Class AB.
30 to 300,000 Hz 1dB.
Frequency response:
Distortion:
0.02% total harmonic distortion at full output into 8ohms
and at all lower output levels.
better that 70dB unweighted.
Signal-to-noise ratio :
Input sensitivity:
250mV into 100Kohms.
Damping factor :
>500.
Loudspeaker impedances: 3to 15 ohms.
Power requirements:
From 8 to 35 V. d.c. ( The Z.30 will operate ideally from
batteries if required.)
Size:
3 x21 x inches.

STEREO 60

89/6

Z.30
Built, tested and guaranteed, with
circuits and instructions manual

PREAMPLIFIER AND
CONTROL UNIT

Treble and bass cut
and boost curves of
Sinclair Stereo Sixty

01
•12
MO
•

The Stereo 60 is a stereo preamplifier and control unit designed for the
Project 60 range but suitable for use with any high quality power amplifier.
Again silicon epitaxial planar transistors are used throughout and great
attention has been paid to achieving a really high signal-to-noise ratio and
excellent tracking between the two channels. Input selection is by means of
push buttons and accurate equalisation is provided for all the usual inputs. The
tone controls are also very carefully designed and tested.

SPECIFICATIONS
• Input sensitivities—Radio—up to 3mV
Magnetic Pickup-3mV: correct to
R.I.A.A. curve ± 1dB; 20 to 25,000 Hz.
Ceramic Pickup—up to 3mV • Auxiliary—
up to 3mV.

•Output- 250mV.
• Signal-to-noise ratio— better than 70dB.

SINCLAIR

• Channel matching—within 1dB.
• Tone Controls—TREBLE+ 15 to-15dB.
at 10 KHz: BASS • 15 to —15dB at
100 Hz.
• Power consumption 5mA.
• Front panel—brushed aluminium with
black knobs and controls.
• Size 81 x11x 4ins.

e .1.

Ready for immediate
installation

f

9

19s. 6d.
BUILDING A
PROJECT 60 ASSEMBLY
The illustration here shows
quite clearly how easily
Project 60 can be contained in one of today's
slim, modern plinths. Very
little space is required to
house these Sinclair units,
and within the space of the
motor plinth, you can install astereo amplifier of the
very highest quality. If, for
example you have already
put together an assembly
as illustrated here, adding
the Active Filter Unit
would be very easy.

MAINS POWER
SUPPLY UNITS

pz 530

volts unstabilised—sufficient
to drive two Z.30's and a Stereo
60 for the majority of
domestic applications.
£4. 19. 6d
35 volts stabilised—ideal for
driving two Z.30's and a Stereo
60 when very low efficiency
speakers are employed.
£7 19s 6d
45 volts power supply unit for
use with Z.50 amplifiers ( less
mains transformer)
f5 19s 6d

pz..6

PZ8

GUARANTEE
If at any time within 3 months of purchasing Project 60
modules from us, you are dissatisfied with them, we will
refund your money at once. Each module is guaranteed to
work perfectly and should any defect arise in normal use we
will service it at once and without any cost to you whatsoever provided that it is returned to us within 2 years of the
purchase date. There will be a small charge for service
thereafter. No charge for postage by surface mail. Air- mail
charged at cost.

Z.50 AND ACTIVE FILTER UNIT See first page of our advertisements

r
-ITo: SINCLAIR

RADIONICS LTD., 22 NEWMARKET RD., CAMBRIDGE

Please send

NAME
ADDRESS

ir8= I fir.-- ;

foi which Ienclose cash/cheque money order
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Luxurious craftsmanship in sound
Once again Luxor of Sweden keep with the 'in' trend and present
their new compact audio system.
Here is craftsmanship in sound ... with new clarity and definition
that you would associate with equipment costing £££'smore.
Go further and compare all the new sound systems from Luxor
and you will see that they also combine style and craftsmanship in
cabinet work that will enhance the
elegance of your home.

49103 A combination unit, beautifully styled to ineorpora LCthc 4988 tuner

r
with record deck on its own elegant table (making the stereo unit acomplete piece of
furniture in itself). FM tuner with pre-selection and Automatic Frequency control
and atwo xaoW RMS stereo amplifier, frequency response 20-20,000 C/
S.Inputs
for tape recorder, microphone and output sockets for loudspeakers. Bass, treble and
mid-range filters. Two speed turntable is complete with magnetic cartridge and hinged
perspex cover. Finish available Teak or Rosewood. Dimensions: 36 -to xro!,"d x52h.
Matrhing speakers available.

49 02
This elegantly designed single unit
combines the 4987 FM tuner/amplifier
with aturntable, the turntable having its
own hinged perspex cover. The sensitive
FM tuner offers preselection for five
stations as well as Automatic Frequency
Control.The amplifier has apower output
of 2x9W RMS and gives afrequency
response of 35-18,00o c/s. Sockets for
tape recorder and loudspeakers, bass
treble and balance controls. Available in
Teak or Rosewood.
Dimensions: 27'w xred xsrd.
You will find Luxor of Sweden sound systems are available through aselect number of stockists.
For further details contact: LUXITONE 84 Bolsover Street, London W. I. Tel: 01-636 2901.

Guaranteed Quality & Satisfaction
4-TRACK STEREO
Cash
Price
Philips N4404 ..
Ferguson 3232
Sanyo MR929 .
Sony TC252 .
Philips N4407 ..
Akai 17 IOL ..
Sanyo MR939 ..
Grundig TK247
Sony TC230 ..
Philips N4408 ..
Telefunken 204T5
Tandberg 124IX
graph 722/4
F
Akai 1800SD ..
Philips Pro 12..
Renos 1122124

£83
93
97
99
105
109
112
112
121
139
124
149
204
199
249
236

0
5
4
15
0
0
0
10
11
0
19
0
16
0
10
5

STEREO AMPLIFIERS

Deposit
0 £28
0 33
9 33
0 33
0 35
0 36
2 38
0 37
9 40
0 47
0 41
0 49
9 68
0 66
0 83
0 78

0
5
4
5
0
6
13
10
II
0
19
0
16
6
10
15

12 Mtly
Paymts

72
72
100
89
89
157
194

9
15
2
10
18
0
15

0
0
6
0
8
0
8

24 3
24 9
34 2
30 0
30 18
52 6
64 15

Cash
Price

0 £4 11
8
0
5 I 10
9
5 6 10
0
5 10 10
0
6 13 4
8
6 1 2
6
6 2 3
0
6 5 0
9
6 ES 0
0
7 13 4
0
6 13 4
0
8 6 8
9 II
6 8
8 11
1 2
0 13 16 8
0 13 2 6

Trio KA2000
Rotel 100AMP
Armstrong 521
Trio KA2500
Leak Stereo 70
Beomaster 3000 Tuner/
Amplifier ..
Beolab 5000 ....

0
0
6
0
8
8
8

Philips RR290
Grundig C200
Philips RR482 ..
Telefun ken 300TS
Telefun ken 302TS
Uher 4000L ..
Uher 4200/4400

36 0
45 10
52 0
52 0
69 10
135 9
139 13

Deposit
12
15
17
17
23

0
10
10
10
10

12 Mtly
Pay m ts
2
2
2
2
3

45 9
46 13

0
10
17
17
16

7 10
7 15

0
0
6
6
8
0
0

TRANSCRIPTION UNITS
Beograrn 1000V
Thorens TD150AB Mk 11
Thorens TDI25
Beogram 1500 incl. Amp

40
45
69
79

19
10
II
16

13
15
23
26

19
10
II
16

0
7
2
0

2
2
3
4

5 0
10 o
16
8 4

0
6
0
0
0
0
7

1
2
3
3
3
8
9

17 6
O 10
O 8
4 2
15 10
1 8
O 0

BATTERY OPERATED

STEREO TAPE UNITS
Sanyo MR801 ..
Sony TC252D ..
Sony TC355 ..
Tandberg 1641-X
Akai 4000D ..
Tandberg 62/64-X
Ferrograph 702/4

SPECIAL OFFER

4
4
5
4
4
8
10

0
0
10
19
18
14
16

6
6
0
2
4
6
8

•
•
•
•
.

•
.
•
.
•

34
37
54
57
68
145
162

0
17
12
15
5
10
10

0 II 10
6 12 7
0 18 4
0 19 5
0 22 15
0 48 10
7 54 10

INTEREST FREE H.P. TERMS
Open Saturday 6p.m., Friday 6.30 p.m. If unable to call, write for brochures.
Part Exchanges. Also 18 and 24 monthly terms.

Sanyo MR-910 Stereo ( illustrated)
*4 Track
*2 Speeds 7} and 31 p.s.
*7" Reels
*2 x 4" Permanent dynamic speakers
*Sound-on-sound with optional adapter
*Sound-with-sound
*Supplied complete with 2 microphones r tape.
Audio leads. Makers 12 months guarantee and
full instructions.
List Price C841151-. Our Price 62 Gns. Initial
deposit EL I / 14/-. 12 monthly payments of E3/12/4.
Sanyo MR-990 Stereo
*4 Track
*3 Speeds
*Sound-on-sound
*Sound-with-sound
*2 Detachable speaker boxes
*Output 2x 10 watts Music power
*Natural wood cabinet
*Supplied complete with 2 dynamic microphones
r demonstration tape, leads, etc. Makers 12
months guarantee and instructions.
*Automatic shut-off
List Price L132/5/-.
Our Price 110 Gns.

THE RECORDER CO.
(DEPT. N) 186-188 WEST END LANE • WEST HAMPSTEAD • LONDON • NW6
766

Telephone

01-794 4977

1

We are pleased to announce the opening of our

NEW DISCOUNT STORE

vUPs 25%
-

PLUS OUR UNIQUE EXTRA

2i%

SEND FOR NEW COMPREHENSIVE LIST
EXTENSIVE STOCKS

CASH & CARRY + MAIL ORDER SALES

TAX FREE EXPORT

EXPERT GUIDANCE

SATISFACTION GUARANTEED
PRIVATE CAR PARKING

Fp•
9.30 TO 6.00 MON. -SAT.; THURS. 12.30

centre

88 HIGH STREET, EDGWARE, M
I I7DLE I
SEX, HA8 7HE
(CLOSE TO MI MOTORWAY)

Telephone: 01-952 3238

STEREO

BROADCASTING

A TECHNICAL SERVICE — for the conversion and
realignment of FM Tuners for Stereo Broadcasts

We have developed an integrated conversion for Quad mono
tuners ( valved),

comprising

built

in

decoder,

automatic

switching and beacon indicator. Price £ 16.
Stereo conversions are our business. If you have a problem,
then let us know about it.

MOTION ELECTRONICS LTD.
Manufacturers and Designers of High Quality Sound Systems
39 PELHAM ROAD, GRAVESEND.
TELEPHONE
GRAVESEND S4922

KENT.

Please send an estimate for the conversion of my FM Tuner
for MULTIPLEX RECEPTION
To: Motion Electronics Ltd., 39 Pelham Road, Gravesend,
Kent.
stroboscope. 13/-

Name

Availab I
e from all leading dealers or send for illustrated leaflet.

Address

metrosound manufacturing co. ltd.
audio works, cartersfield road, waltham abbey,
essex. tel : waltham cross 31933

Telephone
Make and Model of Tuner
Stereo Decoder Required YES/NO (delete not applicable)
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THE

CITY

TAPE RECORDER CENTRE

228 BISHOPSGATE
LONDON E•C.2

At the City Tape Recorder Centre
you can see one of the finest

Telephone: 01-247 2609
Opposite Liverpool Street Station

display in London.

selections

of

tape

recorders

on

Every leading

make and model in stock.

Hours of Business:
MONDAY to FRIDAY-9a.m. to 6p.m.

We are easy to get to being almost
opposite

Closed all day Saturday

Liverpool

remember

we

St.

are

Station

and

only

tape

the

recorder specialists in Great Britain
open on Sunday!

OPEN SUNDAY

Do

10 a.m. to 2 p.m.

your

Saturday

weekly
with

rush

your

shopping

wife

and

on
visit

us on Sunday at your leisure!
Our manager Bob
Hookings is a keen tape
recording
enthusiast.
Bang & Olufsen's are
his
speciality,
having
used B & 0 equipment
for several
years
his
knowledge of this wonderful range is second to
none. He is able to give
personal callers his expert advice ( please avoid
telephoning) not only on
B & 0 but on any other
recorder suitable to your
individual requirements
and pocket.

1E1

* GENEROUS PART EXCHANGES
*

FREE AFTER SALES SERVICING

*

UNBEATABLE SPECIAL OFFERS

* EXPERT STAFF

EXPERT ADVICE

THE BANG &

NOW IN STOCK
The complete range of all
B & 0 Tape Recorders
and Audio Equipment including the latest B &
2400T listed at £210.
Still available limited number
of B & 0 2000 K & T at 152 gns.
and 158 gns.
Personal Callers Only

OLUFSEN SPECIALISTS

When in the city — call in at the City!

I_• 9E" am 1\1

2 CHANNEL STEREO RECORDER
*
*
*
*
*
*
*

Provision for microphone, radio and low output magnetic cartridge.
As an amplifier only with Bass and Treble controls.
10 watts continuous per channel.
Mechanism operated by 4 D.C. solenoids.
Provision for " full" remote control.
Fully transistorised on 10 printed circuit boards.
3 head system and three speeds— I9, 9.5, 4-75 cm/s. BOGEN'.

Robust construction and attention to detail make this an outstanding
British tape recorder for industrial or domestic use.
SHORT CIRCUIT
PROOF

RELIABLE

U I, U3, US, U6 HIRSCHMANN FM AERIALS
High gain, high quality, fully wideband. 75 Ohm coaxial or 300
Ohm balanced outputs. Double reflector on U5 and U6 (
as seen
in illustration above).
Illustrated Leaflet FREE or
Full Catalogue of Aerials and Accessories, 1/6 in stamps.
MK. 11

UNBEATABLE
IN VALUE

AUDIO WORKSHOPS LTD.

Oiled teak surround or portable 4 speaker version

Burnt Lodge Lane, Wallcrouch, Wadhurst, Sussex.

Send for informative brochure fully explaining:
I. Why a single motor.
2. Electrical performance.

Tel.: Ticehurst 503 ( Hastings 30122 for messages).

3. Wow and flutter.

Magnetic Tapes Ltd., Chilton Works, Garden Road, Richmond
Surrey
Telephone: 01-876 7957

Stop Press: Available shortly:

768

Hirschmann UHF range.

HELICON ELECTRONICS ISBESTE BOIlysBRITAIN'S
An outstanding turntable from Philips!!

CARTRIDGES AND ARMS
List Price
Goldring L-75 Arm £ 12 6
SME 3009 Mk II .. £ 31
6
SME 3012 Mk 11 .. £ 33 7
Goldring G-800H £ 10 13
Goldring G- 800E £ 18 17
Goldring Super E £26 0
Shure M- 31E .. £ 12x19
Shure M-44E .. £ 14 16
Shure M- 55E .. £ 16 13
Shure M-75E .. £25 18
Shure V-15, Mk 11 £40 15
Shure M-44/7 .. £ 11
2
Ortofon SL.I5/E
(with transformer) £ 36 13

Our Price

6
3
3
9
I
0
5
6
6
10
5
4

£ 10
£25
£26
£7
£ 13
£ 19
£ 10
£ 11
£ 13
£ 17
£29
£8

0 £29

5
0
19
10
7
5
5
10
0
10
19
2

0
0
6
0
6
0
0
0
0
0
6
6

5 0

GARRARD 401 Transcription motor.
Our Price, only £25, plus I0/— postage. Please
note 2/6 postage charge on all cartridges,
and 5/— on pick-up arms. All makes of pickup arm in stock, by SME, Goldring, Unipoise, Audio-Technica, plus Thorens.
Special Offer: Diamond Styli for Sonotone
9TA/CH, only I5/—, post free. Goldring
CS.80 Styli, same price!

The Model GA.202, electronically- controlled
for accuracy and stability, with massive
platter beautifull y balanced. Fitted with
extremely accurate and finely- pivoted pickup arm, and high- compliance magnetic
cartridge offering asubstantial output signal
of extreme smoothness. Mounted in Teak
plinth, with modern- styled Perspex cover,
and fully wired and plugged. List Price £64.
Our Price, only £53/17/6, carriage paid.

NEW! ! ! The Goodmans " Magister"
speaker- unit, fitted with massive 15" bassdriver, plus middle and top drivers. Frequency range of 26 Hz to 22 kHz. Handling
power of 40 watts' King-size Sound! List
Price £ 57.
Our Price, only £46/17/6,
. .
carriage paid.

Goodmans Mezzo II bookshelf speaker,
with 12" bass, plus tweeter with variable
attenuator.
Listed at £ 30/18/—.
Our
Price, only £23/19/6, plus 9/— carriage,

We stock the superb TANDBERG 1600-X
tape- deck, the most outstanding stereo unit
on the market. 40-14,000 cycles .
12dB at
n ! ! ! £ 89/10h.
The AKAI 4000D stereo tape- unit, with
X-field head. Exclusive one- Micron recordhead. Our Price, only £75/916, plus 10/—
carriage.
SANYO MR-80I 3- speed stereo tapedeck. Neat, reliable, plus a very elegant
appearance. Listed at £78. We have 6 only
at £59, plus 10/— carriage.
SPECIAL OFFER. While our stocks last,
we offer Emitape and BASF 7" LP tapes
(1800') at only 3I/— each. Postage 1/3 per
reel. These are brand new and sealed, in
makers' boxes. This is almost half-price!
American " STANDARD" Philips- pattern
C.I20 cassettes at only 19/6 each, plus 1/—
postage. Orders over £ 3 post free. C.90 at
14/6, and C.60 at 10/6.
Unboxed 5" LP ( 900') tapes at only 9/6
each, plus 1/— postage.

60 QUEEN'S ROAD , WATFORD

9

HERTS.

39

FOR ONLY

CARRIAGE 35/—

The Premier Stereo System " ONE" consists of an all transistor stereo amplifier . G
d 2025T/C auto/manual record player unit fitted stereo/mono cartridge
and mounted in teak finish plinth with perspex cover and two matching teak finish loudspeaker systems. Absolutely complete and supplied ready to plug in
and play. The 10 transistor Amplifier has an output of 5 watts per channel with inputs for pick-up, tape and tuner, also tape output socket.
Controls: Bass, Treble, Volume, Balance, Selector. Power on, off, stereo/mono switch. Brushed aluminium front panel. Black metal case with teakwood ends:
Size 12 x 54 x 31 in. high. All for only 39 gns. Carriage 35i-- ( Amplifier available separately if required C14.19.6. Carr. 7/6).
TELETON SAH203 STEREO AMPLIFIER

Incorporates
16 transistors
and diodes producing superb
quality
hi-fi.
10 watts per channel
music power. Inputs for Gram
(magnetic and crystal), Tuner and Auxiliary.
Tape
Record output. Controls: Volume, Balance, Bass, Treble.
Stereo/Mono slide switch. Stereo headphone socket.
Attractive oiled walnut cabinet with brushed aluminium
front panel. List Price L28.7.0.
ONLY 22 gns. c,,

PREMIER STEREO SYSTEM " TWO"
As system " ONE" above but with
Garrard SP25, Carriage 35/PRICE 45

"NOVA" ' 505' STEREO AMPLIFIER

gns.

PREMIER STEREO SYSTEM " THREE"
Nova 505 Amplifier ( as right) L113/113/-. Garrard SP25
L11/19/6. Sonotone 9TAHCD, C2/15/-. Teak base and
cover L5/10/-. Pair of 3- unit Hi -Fi Enclosures fitted EMI
Speakers L26/5/-.Totcal cost L65/7/6.
PREMIER PRICE, 55 gns .
(
Carr. 35/-.)
PREMIER STEREO SYSTEM " FOUR"
Teleton SAQ303 Amplifier ( as left) L23/2/-. Garrard SP25
L11/19/6. Shure M3D, L6/19/6. Teak base and cover
L5/10/-. Pair of 3- unit Hi -Fi Enclosures fitted E.M.I.
Speakers C26/5. Total cost L73/16/-.
PREMIER PRICE, 65 gns .(
Carr. 35/-.)

A superb stereo amplifier offering every facility for the
hi-fi enthusiast. Output 5 watts per channel. Frequency
response 40-20,000 Hz ± 3dB. Inputs for radio, P.U.
Ceramic, P.U. Magnetic Tape Separate bass and treble
controls. Volume and Balance controls, Mono/Stereo
switch. Also features headphone socket and tape output.
Teak case. Size 144 x 94 x 34 in.
ONLY la gns. Carr. I
0/-

PREMIER RADIO

23,TOTTENHAM COURT ROAD, LONDON,W1
769

Tel:01-636 3451

—
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LOUDSPEAKER
ENCLOSURES
& CABINETS

HAVE A LEISURELY
LOOK AT
HI-FI EQUIPMENT...

STOCK MODELS OR MADE
TO YOUR SPECIFICATION

...and plan now
for winter
enjoyment!

01-485 5775

f'. IIARIIIDGE LTD
THE PART EXCHANGE SPECIALISTS

Any audio equipment considered
either for CASH or EXCHANGE

E

WRITE IN TODAY, Quoting Ref: H.F.N.

Address: 8 MOOR ST., LONDON WM 5LJ

Purley CR2 2BG •

NIKKOTRM30
10 watts Stereo
Amplifier
£30 136
NIKKO
TRM4OB
15 watt
Stereo Amplifier
£39/10/6

Surrey

Closed Monday

TANDBERG 1541
Mono Recorder
10 watts output
OW- -

PLAYVIEW PLINTH
Teak finished with smoked perspex
hinged top, suitable for most
turn-tables and
pickup arms.
I
8f" x 18+" x9,1" (9/9/Also Playview Junior 16f" x 14"
deep x8" (7/15/Carriage 10/- on either

Stereo FM Tuner
£51/-/NEW
AM3 Tuner
(Medium, Long,
Short) E49/-/-

GOLDRING 580
Stereo Magnetic Diamond
Stylus (5/12/6, postage I/Also Goldring 800 £8/17/6

SONOTONE 9TAHC
Stereo Ceramic Diamond
Stylus 47/6, postage 1 /—

Telephone: 01-437 7108
Vilitsun Holiday Closing—May 25th to 27th ( inclusive)

CLEEN STEREO HEADPHONES

TANDBERG 1600X
Stereo Tape Unit,
cross-field bias head
(89/10/-

NEAT V70 STEREO
MAGNETIC CARTRIDGE
Diamond Stylus
3,19,6
(recommended price £ 5/4/8)
Postage 1/-

33 Control Unit

Open till 5.30 Saturday

- BEST OFFERS AVAILABLE -

Open 9-6 p.m.

Franchised
QUAD
Stockist
From stock:
303 Amplifier

56 WELLESLEY ROAD
LONDON, N.W.5

ADDRESS

SURREY SOUND EQUIPMENT LIMITED
Te/.: 01-668 4800

(Cabinet Makers)

OUR NEW

We are situated on the A235 ( Brighton Road). Park in ease
on the top of the Rotunda— we are a few steps down.

3 & 4 Royal Oak Centre •

A. DAVIES & CO.

NOTE

You'll get expert attention at any time at Surrey Sound.
During the summer months, however, when the pace slackens,
we are able to give just that extra time to your requirements
that will help your final decision.

LI LI

FINEST VENEERS & FINISHES

PLEASE

•Nine octave response

e

E
E
N
f

Perfect transients

•No coloration
eGood sound exclusion
e 100 phons at low distortion
eComfortable and attractive
•Only £ 10.10.0
exclusive to

KIRKMAN

40 The Broadway, CRAWLEY, Sussex

YOU CAN HAVE
GOOD SOUND EQUIPMENT
if you choose

H. L. SMITH & CO. LTD
287/289 EDGWARE ROAD, LONDON, W.2
Established 1910 Telephone: 01-723 5891/7595
EQUIPMENT AT COMPETITIVE PRICES 8Y—
QUAD
LEAK
ARMSTRONG
ROGERS
GOODMANS
WHARFEDALE
SME
SHURE
RECORD HOUSING
WYNDSOR• DECCA
GOLDRING
etc., etc.

•

e
e

o

e

•

e

e
e

rampiatil
grarnglan Reproducers Ltd. Hanworth Trading Estate, Fettham, Middles«

CHAPMAN

STILL BRITAIN'S CHEAPEST
IN HI-FI

transistorised stereo
tuners

Our Price
SPEAKERS (PT 10 - eat Ir I
Goodmans Magnum K
Goodmans Mezzo II
Goodmans Marimba ..
Wharfedale Denton ..
Wharfedale Meltons
Wharfedale Super Linton
Wharfedale Dovedale Ill
K.E.F. Cresta
.
K.E.F. Celeste Mk 11 ..
K.E.F. Concord ..
K.E.F. Concerto
Celestion Ditton 10 Mk II
Celestion Ditton 15 ..
Bowers & Wilkins DMI
Bowers & Wilkins DM3
Leak Sandwich ..
TUNERS (P/P I0/- each)
Armstrong 524 FM ..
Armstrong 523 AM/FM
Armstrong M8 Decoder
Quad FM Stereo
Leak Stereofetic
Nikko FAM I2F Stereo
Trio KT1000
Rogers Ravensbrook FET
Rogers Ravensbourne FET Teak Cased

NOW MADE BY RESLOSOUND

£34
£43 1
£8 1
£44
£48 I
or, req rest
52 0 0
£39 10 0
£52
0 0

Tape by BASF - EMI - SCOTCH - PHILIPS
"Round Pack" ( P/P 2/6 each)
22/sr L/P
32/sr D/P 1800
48/TIP 3600 ..

7" STD 1200 ..
L/P 1800 ..
7" DIP 2400 .

r

[31
£23
£19
EIS
£23
£I8
£30
£I7 I
£23
£33
£41
£18
£24
£24 I
LSO
£32 I

r

UP
MODEL 2005
FULLY TRANSISTORISED AM/FM RADIO TUNER WITH IMPROVED
PERFORMANCE
e Two short, medium and long wavebands and FM. Stereo reception ( decoder)
optional extra.
e Meter for visual tuning.
• AFC switching for local station and distant reception.
e Universal AC mains input: 100-125 V and 200-250 V 50-60 cis.
e Built to a good medium tropical specification for reliable operation in most
parts of the World.
Without decoder
P.T. EIS/13/8
With decoder E67/ - /P.T. E17/19/3

22 -,
34
82 -

AMPLIFIERS (
P/P I0/- each)
£49
o
Ferrograph F307
£42 o
Armstrong 521 ..
£49
O
Leak 70 ( chassis)
£42 10
Leak 30 Plus ( Chassis)
£24
o
Sinclair 2000 ..
£25 o
Sacom SA500 ..
£40 o
Nikko TRM40IC
on req..,
Nikko TRM 50 ..
Pioneer SA900 ..
£36 10
Rotel 100 AMP ..
£60 o
Rotel RA840 ..
E35
o
Rogers Ravensbrooke ( chassis)
o
£48
Rogers Ravensbourne ( chassis)
£30
O
Trio KA2000
£62 10
Trio KA4000
£54 10
Lux SQ77T
£100 O
Lux SQI220
TUNER/AMPLIFIERS (P/P I0/- each)
£87
Pioneer SX440
£70
Pioneer KX330 ..
on re, le,
Nikko STA 7018
£110
Pioneer SX 770
£67
Rotel 130
£99
Rotel FAX550
£7I
Trio TK2OT
Trio KR 77 ..
flOS
TURNTABLES (P/P I0/- each)
Garrard SP25 less cartridge ..
£12
G
d AP75 less cartridge ..
f18
Garrard SL75B less cartridge ..
E26
Garrard SL95B less cartridge ..
E35
Garrard 401
E25
Goldring GL68
£18
Goldring GL69P
E27
Goldring GL75
[ 29
Goldring GL75 & Lid ..
E41
Thorens TDI50 AB Mk II
..
£40
Thorens TD124 .
£40
TAPE RECORDERS (P/P 15f- each)
Revox 1102/1104 Series 2 ..
£167 I
Revox 1122/1124 Series 2 ..
£188
Tandberg 64X ..
£132
Tandberg 164IX
on req,c,
Akai 4000D
£72 10
CARTRIDGES ( Post Free)
Shure M44-7 ..
Shure M44E
Shure M55E
Shure M75MB Type 2 ..
Shure M75E Type 2
Shure M9 IE
Goldring G800 ..
Goldring 0800E
Goldring 08005E
Decca H4E
ARMS ( P/P 5/- each)
S.M.E. 3009 with Shell ..
£25 10
S.M.E. 3012 with Shell ..
£27 0
Neat G30
£9 10
I. All equipment guaranteed, new and boxed.
2. Finest after- sale service. First year, parts and labour free.
3. Majority of mail orders by return of post.
4. Personal callers welcomed by appointment.
S. All other makes supplied. Please ring or write for quote up to 9 p.m.

wow-

Write or telephone for full particulars.

RESLOSOUND LIMITED
24 Upper Brook St., London WI
Tel: 01-493 2291

North of England sales representative
required to represent exclusively
Trio, Teac, Sonics, Audio Development
and KEF, together with many other
prestige brands of High Fidelity
Equipment and at least two more exciting agencies now in preparation.
Salary will be commensurate with this
demanding position and acompany car
is provided.
Please write giving full details of all
relevant qualifications and past
employment to:
Mr. K. Lasky,
B. H. Morris & Co. ( Radio) Limited,
84 88 Nelson Street, London El 2BN

SOUTHERN AUDIO SERVICES
26 Priory Close Walton-on-Thames, Surrey
Tel

Walton 23205
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SANYO
DC60E

TUNER-AMPLIFIER
60 watts RMS
LIST £97.5.0 inc. Tax

SPECIAL PRICE 77 GNS.
GARRARD SP 25
PLINTH

COVER WIRED
AND

AUDIO TECHNICA

AT66

PRICE £ 28.5.8

OUR PRICE 21 gns

ARENA
F2I0 AMPLIFIER
F2Il

FM

INC.
REC.

TUNER

DECODER

PRICE £ 80.17.0

ROTEL
100

AMPLIFIER

120ST AM FM

TUNER

REC.

PRICE £ 95.0.0

OUR PRICE 72 gns

REVOX

All

Mark II
*NEW HIGH POWER MOTOR
*FASTER SPOOLING
*ALLOY SPOOL CARRIERS

and other features
from E204/15/- inc. P/Tax.

1122 or 1124

a9/101-

or your REVOX 636

and C144/10/-

or your REVOX G36

and E159/10/-

WE

NAME IT

SPECIALISE

IN

STEREO

LP

RECORDS

POLYDOR - DOG - PHILIPS - ETC.,

INC.

DECCA -

EMI -

ETC.

GUARANTEED MAIL ORDER SERVICE

e

•

H.P. CREDIT

FACILITIES.

e

BY

RETURN

INSTANT BARCLAYCARD CREDIT.

MAIL ORDER.

( carriage extra.)

WIMBLEDON
JAMES
5- II

RUSSELL

WIMBLEDON

12
19
19
10
10

87 16
98 15
III
6
105 0
97 5

9
6
0
0
0

TUNER/AMPLIFIERS
ARMSTRONG 525 FM ..
ARMSTRONG 526 AM/FM
ARENA T2600 AM/FM inc. DECODER
ARENA T2700 FM inc. DECODER
SANYO DC60 AM/FM ..

74
84
89
82
81

10
10
10
10
10

£:37

0:

30
10
22
35
41
33
/2
23
30

0
0
9
0
0
0
0
0
9

SPEAKERS
WHARFEDALE DENTONS (
PAIR) ..
WHARFEDALE SUPER LINTONS ( PAIR)
WHARFEDALE MELTON ( EACH) ..
WHARFEDALE DOVEDALE III ( EACH)
WHARFEDALE UNIT 3 KIT ( EACH) ..
LEAK MINI SANDWICH ( EACH)
LEAK SANDWICH ( EACH)
K.E.F. CONCERTO ( EACH)
K.E.F. CONCORD ( EACH)
K.E.F. CELESTE ( EACH)
GOODMANS MEZZO II ( EACH)
GOODMANS MAGNUM K ( EACH)

0
0
0
0
9
5
0
0
0
0
8
2
3
0
6
6
0
1
0
6
8
0

II
16
12
9
0
8
10
15
17

4
0
II
1
0
2
10
10
0

£2.04 15
236 5
149 0
89 10
97 5
117 5
90 15

0
0
0
0
0
0
0

2
0

CARTRIDGES
SHURE M3D
SHURE M44E
SHURE M55E
SHURE M75-6 II
GOLDRING G800 ..
GOLDRING G800E
GOLDRING G800 SUPER E
B & 0 SP6.
AUDIO TECHNICA AT661c
AUDIO TECHNICA AT21X

£1
5
1 12
1

12
12
9
14
20
6
5
12

TURNTABLES
GARRARD SP25 less CARTRIDGE
GARRARD AP75 less CARTRIDGE
GARRARD SL75 less CARTRIDGE
GARRARD SL95 less CARTRIDGE .
GOLDRING GL75P and lid less CARTRIDGE
GOLDRING GL75 ..
THORENS TD150A13 MK II less cart.
THORENS TDI24 ( UNIT ONLY)
THORENS TD 125 ( UNIT ONLY)
TAPE RECORDERS
REVOX A77 1102/1104 or 1302/1304 Mark II ..
REVOX A77 1122/1124 or 1322/1324 Mark II ..
TANDBERG 1221 X or 1241 X
TANDBERG 1600X
SANYO MR929 STEREO ..
SANYO MR939 ..
SANYO MR800 ..

CLEARANCE SALE
SURPLUS & SHOP SOILED EQUIPMENT
ROGERS RAVENSBROOK CHASSIS
ROGERS RAVENSBROOK TEAK ..
GOODMANS MTI000 UNIT ..
TANNOY ir MONITOR GOLD ( each)
GARRARD SP25 T/T
GARRARD AP75 T/T
GARRARD SL72 T/T
GARRARD SL95B T/T
GOODMANS 3000 TUNER/A MPLIFIER
PHILIPS RH48I SPEAKERS ..
ARENA 2400 TUNER/AMPLIFIER inc. Decoder
ARENA 210 AMPLIFIER
ARENA 211 TUNER & DECODER
TOSHIBA SM2500MY STEREO SYSTEM
SME 3009 ARM & SHELL ..
NIKKO TRM 4013 AMPLIFIER
THORENS TD125
PHILIPS GA202 TURNTABLE

£236 -5-0 inc. tax

or your REVOX A77 Mark I 1122-1124 and

OR YOU

£33
43
51
35
49

(II
17
26
33
39
29
43
39
63
1181
207
129
82
82
95
76

5
5
10
0
10
1
9
5
10
10
19
19
19
10
10
10
10
19
O
o
O
O
o

* ALL EQUIPMENT NEW, BOXED AND WITH MAKER'S GUARANTEE
* MAIL ORDER CLIENTS ADD 10/- per item CARRIAGE (
2/6 CARTRIDGE)
* BARCLAYCARD ENQUIRIES ACCEPTED. Send s.a.e. for Complete List.
All prices quoted are correct at time of going to press.

*NEW TAPE TENSIONER

A77

TUNERS
ARMSTRONG 524 F.M. ..
ARMSTRONG 523 AM/FM
RAVENSBOURNE " 2" FM ( CHASSIS)
ARENA F2I Iinc. DECODER ..
LEAK STEREOFETIC (CHASSIS) ..

£15
23
35
45
49
36
51
46
75

F.E.T.

PRIC
10
19
0
10
10
0
0

6
0
9
0
0

£7 8
14 16
16 13
16 13
13 0
18 17
26 0
719
6 4
15 10

OUR PRICE 61 gns

CASH
£42
51
43
48
35
24
28

AMPLIFIERS
LEAK STEREO 30 (- (
CHASSIS) ..
LEAK STEREO 70 ( CHASSIS) ..
ARMSTRONG 521
ROGERS RAVENSBOURNE (
CHASSIS)
ROGERS RAVENSBROOK ( CHASSIS)
SINCLAIR 2000 ..
ARENA F2I0

£40 4
52 9
61 17
44 2
59 18

£38
45
29
39
11
29
45
53
43
29
30
40

CARTRIDGE
REC.

MAIL ORDER AND CASH COUNTER

RECMD PRICE
153 0 0
65 0 0
52 0 0
59 10 0
44 0 0
30 9 0
36 15 0

STEREO

PHOTOGRAPHIC

&

SONS

( Station)

LTD.

BRIDGE,

E32
36
45
32
10
15
22
31
59
8
69
25
31
62
22
36
59
51

10
10
10
10
10
10
10
10
10
10
10
10
10
10
19
10
10
10

WIMBLEDON

SWI9

5 Wimbledon ( Station)

Tel.: 01-946 8804
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Bridge,

S.W.I9

Tel. No: 01-946 7402

CLASSIFIED
ADVERTISEMENTS
Advertisements for this section must be pre- paid. The rate is 8d. per word ( private), minimum
I0/-, Box Nos. 2s. 6d. extra. Trade rates l/- per word, minimum I5/-, Box Nos. 2s. 6d. extra.
Copy and remittance for advertisements in JUNE 1970 issue must reach these offices by
2nd MAY addressed to: The Advertisement Manager, Hi Fi News, Link House, Dingwall
Avenue, Croydon, CR9 2TA. NOTE: Advertisement copy must be clearly printed in block
capitals or typewritten.
Replies to Box Nos, should be addressed to the Advertisement Manager, Hi Fi News, Link House,
Dingwall Avenue, Croydon, CR9 2TA, and the Box No. quoted on the outside of the envelope.
The district after Box No. indicates its locality.

SITUATIONS VACANT
Photo-Staff Consultants Ltd. are the leading agency for
HiFi sales and technical staff. Experienced personnel
required for jobs in all areas of London and the country.
Phone or call PHOTO-STAFF 01-734 1918 ( 5 lines).
25 Oxford Street, W. I. No fees to staff.
Are you interested in HiFi? If so, and you have had
some experience of selling in the Retail Radio Trade, an
excellent opportunity awaits you at Telesonic Ltd.,
92 Tottenham Court Rd., London, W.I. Tel.: 01-3877467.
Tape Recorder Engineer required, experienced most
makes. Telesonic, 92 Tottenham Court Road, London,
W.I. Tel.: 01-387 7467.
Young man interested in tape recorders wanted to assist
in running hire service. Magnegraph, I Hanway Place.
London, W.I.
Trainee sound recording engineer. Young man 16/18
years interested in Tape Recording, 5-day week. Commencing salary £675 p.a. Free lunches. Applications in
writing to: Personnel Officer, Royal Institute for the
Blind, 224 Great Portland Street, London, WIN 6AA.

FOR SALE— private

For Sale. Bowers & Wilkins P2, H ( pair), £ 120. Sony
PS- 3000 £ 100. TA.I 102, £ 110. Mr. P. Lee. Tel.: 01-303
8625.

Loudspeakers. Connoisseur Major columns. £27 pair.
Buyer collects. Oakley, 104a Oakwood Hill, Loughton,
Essex.
Nikko FAM 12 Stereo Tuner, used 21 hrs., only. Perfect. £52/10/-. Allen, 139 Serpentine Road, Newtownabbey, Northern Ireland.
Pair matched teak Lowther Acoustas P.M.6., £48.
Also Leak Troughline 3Tuner, £ 18. Macleod, 35 Potter
Street, Bishop's Stortford. Tel.: 3866 during weekday.
Pair Quad Electrostatics, as new, little used, in cartons,
£88. Tandberg 62X Tape Deck in teak, plexiglass cover,
immaculate, £99. Walker, 9 Bradgate Drive, Wigston
Fields, Leicester. Tel.: Leicester 884238.
Pair of speakers using EMI 14-x9- glass fibre reinforced woofer , KEF T15 Mk. 2 Tweeter. Superb
reproduction. Only £60 the pair. Pair of speakers using
Peerless Kit 20-2 in bass reflex enclosures only £ 35 the
pair. Brenell Mk. 5Series ITape Deck only. Rechecked
by makers. Only £ 12. Further details and full demonstration available. Tel.: FIT 3261 after 6 p.m.
P.E. Stereo Amplifier HSV.40T 20 watts per channel.
Crystal and magnetic inputs. Low and high pass filters.
Will accept speakers from 4 to 16 ohms. Also two 2ft.
high loudspeakers to match. All hardly used. Owner
died. £70. Hogg. Tel.: Maidstone 43575.
Quad 33/303 new. In makers cartons (open). Never
used. Guarranteed perfect working order. £80. SME
3012 with S2 shell new. Never used. £20. Box No. 2061
(London).

Trio TK66 solid state stereo tuner amp., as new, only
five months old. 20 watts per channel (continuous
power), F.E.T. front end and superb FM stereo for only
£100 o.n.o. Box No. 2049 ( Morayshire).

Quad Stereo 22, Amplifiers, FM Tuner, Decoder.
Condition excellent, performance 100%, £70. 9 King's
Avenue, Carshalton, Surrey. Tel.: 01-643 3025.

Armstrong 521, little used and still under guarantee: £40
Shure 75-6/1, as new: £8. Beyer M320 Professional
Ribbon Wide-Range Cardioid Microphone, speech/music/
off' switch, 200 ohms, complete with DIN connector and
stand-adaptor, little used: £27, in instrument case, real
bargain! Box No. 2063 ( Middlesex).
Armstrong Stereo Amplifier/Tuner 425 with Decoder
and Garrard AP.75 on teak base with perspex cover and
Shure Cartridge. Perfect and a bargain at £65. Tel.:
Townhill 5481.
Bargain unused Cartridges. Shure M3D, £41151-;
M32/3, £7/6/-; M44-5, £ 7151-; M44-C, £6/15/-; M44-E,
£9/15/-; M55- E, £ 10/15/-; M75G, £ 11/10/-; Audio
lechnica AT33, £5/10/-; AT66, £4/5/-; Decca Deram,
£3/10-/, B. 8t O. SP6, £5/5/-; Pickering V I5/AM2,
£8/15/-, Sinclair Units IC- 10, 45/-; Stereo 60, £7/5/-;
230, es,,-. Box No. 2059 ( London).
Comptete HiFi for sale, Quad 33-303, Garrard 401,
S.M.E 3009. All housed in teak towline cabinet, two
Celestion 15 Speakers, also space for Tape Recorder in
cabinet All for £ 300. Box No. 2064 ( Kent).
FAX 300 AM/FM Multiplex Tuner Amplifier with 8
track cartridge player. Output 20 watts per channel,
plus 3cartridges. £85. Box No. 2065 ( North Wales).
Ferrdgraph Series 7 No. 722H, price new, £214. £ 150
wanted. Mr. L. Tovey, 12 Fraser Street, Bristol BS3 4LY.
Fisher 400, Garrard LAB 80 Mk. II, Shure M75-6
Cartridge fitted in oiled teak plinth. Two Leak mini
Sandwich Speakers ( matched) £ 150 o.n.o.
W. M.
Hodsman, March House, Kirton Lindsey, Gainsborough,
Lincs.

FOR SALE—trade
Save £££s on new hi-fi. As specialists in hi-fi and
stereo equipment, we can offer all makes fully guaranteed
at generous savings, up to 25%. No membership charges.
Free delivery. Write with details of your requirements for
buotation to: HiFi Buying Agency, 22 Wardour Street,
London, W.I. Tel.: REG 6848.
'Somerset' 10 and 30 watts output transformer. Transformer Equipment Limited, Railway Place, London
5W. 19.
A better deal provided by a specialist HiFi Retail
Establishment of high reputation. Up to 25% discount.
Leading makes.
Massive stocks.
Demonstrations,
guidance, installations service. Optimum performance
guaranteed. Write or phone. Callers welcome. Shop
hours, 9.30 a.m.-6 p.m. Half-day Thursday. Open all
day Saturday. Audio Services Ltd., 82 East Barnet
Road, New Barnet. Tel.: 6605.

HiFi News-44 copies 1963-7, 10 Tape Recorders
196I-ish. £ 3. Ellis, 13 Roberts Road, Exeter.

Speakers for sale. Pair Wharfedale Airedales. Pair
Radford Auditoriums. Pair Japanese Eagle S24. All
nearly new. First class condition. Will demonstrate, £89
per pair. Tel.: Harpenden 61727.

Akai 1710 4 track stereo Tape Recorder in superb condition, plus tapes and stereo headphones. All hardly used.
£55 o.n.o. Tel.: Holmer Green 3728.

Uher Royal De Luxe 4 track, new, £ 185. Box No. 2058
(London).

Radford STA25 and SC22 as new. Any demonstration,
£55. Tel.: 01-594 5400. 48 Sandy Hill, S.E.18.
Rogers Cadet HI Amplifier, as good as new, accept
£30 or near offer. 164 Harnall Lane ( East), Coventry.
Rogers switched FM Tuner, cased, preset Radios 2, 3,
4 only. Unused, £ 19. C. P. Webber, Rutland Hall,
Ashby Road, Loughborough, Leics.
Sale almost new Ferrograph Ser. 5. 16 mm. Debrie
"Compact " Sound Projector. Wanted, Hi Fi, e.g. 2Quad
Amplifiers, Goodmans 3-way Speaker items, X-overs.
Trebax, etc. Ferrograph 722, 401 part exchanges. 18
High Street, Kegworth, Derby.
Shure M75G Type II stereo cartridge, 9 months old.
Only 80 L.P.'s played at I# grams. Perfect condition.
Demonstration given. £9. Styles, 97 Albemarle Road,
Beckenham, Kent. Tel.: 650 3564. Ring before calling.
Speakers. Decca Kelly DK30 Ribbons with lenses,
£17/101-. Goodmans Audiom 8I's, £32. II" solid cabinets with A.R.U.'s, £ 18 pair. Trebaxes, £9 pair. Attenuators, £ 3/10/- pair. All as new. Ryan, 37 Ashwood
Road, Englefield Green, Surrey.
2 Tannoy ' York' Ir Speakers and Cabinets. Teak
finish. Mint condition. £65 each, or £ 110 for both.
Tel.: Skipton 2531 evenings.
Tannoy 15- Monitor Golds in teak Lancaster enclosures, unused, guaranteed, £90 pair. Tel.: Windsor 64931
(evenings).
Tape Recorder by Roberts of Los Angeles Professional
Type 400 Mint condition virtually unused. Bargain, £ 100.
Box No. 2060 ( Essex).
Two Stereo Tape Recorders; A Tandberg Series 6, £70;
A Truvox PDI02, £65. Both excellent, exchanges considered, telephone Shrewsbury 55304.
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LOUDSPEAKER
SUNDRIES
VY NAI R
Fourteen patterns, 3/- per square
foot. ANY SIZE CUT—(kcl. per
square inch!).
TYGAN
Six patterns, 5/- per square foot.
ANY SIZE CUT— pro rata.
BONDED ACETATE FIBRE
I" Superior Quality, 9/6 per square
yard. Roll width is 54"—ANY
LENGTH CUT.
TERYLENE FIBRE
2" (9 ounce quality), 16/6 per
square yard. Roll width is 54"—
ANY LENGTH CUT.
Fabric Samples and Fitting Instructions for all materials, 1/(stamps), deductible against
any purchase.
COILS
Ferrite: 0.25, 0.5, 1.0, 1.5, 2.0, and
2.5 mH, 13/6 each.
Air-Cored: 3.6 and 5-0 mH, 14/3
each.
CAPACITORS
Reversible, 50 volt working
2and 4 mfd, 3/6; 6and 8 mfd, 4/3;
12 and 16 mfd, 4/9; 30 mfd, 5/3 each.
ALL ITEMS ARE POST FREE,
NORMALLY BY RETURN.

NICHOLS ACOUSTICAL FITMENTS
BUBWITH, Nr. SELBY,
YORKSHIRE
(Tel.: 0757 85-206)

A.D.
Cabinets are indisidually made, so they
can be finished or adapted to your requirements, or made
to order if not suitable. Send rough sketch. We will
quote if we are able to help. You will find our prices very
competitive for the high quality. Visit our works and
showrooms. A Davies & Co., 56 Wellesley Road,
London N.W.5. Tel.: 01485 5775.

Audio Electronics offer: Wharfedale Unit, 3 Kits,
£9/10/-. New! Unit 4 kit, £ 13/10/-; Unit 5kit, £ 19/17/6.
Akai 4000D, £72/101-. Ferrograph F307, £46/10/-.
Armstrong 521, £42/916. Cambridge P40, £64. K.E.F.
Celestes Mk. 2, £22/5/-. Goldring 6800 Super E, £ 19.
Beat all the others, buy your hi-fi from Audio Electronics,
'The Sound Consultants', leave the warehouses to their
baked beans! Buy right and save at: Audio Electronics,
468 Arterial Road, Leigh-on-Sea, Essex. Tel.: Southend
521737.

Hi Fi enthusiasts. In our modern hi-fi department we
have in stock now, all the leading makes, Wharfedale
Super Linton and Denton Speakers. Leak Stereo 30, 30
Plus and 70 amplifiers. Leak Stereofetic Tuners, Goodmans 3000 Music Suite, also DMI speakers. Full Tandberg range. Also Quad, Rogers, Philips, Goldring,
Sinclair, etc. Gratispool, Martineu Way, Birmingham,
and Queen Street, Glasgow.

In 1963 our AR-inc. AA3 Speakers had few rivals, they
still have! Bring along your ears (and your wives!) and
compare Acoustic Research Ar3a Speakers with
Celestion Ditton 25's, B. & W. DM3, M5400 and many
others. Listen and buy from sound consultants: Audio
Electronics, 468 Arterial Road, Leigh-on-Sea, Essex.
Tel.: Southend 521737 where a friendly welcome plus a
feast of sound awaits you!

Always be careful (and money wise) before buying
quality equipment. Send your requirement to Audio
Supply Association for evaluation and quotation. See
below.

Audio Electronics give you up to 271E % cash discount
on all good makes of high-fidelity equipment: Stereo
Cartridge Gems: Shure M3D, e/5/-; M31E, £911916;
M32E, £9; M44E, £ 11; M44/5, M44/7, £7/10/-; M55E,
£12/101-; M75/6, £911 .21-; M75/6 II, £ 12/51-; M75/G,
£10/17/-; M75/G II, £ 12/7/6; M75EJ II, £ 17/17/-;
M75E, £ 16/17/6; M75E II, £ 17/14/6: V15 Mk. 2improved,
£31. M75 MB use with TDI50, £ 10. Audio-Technica
AT66, £5. Orbit NM22, £4. Ortofon SL15E including
module, £28. All brand new, post free. Audio Electronics,
468 Arterial Road, Leigh-on-Sea, Essex. Tel.: Southend
521737.

FOR SALE—TRADE continued

If quality matters consult first our 75-page photographically illustrated catalogue (6/6). Members enjoy
unbiased advisory service, preferential terms. Membership 7/6. Our associates also manufacture records from
your own tapes, or record the master at our studios
(Steinway grand). Bulk terms for choirs, fund-raising.
Please specify requirements. Audio Supply Association,
18 Blenheim Road, London W.4. Tel.: 01-995 1661.
Discount Records. Save ££££££s. Any available record
- tape - musicasette supplied. Guaranteed brand-ness.
Send details of requirements—we send you an invoice
showing the exact amount required. Callers welcome.
S.a.e. to: Discount Records, 4 Winthrop House, St.
Marks Hill, Surbiton, Surrey.
Your personal introduction to the wonderful world of
Lasky's. Send at once for our Audio-Tronics '70 catalogue—available free on request. Everything for the
hi-fi and radio enthusiast, electronics hobbyist, serviceman, communications ham etc. All at Lasky's unbeatable
prices plus our fantastic money vouchers worth over £25.
1000's of items comprehensively arranged for you to
select in the comfort of your own home. Just send your
name, address and 2/- to cover post only, and the inclusion on our regular mailing list to Lasky's Radio Ltd.,
Dept HFN, 3-15 Cavell Street, London, El 2BN.
UNIM1XER 45
Stereo/mono mixing unit for battery or mains use.
Istereo pair 2 pan mics, for stereo use or for mono
channels.
Meets professional requirements for
frequency response (20-20,000 Hz ± 3dB), noise
(55 dB, s/n with 180 uy at 200 ohms) distortion
(0.05% at rated input) and overload performance
(SO dB above rated input). Two outputs on each
channel will feed any tape recorder or amplifier.
Individual test certificate. Price £45 excl. freight.
Further details from:
SOU NDEX LTD.
18 Blenheim Road, London, W.4. Tel.: 01-995 1661

Hi- Fi
1
11; 20%
DISCOUNT

We supply everything for the Hi-fi enthusiast

Our associated Hi -Fi Company has been
in this field since 1925—and we were established in 1960 as one of Britain's first Mailorder Discount Agencies. Since then we
have become known for our prompt personal
service and impeccable after-sales-attention
. . . the latter being of vital Importance when
buying at a discount.
Only new unused Branded Equipment with
Manufacturers' Guarantees. No Membership charges. Hire purchase if required. All
enquiries and orders are dealt with on the
same day as received. Send for free brochure
(including full range of domestic appliances).

Balcombe, Sussex Est, 1960 Tel.: Balcombe 295
len
Do you buy your shoes without trying them? Will you
buy your hi- ti speaker systems without listening to them?
No! of course you don't! At Audio Electronics you can
hear only the highest quality speakers in each price
bracket and get up to 27% cash discount! Buy your
hi-fi from: Audio Electronics, 468 Arterial Road,
Eastwood, Leigh-on-Sea, Essex. Tel.: Southend 521737.
More and more do!

YOUR

EARS

TOM JOYCE
147 Boundary Road, Ramsgate, KENT
Shure Magnetic Cartridges, guaranteed new, maker's
pack, post free, M3D, £4/19/6; M3IE, £9/15/-; M32- E,
£81151-; M44E, £9/17/6; M44-5, M44-7 or M44-C,
£7/10/-; M55E, £ 1011716; M75-6, £9/12/6; M75-6, Type
II, £ 12/5/-; M75G Type 11, £12/5/-; M75EJ Type II,
£15/151-; M75E Type II, £ 16/10/-; M75E/96G/II,
£18/5/-; V15 Mk. Il (improved) £ 30. Send for your ' Best
Buy in HiFi' discount list— Planet Electronics, 88 High
Street, Edgware, Middlesex, HA8 7HE. Tel.: 01-952 3238.
Akai. Save £££'s. Tel.: Disco 01-883 8874.
Audioscan—Hi-Fi loudspeaker systems for the home
constructor, cabinet kits, new range of Peerless speakers,
speaker kit systems and cross-over networks. BAF
wadding and all necessary components. Free speaker
fabric samples on request. Send 9d. in stamps to:
Audioscan, Dept. HN, 4 Princes Square, Harrogate,
Yorks,
Best Hi Fi buys at Disco. Tel.: 01-883 8874.

THE EXPERT'S CHOICE
HiFi News contributor, Harry Leeming, gives a
hint and tips a special recommendation. Watch
this space every month.
"CLASS A FANATIC? Perhaps, but after living
with it for 12 months, Istill prefer the Sugden
A2I to anything else in its price range. The only
Class B amplifier Iwould swop for it is the
'QUAD', but whilst it costs almost £50 more,
and is che standard against which we can compare other equipment. Ihonestly can't hear any
improvement."
What do you think? Can you tell A from B?
Come and listen.

HOLDINGS PHOTO/AUDIO CENTRE
39/41 Mincing Lane, Blackburn BB2 2AF, Lane.
Tel 50505,6
Closed all day Thursday.

YOUR ' BEST BUY' IN HI-FI

25% OFF
PLUS A 2f% BONUS
ON ORDERS OVER
I50
UP TO

New comprehensive list
now available

ip

Comparators, Arena, 3 amps. into 8 pairs of speakers.
As new, half usual nett price, 90s. Westminster Hi Fi,
83 Cheapside, E.C.2. Tel.: 01-600 0451.
Copy-right Free Sound Effects Discs. 7- E.P.'s and 12'
L.P.'s. One free 7' E.P. with your first order. Catalogue
from Rapid Recording Services, 21 Bishops Close, London, E.I 7.
Decca. Why pay more? Tel.: 01-883 8874.
Discount on all leading makes of High Fidelity Equipment coupled with sound technical advice from Frank
Brown, 29 Lychgate Lane. Burbage, Hinckley, Leicestershire. (Tel.: Burbage 423).
Everybody wants to save money. Buy from us and do
just that. For instance:— Goldring GL75, plinth and
cover £40/16/-, save £8/6/-; Goodmans 3000 tuner/amp.
save £ 12/6/-; Nikko TRM4OB amplifier £ 37,
save £91101-; SME 3009 inc. shell £25/8/-, save £6;
Sinclair Project 60 ( with PZ5) £ 19/2/-, save £41161-.
Makes of equipment available:— Celestion, Decca,
Garrard, Goldring, Armstrong, Goodmans, K.E.F.,
Leak, Rogers, Neat, Nikko, Metrosound, Philips, Shure,
S.M.E., Thorens, Ortofon, Korting, Sinclair, Wharfedale,
etc. All equipment sent to you carriage free. Terms:
Cash/Cheque etc. with order. Write, phone or call for
your quotation. B. K. Electronics, 21 Tudor Road,
Westcliff-on-Sea, Essex. Tel.: Southend-on-Sea 30134 or
521118.

PICKUPS AND CARTRIDGES
PRESENT THE FOLLOWING
MODELS:
ADC. 220, E7/5/-. 660, £ 12/15/-. 660-E, E17/15/-.
550-E, £16 104/11, £36/12/6.
AT. 66- HC, E4/12/6. 33, E7/10/-

planet electronics

DECCA.
C4E/H4E,
Mk. 4RC, E13/10/-.

88 HIGH ST., EDGWARE,
MIDDX. HA8-7HE

G OLDRI NG. G.800, £8/5/-. 800-E, E13/15/-. 800SE,
E19/10/-. 800H, E8/5/-.

Tel: 01-952 3238

TAPE RECORDER BARGAINS:
Akal X300 . • • . • • • £219
Telefunken M300
£66
12 months Free Finance Facilities available.

.. £4 10
.. £10 13
• • £6 10
• • £4 4
• • £10 10
.. £4 15

E25/10/-.

STANTON.
£1511716.

500A,

MO.

500 AA £ 12.

500-E,

All prices include postage, etc.
CARTRIDGES ARE OUR SPECIALITY. WE DO
NOT HANDLE AMPS., TUNERS, DECKS.

0
0
0
0
0
0

SQUIRES CAMERAS
127 High Street, Strood, Kent. 0634-79718

774

SC4E,

ORTOFON. SL.15E/2x15K, 07/101-.

SPECIAL OFFERS!! ! !

Akai M9 ..
Beyer D19
Fi Cord 801 ..
Telefunken TD2O ..
Telefunken TD300
Teleton Stereo Headset ..

E17/10/-.

SHURE. M3D, £5/7/6. M31- E, £ 10. M.32- E,
M.44- E, Ell. M.44- 5/7/C, £8. M75-MB, M.55- E,
£10/5/0, 0/101-. M.75-6/G.11, E12/5/-. M.75-E/II,
E16/10/-. M.93- E, E16/10/-. M.92-E, E17/10/-.
M.91- E, [ 19/10/-. V.15- E/11- Imp, DO. N.44- E.
N.55- E, £9.
M.75-M13/1, 01/15/-.
M.75-MB/2,
El I/15/-.

MICROPHONES and HEADSETS:
ICIISCAZSIIJIsre 1311.31(ING eliOrErsTiCle

REFRESH

by listening to WO OLLETT Speakers as demonstrated by Tom Joyce of Ramsgate. Audio
Specialists tor over 35 years. Trust your ears—
they will do more than any ad. man. Personal
service.

Available from:

PICKUPS & CARTRIDGES
Mail Order Cartridge Specialists,
OXFORD

STREET, LONDON, WIA
Tel.: 01-437 3066.

3DA

FOR SALE-TRADE continued
Ferrograph. Series Seven. Disco. Tel.: 01-883 8874.
Garrard. Full range. Disco. Tel.: 01-883 8874.
Goldring. Keen buyers, tel.: 01-883 8874.
Goodmans. Shop wisely. Tel.: 01-883 8874.
Grundig. T.V. or Hi- Fi. Tel.: 01-883 8874,
HiFi Equipment up to 25% off. We shall be pleased
to quote for any make of equipment. All the latest
models available. Mail order only. P.J.B. Audio, 37a
High Street, Kingston-on-Thames, Surrey.
K.E.F. Cash or H.P. Tel.: 01-883 8874.
Leak. Specialists. Disco. Tel.: 01-883 8874.
Lowther TP1A walnut, £75. TPIB Mahogany, £85.
Hampstead High Fidelity, 91 Heath Street, N.W.3.
Tel.: 01-435 0999.
Ortofon. Where else? Disco. Tel.: 01-883 8874.
Planning to bring Stereophony into your home? Send
for free non-obligatory brochure " Surrealism in Sound".
Ramanayake Audio, Ila Victoria Road, London, N.W.6.
Quad. Advice, Sales, Service. Tel.: 01-883 8874.
Rogers. Amps, Tuners, Speakers. Tel.: 01-883 8874.
Rotel. Save at Disco. Tel.: 01-883 8874.
Shure. See our prices! Tel.: 01-883 8874.

Servicing Problems? The contented listener entrusts
his equipment to Sound Distinctive Ltd. Quad, Leak,
Armstrong and Rogers services to manufacturer's full
specifications. Installations and home visits in London
are also undertaken. Tel.: 01-458 1033.
Repairs. Our modern service department equipped
with the latest test equipment including a wow and flutter
meter and multiplex stereo signal generator is able to
repair HiFi and Tape Recording equipment to manufacturers' standards. Telesonic Ltd., 243 Euston Road,
London, N.W.I. Tel.: 01-387 7467.
Service of quality equipment-graphical data and
reports supplied.
H.F. Engineering, 3 Willowbank,
Sunbury-on-Thames, Middlesex. Tel.: Sunbury 83232.
Are you stuck? Let us fix your hi-fi! We offer a comprehensive installation and repair service in the London
area-just telephone Mastersound Electronic Services,
01-368 8891 (24-hour Ansaphone) and we will master
your sound problems-fast.
AUDIO ANNUAL 1970, produced by HiFi News and
Studio Sound, is packed with features for hi-fi and tape
recording enthusiasts. Articles deal with equipment
reviews, making records, record wear and many other
topics. 7/6 from newsagents and bookshops, or post free
from Link House, Dingwall Avenue, Croydon, CR9 2TA.
Contemporary stands for hi-fi equipment in metal frame
glass made to customers specification. Send details for
quotation by return, trade enquiries and personal shoppers
welcome. F. R. James ( Metalcraft) Ltd., 109 Kenton
Road, Kenton, Harrow, Middlesex. Tel.: 01-907 2416.
Consultant Audio Engineer: John Gardner, M.B.K.S.
Impartial advice, quality equipment, cash discount.
Audio Craft, 6 Mead Acre, Monks Risborough, Bucks.
Tel.: Princes Risborough 6295.

GOOD QUALITY TAPE RECORDERS
CHASED FOR CASH. Tel.: 01-472 2185.

PUR-

Wanted for cash. Tape Recorders, Hi Fi equipment.
in any condition or part exchange for new B & O. Arena,
Brenell, Ferrograph, Green & Cooper Ltd.. 211 Kenton
Road, Kenton, Middlesex. Tel. : 01-907 9660.
Best cash prices paid for good quality tape recorders
and hi-fi equipment. Magnegraph, I Hanway Place,
London, W.I. Tel.: 01-580 2156.
Four-Track Stereo Tapes wanted. Collector will pay
good prices for classical and popular. Box No. 2057
(London).
Quad Electrostatic Speaker required. Must be in mint
condition. ' Phone Rickmansworth 74014 or writeWhiting, 130 Valley Road, Rickmansworth, Herts.
Tammy Canterbury cabinet with legs, without speaker
preferred. Must be excellent condition. Phone evenings
01-584 9092. Box No. 2062 ( London).
Wanted single Quad Electrostatic Speaker. Must be in
good condition. 15 Lodge Drive, Malvern, Worcs.
Wanted Truvox Model PD97 Twin Track Recorder
(Stereo) Amplifier or complete Deck if reasonable or
faulty-for parts. Smallman, Somerset Street, Llandudno,
Caerns., North Wales. Tel.: 76365, 9 to 5.30.
Wharfedale Dalesman in good condition-Ian Palmer,
30 Briar Lea, Shiney Row, Co. Durham. Tel.: Fencehouses 2737.
Wharfedale W3 light oak speaker. Bevelled top and
bottom. Top controls, 3 internal speakers. Box No.
2056 ( Surrey).

Thorens. Square Deal. Disco. Tel.: 01-883 8874.
Wharfedale. Full range. Disco. Tel.: 01-883 8874.

STOP PRESS!

Z. . . . From A to Z in HiFi. Disco (Discount)
Trading Co., 19 Park Farm Close, London, N.2. Mail
order and Easy Terms'. Tel.: 01-883 8874.

STUDIO FACILITIES

BUYING HI-FI ?

Your tapes to disc. 7in. 45 251-; 10 in. LP, 55/--; 12 in.
LP, 65/-. 4-day postal service. Masters and Vinylite
pressings. To professional quality, s.a.e. photoleallet.
Deroy Studios, High Bank, Hawk Street, Carnforth.

Revox 736 Two Track Stereo Recorder, including
Revox Silicon Transistor, Multiplex- Filter. £75. Evenings. Hatch, 9 Glenwood Road, Hounslow, Middlesex.

Graham Clark Records. Tape to Disc pressings.
23 The Grove, Walton-on-Thames, Surrey. Tel.: 25627.

Shure 55E Cartridge, £9. Spare. N55E Stylus, £ 3.
Both perfect. Morgan, 68 Hollin, Calder Grove, Wakefield, Yorks.

We offer unbiased advice, free delivery and installation (London area), complete after-sales service,
plus discount! For personal attention and sound
ideas consult the expertsMastersound Electronic Services,
192 Osidge Lane, London, N.I4.
Tel.: 01-368 8891 ( 24- Hour Ansaphone Senoce)

STOCK CLEARANCE
Speakers- A well-known make
Specification:

Response 30-20,000 Hz per 25 watts
r.m.s. Impedance 8ohms. Units 12",
5", 2" sophisticated crossover. Dimensions 28"
16" x 18. 7¡" chipboard
teak veneer.

Disc recording styli for Grampian, Neumann, M.S.S.,
C.R.S., and Connoisseur Disc Recording Heads by
return service for new and re-lapped styli. Disc cutting
machines bought, sold, overhauled, repaired. Manufacturers of disc recording heads, Swarf Pumps, Extractor
Pipes, Heater Units, Equalisers, Tape to disc pressings.
Martin Watch Laboratories and County Recording
Service, London Road, Binfield, Bracknell, Berkshire.
Tel.: Bracknell 4935.
Ring Guildford 61684 for Tape-Disc and mobile recordings. EP and LP pressings. S.a.e. brochure. Fanfare Records, IBroomfield Close, Rydes Hill, Guildford.
J & B Recordings. Tape to disc- latest high level disc
cutting, all speeds. Mastering pressings, studio, mobile.
14 Willows Avenue, Morden, Surrey. MITcham 9952.
Warren Recordings ( A.P.R.S.). Tape-disc pressings,
mobile. 59 Hendale Avenue, London, N.W.4. Tel.: 01203 0306.

A bargain at half price 24 gns.
ELECTROSONICS,
2 St. Marks Street,
London, E.I.

mjb
Tel: 01-709 0150

MISCELLANEOUS

recording and
transcription service

Vinyl press ngs and acetate demodiscs. Limiting,
compression and equalisation facilities; high undistorted cutt ng levels with feedback cutter heads.
Booklet avilable.
10 LOWER ROAD, COOKHAM RISE,
MAIDENHEAD, BERKS.
Tel. Bourne End 22231
Member A.P.R.S.

DIAMOND REPLACEMENT STYLI
Buy direct from manufacturer and save 50%.
We fit only naked hand- polished professional
quality diamonds to your own cantilever. Unconditional guarantee for quality, polish and dimensions. Twenty-four hour service. Price list on
request.
KELLY ACOUSTICS
6 Bycullah Avenue, Enfield, Middx.
Tel 01-363 7890

Revox 104 Mk II as new, £ 140. Grundig Cl® as new,
£20. Phone Skegness 2003 or write Book Centre, 80 High
Street, Skegness, Lincs.
Ferrograph 722, pair KEF Concerto's, Quad latest FM
Tuner, 33 and 303 few weeks use only. All boxed and
perfect, £300. Original price, £459. Any demonstration.
Cook, 99 Sandwich Road, Ash, Canterbury.
Electrovice 642 Shotgun Microphone complete with
356 shot mounting and wind gags. £60 o.n.o. Tel.:
01-734 2458.
Just moving house and clearing surplus equipment including turntables, tape recorders, tuner, speakers, amplifiers, mixers and microphones. Send s.a.e. for list to
R. Daniel, 4 Latham Road, Twickenham, Middlesex.
Leak Varislope Stereo, £ 12. Stereo 60 Amplifier, £30.
Troughline 2, Tuner, £ 15. Garrard 301 Motor, £ 10.
Mordaunt Arundel Speaker, £20. Goodmans Axiom 300
Cabinet Speaker, £20. Write, Mr. Cook, 9 Hillcrest
Drive, Ashington, Pulborough, Sussex.
Sansui. 3000A AM/FM MPX Tuner Amplifier 65
watts per channel. Also two Jenson T.F.3 Speakers three
way system. £ 150 complete. Box No. 2066 (Oxon.).
Magnificent Pioneer SMQ300B Stereo Tuner Amplifier
MW/SW/MW/VHF 15 watts per channel 230/115 volts
makers carton, only £80. Full details on request. Personal delivery within reasonable distance. Sutherland,
21 Comely Bank Place, Edinburgh, EH4 IDT.

FOR SALE-TRADE

Audio Specialist and Consultant- David Phillips, St.
Anthony, Murley Crescent, Bishopsteington, Devon.
Tel.: 326.
B. Envood ( Audio Engineer). Hi-fidelity equipment,
serviced, installed, modified and maintained. Will travel,
30 Vincent Road, Kingston, Surrey. Tel.: 01-546 6011.

FOR SALE-PRIVATE

WANTED
Lee Electronics. The Tape Recorder and HiFi specialists wish to purchase good quality Tape and Hi Fi
equipment for cash. 400 Edgware Road, London, W.2.
Highest Cash Prices offered good quality Stereo TapeRecorders, HiFi equipment and LP records. R.E.W.
(Earlsfield) Ltd., 266/8 Upper Tooting Road, London
S.W.I7. Tel.: 01-672 9175.
We are constantly seeking good ideas for products to
develop and market in the audio and gramophone industries. If you have one we should be delighted to hear
from you. Box No. 1000 (London).

775

Truvox Scoop-50% off all items boxed with makers
guarantee. Regret sold out except for Truvox FM200.
Mono Tuner, list £ 37/12/11, our price £ 18/16/-. Also a
limited number of fitted stereo decoders, list £52/17/5, our
price £26/8/8. These are unrepeatable bargains. Send
c.w.o. plus I0/- p.p. to Essex Hi Fi Centre, 210 London
Road, Hadleigh, Essex. Tel.: Southend 558339.

WANTED
Wharfedale S.M.I. Stereo Mixer Transformer wanted.
£2 offered. P. H. Marsh, 5 Amberley Slop, Werrington,
Peterborough, PE4 6QG. Tel.: 0733 71079.
£5 paid for good recording of cabaret or similar live
performance by The Move'. Details please:- R. Davis.
Ivy House, Upper Poppleton, York.
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Please use this coupon for your private sales and wants. Rates 8d. per word. Minimum 10/—. Box No's 2/6 extra.
To: Hi Fi News, Classified Advertisements Dept., Link House, Dingwall Ave., Croydon CR9 2TA.
Please publish the advertisement indicated below for
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insertion's under the heading

Cheque/P.O. enclosed £ :
Is a Box No. required Yes/No.
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If no, please include

remittance to cover name and address and or Tel. No.
Please write in block capitals.
Published by the proprietors Link House Publications Limited, 10-12 South Crescent, Store Street, London, W.C.I
and printed by John Wright & Sons Limited, at The Stonebridge Press, Bath Road, Bristol, England.
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LONDON FRANCIS OF STREATHAM, 169/173 High Road,
S.W.16.
HAMPSTEAD HIGH FIDELITY, 9IA Heath St., N.VV.3.
THOMAS HEINITZ. 35 Moscow Road, W.2.
HENRY'S RADIO LTD., 309 Edgware Road, W.2.
HERMLYN HI-FI, 230 High St., Eltharn, S.E.9.
HI- Fl CENTRE. 3 Station Parade, Sheen Lane, S.W.I 4.
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Buy your Hi-fi where you see
this sign - it's your _i,uarantee
of agood deal - and a good
deal niore!
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The HFDA symbol, in a showroom or on printed matter,
signifies membership of the HIGH FIDELITY DEALERS
ASSOCIATION — formed by leading HiFi retailers to provide customers with arigid guarantee of value for money.
Every purchaser from an HFDA member will receive a
printed guarantee and undertaking on the part of the Dealer
which, subject to the conditions set out in it, will incorporate
the following benefits:—
1

2

U
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5
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a
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A free replacement for any stock equipment found to be
faulty immediately after purchase.
A right for the buyer to receive afull credit for the price paid
by him against any other stock equipment if the buyer wishes
to change the unit originally supplied, within seven days of
delivery.
A minimum of six months service guarantee providing for
free labour in addition to the manufacturers component
guarantee. This will also be available to the purchaser if he
moves house and takes the equipment into the service area of
another member who is an agent for the make concerned.

Member dealers are also pledged to:—

4
5

Maintain facilities for the demonstration and comparison of
all HiFi equipment stocked, and fully qualified staff who
will offer sound and honest advice.
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UNITED TECHNICAL SUPPLIES, 29 Tottenham Ct. Rd., W.I.
BEDS CARLOW RADIO LTD., 6 Sc. Loyes St., Bedford.
CAM BS UNIVERSITY AUDIO, 1,2 Peas Hill, Cambridge.
CHESHIRE
AUDIO CENTRE FA1RBOTHAM, Lower
Hillgate, Stockport.
CHARLESWORTHS HI- F1, 112 For eeeee St., Chester.
CHARLESWORTHS HI-FI, 28 Hightown. Crewe.
HI- F1 84 TAPE RECORDER LOUNGE, Green Lane. Wilmslow.
PETERS HI- Fl. 24 St. Michaels Sq. Precinct, Chester.
CUMBERLAND E. C. WILSON, 70 Main St., Keswick.
Misons, 3and 4 Citadel Row, Carlisle.
DEVON EXON AUDIO, 164 Sidwell St., Exeter.
DORSET SUTTONS HI-FI CENTRE, Hardye Arcade,
Dorchester.
Wilfrid Snook, 24A West Street. Bridport.
Rornford.
ESSEX LE

CONNOISSEUR SOUND,

There is no extra charge whatever for the valuable facilities
that are yours when you buy HiFi equipment — whatever its
make, whatever its price — from amember of the High Fidelity
Dealers Association.

MEMBERS ARE DEALERS WITH STANDARDS THEY
TAKE PRIDE IN- AND THEIR PRIDE IN THOSE STANDARDS IS YOUR GUARANTEE OF VALUE FOR MONEY.
H.F.D.A., 19-21 Conway Street, Fitzroy Square,
London, WIP 6DY.
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160 Heath Pk. Rd.,

ESSEX HI- F1 CENTRE, 210 London Rd. Hadleigh.
NEWBURY RADIO LTD., 120 North et.. Rornford.
SOUNDTRACK, 149 Leigh Road, Leigh- on- Sea.
UNIQUE RADIO, 6 The Facade, High Rd., Goodmayes.
GLOS TAPE RECORDER & HI-FI CENTRE, Stokes Croft,
Bristol.
FIANTS ( 8, IOW) DAWSONS RADIO, Seamoor Rd.,
Westbourne, Bournemouth.
EXPRESS RADIO. 105/107 Fawcett Rd.. Southsea.
HAMILTON ELECTRONICS. 35 London Rd., Southampton.
KEN ROSE AUDIO LTD.. 283 Fleet Rd., Fleet.
RUSSELL'S, 40 Upper St. James Sc., Newport, IOW.
SUTTONS HI-FI CENTRE, 421 Shirley Rd.. Southampton.
WIRELESS SUPPLIES, Old Christchurch Rd., Bournemouth.
FIERTS RADIOLUX, 36 Woodlands Parade. High St..
Watford.
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HUNTS J. V. ROBINSON LTD.. 91 High St., Huntingdon.

111
111

KENT BENNETT & BROWN, 2 Milton Rd., G

U

d.

cA
NTERBURY HI-FI, 26 St. Dunstans St., C
bury.
SOUND STUDIO LTD., 33,35 Camden Rd., Tunbridge Wells.
WESTMINSTER HIGH FIDELITY ,

12

High St. , Bromle y.

Halksworth Wheeler, 34 Guildhall Street. Folkestone.
LANCS AVGARDE GALLERY LTD.. Bratennose St.Manchester 2.
BEAVER RADIO LTD., 20/22 Whitechapel, Liverpool I.
GODLEY SPEARS LTD., 2/10 Shudehill, Manchester 4.
HARKER
HOWARTH
LTD..
St., Bolton.
HAROLD &STOTT
LTD., (
18MUSIC)
Westfield
St.,Goodwin
St. Helens.
HOLDINGS LTD., 39 ,41 Mincing Lane, Blackburn.
KIRK ( STEREOLECTRICS) LTD.. 203 St. Georges Rd., Bolton.
LANCS HI-FI LTD., 248 Wilmslow Rd. Manchester 14.
NORMAN WHITELEY, 4 Deansgate,
Rd..
H. PLUMB & SON. Dicconson St...Wigan.
J. SMITH & SON, STEREO CENTRE. 184 The Rock. Bury.
TAPE
RECORDER
CENTRE,
266 Waterloo
Rd.,St.,
Blackpool.
WAYFARERS
RADIO,
18 Burton
Arcade, Lord
Southport.
MIDD X DAYTRONICS LTD., II9A High St.. Teddington.
MUSICRAFT HI- F1 CENTRE, 63 High St., Hounslow.
THE RECORDERIE, 10 Buckingham Parade, Stanmore.
THE RECORDERIE, 3 Rowland Pl., Green Lane, Northwood.
N.FIANTS AUDIOCRAFT, Abington Sq.. Northampton.
NORTHUMBERLAND J. G. WINDOWS ,
1Central Arcade, Newcastle-on-Tyne.
NOTTS STD BOOTH, II Queen St., Mansfield.
NOTTINGHAM HI- F1 CENTRE, 156 Alfreton Rd., Nottingham.

Provide aconsultancy set-vice which will be free to you at allNottm.PETER ANSON ELECTRONICS. 165 Arkwright St.,
OXFORD HORNS, Six South Parade, Oxford.
times once you have purchased your equipment through that
STAFFS HI- F1 CENTRE, Pall Mall, Hanley, Stoke-on-Trent.
HFDA member.
MILLWARDS HOUSE OF HI- F1, Salop Sc., Wolverhampton

•
•

LARDS OF HOLBORN, 76/77 High Holborn, W.C.I.
LASKY'S RADIO LTD.. 42 ,45 Tottenham Court Rd., W.I.
LASKY'S RADIO LTD, 118 Edgware Road, W.2.
LIND-AIR AUDIO, 18 19 Tottenham Ct., Rd., W.I.
MODERN ELECTR1CS. 120 Shaftesbury Ave., W.I.
NEWBURY RADIO LTD., 305 Romford Rd., Forest Gate, E7.
NUSOUND, 24 Oxford Street, W.I.
THE RECORDER COMPANY, DM West End Lane, N.W.6.
REW AUDIO VISUAL CO., 146 Charing Cross Road, W.C.2.
REW AUDIO VISUAL CO., 266/8 Upper Tooting Rd., S.W.17.
ROUNDABOUT RECORDS LTD., 8 Parson St.. N.W.4.
SOUND INCORPORATED LTD.. 114/126 Broadway, S.W.19.
TELESONIC LTD., 92 Tottenham Ct. Rd., W.I.

a

SURREY MERROW SOUND LIMITED, 229 Epsom Road,
Guildford.
SURBITON PARK RADIO, 48 Surbiton Rd., Kingston.
SURREY SOUND EQUIPMENT, Royal Oak Centre, Purley..
SUSSEX C. P. ABRAHAM LIMITED, Queens Rd., Hastings.
JOHN KING, 71 East St., Brighton.
WARWICKS NORMAN H. FIELD, Hurst St., Birmingham 5.
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WILTSHIRE SUTTONS HI-FI CENTRE, Blue Boar Row,
Salisbury.

I.

WORCS
Worcester.JOHNSONS SOUND SERVICE, 43 Friar St.,

II

YORKS CAMERA 65 LTD., 15 Station Bridge. Harrogate.
FIELDS RADIO LTD., 52 Hall Gate, Doncaster.
GEOFFREY BARNARD, GB STUDIO. 3 Pitt St., Barnsley.
McKENNA & BROWN. 122 Linthorpe Rd., Middlesborough.
PRATTS, 33 North Parade, Bradford I.
J. S. RAMSBOTTOM & CO. LTD., Coney Lane, Keighley
SWIRES, Imperial Arcade, Huddersfield.
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SCOTLAND LARD & SONS ( DUNDEE) LTD.,

II

Whitehall St., Dundee
McCORMACK'S LTD., 33 Bath Sc.. Glasgow C.2.

IO

WALES HOLT HIGH FIDELITY, 8 Portland Sc., Swansea.
TAPE RECORDER & HI- F1 CENTRE, Oxford Arcade. Cardiff.
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'ABBEY' COMPACT STEREO SYSTEM
Comprises 6 — 6 watts stereo
amplifier combined with Garrard
2025
turntable
in
one
unit.
Complete with perspex dust cover
and two matching loudspeakers.
Provision for use with Tuner
and Tape.

PRICE

48

GNS

NIKKO 1RM-30'
SYSTEM
Comprises:
Nikko TRM-30
Amplifier £ 5 10

FANTASTIC VALUE!
FREE! Pair of Stereo Headphones retail price £ 4.15.0

Garrard SP25

£ 5 11

Neat V70

£

Plinth & Cover

4

as II

Howland- West
Bergen Speakers
(2)
£ 33

0
II
8

Offers

full

stereo

facilities

and excellent Hi Fi performance.

Output 10+10 watts.

II

II

8

TOTAL COST £ 6 10

2

OUR

PRICE

79

GNS

NIKKO 1RM-40'
SYSTEM
Comprises:
Nikko TRM-40B
Amplifier £ 46 10
Garrard SP25

£ 15 11

Neat V70

£

4

Plmth and Cover £ 6 II
DOKORDER MODEL MS- 201X
Stereo record reproducton—AM/FM Stereo Radio with built-in MPX decoder—
two matched speakers— all in walnut cabinets.
A TRULY SUPERB STEREO
COMPACT AT THE
UNBELIEVABLE

PRICE OF

69

GNS.

Wharfedale Super
Lintons ( 2) £ 43

0

£116 18

o
II
8

15

15 watt ,

0

OUR PRICE

6

Complete with FREE
pair of Stereo
Headphones retail
price 64.15.0

speaker

full

stereo

99

GNS.

A complete stereo system featuring
the 3000 Stereo Tuner Amplifier,
3025 Record Player and two 3005
Loudspeaker Systems. 15 watts per
channel. FM 87.5-108 MHz. Stereo
indicator. A.F.C. Beautifully finished
in teak

603
5'

with

GOODMA NS
MUSIC SUITE

This Stereo System consists of 3 separate
units—Two

power

11

DECCA SOU ND

matched

mItnut

facilitic..

en-

closures, and a Garrard turntable fitted

PRICE £ 140.7.4

in case with 6 watt per channel stereo
amplifier and complete with tinted dust
cover.

SOLE U.K. AGENTS FOR

PRICE

£69.10.0

MARANT'Z
THE WORLD'S FINEST AUDIO EQUIPMENT FOR
THE TRUE CONNOISSEUR

SONY HP- 122 STEREO AUDIO SYSTEM
A compact combination of (our independent units,
che HP- I22 gives you an AM/FM stereo tuner/
amplifier, a reliable turntable unit, and a pair of
matched two-way speaker systems. The turntable
unit ( for both 33 & 45 rpm records) is equipped
with an ' Auto stopper' device which stops the
turntable at the end of each record. For
high quality sound reproduction, the
tone- arm is fitted with a quality SONY
cartridge to capture every subtle nuance
of sound.
These compact units are styled to match
any room decor.

PRICE

f98.15.0

I j
i

41

I

(
g

• •
Full details available on request or come to our showrooms and
hear the " Natural Sound of Marantz"—the Sound of Music at its
very best. Amplifier and Pre-amplifier.
C441-7-9
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Bang & Olufsenfor those who consider
design and quality
before price.
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Our extensive knowledge in the Home and Export field coupled with ou , technical
expertise and the largest stock of all that is best in Hi-Fi of British and Overseas

-- •

manufacture enables us to offer the right equipment for your requirements.
wherever you are!
* GOOD

QUALITY

USED

AUDIO

EQUIPMENT

PURCHASED FOR

CASH

Our own experienced non- profitmaking

L'
..-ç&

Beolab
5000
2x 60
watts
R.M.S. amplifier,
£139 13 0
Beomaster 5000 Stereo FM
tuner,
£99 15 0

ables

WORLD WIDE EXPORTERS
\gill
N:e.11

shipping
us

insurance

department

save

charges.

freight
Free

and delivery to docks.

enand

packing

All quoted

prices F.O.B. and free of U.K. Tax.
Equipment
overseas

* PART EXCHANGES ARRANGED.

to

supplied
visitors

tax
on

free

to

personal

export scheme.

Beomaster 3000 Stereo Tuner
Amplifier, £ 135
9 0
Beograrn 1000 3 speed stereo
turntable unit, £40 19 0
Beocord 1800
Deck,

Stereo Tape
£ 179 11 0

TRUVOX FM2001C
FM Stereo Tuner
Last list price £60.12.0
OUR
PRICE
(Cash only)
Full maker's guarantee

APPOINTED
MAIN
AGENTS
1,11

es gns

GARRARD SP2S Mk. 11 complete with NEAT V70 Stereo magnetic cartridge.
List Price £20 16

other B & 0 models available

7. OUR PRICE EIS 19

6 (Cash only).

including Loudspeaker Systems,

CONNOISSEUR CLASSIC 2-speed transcription turntable. Our Special Price

Portable

only £9 19

Radios,

Cartridges,

Microphones, etc. etc.

t

1.1
•

ENGLAND'S LEADING HI—FI DEALER:
Personal Callers and Hi -Fi ShowroDms
>0

6 iC.1,11 only)

GARRARD SP25 Mk. II Turntable. List Price CIS II

92 Tottenham Ct. Rd., London, W.I. Tel.: 01-387 7467 /9 I
Between Warren Street and Goodge Street Tube Stations
Open weekdays 9-6; Thursdays 9-7;
Saturdays 9-1

II. OUR PRICE Ell 19 6
(Cash only).

9T2o Tottenham
Te1es o n i
c L
Iwish to purchase
a
Rioad,
10 rcle
Lo
rnD
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op
n
t
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l
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Ienclose £
Name

cash/deposit.
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EQUIPMENT TEST REPORTS
By Hirsch- Houck Laboratories
REVOX A77
TAPE RECORDER

• I
T Is a pleasure to report that the widely acclaimed,
but no longer available, Revox G-36 Mk III tape recorder
has actually been surpassed in performance by Revox's new
Model A77. The A77 has fully solid-state electronics, a
bias-oscillator frequency of 120 kHz ( as opposed to 70
kHz for the G-36), and a new electronic motor- speed control. The A77 model we tested is athree- motor, four- track,
two- speed recorder; however, it is substantially lighter and
smaller than its predecessor.
The Revox A77 has its operating controls grouped into
separate recording and playback areas. On the playback
side are two rotary switches with concentric knobs. One
switch establishes the playback mode—stereo, either channel through both outputs, or both channels combined for
mono. Playback level is controlled by the concentric knob.
The other switch connects either the signal input or the output of the playback amplifiers to the output jacks in the
rear. Two playback- equalization characteristics are provided; NAB or IEC ( for European tape recordings). The
recording equalization is to the NAB standards. The knob
concentric with this switch is a playback channel- balance
control.
On the right side of the recorder panel are two VU
meters with real VU-meter characteristics. Adjacent to each
is a red button of the push-on, push-off type. Depressing
either channel's button alone records both inputs on that
channel. If both buttons are depressed, astereo recording is
made. These supplement a record- interlock button, providing a double safety against accidental tape erasure. Recording levels may be set up before the tape is put into motion.
When the recorder is in operation in the recording mode,
the selected channel's VU meter ( or meters) is illuminated.
Under each meter is a recording input- selector switch,
with a concentric recording- level control. There are inputs
for high- and low- impedance microphones ( with frontpanel jacks in parallel with rear phono connectors), radio
(via a rear DIN connector), and auxiliary inputs with
connectors in the rear. In addition, each switch has a position for recording the output of that channel combined
with any additional source onto the other channel.
The transport mechanism is operated by a row of five
pushbuttons, activating solenoids to control fast speeds,
stop, play, and recording. A connector in the rear permits
the use of an accessory remote-control unit for these functions. The tape speeds ( 71
/ and 33
2
/
4 ips) are selected by a
switch that also controls a.c. power to the recorder. Each
speed setting has two switch positions that set the tape
tension to optimum values for 10 1
/2
inch or smaller reels.
The servo- controlled drive system of the Revox A77 is
unique and effective. The tape- drive capstan is powered by
an eddy-current motor that delivers a high torque, free of
the pulsations that are inevitable with any motor having
a pole structure. The speed of this motor can be adjusted
by varying a d.c. control voltage, with relatively little
torque variation. The motor has a built-in tone generator
that produces an a.c. signal whose frequency is proportional
to motor speed. This signal is amplified, limited, and applied to a discriminator, whose d.c. output is proportional
to speed. This is further amplified and used to correct the
motor speed. The change between 71
/ and 33
2
/
4 ips is accomplished electronically by shifting the resonant frequency of the discriminator circuit. The chief advantages

REVOX
DELIVERS WHAT ALL THE REST
ONLY PROMISE

of this technique are independence from power- line voltage
and frequency variations, as well as reduced flutter. Flutter
of the A77 motor is inherently so low that the capstan can
be driven directly from the motor shaft instead of through
a separate belt- driven flywheel. According to the manufacturer, line voltage fluctuations of ±-20 per cent cause a
speed change of only ±- 0.05 per cent, and a change in the
a.c.-line frequency of 50 to 60 Hz causes a speed change
of less than 0.05 per cent. Thus, the Revox A77 is 'a truly
universal machine, capable of operating from 110 volts to
240 volts, 50 to 60 Hz, by adjustment of a switch in the
rear of the recorder.
When the full- width head cover is swung down, two
more pushbuttons are revealed. One cuts off the signal to
external speakers, and the other switches off the power to
the reel motors. This is for convenience in editing. When
the reel motors are turned off, and the recorder placed in a
fast- speed mode, the reels may be turned by hand with the
tape in contact with the playback head. At the desired
point, the tape may he lifted from the heads and placed in
the tape splicing guide which is molded into the fixed portion of the head cover. The only problem with this arrangement is the possibility that one may spill tape by
forgetting to turn on the reel motors before placing the
machine back into normal operation.
We stated that the A77 surpassed the older G-36 in
performance. This is best illustrated by its phenomenally
flat record _Ly_I21fluency response, measured with
gotcl 203 tape, for which the machine's bias was adjusted.
At 71
/ ips, the response was within + 0.5, — 2.0 dB from
2
20 to 20,000 Hz. This has never been equalled by any other
recorder we have tested. Perhaps even more impressive is
the response at 33
/, ips, which was + 2.5, — 5.5-dB from 20
to 20,000 Hz. The high end falls off smoothly and is perfectly usable all the way to 20,000 Hz. The NAB playback
response, with the Ampex 31321-04 test tape, was + 1.5,
—0.5 dB from 50 to 15,000 Hz.
The signal-to-noise ratio was very good, 51 dB at 7/
2
1
ips and 48.5 dB at 33
/
4 ips, referred to a 0- VU recording
level. Noting that the distortion at 0 VU was a mere 0.65
per cent, we increased the recording level until the distortion reached approximately 3 per cent, which occurred at
+10 VU for the higher tape speed and + 9 VU for the
lower speed. At these levels, the signal-to-noise ratio was
59 dB at 73
/
2 ips and 54.5 dB at 33
/
4 ips, figures that closely approach true professional performance.
The transport worked smoothly and with complete silence. Except for the turning of the reels, one could not tell
the machine was operating from a distance greater than
about 12 inches. Wow was 0.01 per cent ( actually the
residual inherent in our instruments) and flutter was 0.09
per cent at 3Y1 ips and 0.07 per cent at 71
/ ips. In fast
2
speeds, 1,800 feet of tape was handled in about 90 seconds,
and the machine could be brought to a stop in about 2
seconds.
The Revox A77 is housed in a teak cabinet with a foldaway carrying handle. It is one of the handsomest, as well
as hest- performing, tape recorders we have seen. We have
never seen a recorder that could match the performance of
the Revox A77 in all respects, and very few that even come
crose. It sounds as good as it tests, which speaks for itself.
The Revox A77 is offered in a variety of configurations. It
is available with either half- or quarter- track heads, in
either the teak cabinet or a portable carrying case. The
price of the deck in a wood base is 8569; the deck with
built-in power amplifiers is $ 599.

from 195 guineas including Purchase Tax
details from Revox 90 High Street Eton Windsor Berks

Telephone Windsor 63388

